Local Authority
Aberdeen City

Comment Id
BCS-11129

Aberdeen City

BCS-11378

Aberdeen City

BCS-11406

Aberdeen City

BCS-11611

Aberdeen City

BCS-11727

Aberdeenshire

BCS-10942

Redacted Comment Text
Now that the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR) is built it would make more sense to draw the southern
limit of the parliamentary boundary for the Aberdeen South Constituency along that route.
This seat is far too big, it's a total joke. the population should not be the only thing that dictates these seats. Rural
seats are way to big and making them bigger just disadvantages rural-based people even more
I have never understood why as I live in the city, work in the city, pay my community charge to the city and receive all
services by the city, we are deemed to be in Gordon constituency for voting in a general election.
We vote as North Aberdeen for any Scottish Parliament election and of course we vote in the local elections for the
City of Aberdeen.
Fully support the proposed changes by the Boundary Commission for Scotland for the city.
The proposal shows a better mix of area compared to the current constituency which has a large part of countryside
and also a small part of Aberdeen City. The mix of countryside and city can fail in areas as for example in transport what may be good for the city is probably no use outwith the city.
The proposals seem to largely continue the status quo. That seems sensible as the existing constituencies encompass
the whole of Aberdeen City and both have near the maximum number of constituents.
The retention of the existing constituency has a detrimental effect on the rest of the North East and the effect that
has on Moray. The seat also follows ward boundaries not in use since 2007 and unlike in Ayrshire, or in Edinburgh, it is
not logical to retain it.
Mearns, Stonehaven, North Kincardine, Banchory, Aboyne and Westhill wards from Aberdeenshire plus Lower
Deeside ward from Aberdeen City (mostly a strong of small villages, not part of Aberdeen proper) would give a similar
seat with an electorate of 76034. The remainder of Aberdeen City would still be entitled to 2 seats. Aberdeen City has,
from 1983-1997 and again from 2005 to present had other seats cross it's boundaries and the area removed is linked
to the constituency it would find itself in.
It is then possible for East Garioch, Inverurie, Mid Formartine, Ellon, West Garioch, Huntly and Turiff to create a
replacement for 'Gordon' with an electorate of 75497. The proposed 'Banff and Buchan' in the initial proposals can
remain as is. You are now left with 55881 electors in Moray. This can be combined with the rest of Strathspey
(Badenoch and Strathspey ward) from Highlands, and with Nairn creating a constituency with 76697. This is a much
more natural seat combining what is effectively the Holyrood Moray seat, with Strathspey and with Nairn (which was
combined with Moray until 1983). Compared to the initial proposals, we are left with 4818 electors from the part of
Culloden ward that is in the original proposal for 'Highland East and Elgin'. This will have a knock on effect for the rest
of the proposals for Highland and Argyll and Bute, but there is still an entitlement of 3 seats. Unfortunately sub ward
data has not been provided so I cannot 'redraw' those seats.
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Aberdeenshire

BCS-11130

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11171

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11207

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11246

Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire

BCS-11273
BCS-11338

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11339

Redacted Comment Text
Another possibility is to allocate a small part of that part of Culloden ward into 'Highland Central' keeping that seat
within quota, and extending 'Banff and Buchan' (which can afford to add 4425 electors) into part of the Fochabers
Lhanbryde ward; possibly as far as the River Spey; the old county boundary between Moray and Banff. That makes the
knock on effect on the other Highland seats much more minimal.
Overall, I think the above suggestions make more more logical seats with respect to community ties.
Now that the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR) is built it would make more sense to draw the northern
limit of the parliamentary boundary for the Aberdeen North Constituency along that route.
This constituency boundary is madness.
Existing Gordon constituency is huge, covers a large area, with lots of small settlements. Whilst I understand that the
constituencies are being decided on by population - this is not an appropriate way to represent the diverse nature of
Scotland.
Based on this new constituency, a resident could drive to Edinburgh in the same amount of time as it will take them to
drive East to West across this one proposed constituency.
How will it be possible for one MP to be a supportive representative to their constituents whilst being expected to
cover such a huge area?
The constituency links two distinctly different area, ie Banff and Buchan.
Theses areas have entirely different cultures needs and even dialect. I stay in Fraserburgh where very few feel any
links with Banff.
Possibly these areas could be split. Allowing an independent approach to each areas needs.
What does the Cairngorms area share with where I live? Looks like a random line on the map to fit the requirement
but without any logical reasoning.
Our area is pretty low population and you have taken us out of Banff and Buchan. Not impressed.
The breaking up of the existing Moray constituency in the way proposed shatters local ties and cohesion. Cullen has
nothing in common with most of the proposed new constiuency. It is part of the Moray Council area, and looks to the
town of Elgin as its primary hub. It is Elgin that provides the nearest main shopping area and where the general
hospital of Dr Grays is located, providing outpatient and in-patient and emergency medicine for Cullen residents.
Cullen does not look eastward to far-flung places in the proposed new constiuency for any services or facilities. Our
ties are to the west, in Moray. Similarly, the town of Elgin isn't well treated by being lumped in with the likes of
Dalwhinnie or Kingussie, both remote from Elgin and absolutely no common ties. The proposals do not serve the area
well.
I would prefer that the boundaries of the constituency where I live (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) remain the
same (as per your initial propsals).
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Aberdeenshire

Comment Id
BCS-11340

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11341

Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire

BCS-11342
BCS-11343

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11398

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11444

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11446

Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire

BCS-11448
BCS-11469

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11484

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11608

Redacted Comment Text
Most important that the West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine constituency boundaries are maintained as is. The
makeup of the constituency is town, village, rural and remote rural which provides a good balance for our
representatives to understand the needs of all and gives continuity in our national and regional elections along with
local decision making capacities.
The boundary works very well indeed with a perfect mix of a population with different views. In other words ‘ if it
works why try and change it’ . Your proposal is correct to leave it as is.
I think the boundary proposals are fine
It is not proposed That the Kincardine and Deeside constituency is to be changed in the Commission’s initial
proposals.
This is a well established rural constituency which has a connectivity across the entire area and I believe this is in your
best interests for effective representation in the Westminster Parliament as it maintains those existing community
ties.
This area in particular us far too big to be under one MP. It is incredibly difficult to get an appointment with the MP. It
is far too big for the MPs travel and is full of very diverse area. One MP cannot possibly give a good service to all the
constituents considering the time taken up just travelling. This also applies to many other areas in Scotland. We need
more MPs not less.
I agree 100% with the proposed change as the new boundary takes into account the rural area . It excludes those
parts of previous zoning which included parts of Aberdeen City.
These are better represented in a more urban region .
I am happy with the proposed changes. This constituency is predominantly rural in nature. So it seems sensible, that if
the boundaries need changing, to drop the urban area of Aberdeen City in favour of adding a rural section of
Morayshire.
I want to compare current boundaries with the proposed new ones. Different colours?
I believe the current west Aberdeenshire and Kincardine boundaries are suitable and reflect the various longstanding
community and geographical ties that link together this part of the North East of Scotland.
I understand that it is not proposed to change the boundaries of the present constituency. I am in favour of that
proposal because I feel that it keeps existing ties in the community and geographic area and provides for good
representation of the constituency in the Westminster Parliament, which I believe is most important.
If this suggested constituency is imagined to take transport links into account that is clearly based on individuals
having their own transport as public transport is possible only along the A96 for most of the day or by rail over the
same corridor. Where I live has no directly accessible public transport !
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Aberdeenshire

BCS-11677

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11684

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11687

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11689

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11693

Aberdeenshire

BCS-11717

Redacted Comment Text
The links with Deeside which have been part of the constituency for some time appear to be completely broken and
the inclusion of Moray makes little sense as it crosses local authority boundaries and oddly leaves out Keith !
Would including Keith muddle the numbers?
This proposed boundary change makes less sense than the previous two changes with well populated area along part
of the A96 and a huge very remote and rural area to the west.
Leave the constituency as they are this is a disgraceful attempt by the conservatives to lower the number of MPs in
Scotland. The consistency of Gordon has always been an important one, it’s the home of the Gordon highlanders and
is in Aberdeenshire NOT Moray!
I wish to support the proposal by the Boundary Commission to retain the West Aberdeenshire + Kincardine
Constituency as it is presently.
Happy with the Boundary Commission proposal to retain the constituency of West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine as it
presently exists.
The Boundary Commission proposal to retain the West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine constituency as it is at present
is acceptable to me and support the proposal.
It would seem to me that this area has closer ties with the surrounding farming community of Turriff to Huntly rather
than Buckie or Cullen.
Apart from the population size, which I assume is within the stated parameters, I can not see that the proposed
changes in any way address the stated aims.
1) 'As many constituencies as practicable that do not cross a council area boundary.'
The changes clearly do not meet this criteria by any stretch of the imagination. The proposed area includes large areas
of Aberdeenshire and Moray
2) 'Recognise existing community ties.'
It is difficult to see what community ties are being evidenced in this proposal. When Moray and Aberdeenshire were
part of the Grampian Region, Morayshire was regarded, and regarded itself, as a separate entity. Those living in
Moray look to Elgin for services, employment and entertainment.
3)'Take into consideration local geography (for example transport links, other electoral boundaries, administrative
boundaries and natural features).'
There are strong transport links along the route of the A96, but the links to Upper Speyside are poor. There is a
geographical divide between Moray and Aberdeenshire. The first routes to be blocked by snow are the DufftonRhynie and the Cockbridge Tomontoul.
Travelling from the outskirts of Aberdeen to the south-west limits of the proposed constituency in the Cairngorm
National Park, is a distance of 80 miles and taking over two hours, weather permitting.
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Comment Id

Redacted Comment Text
4) Consider special geographical considerations where appropriate.
Both geographically and culturally the differences between Lowland Aberdeenshire and Highland Morayshire are
considerable. The physical geography, the land use, the climate are very different.
This proposal may satisfy the mathematical requirement of the exercise, but it does not give any regards to the voters
sense of belonging or the need of community identity. The notion that a Member of Parliament represents a
community is one that should not be abandon.

Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire
Angus

BCS-11763
BCS-11904
BCS-11910
BCS-10884

Angus

BCS-10890

Angus

BCS-10921

Angus

BCS-10924

It is entirely right and proper that the current boundaries of this constituency are retained.
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
Why is Angus getting totally decimated?
Links between Arbroath and Forfar are a lot stronger than Arbroath and Dundee! Totally different environs.
Dear Sir/Madam,
In the Review details, you aim to:
- Design as many constituencies as practicable that do not cross a council boundary.
- Take into consideration local geography (for example transport links, other electoral boundaries, administrative
boundaries and natural features)."
It is clear to me that this methodology hasn't been used in the case of Angus and the town where I live, Montrose.
Angus, Dundee and Perthshire Council boundary's have been cut up to the extent that I would no longer share the
same constituency as Arbroath. But Montrose would be in the same constituency as Scone. To me this makes no
sense so I'd like to know what your explanation is for all of this.
From my living room window, I can see Aberdeenshire. Montrose has more links to Laurencekirk and indeed for the
Scottish Parliament we already share a constituency. I cannot see Scone or Perthshire. My proposal would be to not
include Scone and instead include Laurencekirk. As we in Montrose have more community ties to Laurencekirk, than
we do Scone.
Thank you for considering my proposed amendment.
Why remove Arbroath, Carnousite and Monifieth from Angus yet include parts of Perthshire with other parts of
Angus? Surely sensible thing would be to base boundary on county lines not some made up delimiter
I reside in Angus, pay my council tax in Angus and will not be represented by a Member of Parliament that does not
reside, work and have interests in Angus.
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Angus

Comment Id
BCS-11014

Angus
Angus

BCS-11153
BCS-11183

Angus

BCS-11204

Angus
Angus

BCS-11215
BCS-11218

Angus

BCS-11237

Redacted Comment Text
Having looked at the proposals for the “Angus and Strathmore” constituency I have a concern around the splintering
of the local authority area - Angus Council - with part of the original “Angus” constituency, Arbroath, Auchmithie and
Lunan (plus surrounding settlements) being subsumed into the new “Dundee East and Arbroath” constituency. I also
take issue with areas such as Blairgowrie, Scone and Alyth from the “Perth and Kinross” local authority area being
placed into the “Angus and Strathmore” constituency. These two issues primarily stem from the disconnect that will
emerge among the electorate from the splitting of Angus local authority and glueing of areas that have no geographic,
historical or social links to the local area.
In addition, I would have thought that any proposals would have had similarities or taken note of the constituencies
(Angus North and Mearns and Angus South to be exact) that are used for the Scottish Parliamentary - which I note
had a basis in a previous boundary commission (2018?). This would have been a preferred option for many in the area
to this potentially messy choice of changes.
This looks like a political boundary change in order to sway the vote in a certain direction.
It is important to me that the elected member for this proposed constituency is local and understands local needs.
Local issues do not always correspondence with or have relevance to political party issues or policies. I want an
elected representative to reflect the needs of local people not the needs of a political party.
The proposed changes take no account of local communities and interests. People in Arbroath have nothing in
common with those in Dundee East and Broughty Ferry - it is a totally unnatural grouping. Arbroath, Carnoustie,
Montrose, Forfar, Kirriemuir and Brechin are a sensible grouping, as well as sharing a local authority boundary. The
proposed new constituency makes no sense at all - obviously drawn up on a sheet of paper by someone who has
absolutely no idea of the area.
We have no connection with Dundee, we are Angus
Why are we getting put in with Dundee when we have nothing in common with them. The last time we were not put
with them (Tayside Region they stole all the money and we didn't even get the crumbs. We will end up stuck with
them idiots that are the snp. Leave us in Angus where we belong. We are sick feed up of be changes and all for the
worse.
The current county basis of constituency makes complete sense which the proposed change will override. In
particular, the coastline is an intrinsic part of the character of the area and your proposals will detach the hinterland
area such as where I live from the coastline communities to which in so many ways we are bound. To take one
example, the rail stations on which this area of rural Angus depend would then be in a separate constituency which
would be more dominated by other transport issues. By all means, there may be a need to add other areas onto the
current Angus constituency but it makes no sense to then remove the parts that you are proposing.
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Angus

Comment Id
BCS-11289

Angus

BCS-11412

Angus

BCS-11415

Angus
Angus

BCS-11416
BCS-11425

Angus

BCS-11451

Angus
Angus
Angus

BCS-11481
BCS-11498
BCS-11514

Angus

BCS-11533

Redacted Comment Text
Do not feel an affinity with Dundee would prefer to be part of Angus. Would be better to incorporate the areas nearer
Dundee in their seats.
As a local resident, I support the proposed constituency of Angus and Strathmore.
Reasons for supporting this 1. These areas share similar issues such as transport, local services, broadband issues and employment.
2. The A94 connects these areas well.
3. These areas were previously combined pre 2005 North Tayside formation.
Thanks.
The proposed changes to this constituency seems to take in a lot of Angus countryside, removing the Dundee city
identity of the constituency as we know it. I understand that these matters need to be regularly reviewed but I cannot
but feel that this change reduces my chance of being heard by my MP who will have a far greater population to
respond to and so my voice will likely go unheard. I presume that this idea to reduce the number of constituencies is
being led by Westminster.
Birkhill has much closer ties to Dundee and the Carse of Gowrie than to Angus
THE RETURN TO THE PRE 2005 BOUNDARIES MAKES PERFECT SENSE FOR OUR AREAS WHICH ARE LINKED BY THE A94.
WE, IN STRATHMORE SHARE SIMILAR ISSUES WITH ANGUS, SLOW BROADBAND, RANDOM/NO BUS SERVICE TO NAME
A COUPLE. WE ARE SIMILAR RURAL COMMUNITIES.
This is a ridiculous suggestion. Arbroath is much more attuned to a rural community and should be associated with a
predominantly Angus parliamentary seat.
The intended boundaries seem to make sense to me in that they tie together very similar communities.
I agree with the proposed boundary changes.
I find the idea of reducing the number seats in Scotland ridiculous and can only be put down to political influence
from a government who Scotland has not voted for. The suggested boundary changes make no sense and it would
make more sense if the number of seats were increased to previous boundary areas.
Why on Earth would you propose a new boundary of Dundee East and Arbroath! Why would you change the Angus
boundary when it’s worked perfectly well as Angus for such a long time? And why does Arbroath deserve a mention
when Carnoustie is far better known because of the golf? I don’t want to fall under Dundee East. I mean. Seriously.
Dundee East!!! That’s stretching a boundary too far and to add insult to injury, Arbroath gets added to the proposed
new boundary name!! I appreciate its a larger area; I know it has better historical buildings - well, 1 - and it has fishing
but it’s Arbroath! That means nothing to many people outside of the local area. It seems you are proposing change
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Angus

BCS-11556

Angus

BCS-11561

Angus

BCS-11562

Angus
Angus

BCS-11563
BCS-11570

Angus

BCS-11574

Angus

BCS-11580

Redacted Comment Text
for change sake and not fully considering the impact of this proposed naming to all the people that live in that area.
Just ridiculous!!
While I can understand the logic of equal numbers of voters in each constituency, I fail to see the logic of lumping
Angus voters in with Dundee voters as at a local level the administrations are different, reflecting the needs and
services of the different groups. This must follow through to parliamentary constituencies.
I think the proposed constituency is the best option for local people because:
1. The proposed boundaries cover areas of Perth and Angus that are both predominantly rural and therefore share
similar issues such as public transport provision, digital connectivity issues, lack of employment opportunities and a
lack of provision for local services such as shops, banks, post, offices, etc.
2. The proposed constituency is well connected via the A94 trunk road between Perthshire and Angus.
3. There is a historical precedent for combining these two areas, for example through the 1983- 2005 North Tayside
constituency.
Leave Angus alone this is a Tory ploy AGAIN to bolster there failing time and time again to win seats in Angus this is
corruption at its highest
You did it with north Tayside and that failed for the Tory’s so now your going to do it again this is corrupt and Tory
driven by a none independent body
I object to the amalgamation of the Angus constituency and it's potential impact on the political landscape.
I think that joining the Angus region to another one would be a terrible mistake that would detrimentally impact the
people that live in Angus communities. The problems in Angus (unreliable public transport, problems with
infrastructure, lack of representation) are often already widely overlooked by Scottish parliament because it is rural
and therefore do no affect the larger cities. Collapsing our constituency with Strathmore’s would only aggravate these
problems which is why I humbly ask you to reconsider these proposed plans.
Leave Angus alone. We are under continuous erasure when being classed as 'Tayside', now you want to split us up
and put Arbroath in with Dundee?
Do the local people want this? No.
Angus does not include towns in Perthshire.
Your criteria states the boundary will not cross council borders. This new plan does exactly that. Go look at the signs
"Welcome to Perthshire" just beyond Glamis.
Redrawing the boundaries on this regular basis will not increase the number of elected Tories. Trying to sneak them in
during the year of Indyref2 won't succeed. Your Commission shouldn't be cooperating with the UK government to
reduce the number of Scottish representatives at Westminster.

Local Authority
Angus
Angus

Comment Id
BCS-11591
BCS-11596

Redacted Comment Text
Leave our constituency of Angus alone strathmore is a huge part of Angus and will always be.
I am outraged at the proposed redrawing of the boundary of my constituency in such an illogical and insensitive way.
It seems to almost deliberately ride roughshod over the historic county of Angus.
Arbroath Abbey is a hugely significant and historic site, arguably more important than any other in Scotland. To sever
it, in any context, from the rest of Angus, could I believe be viewed as at best clumsy, at worst, deliberately
destructive of the cohesion of our county.
Arbroath, the seat of the Declaration of Independence has been the symbolic beacon for an independent Scotland for
many centuries. In Montrose, just 11 miles from the Abbey, there was a significant movement which rose up in the
early part of the 20th century, which brought many creative, political and social benefits to the people of Angus and
far beyond. Such movements are created by cohesion and a sense of identity. I strongly oppose any carve up, in
whatever context, that would arguably deal a blow to such cohesion now and in the future.
Our beautiful coastline is synonymous with Angus. We are a community built on the coast and it binds us to the sea
and the land beyond it. The proposed carve up-I use this quite deliberately as I believe that is what the proposal is,
detaches the citizens of Angus, albeit by stealth. What possible connection do we have to Scone?? No shared visions,
no shared priorities. I know this; I lived and worked In Blairgowrie then in Perth for many years. As a social worker and
then the manager of teams supporting families across Perth and Kinross, I know the identities of both these counties.
To suggest they can to any degree and in any context, can be successfully integrated and more important in this
context, served by the same MP, is frankly ridiculous.
I realise that the proposed changes are not allegedly political and it seems, however ludicrously, l that these proposed
changes are driven by a need to make us fit into some previously dictated number crunch. But to look at the way in
which these boundaries have been redrawn, begs the question as to motivation.
Quite apart from the historical ties of our county, I cannot help but see the spread of the new boundaries as a dilution
of the political views of the areas which it is proposed are united, for the purpose of reducing by 2, the number of
constituencies.
This in itself is something to which I am diametrically opposed. The decentralisation of political power is, I believe,
crucial to real democracy. I do realise however this is not for debate here.
But MPs are put in place to represent the people. We are currently mired in more sleaze, corruption and distrust of
Westminster politicians than at any other time in recent history. I cannot separate this from these proposals. It would
be an extremely sad day for Angus and for Scotland should these illogical proposals were adopted. I urge a rethink,
which maintains and recognises the current community cohesion and historic relevance of the county of Angus as well
as those of the other areas involved, which have their own reasons not to be so clumsily (or deviously) broken up.
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BCS-11607

Angus

BCS-11613

Angus

BCS-11617

Angus
Angus

BCS-11622
BCS-11643

Redacted Comment Text
The proposed changes cut across existing council lines creating confusion and unnecessary additional lines of
communication between MPs and councils. I fully support the letter that my MP Dave Doogan has submitted to Lord
Mathews questioning the reason and logic behind these proposed changes
Dividing Angus as proposed is completely unacceptable. The county should be a single constituency. Not as divided as
proposed.
Constituencies should be a community, not used by the boundaries commission for political purposes.
Gerrymandering should be a thing of the past.
Regarding the current plans to review / change the boundaries and constituencies in Scotland. Angus is the birthplace
of Scotland, and Arbroath has such a historical element of being part of Angus. The declaration or Arbroath, the
football team, the beaches. This town belong to stay on Angus and should not be moved. Reducing the number of
constituents from 59 to 57 seats will also decrease the presence felt ok Westminster. Leave the boundaries as they
are.
I do not wish Angus boundaries to be changed.
I have lived at my current address for 47 years and am familiar with the surrounding rural area that is mainly
populated by the villages of Auchmithie and Inverkeillor.
We are currently part of the Angus Constituency, an agricultural county with small rural towns of Forfar, Brechin,
Montrose, numerous villages and the much larger town of Arbroath.
The proposal to create a new constituency of Dundee East and Arbroath (DE+A) may be generally acceptable on the
basis that both main population areas have good physical links (dual carriageway and rail) and form a coastal corridor
that also incorporates the populations of Carnoustie, Monifieth and Broughty ferry. The DE+A is therefore almost
wholly, in terms of electorate, an urban constituency.
However, the landward area to the north of Arbroath has nothing in common with the DE+A corridor but everything
to link it with the rural character of Angus and the proposed Angus and Strathmore (A+S) constituency.
I therefore suggest that the greater rural part of Ward A7 (north of Arbroath) be transferred from DE+A to A+S.
In terms of population, this would remove some (roughly estimated) 1500 electorate from DE+A reducing its
electorate to about 74,200, and raising that of A+S to about 75,500; both totals still complying with the Review
requirements.
The boundary of my suggested area of transfer can be neatly delineated by retaining the northernmost part of the
Wards A6/A7 boundary past Letham Grange, then following Cadger's Road westward all the way through Kinaldie to
where West Mains of Auchmithie track meets the Auchmithie road. The boundary could then dog-leg to the coast via
the watercourse of Seaton Den between Seahills and East Seaton farms. This boundary has good delineation and
would avoid passing through any settlements or dividing any communities.
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Angus

BCS-11655

Angus

BCS-11699

Angus

BCS-11706

Angus

BCS-11707

Angus

BCS-11715

Redacted Comment Text
Should the Review proposal go ahead as it stands, it would include my small rural area within a dominant urban
constituency and, as such, I feel any parliamentary representative would struggle to give the electorate of my area fair
representation.
Having grown up in Angus I feel this proposal is tearing the heart from Angus.
Arbroath and the Abbey are a paramount part of its historic community.
When in an outlying area one has to expect to travel in order to meet an MP or councillor. I cannot understand why
the proposed changes would force those within short distance of a large community to travel long distances in order
to meet, where presently they are local, for example Scone.
It appears a classic bean counter proposal, where an accountant or mathematician creates proposals based on
numbers rather than a historic community.
I am hoping we still function within a democracy rather than an autocracy. For those who wish to make these
changes, perhaps a trip to those local, gaining their opinion and gauging their concerns.
This proposal is not well advertised, should Westminster wish to further upset the local population prior to a possible
vote on independence, they may feel the wrath.
Not impressed.
S.Baxter
I really disagree with the proposed boundary lines drawn for Angus. How can we have Angus without the historic
town of Arbroath? The whole exercise is suspect, led by a Tory government hungry for more seats in an over inflated
English centric parliament. To reduce seats in Scotland just endorses this. This is no union of eqauls, it never was and
will never be.
This is disgusting manipulation by an English government. Our coastal towns eg Arbroath belong in Angus not Dundee.
Absolutely ridiculous boundaries which do not relate to geographic sense. Can we in scotland please mess with the
English counties. Roll on independence only way to stop these tory maniacs
This is disgusting manipulation by an English government. Our coastal towns eg Arbroath belong in Angus not Dundee.
Absolutely ridiculous boundaries which do not relate to geographic sense. Can we in scotland please mess with the
English counties. Roll on independence only way to stop these tory maniacs
Another ridiculous boundary change giving less and more confused representation to Scotland.
I will now be an elected member for a Perth and Kinross ward - Strathmore but will be voting and represented by an
Angus MP. My current local MP will suddenly not even be living in his own constituency through no fault of his own.
The networks for representation, for community engagement, funding, planning and so on and so on will be disrupted
and I believe this move will be very detrimental to electoral and representative democracy.
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BCS-11724

Angus

BCS-11766

Angus

BCS-11775

Angus

BCS-11776

Angus

BCS-11777

Angus

BCS-11780

Redacted Comment Text
If the boundary change to form a Dundee East and Arbroath constituency went ahead as suggested, Arbroath, along
with its rural hinterland, would be totally dominated by the urban, and considerably more populous, region of
Dundee East. The characteristics of these two districts are quite different and the Arbroath area's voice would be
drowned out by that of Dundee. Please reconsider this ill-thought out proposal.
Removing coastal Angus, inc. Arbroath from the Angus Constituency then adding on parts of rural Perthshire looks
very much like it has been done without any consideration to the impact locally and is a YTS trainee's attempt to make
the numbers work.
Looking at the whole of Scotland it's very clear anyone with some GIS software could have done it as badly as this if
they had a 5 minute time limit, I'm quite certain I could improve on this with just 10 minutes thought to local views!
Arbroath is part of Angus and never has been part of Dundee. The constituencies of Angus represent the views of the
county and are not necessarily the same as Dundee City residents. We have different issues as it is a rural community
with towns and different from a city environment. You should review the proposed changes and take into account the
geography of the area and the traditional County and City lines before making arbitrary changes. Asking the local MP
and MSP might enlighten you as to the demographic of the area.
This makes the constituency very large and due to parts of it being rural the views and needs of those that live in the
city will have a higher priority than those that live outside the main city.
Moving the boundary is farcical.
there are constituents who never travel to Dundee and yet we are now expected to be assisted by A Dundee based
office.
centralisation is happening all over and this is another way that Westminster is pulling the wool over our eyes in and
taking away any voice we had from a small town/village point of view.
elderly and those without access to online service with be alienated and cut of wholly from having an opinion on
matters local to them, yet the decisions about their home and local area will be decided by someone who has no local
knowledge.
appalling.
The proposal for Dundee East and Arbroath seems intuitively illogical with its reach all the way up to Lunan (which
always has a strong/er affinity with Montrose than Arbroath). There is, for sure, a socio-economic connection
between the east of Angus and eastern Dundee but the mix of small urban and rural-to-very-rural Angus running from
sea to mountains, whilst not unique, is a well-established catchment with shared population, services and economic
interests and challenges for representatives, that risks being lost. The east of Dundee itself is diverse with some of the
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Angus
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Angus
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Redacted Comment Text
most deprived postcodes attached to the more affluent and with some rural areas more aligned with Dundee left
outside the proposed boundary (notably Wellbank, Monikie, the Murroes/Tealing area and Letham) which seems
counter-intuitive locationally and in terms of shared interest. The loss of all sense of a co-terminous Angus
constituency with Angus council and is also a noteworthy aspect for any future representative to be required to
navigate and is likely a problem going forward
Arbroath is part of Angus, a rural area. Boundary changes to include part of the City of Dundee do us a great disservice
and seeks to ignore the needs and wishes of those in rural towns. Under the regional system of local government, we
saw monies and resources diverted to prop up city projects and local resentment. Thankfully, Tayside region no longer
exists and people have been represented locally.
The townships of Angus have never been part of the city of Dundee and the divide will only worsen if this change is
forced upon us.
Splitting a town like Arbroath in half does nothing to improve the management and representation of members of the
public to know who to turn to, and for town wide issues to require two members to cooperate is only going to
diminish the service they can provide constituents the same quality of service.
I understand the desire to have calculations based on the number of people represented by an MP, this number of
course is greater than the eligible voters for a particular constituency. I also understand that as ratios of population
per MP, Scotland has a higher number of MP's than England, however both have considerably less than the Welsh
ratio of MP's to constituents. The issue as I see it however, is more complex than simple people/MP ratios. The ratio
system takes no account of a country over 80% the size of England with only 11% the number of MP's. Some of the
areas proposed are vast. What comes with larger areas and smaller population is diversity. The regional identities and
differences matter, indeed town identities are distinct even within a small county like Angus. Arbroath has little in
common with Monifieth, Broughty Ferry or Indeed Dundee. Arbroath in Angus is the "Birthplace of Scotland" as the
sign reads. It seems inappropriate to place a town of 23,000 people into an urban conglomerate dominated by
Dundee. perhaps the boundary commission ought to be arguing more vociferously against any boundary changes that
sees a reduction in Scottish MP's, unless of course the commission and UK Government wish to move forward the
case of Scottish independence. We are, at least we feel we are, completely ignored by the machinations of
Westminster already. These proposed changes will no doubt go through despite all the reasons why they shouldn't
and then Westminster will be shocked when the people of Scotland say enough is enough we are better together, the
together being a United and Independent Scotland free to make our own decisions free to make our own way as a
county in the world. Free to elect our Scottish Parliamentarians to our Scottish Government.
Arbroath has traditionally been opposed to Dundee for as long as they have existed. Arbroath has a distinctive
identity which is aggressively different to that of Dundee. This move utterly fails to acknowledge this, while at the
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same time slices us away from our real and true fellow Angus residents. This move utterly fails to acknowledge and
respect the cultural differences between Angus, Arbroath , Carnoustie and Moniefieth and Dundee. There was a
reason Tayside Council failed. This proposal is frankly tinkering for the sake of it. Unwanted. Unwarranted and
culturally and historically blind and ignorant.
Arbroath is part of Angus and should stay part of Angus
I am not convinced that reducing the number of MPs representing Scotland at Westminster is even slightly
democratic. Has the Boundary Commission taken the trouble to contact the constituents of all Scottish Westminster
seats to advise them of this plan? If not, surely the consultation period needs to be extended. I only heard about it
today and feel it is underhand that this has not been drawn to the attention of everyone who will have their say in the
parliamentary process reduced should it go ahead... at the behest of a government whose interests are best served by
such a move. I disagree with this change as my concerns are best served by an MP representing Angus, a rural,
agricultural community, rather than East Dundee, predominantly an urban community with different priorities that
deserve equal, but different, attention to those of Angus constituents.
I am absolutely appalled that the historic town of Arbroath will be removed from Angus if these boundary proposals
go ahead . Whoever thought that this would be acceptable to the people of Arbroath know nothing of this town and
it’s historic links to Angus . I don’t suppose my opposition will have any affect but I suggest more thought is required .
I am against this proposal as I think the small town of Arbroath and Angus will be lost amongst the big city of Dundee
There are huge differences in the needs and desires of this large area
It looks like everything will be centred in Dundee and will make it harder for constituents to meet with their
representative
Leave Arbroath in Angus where geographically and indeed historically, it has always been. This area is part of Angus
and should be kept as such. Areas of Perth and Kinross should not be put into Angus.
We feel that by making these changes, instead of including people in decision-making, things are being made more
complicated and constituents may feel less included not more.
Object to the initial proposals as it splits Angus across 2 other authorities and splits 3 Angus local government wards.
Preference to retain status quo.
Object to the initial proposals as it splits Angus across 2 other authorities and splits 3 Angus local government wards.
Proposal to move Monifieth into Dundee East and Sidlaw into Dundee West given they are geographical nearer
Dundee than Angus
Retain Arbroath in Angus as it has exceptional historic value to the area.
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We feel that by making these changes, instead of including people in decision-making, things are being made more
complicated and constituents may feel less included not more.
I found it hard from reading this map to work out what the proposed changes were so I had to do further research.
I wish we didn't have to lose MPs to represent us at Westminster, but the proposed changes to my specific area don't
seem as bad as they could be.
Blairgowrie is in similar farming country to Forfar and surrounds.
If I lived in Blairgowrie I might be upset to be represented by a politician who wasn't based in my council region.
Not very happy that the area is not contiguous with Angus.
I don't believe the coastal area of Arbroath should be split from the inland; that is not in keeping with the
communities.
Not at all happy that I had to chance upon these changes, that they didn't seem to be publicised.
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
The omission of Bute from the title of Argyll and Bute constituency. must be rectified immediately. It is crass and
disrespectful.
Just leaving as it is. Simple. Go and sort things that really matter
I would like it to remain Argyll and Bute. I live on Bute and it is important for the island both economically and for
growth to remain within the council
Rural constituencies like Argyll are already far too large, so adding more area underneath is just going to make things
worse.
It’s important to maintain a balance between both population AND geographic size. When an area is too large for an
MP to effectively cover, then in practice this leads to underrepresentation for the constituents, since they have less
access to their MP than a more localised constituency.
It also reduces accountability. In my home town there are some major problems, like for example the ferries. But the
population has no means to hold the MP to account because constituents in other towns 3-4 hours drive away don’t
know or care.
MPs from more densely packed areas are able to work together to advocate for their priorities (e.g. the five MPs from
Glasgow), so they gain a disproportionate influence that an MP from a rural constituency doesn’t have.
Argyll’s unique geography should warrant more intelligent thought about the planning than just a count of
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population. Everything is about balance.
A first past the post system is not about every vote counting equally (most political parties get to the office on 35% of
the vote). What it’s about is making sure every local area is represented. Argyll is not well represented today, and this
situation will make it worse.
Finally, on the Bute name, while I don’t personally care, I’d point out that most voters in Oban or Campbeltown don’t
even know where Bute is, let alone care themselves. If Dunoon suffers from apathy in voters on other towns who just
‘vote SNP’tomorrow and see what happens
I object to the Argyll and Bute constituency being changed to Argyll. Historically the two were separate counties and
then given equal footing in the new name. Argyll refers to the mainland area and leaves those on the islands feeling
disenfranchised and unrepresented.
Absolutely ridiculous to think about changing the name to just Argyll and also bringing in more areas. How about
focusing on making the areas you currently have in Argyll and Bute better before adding any more.
National governments have underfunded local governments for decades. This has resulted in almost every non
statutory service being drastically cut or lost completely. To reduce Argyll and Bute to simply Argyll diminishes the
pride as well as the name in this very beautiful part of the United Kingdom. You are creating more interest in Scottish
Independence by these Westminster policies.
I cannot understand why the historic name of Bute could be made to disappear from the constituency, this is
tantamount to erasing an entire island of the map of Scotland. We struggle enough with local council politics, being
rode roughshod by dunoon and Helensburgh and oban, we need this name to remain in the public domain
I object strongly to removing the name Bute from this constituency as it removes a historical connection. I also object
to any changes that make this a larger constituency by area as it already covers a large and varied land mass with
many different needs.
To remove Bute from Argyll and Bute would be akin to removing Bute from the map. There is no reason to remove
the name Bute if we are to remain under Argyll then Bute should stay
Argyll and Bute as currently set as a Westminster constituency covers a huge area and many islands ; to enlarge it
further to enhance numbers of electors will make it even more challenging because of its physical size -but also v
disparate nature.
Whilst I support the protected geographical status of the Western Isles and Orkney and Shetland this skews results for
Scotland.
I consider the geographical area upper limit to be too high a threshold , but also that whilst some islands are
considered the majority are not -as in Argyll. I think ALL islands should be acknowledged as specific geographical
entities -perhaps the boundaries should be on a total area ie including sea areas implicit within the constituency
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For this reason I do not support the changes as proposed for the north and west of Scotland , ie not just Argyll and
Bute but also Skye, Lochaber and Ross.

Argyll and Bute
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Argyll and Bute
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Please retain the constituency name of Argyll and Bute.
I am concerned that the revised Argyll constituency does not mention the Isle of Bute in its new name despite this a)
being a significant part of the new constituency population, b) the historic mention of Bute in the title of the
constituency and c) that it is a separate island. I think that the constituency name should revert to 'Argyll and Bute'.
I strongly object to the change of name of my constituency from Argyll and Bute to “Argyll”. My county of residency is
Argyll and Bute, and the name of the parliamentary constituency has been Argyll and Bute since 1983. Bute is
separate from Argyll and always has been throughout history, thus the reason that the county name is Argyll and
Bute. To ignore this and to remove Bute from the name of my constituency means that the existence of Bute as a
separate entity from Argyll will be removed. I can’t imagine what could possibly be the reason for the decision to
change the name of the Argyll and Bute constituency to Argyll. It doesn’t have any effect on the changes that the UK
government deems as necessary as to the number of elected representatives or number of electors. It seems to be
just an ignorant change of name for no reason at all.
I disagree with Bute being removed from “Argyll and Bute”. Bute is vastly under represented in regards to other
neighbouring islands and to remove it from the council name is grossly damaging for advertisement, representation
and tourism.
I do not agree to the proposed boundary changes to argyll and bute
The proposed removal of Bute from Argyll and Bute is a disgrace and the culmination of a sustained campaign over
many years. Buteshire is a historic county in itself and this would be one final kick in the teeth for local residents who
have seen their voice and opinions gradually ignored over time. We have seen several tourist/publicity campaigns
habitually refer to "Argyll" over the years in reference to the island when it is in fact not Argyll at all and is wholly
separate.
I object strongly to the fact that the boundary changes include a name change from Argyll and Bute to just Argyll. I do
mind that the name Bute will be omitted from the area; Bute or Buteshire used to have its own elected county council
from 1890 to 1975, and its original area which included the islands of Arran, Great and Little Cumbrae, has already
been divided between different councils. The last link with the past will be completely gone if the people of Bute will
have to live in Argyll, Argyll only and not Argyll and Bute.
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Would it be too much to ask if the name of Argyll and Bute can be retained for the new area created by the boundary
changes?
Constituency should keep the name Argyll and Bute. Otherwise people will think Bute is no longer part of that
constituency. Bute has a distinct identity from Argyll and it's not as if "Argyll and Bute" is too long as a name. It
would be really strange for the LA to still be called Argyll and Bute but the constituency just to be called Argyll even
though it also includes Bute.
Hi,
I live on the Isle of Bute and I am proud of our island. I am angry that you are thinking of removing us , makes me feel
we done matter.
Disgusted
I have no objection to boundaries being updated to suit changes in population or political circumstances. However
one of your aims is ‘to recognise existing community ties’ why then change the name from Argyll and Bute to just
Argyll. You would be ignoring existing community ties and effectively wiping the existence of one of our islands from
the map.
Leave the name of Argyll and Bute as it is.
The current Argyll and Bute Constituency is already too large and a major problem for the MP to get around. Enlarging
it to include part of Lochaber is only adding to the existing issues.
South Cowal Community Council strongly objects to the proposal.
Under no circumstance should the Boundary Commission dismiss Bute by re naming the area without the name Bute,
our Island has in the last few years been under such dreadful restraints from funding and man power and this would
be another nail in the coffin of our beautiful Island.
Surely removing Bute from the constituency title will have a negative impact on tourism awareness. We live on a
beautiful island off the west coast of Scotland, which has, in previous years been overlooked as a holiday destination,
despite publicity through a range of media opportunities.
The name of the constituency was agreed back in the 1970’s, other than adding two other areas within this
consultation, nothing else has changed. The justification for having short titles in the recommendations, appears to be
a weak reason for justifying the name change and as a result, I, as a resident do not agree with this rationale.
When looking at removing Bute from the accepted 'Argyll and Bute' please consider not only the disruption but the
associated costs of re-branding.
Then ask yourselves, can we justify the huge expense for changing this regions name - when clearly it achieves no
practical purpose and will simple upset and inconvenience many, cause waste replacing signage etc and paperwork.
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Surely, in this time where every penny should count and responsible actions on using resources must be taken abandoning this expensive and pointless project makes sense.
Do not change the name of ‘Argyll and Bute’ to ‘Argyll’.
There is little enough government money to spend on crucial items like health, education, social care and transport
without wasting millions unnecessarily to change every sign, letterhead, vehicle logo, webpage name, email address
and countless other instances of the constituency name.
Please do NOT change Argyll and Bute to merely Argyll.
I strongly object to the dropping of ‘Bute’ from the constituency name. The cost and carbon footprint that this will
incur in disposing of materials, signs etc and in purchasing new materials, signs etc is something that can easily be
avoided by leaving the name unchanged. Surely the only sensible thing to do when we are looking to be as
environmentally friendly as possible. Please leave it as Argyll and Bute. The constituency is bigger the Argyll.
I do not agree with Argyll and Bute being changed to “Argyll”.
I also do not agree with the widening of the geographical catchments elsewhere which will result in Scotland having
two less MPs representing Scotland in Westminster.
No cognizance taken of rurality and sparsity. Absolutely no knowledge on how the communities link been researched
if they had coming up with this ridiculous change would never be considered. Yet again we have faceless bureaucrats
working on population figures and nothing else a sham for true democracy.
The total incompatibility between Ballachulish and and much of the proposed southern part from Oban down ignored
as well as cutting off my area from its local Town and hub at Fort William.
The shear size would mean the representative could not possibly fulfill their remit to relate to their constituents. If
anything we need smaller geographical areas taking full cognizance of the communities needs and not ignoring all else
to make it some pencil pushers statistical dream to have equal population. This is shear madness in my opinion.
We are an island community and the needs of the community are very different to wider Argyll. If we were to lose our
representation and become part of Argyll, these needs would not be understood or met by the council.
We have seen our importance diminish over the years - no longer a Royal Burgh, Buteshire and we are given lipservice
by Argyll (and Bute) council already. If Bute is lost from the title of Argyll and Bute that would have a massive impact
on our island.
If we were not fully represented then I fear that we might as well sink beneath the waves, the current administration
of the council pay little heed to our concerns as it is.
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It is important that everyone's voice is heard and our community voice is just as important as any other within the
country of Scotland.
In my opinion it is essential for The Isle of Bute to retain its identity by continuing to be included in the constituency
name, it being Argyll and Bute.
What a useless map! Can you tell which constituency Bute, or Eigg, or any other island falls into?
What a useless map! Can you tell which constituency Bute, or Eigg, or any other island falls into?
What happened to the council area being called "Argyll and Bute"? The agreement has always been to keep the
"Bute" part in the council area name. Bute is very neglected as it is in terms of services, with the council not
encouraging local industry (Ardencraig Gardens as an example). Ignoring it in the council name only encourages the
prevailing attitude of neglect.
I do not think Helensburgh should be included in the Argyll constituency as it is a commuter town with very different
needs from rural areas such as Dunoon which has travel links influenced greatly by weather conditions.
I object to the name being changed to just Argyll. The name should be Argyll and Bute.
I live on the Isle of Bute in the Constituency of Argyll and Bute.
I feel strongly that the name of ‘Bute’ should be retained in the title of this geographical area. There are important
historical reasons for the names of Buteshire and Argyllshire being retained and combined to create Argyll and Bute
and if the inclusion of the name of ‘Bute’ is dropped in favour of the term ‘Argyll’, then it would appear that the
Boundary Commission are looking to negate the historical significance of our Island and in effect rewrite Scottish
history.
I see that the my constituency contains Ardgour,Morvern and Ardnamurchan and the area north of Appin including
Ballachulish, Glen Coe and Kinlochleven. Whilst these areas are traditionally part of Argyll and were at least until the
late 1970s part of Argyll County Council area and indeed were policed by Argyll County Police, they are now part of
the Highland Council area.
My suggestion,however, would be,not that these areas are removed from the Argyll Parliamentary constituency but
that they are returned to the current Argyll and Bute Council area.
I would suggest,in terms of the constituency,that the island of Arran be added to it. It would seem to me the residents
of Arran would be better represented by an MP(the Argyll MP)already representing many island communities than by
an Ayrshire MP whose island constituents are few.
The boundary changes are fine but the name is not. It should remain Argyll and Bute. Buteshire was a country in it’s
own right and was amalgamated with Argyll. This historical significance and Bute’s heritage should be respected.
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After having examined the proposal I can see no good reason to change the name of the constituency.
I wish to object to the proposed constituency name change to Argyll and I would prefer that the constituency name of
Argyll and Bute be retained.
Argyll and Bute is already a large geographical area with 23 islands and many remote rural areas with scattered
population in small communities. I don't see the logic in adding more square miles of remote rural area also with
scattered population. The numbers game might work in urban areas where population is more concentrated in large
centres but it is already difficult for Councillors, MSPs and MPs to keep in touch with their constituents - the proposed
changes to add in part of Lochaber will make it harder.
Bute should also be kept in the name of the Constituency as Bute has the largest island population in Argyll and Bute
and Bute was also a county in its own right until the 1970s.
I hope these comments will be taken into consideration before decisions to change things are taken. I have lived on
Bute for over 50 years,have been a Community Councillor and also represented Bute for 18 years as a Councillor on
Argyll and Bute Council.
[RD:70]
I am particularly unhappy about the proposal to rename Argyll and Bute "Argyll". My reason for being concerned is
that these are two very separate pieces of real estate with very different demographics. Argyll, with the exception of
Oban and Lochgilphead, is a predominantly rural area. Auto Bute is fairly rural, there is a high proportion of urban
dwellings. Indeed many of the inhabitants are former city dwellers.
More prosaically, why should we choose to lose a very important historical name for the sake of 5 characters and a
space?
I realise this might seem an unimportant concept to someone who lives in a large urban area. However, democracy is
for all!
Our council is Argyll and BUTE not just Argyll. The name must remain. Bute is a Royal Borough and needs to have its
identity acknowledged. Our island misses out without us losing our name too.
Keep Bute in the Argyll and Bute.
Bute needs to remain as it has always had a huge importance to the area.
I see no reason for changing the name of the area from Argyll and Bute to just Argyll as Bute is not being moved out of
the area.
The waste of public money this will cost to change all the signage, letterheads and Web presence is ridiculous and will
make no disernable difference.
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The name “Bute” needs to stay incorporated within Argyll as in Argyll and Bute as at present
I feel the name Argyll and Bute should remain as is. I am an Isle of Bute resident and to remove the name Bute from
the area title would have a huge detrimental effect on our island. We struggle as it is to attract visitors so thus would
be another nail in the coffin.
Keep the Argyll and Bute name please!
Please find attached the response from the Scottish Liberal Democrats to the proposed changes to the boundaries for
the Argyll.
Best wishes
Rachel Palma Randle
CEO Scottish Liberal Democrats
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
the minor change to my constituency looks ok to me, I approve of the changes.
The existing and proposed boundary goes along Pennywell Road separating Muirhouse from West Pilton. For
community members and organisations supporting the local community this division seems arbitrary and frustrating.
There is a significant connection between the community of Muirhouse and the community of West Pilton. Looking at
the people who engage Community Renewal Muirhouse (and LIFT, NEA, CAB etc), plus the Craigroyston School key
catchment, plus the Muirhouse GP patients, it is clear that Muirhouse and West Pilton shouldn't be politically
separated. Since this is one of the most deprived neighbourhoods in Edinburgh this unnecessary political division has
more serious consequences than it would elsewhere.
In terms of offering a better solution: There is less strong community connection than between Muirhouse and
Sliverknowes. There is of course some connection between those two neighbourhoods and any boundary between
Silverknowes on Muirhouse needs careful consideration (rather than a straight line). But overall it would appear more
appropriate to move the boundary to the other side of Muirhouse (such that Muirhouse Park was just inside North
and Leith constituency).
Recognising that the total population of the two constituencies may need to be preserved it it may be appropriate to
consider whether Craigleith would be more appropriate to move into Edinburgh West (such that the boundary
became Crewe Rd South). But that is only a secondary suggestion as a means to enable the more important change
for Muirhouse outlined above.
Wouldn't it be better to run the boundry along main roads rather than through minor neighbourhood roads so South
Gyle Mains remains in the same constituency?
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I think this is a broadly good boundary as it encompasses my GP surgery (Mackenzie Medical Centre) and my place of
education (University of Edinburgh). I think this is also a good boundary for students as many will live, work, be
educated and socialise in this area so having the representation to help them stand up for their views will be
important.
I am surprised that Leith Academy is not in the constituency that includes the name of Leith - the same applies to the
Easter Road stadium, home of Hibernian FC. I suggest that you drop the word "Leith" from the name of Edinburgh
North and Leith, or redraw the boundary to include all of Leith in exchange for the New Town and/or similar area.
We’re a real outlier on this proposal - most of the proposed constituency is to the west and we’re only in it due to a
kink in the boundary but we have more in common with the constituency to the east. Please straighten out the kink!
Ok for Edinburgh North boundary
I was just wondering why Leith is split in two again, with the Links and colonies in Edinburgh East rather than North
and Leith? Couldn't they be moved over to North and Leith?
2023 REVIEW OF UK PARLIAMENT CONSTITUENCIES PUBLIC CONSULTATION INITIAL PROPOSALS: CONSULTATION
RESPONSE
I refer to your letter of 13 October 2021 regarding the current consultation on the Commission’s initial proposals as a
result of the 2023 Review of UK Parliament Constituencies.
Your letter and enclosures provided the background to the review, its timeline, the basis on which the electoral quota
had been identified and proposals for the boundaries of the new 57 UK constituencies in Scotland. I should be
grateful if you could treat this letter as the City of Edinburgh Council’s response to the Commission’s initial proposals.
I note that for the UK constituencies with the City of Edinburgh Council area the proposals represent minor change.
The existing Edinburgh South West constituency and the existing constituency names are unchanged. However, there
are minor changes proposed to the boundary between the Edinburgh West and the Edinburgh North and Leith
constituencies at Craigleith and the Dean Village. The boundary between the Edinburgh East and Edinburgh South
constituencies has been amended at Prestonfield.
A more significant change is that the Edinburgh East constituency now includes the western half of Musselburgh,
adding a small area outwith the City of Edinburgh Council area to what was previously a constituency wholly within
the City of Edinburgh.
Given the applicable legislation, the policies and procedures adopted by the Commission in the conduct of this review,
the City of Edinburgh Council is content that the proposals for the five UK constituencies in the council’s area
represent an acceptable set of boundaries that recognise existing UK constituencies, the Scottish Parliament
constituencies and council wards. The proposed adjustments to boundaries Edinburgh West and the Edinburgh North
and Leith and the Edinburgh East and Edinburgh South constituencies, take account of natural local features and
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boundaries and are supported. The addition of a portion of East Lothian through the inclusion of west Musselburgh in
Edinburgh East is unfortunate. It would be the preference for constituencies to be wholly within the Council area
allowing a more accurate route to data analysis, a simpler alignment of political representation and avoids any crossboundary issues in electoral administration.
However given the population changes and the electoral quota the boundaries presented for Edinburgh East are
understandable in terms of polling the addition of this small element of East Lothian can easily be accommodated by
the council’s Election Team.
This Council looks forward to any revised proposals that may result from the this consultation and will again consider
those when they are published.
Yours sincerely,
[RD:28]

City of Edinburgh
City of Edinburgh

BCS-11407
BCS-11466

City of Edinburgh

BCS-11487

City of Edinburgh

BCS-11532

City of Edinburgh

BCS-11551

City of Edinburgh BCS-11875
Clackmannanshire BCS-10918
Clackmannanshire BCS-11080
Clackmannanshire BCS-11353

Agree with the proposed boundaries
I live in Leith Link Colonies. I do not believe we should be removed from Leith and be lumped in with Craigentinney. I
think the boundary should put us back into leith
No need to change my Edinburgh East Constituency at all !! Please is there any valid information, purpose or reason
for why the Westminster UK government wish to step in and change Scottish constituencies????
The proposed redistribution between Edinburgh East and Edinburgh South reunites the Prestonfield area with the
area from which I draw most of my services and local transport links, so I am in favour.
My comment is on the system the Commission has to work within as a whole. It is absurd - and the criteria laid down
for the Commission are bizarre and contradictory. The proposed boundary is completely arbitrary and, by it's very
nature, it will divide the community within the city itself and the smaller communities of place on the landward edges.
See zipped folders for response details
Why can the name of the new ward not include Clackmannanshire? Most proposed wards do. This area has never
been known as Mid Forth, where did that name come from?
I see no way in which Clackmannanshire can legitimately linked in with areas of Falkirk on the other side of the Forth.
We have nothing to do with each other, other than sharing a bridge across the Forth.
I feel Clackmannanshire and surrounding constituencies should align to a 71500 total . Pushing the Clacks boundary
to include areas such as Denny and Larbert across to the south side of the Forth Estuary is not conducive to
governance of the more rural areas within the traditional Wee County Border .
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The proposal to combine Dollar and Muckart with communities on the other side of the river Forth, who are urban
not villages set in countryside, makes no sense. Our problems are different. Our communities are different and we are
physically separated by the river. This smacks of “sticking together” to meet a numbers plan and cannot possibly be
the best way to SERVE COMMUNITIES. Which after all is the primary purpose of an MP????
While I understand the need for change I feel this is far too large. For many years synergy with communities within
the existing boundaries have developed. These will be lost through this level of change and take many years to
develop under these proposals.
Greetings, upon looking at the initial proposals for Glencaple, I am a bit mystified and I think this is a lost opportunity.
As in the current boundaries Glencaple is not within the same constituency as the main town as Dumfries. While the
commission as partly recognised this, and the new proposed boundary between DandG and D,C and T has been
moved further south, Kelton is cut in half between the two constituencies, and Glencaple is still within D,C and T. It
makes sense to me, to have Glencaple within the same constituency as the main town of Dumfries. Indeed this is the
case for the electoral wards used in council elections, as Glencaple, Kelton and so on are part of the Nith ward which
extends much into Eastern Dumfries (east of the Nith). I would make the suggestion that the boundary between DG
and D,C and T be redrawn to replicate that of the Nith ward, and the boundary line is the line that currently exists
between the Nith ward and the Annandale South ward. I would also add that this change would not affect the quota
of electors. My thanks.
(sorry there were a few spelling errors, and I also missed a few valid points).
Greetings, upon looking at the initial proposals for Glencaple, I am a bit mystified and I think this is a lost opportunity.
As in the current boundaries, Glencaple is not within the same constituency as the main town as Dumfries.
While the commission has partly recognised this, and the new proposed boundary between DandG and D, C and T has
been moved further south, Kelton is cut in half between the two constituencies, and Glencaple is still within D, C and
T. It makes sense to me, to have Glencaple within the same constituency as the main town of Dumfries. Indeed this is
the case for the electoral wards used in council elections, as Glencaple, Kelton, and so on are part of the Nith ward
which extends much into Eastern Dumfries (east of the Nith).
Upon also looking at the commission's abandoned final review in 2018, Glencaple and Kelton were included within
the Galloway and West Dumfries constituency, along with the whole town of Dumfries. There is also the Scottish
Parliament constituencies. While Glencaple is part of the Dumfriesshire seat, the whole of the eastern part of
Dumfries (east of the nith river), is also within this Dumfriesshire constituency.
I would make the suggestion that the boundary between DandG and D,C and T be redrawn to replicate that of the
Nith ward, and the boundary line between the two constituencies is the line that currently exists between the Nith
ward and the Annandale South ward, so to better reflect the geography of our location, as well as what is already the
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case for Scottish council and parliament elections. I would also add that this change would not affect the quota of
electors. My thanks.
Too much of the proposed boundary area is outwith our region. Our issues may vary greatly from others within this
area.
We have been lumped together with communities which are more urban in profile.
Glencairn Community Council assumes they will be further involved in discussions regarding these proposed changes.
Our previous comments do not appear to have been taken into consideration. As a small isolated rural area we object
strongly to being cut off from our nearest main towns where we have strong cultural and social ties and a good
relationship with our elected representatives. I would suggest an elected representative from the proposed new
constituency attempt to get to Moniaive via public transport, which might give an indication as to what lies in store
for anyone wishing a face to face consultation. We are not just a line on the map but a living breathing community,
come and talk to us.
I think the Dumfries and Galloway should be separated - the seat of govt in Dumfries has no relation to Galloway.
Failing that I feel that I would be be served by ayrshire area as I am 8 miles from the ayrshire border and am better
served by ayr in all aspects including schooling for my child
The proposed changes for Dumfries and Galloway would end the ludicrous situation of Dumfries being in split in half.
For that reason, I consider the proposed changes to be a definite improvement.
The change in boundary is ridiculous, what do constituents 50-60 miles apart have in common....nothing. The
changeed boundaries cover more than one Council area. How can that even be possible. The issues in every town and
village are different, lumping more people into a bigger boundary area is not representative in any way. The criteria
for boundary changes based on numbers of people is nonsensical. The so called political "representative" doesn't do
anything for his constituents now let alone giving him a bigger area. How about Scotland sorts out its own boundaries
instead of being dictated to by Westminster and England who are set to gain more seats from these changes.
If Dumfries and Galloway is to be used as a Constituency, use it all, all the way East past Langholm. Otherwise, use The
old Dumfriesshire, Stewartry and Galloway.
As I understand it from our local Community Council, you are putting forward a plan that will shift Moniaive where we
live and Dunscore where we used to live from the Dumfries and Galloway Constituency into Dumfriesshire, Clydesdale
and Tweeddale Constituency. This area has absolutely NO connection to Clydesdale OR Tweedale!!!
As I see it, this proposal goes against nearly ALL of the bullet points that you claim as listed under your aims, - as
follows:
* Recognise existing community ties.
* Take into consideration local geography (for example transport links, other electoral boundaries, administrative
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boundaries and natural features).
* Consider special geographical considerations where appropriate.
Moniaive and Dunscore's primary community ties are CLEARLY with the Dumfries and Galloway region, as also is: it's
administration, geography, transport links and primary direction of travel etc. To my way of thinking, this proposal
looks simply like a 'juggling numbers' game that bears VERY little relationship to our local community. links!

Dumfries and
Galloway
Dumfries and
Galloway

BCS-11504

Langholm and Eskdale should be part of the Border region.

BCS-11525

Dumfries and
Galloway
Dumfries and
Galloway

BCS-11557

I do not wish to move from the constituency of Dumfries and Galloway to Dumfriesshire Clydesdale and Tweeddale.
The latter is a geographically meaningless area with no common identity between the various parts, sprawling as it
does from the edge of Dumfries almost to the edge of Edinburgh. I have studied the constituency populations in
relation to your criteria, and it is clear that the Dumfries and Galloway constituency's existing pop[ulation of 75332
lies well within the upper limit of 77062. The proposed change is only being done because the existing population of
Dum/ Cly/ Twe constituency, at 68874, is marginally (1.2%) below the lower threshold of 69724. I would suggest that
there should be a fundamental rethink of this whole nonsensical constituency, which exists only because it fulfils the
requirement for constituencies of more or less equal size in a solely functional algorithmic sort of way. Failing that, it
does not need such a significant land-grab into our and other neighbouring constituencies to reach the 69724
population threshold. Please leave us where we are.
Please please have the whole of Dumfries and Galloway as one region - it is quite divisive splitting it east ans west - at
a local level there is already issues with that . Bring us together as one constituencyâ€¦please
A fairly balanced number of constituents should not be the prime consideration. The proposed boundaries of the
Dumfriesshire, Clydesdale and Tweeddale constituency make it very large and therefore difficult for an MP to get to
know well or be visible throughout. It has a disparate number of communities. If the MP were to rely on public
transport to visit towns, villages or hamlets for events or face to face surgeries it would be extremely difficult with
such poor links between them. Your criteria of recognising existing community links appears weak as does not take
account of local geography- if you had done this you would probably have drawn a map with one constituency west of
the A74M and one the other side; I'm assuming you are just trying to squeeze the right number of constituents in.
Thornhill has closer affinities to other parts of Dumfries and Galloway than, say Carstairs, Innerleithen or Carlops. As
far as possible, you say, constituencies will not cross council areas- your proposals for D, C and T cover 3 (Dumfries
and Galloway, Borders and South Lanarkshire).
I don't believe that reducing the number of constituencies in Scotland and trying to get a certain number of

BCS-11569
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constituents into a constituency will do anything to improve democracy. A move to Proportional Representation and
an elected second chamber would
A personal view on the ongoing placement of Georgetown village in the Dumfriesshire, Clydesdale and Tweeddale
constituency. I suggest that this doesn’t make much sense as Georgetown village is located 200m from the Dumfries
town limits and the day to day issues are those involving Dumfries town rather than the rural issues faced in the D, C
and T constituency proper. Indeed we vote at the same location as Georgetown residents but on rural issues.
It is impossible to see, from the maps on this website, exactly what changes are being made to the constituency, but I
understand that it will lose some areas on the eastern boundary.
I appreciate that the context of this review is the Westminster government's desire that constituencies be
jerrymandered in favour of the Conservative party. I also understand that the Electoral Commission is constitutionally
neutral, but is obliged to act as directed by parliament. And I do appreciate that there are no easy answers here.
Also key to the context is that this constituency has often been a three way marginal, with Labour votes heavily
clustered in Dumfries and Stranraer.
Consequently, if the constituency is losing any part of Dumfries town and I say 'if' because it is not at all clear from
your maps - then that will favour the Conservative vote largely at the expense of Labour, and will tend to convert a
three way marginal into a safe Conservative seat.
That would not be a neutral outcome.
This is ridiculous. We have been linked to Galloway for a long long time. We have much more in common with them
than the new proposed area, which is closer to the central belt. We are a rural area as is Galloway.
I think this is just a way forward for the SNP to gain voters by clumping the Borders non SNP areas into SNP voting
areas. The SNP are getting dangerously desperate to gain votes!
What a con!
The proposed area is far too big and surely lessons have been learnt from other organisations who have suffered by
making these sort of mistakes!
It's a great Idea if you are an SNP supporter to put us in with Clydesdale and Tweeddale, cancels out our vote against
Independence. It is far to big and we have always been with Dumfries and Galloway, so why it needs to change can
only be to please the SNP vote. Think again you lot and transfer us south in with Cumbria, that would be a far better
idea.
See zipped folders for response details
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I appreciate that the constraints on numbers cause difficulty in the Dundee area, but lumping so much of coastal
Angus with a big chunk of Dundee seems to deny the big differences between them. How would things look if in place
of the two constituencies suggested for Dundee there were a Central Dundee constituency and then a "Dundee
catchment" one incorporating some suburban areas and the country and towns to both east and west of the city?
That would have the advantage of providing a clear representative for Dundee city itself, while the rural areas and
smaller towns have more in common with each other than with urban Dundee. This seems to provide better
representation and a clearer focus for the MPs elected. Having the city split does not seem ideal and there seems a
danger of its concerns dominating the more rural areas and smaller towns. Would this alternative proposal work?
Against my proposal I can see that the numbers may mean that too much of outer Dundee would have to be excluded
from the city and that this proposal would involve linking areas in both Angus and Perthshire across a local authority
boundary (but within the still recognised concept of Tayside). But my proposed division seems better to reflect the
varied nature of the area.
It is not a great proposal simply due to the fact that the proposed boundary would be over two different council areas
(Dundee City Council and Angus Council) and it doesn't align with the population of the Dundee West area.
Dundee West and Dundee East don't need to change to add more council areas. No other major city in Scotland has
this same proposal it looks like. Why does Aberdeen North and South get to remain the same but not Dundee West
and Dundee East?
I don't like the proposal to cut the 59 seats to 57, Scotland needs a voice as much as anywhere else that is part of the
United Kingdom. That continues to be cut, I don't want to see Scotland's voice cut from Westminster because we are
supposed to be an equal part of the United Kingdom
I object to these plans. This is nothing more than a power grab attempt by Westminster to halt any independence
movement, buy reducing the number of Scottish mp’s. It’s difficult enough to get to see my mp, without making
Dundee even bigger. Why do you even need to mess around with boundaries? This is ludicrous
I am genuinely surprised that the Dundee seats made it to the initial proposal. These two 'city' seats from west to east
are as long from west to east as the entirety of Greater London and snake across the coast. The ability to comment on
the proposals here is hobbled somewhat without sub-ward electoral data, but it should be revisited.
I don't understand the boundaries in and around the city of Dundee. Wouldn't it make more sense to have one
constituency primarily based on the city of Dundee? If there are too many electors for one seat in Dundee, then
perhaps the eastern part of the city could be merged into a predominantly Angus constituency. Instead the
Commission is proposing seats that make little sense in the wider area.
The changing of the boundaries is a terrible idea at the best of times and will be a serious detriment to Democracy.
But to have a constituency that cuts through Angus and Dundee will water down the votes and perspectives of both.
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Surely if we are forced by law to cut the constituency areas Dundee should be a single one rather than encompassing
the western edge of Angus.
This covers a vast area mixing a rural town and villages with a district of Dundee which have a very different
demographic profile. The smaller rural areas have different social problems to the more built up areas in Dundee city.
It's ridiculous this is even being considered. There should be a reduction in all MP's particularly in English
constituencies they are already over represented. It's making Westminister even less accessible to people living in
Devolved areas. If it goes ahead the people of Scotland should refuse to engage with Westminster full stop and ignore
legislation passed in this unequal parliamentary system. It's jerrymadering of the worst kind shame on you.
It seems that both Dundee constituencies are being separately grouped with other council areas, which you say you
try not to do. Surely, if you MUST reduce the number of constituencies in Scotland, it would make far more sense to
have one Dundee constituency. I would, however, like to know the reason for this 'required' reduction other than
further oppression of the Scottish people.
The requirement that every constituency must contain between 69,724 and 77,062 electors would seem
inappropriate, resulting as it does in proposed constiuencies such as Dundee East and West. Lumping part of a city in
with distant rural areas is clearly far from ideal. In the case of Dundee East, while it might make sense to include
dormitory towns like Monifieth and Carnoustie, to include the distinct fishing community of Arbroath and rural areas
such as Inverkeillor and Lunan Bay is clearly wrong. Why not make greater Dundee (Invergowrie to Carnoustie) a
single constituency?
I think this is an excellent proposal.
I feel that this boundary change is ridiculous in its proposal to take into account numbers of electors rather than
geographical location. Dundee and Arbroath (and all the land in-between) are very different.
In my personal area (which is Dundee East), Dundee is well-served by 2 MPs who know their constituents, and the
city, well. In the proposed boundary change, Arbroath would be amalgamated with Dundee.
Dundee as a city has its own particular identity; residents rightly have a sense of belonging to Dundee, and are aware
of its historic and cultural roots. They know that their MPs are cognizant of their circumstances and are approachable
should they have need to contact them.
On the other hand, electors in Arbroath have similar feelings regarding their town and the county of Angus. Their MP
will know the towns and people well.Their needs are very different from those electors currently in Dundee East and
Dundee West, as is their sense of history and cultural identity.
Electors in the above areas will not be happy with these proposed changes by the Boundary Commission. In view of
this, I would urge the Boundary Commission to abandon the proposed changes.
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I don’t understand why the city of Dundee can’t have 2 constituencies within the boundary of the city allowing for
appropriate representation of the city whose needs are not the same as its neighbouring rural hinterland. The
extension of much of our constituencies even further into rural Angus and Perthshire only diminishes the city and its.
Constituents ability to represent its needs effectively. For example. The new Levelling Up Fund allows local authorities
to make bids to the fund for each constituency within its boundary. This means that currently in Dundee West the city
can more or less ale a decision on what is need to help level it up effectively as only 5% of the population of Dundee
West live in Perth and Kinross. But in Dundee East 25% of the population live in Angus and therefore discussions
between both local authorities will be needed, lessening the potential
Impact of the Levelling Up Fund to actually level up either Dundee or Angus. The new boundaries proposed split the
constituencies even further. It looks likely that larger percentages of each area are now split across the two local
authorities making the ability to deliver large scale projects that meet the needs of either local authority.
Given that the city has nearly 150,000 residents the scale of the proposed constituencies fits well within the city. The
needs to address scale of constituencies in Perth and Angus cannot surely be totally dependent on large numbers of
the population needing to be joined with Dundee.
I have attached my response and a map of my suggested alternative boundaries as PDF files.
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
The proposed name is rubbish. Few people have affinity with the river. Why not just call it “Cumbernauld and
Kirkintilloch” so people will know where it is?
Better explanation of why “Kelvin south” should be called “Cumbernauld” or “Cumbernauld and Kilsyth”:
1. Scotland’s tenth most populous town should have its name in its constituency; plenty of far smaller towns do.
(https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_towns_and_cities_in_Scotland_by_population)
2. “Kelvin” is not part of any common name for that area. No Kelvin Valley, no Glen Kelvin, no Kelvinside.
3. Well of course there is a well-known Kelvinside. But it’s not even in this constituency; it’s in Glasgow. So the
proposed name is confusing.
4. Few folk will know where it is. I expect many, many more people know where Cumbernauld is compared to the
early course of the River Kelvin. People think of the Kelvin as just being in Glasgow.
In my experience of being a Community Councillor, it makes sense for the electoral areas to be within the same
council local authority. When politicians have within their area of responsibility more than one local authority it
becomes messy and the wider majority of the public do not know what services they can or cannot contact their MP
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about. This is displayed in the Scottish Parliamentary Boundaries.
It would be preferable for East Dunbartonshire to remain the one electoral constituency for this case.
This is a great idea as it is at present too big of a constituency. Divided into north and south kelvin will better reflect
the views and needs of the constituents of each area.
Separating Bishopbriggs from Lenzie/Kirkintilloch is absolute madness. Why on earth would would anyone think
separating these two towns and lumping Kilsyth in with Bishopbriggs and Cumbernauld into Lenzie would make any
sense to the local population.
The local newspaper The Kirkintilloch Herald also serves Bishopbriggs, many council services are shared, there is
virtually no boundary between the two.
This constituency straddles East Dunbartonshire and North Lanarkshire. These authorities have quite different
priorities and, I am guessing, quite different political complexions. This might make almost impossible for some major
parties ever to win majorities over time. I cannot remember the last time the person I voted for was elected and I feel
unrepresented.
In my opinion Bearsden and Milngavie have poor transport links and little community ties to Bishopbriggs and
Kirkintilloch and are only those enforced by historical political boundaries. I have lived in this area for 6 decades and
am surprised to see Kirkintilloch split into the North and South. Very much a compromise to achieve population
numbers perhaps? The canal, roads existing geographical and cultural boundaries have not been taken into account
for this arrangement.
Kelvin North has no meaning for the towns that are included in this constituency, Kelvin refers to the west end of
Glasgow.
Having researched the potential changes to the boundary, I wish to submit my opposition to the changes. I cannot
understand the reason behind the changes, East Dunbartonshire has its own unique identity and splitting it in half
would be detrimental to community organisations, residents and school catchment areas.
I do not agree with the constituency changes. I see no rationale for them other than to benefit the Conservative vote,
and it is a blatant attempt to move the goal posts.
A change to East Dun boundaries will cost money with no perceived benefit to constituents.
Why the people need to split Kelvin into two when most of the towns and villages have had a common togetherness
for years
Regards East Dumbartonshire constituency boundary to Kelvin North. On review of the anticipated numbers of
electorate in this new boundary, I request a review of the number of electorate - on estimation, doubtful that it
contains 70k and would think it exceeds 77k based on the East Dumbartonshire council’s current and projected
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numbers (school planning and house building). If this is the case, the proposed boundary exceeds the limit of
electorate.
I understand the reasoning behind the changes but I think that communities should be taken into account rather than
just numbers on a spreadsheet.
Scotland should not lose two representatives - a democratic deficit already exists in our lopsided democracy.
The proposed name will cause confusion with the Kelvin district of Glasgow, better to use Strathkelvin North to marry
up with the Scottish Parliament constituency. That would be simpler and more logical
I can see no logical reason for taking Lenzie and Kirkintilloch and cutting them away from East Dunbartonshire. Putting
them in with Cumbernauld, Stepps, etc seem somewhat arbitrary and confused.
The proposals would, I believe, negatively impact all those living in North Lanarkshire and East Dunbartonshire who
find themselves thrown together. A case in point is the old Coatbridge and Chryston constituency, which poorly
served voters in Lenzie in the past. Please reconsider.
I'd be happy to help redesign the constituency map. Best wishes.
Splitting East Dunbartonshire into two parliamentary constituencies is not acceptable. It makes sense to keep the
constituency as it is to maintain the ease of communication and cooperation between the local council and Scottish
government. The new suggested constituencies will make the planning of local/national services difficult as there will
be several local authorities involved across the parliamentary constituencies, whereas the present set up minimises
the beurocracy involved, therefore saving money which could be put to better, more constructive use.
Kelvin North seems to draw together communities that have never had any connection historically or in recent times.
Bearsden and Milngavie remaining together makes sense because there has always been a connection, but to include
villages and towns as far East as the proposal does seems absolutely ludicrous. In general the scope for this review will
further reduce Scotland's say in how the UK government legislates, and it is something that I am strongly against.
Ridiculous changing boundaries again to join communities that are very different from each other . And are then
represented by politicians with a bias towards some areas and no understanding of others.
Please find attached the comments from the Scottish Liberal Democrats for the Kelvin North constituency.
Best wishes
Rachel Palma Randle
CEO Scottish Liberal Democrats
Please find attached the comments from the Scottish Liberal Democrats for the Kelvin South constituency.
Best wishes
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Rachel Palma Randle
CEO Scottish Liberal Democrats
What a ridiculous idea. You’re splitting Musselburgh (which is in East Lothian) in two along the river, breaking a well
established town dating back centuries.
Also calling the new constituency Edinburgh East is an insult failing to reflect that Musselburgh is in East Lothian
Council.
It makes no sense to split Musselburgh into two constituencies. Under your plans, where I live in 'east' Musselburgh (a
5 min walk from the boundary at the River Esk) will be in the same constituency as Bilsdean - 28 miles and a 30
minute drive away.
To suggest that the challenges, problems and difficulties of where I live have more in common with a village 28 miles
away, as compared to the rest of Musselburgh 0.5 miles away is clearly nonsensical.
We face a number of big challenges in Musselburgh which require unified and co-ordinated action from our elected
representatives. Our main GP surgery (Riverside and Inveresk surgeries) are some of the worst performing in
Scotland. They draw patients from all over the Musselburgh area, but none from Bilsdean, Haddington or other areas
far outwith the Musselburgh area.
Flood prevention of the River Esk (your arbitrary boundary) is another major issue for Musselburgh, which will see a
£16 million scheme constructed to protect the people of this town - again, to have two MPs involved will simply
complicate matters and lead to increased and unnecessary bureaucracy.
Musselburgh also contends with a large number of new housing proposals - these require detailed scrutiny and
effective responses from our MP. By splitting responsibilities between two MPs, the likelihood of key details falling
between the cracks inevitably increases.
In short, this is a retrograde step in the effective representation of the people of Musselburgh at Westminster.
It makes no sense to split Musselburgh into two constituencies. Under your plans, where I live in 'east' Musselburgh (a
5 min walk from the boundary at the River Esk) will be in the same constituency as Bilsdean - 28 miles and a 30
minute drive away.
To suggest that the challenges, problems and difficulties of where I live have more in common with a village 28 miles
away, as compared to the rest of Musselburgh 0.5 miles away, is clearly nonsensical.
We face a number of big challenges in Musselburgh which require unified and co-ordinated action from our elected
representatives. Our main GP surgeries (Riverside and Inveresk surgeries) are some of the worst performing in
Scotland. They draw patients from all over the Musselburgh area, but none from Bilsdean, Haddington or other areas
far outwith the Musselburgh area.
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Flood prevention of the River Esk (your arbitrary boundary) is another major issue for Musselburgh, which will see a
£16 million scheme constructed to protect the people of this town - again, to have two MPs involved will simply
complicate matters and lead to increased and unnecessary bureaucracy.
Musselburgh also contends with a large number of new housing proposals - these require detailed scrutiny and
effective responses from our MP. By splitting responsibilities between two MPs, the likelihood of key details falling
between the cracks inevitably increases.
In short, this is a retrograde step in the effective representation of the people of Musselburgh at Westminster.
I am disappointed that there is a proposal to split Musselburgh
I think there are issues in Musselburgh that would be helped by remaining to have one MP covering the whole town
I can think of no good reason why it should be split
Please reconsider this and leave Musselburgh together
I think it’s a terrible mistake, and detrimental to the future of our county to even consider the splitting up of
Musselburgh. Surely it will only create division and extra costs, when that’s the last thing we need right now. It’s
definitely a time to stick together.
I oppose the division of Musselburgh by the River boundary. A single representative speaking for all of Musselburgh is
much preferred to two representative perhaps with opposing views would be a disaster for the town.
The Fisherrow, Monktonhall, Stoneybank and other Western parts of Musselburgh should not ever be classed as
Edinburgh East because it is not Edinburgh. It shall never be Edinburgh and this change can be binned.
Seen through neighbourhood app and disagree with the idea of Musselburgh being set into
Two separate constituencies as that will not over the mean opinion of the whole of Musselburgh compared to areas
of poverty separate streets will have different opinion and different conclusion
Nonsensical idea formulated by someone without a understanding of the local area and the issues it faces. Regressive
steps for the constituency and Scotland as whole.
I reject the idea in its entirety.
2 MPs covering one town because someone unimaginatively used the River as a boundary, is absolute idiocy.
2 MPs to have differing opinions over what 2 sides of a town needs is frankly something only somebody far removed
from reality, probably a a Tory in Westminster, could come up with.
It’s utter stupidity.
Re. Changes to Musselburgh (West) to be included in Edinburgh East. I think it it absolutely ridiculous to even change
the boundary. Musselburgh has already been part of Midlothian many years ago before being rightfully part of East
Lothian. Now you wish to only take the West part of Musselburgh and make it part of Edinburgh East. Whoever
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thought this idea up obviously has too much time on their hands, is so out of touch with normal society, and has no
clue how proud Musselburgh folk are of their town. Why should an Edinburgh constituency have any say in an East
Lothian town? Leave the boundary at it is please, for all our sakes!
I am concerned that the area of Fisherrow is to be moved from its local authority area to another.
Fisherrow has little affinity to the area of Edinburgh East whereas it sits perfectly with its identity in East Lothian and
Musselburgh.
Splitting the constituency of Musselburgh at the River Esk is madness.
Musselburgh is a growing town with many issues that need addressing and as such, the whole town should be kept
within the same boundaries to ensure that we have 1 MP looking after the whole town, not 2.
Can you imagine what could happen if MPs from different parties, with different political agendas, are voted in? We
could end up with MPs contesting each other rather than focusing on the needs of the town.
Musselburgh is an East Lothian town and the whole of Musselburgh should be within the boundaries for East Lothian.
Having a tiny part of the town placed in East Edinburgh will be to the detriment of the town as the needs of Edinburgh
will make a greater demand than Musselburgh's
I do not agree with spilling Musselburgh into 2 and having to mps dealing with same town issues. This is a backwards
step
Splitting a town into two politically is a completely nonsensical ridiculous unworkable decision.
There are difficulties in the town and for two different MPs dealing with joint Musselburgh problems does not make
any sense at all.
There are major problems in the future for Musselburgh which need MPs involvement, ie
- Part of the housing plan for East Lothian is that Musselburgh is to have 5000 houses with no corresponding road or
medical facilities being able to cope and having two different MPs trying to sort out these problems
- Future projects include cycle paths intruding into the town, a huge climate change suggesting walls along the river,
medical surgeries too large to become anyway efficient and bottlenecks of traffic and so it goes on
At the moment we have ScotGov elections where Musselburgh is under Midlothian, we are under East Lothian
Regional Council and now our MP is to be part of Portobello and Duddingston - who actually thinks this is a good
idea?
The decision is not about communities but basically numbers and someone not very intelligent thinking about these
numbers and not the people or community it will represent.
It is proposed to split Musselburgh into 2 constituencies.
It makes no sense to to do this and I consider it a retrograde move. Under your plans, where I stay will remain with
the majority of East Lothian in East Lothian, yet neighbours literally not even 5 minutes away on the other side of the
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Esk will be in the same constituency as Bilsdean - 28 miles and a 30 minute drive away.
We face a number of big challenges in Musselburgh which require unified and co-ordinated action from our elected
representatives. Our main GP surgeries (Riverside and Inveresk surgeries) are some of the worst performing in
Scotland. They draw patients from all over the Musselburgh area, but none from Bilsdean, Haddington or other areas
far outwith the Musselburgh area.
Flood prevention of the River Esk (your arbitrary boundary) is another major issue for Musselburgh, which will see a
£16 million scheme constructed to protect the people of this town - again, to have two MPs involved will simply
complicate matters and lead to increased and unnecessary bureaucracy.
Musselburgh also contends with a large number of new housing proposals - these require detailed scrutiny and
effective responses from our MP. By splitting responsibilities between two MPs, the likelihood of key details falling
between the cracks inevitably increases.
In short, this is a retrograde step in the effective representation of the people of Musselburgh at Westminster
To split Musselburgh into two constituencies will not improve services or address the concerns for the people of
Musselburgh.
There are unique challenges for Musselburgh and it requires a fully dedicated representative to address these on
behalf of ALL the residents and businesses of Musselburgh.
To have a second representative whose responsibility will be divided between Musselburgh and other towns and
areas that have different challenges will dilute the effect of this MP leading to further bureaucracy and delays where
no one benefits.
Musselburgh needs one MP who has a deep knowledge of the town and its neighbouring areas to provide and
address all the concerns and provide a dedicated service to the people of Musselburgh.
I live in Musselburgh, East Lothian I don't live in Edinburgh. Boundary changes are just a way for Westminster
politicans to try to control Scotland and the Scottish vote and should not be allowed. We are a devolved nation and
Westminster should not change boundaries to suit themselves because they don't like the way the Scottish people
vote.
Parliamentary boundary changes to split Musselburgh in two.
Plans have been published to split Musselburgh in two for UK parliamentary elections â€“ something I think is a
terrible idea. The River Esk would be the new boundary and Musselburgh would then be represented by two MPs. I
think this is a backward step because rather than having all of the town and its challenges being the responsibility of
one MP, it is split between two. This, I think, would make it more likely for MPs to argue with each other or for key
details to slip between the cracks â€“ in short, Musselburgh loses out.
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The Boundary Commission - which has come up with this bright idea â€“ is seeking public feedback on the plans. You
can provide your views here:
https://www.bcs2023review.com
And if you want to use any of my points, please do so:
It makes no sense to split Musselburgh into two constituencies. Under your plans, where I live in 'east' Musselburgh (a
5 min walk from the boundary at the River Esk) will be in the same constituency as Bilsdean - 28 miles and a 30
minute drive away.
To suggest that the challenges, problems and difficulties of where I live have more in common with a village 28 miles
away, as compared to the rest of Musselburgh 0.5 miles away, is clearly nonsensical.
We face a number of big challenges in Musselburgh which require unified and co-ordinated action from our elected
representatives. Our main GP surgeries (Riverside and Inveresk surgeries) are some of the worst performing in
Scotland. They draw patients from all over the Musselburgh area, but none from Bilsdean, Haddington or other areas
far outwith the Musselburgh area.
Flood prevention of the River Esk (your arbitrary boundary) is another major issue for Musselburgh, which will see a
£16 million scheme constructed to protect the people of this town - again, to have two MPs involved will simply
complicate matters and lead to increased and unnecessary bureaucracy.
Musselburgh also contends with a large number of new housing proposals - these require detailed scrutiny and
effective responses from our MP. By splitting responsibilities between two MPs, the likelihood of key details falling
between the cracks inevitably increases.
In short, this is a retrograde step in the effective representation of the people of Musselburgh at Westminster.
I live in the centre of Musselburgh and every aspect of my life living here is determined and should be determined by
the Musselburgh community and needs. Why do I want anyone in East Lothian making a decision for me. Why split an
ancient heralded town in 2. And does Edinburgh have any interest in the other end of Musselburgh. A river in a flood
plain needs to have both sides looked after by the same authority. It just doesn’t make sense especially when you
know how small that eastern end of Musselburgh is. Change the boundaries but have all Musselburgh together in
one.
What idiot thought of this? It’s like the people who divided ethnic races in Europe and Africa after the war. Are we
splitting family and amenities now too.
Absolutely shocking to see that someone thinks dividing musselburgh into separate political sections is a practical and
useful idea for the local community.
I am completely against this proposal and find that this idea has no benefit for our community and town.
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What a ridiculous suggestion to split Musselburgh and have each section linked with areas which do not apply!!!
We need to keep Musselburgh united in order that proposals and discussions are kept relevant to the residents.
Housing, traffic, doctors surgeries, shopping, transport etc . We live in Musselburgh because this is where we want to
live!! It follows, therefore, that we are interested in our area and not areas which hold no relevance.
It makes no sense to split Musselburgh into two constituencies. Under your plans, where I live in 'east' Musselburgh (a
5 min walk from the boundary at the River Esk) will be in the same constituency as Bilsdean - 28 miles and a 30
minute drive away.
To suggest that the challenges, problems and difficulties of where I live have more in common with a village 28 miles
away, as compared to the rest of Musselburgh 0.5 miles away, is clearly nonsensical.
We face a number of big challenges in Musselburgh which require unified and co-ordinated action from our elected
representatives. Our main GP surgeries (Riverside and Inveresk surgeries) are some of the worst performing in
Scotland. They draw patients from all over the Musselburgh area, but none from Bilsdean, Haddington or other areas
far outwith the Musselburgh area.
Flood prevention of the River Esk (your arbitrary boundary) is another major issue for Musselburgh, which will see a
£16 million scheme constructed to protect the people of this town - again, to have two MPs involved will simply
complicate matters and lead to increased and unnecessary bureaucracy.
Musselburgh also contends with a large number of new housing proposals - these require detailed scrutiny and
effective responses from our MP. By splitting responsibilities between two MPs, the likelihood of key details falling
between the cracks inevitably increases.
Musselburgh is a historic Burgh and is unified as a community. Representation should be for the unified community
and these decisions and our boundary should remain within the precincts of the town.
Residents of Musselburgh have concerns that the proposal is intended to split the town in order to blur the
boundaries to enable the incorporation of Musselburgh into the City of Edinburgh
In short, this is a retrograde step in the effective representation of the people of Musselburgh at Westminster.
Musselburgh is a community that must not be split. Divided representation would not be suitable.
The proposed plans to split Musselburgh across two constituencies will mean that the unique and quite significant
issues the town is facing will end up fall between to MSPs and will take even longer to resolve the - particularly
around our dreadful GP services, environmental challenges and the state of the town centre itself.
The town of Musselburgh should be kept within one constituency to allow local issues to be represented by one MP. I
am concerned that splitting the town will reduce the elected MPs ability to deal with issues in the town. One of the
aims of the reorganisation is noted as respecting existing community ties, and therefore as a town Musselburgh
should remain in a single constituency.
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I disagree strongly with the proposed changes to my constituency. It makes no sense to split a small town like
Musselburgh in half, it means that the people of Musselburgh will be represented by 2 different MPs. The challenges
faced by a town like Musselburgh are different faced by those in a city. It makes no sense to lump us in with
Edinburgh East (part of a city). Please don’t do it.
Thank you for the opportunity for feedback on this proposal, I represent several local groups in or around
Musselburgh and feel splitting Musselburgh in two will be counter productive for this and for many of the hugely
expensive schemes that are already in the pipeline such as the flood prevention scheme, the new cycle and
pedestrian access routes, police support and the general community feel of the Honest Toun.
A great amount of work has been done to pull the community and policing together through CAPP meetings with
representatives from all around Musselburgh and this would be a huge and detrimental step back if this changed
through two politicians trying to score points over one another amidst this.
It makes no sense to split Musselburgh into two constituencies. Under your plans, where I live in the constituency of
'East Lothian Coast' is the same cosituency as some of the surrounding villages but not the rest of the town.
The arbitrary boundary makes no sense in practice, it effectively cuts the town in half. Musselburgh faces a number of
big challenges which require unified and co-ordinated action from our elected representatives.
Our main GP surgeries (Riverside and Inveresk surgeries) are some of the worst performing in Scotland. They draw
patients from all over the Musselburgh area, but not from the other areas far outwith Musselburgh.
Flood prevention of the River Esk (your arbitrary boundary) is another major issue for Musselburgh, which will see a
£16 million scheme constructed to protect the people of the town.
In short, this is a retrograde step in the effective representation of the people of Musselburgh at Westminster.
Do not split Musselburgh .
Leave boundary as it is
I think it's a travesty to cut a large town like Musselburgh in half to satisfy boundary changes. Surely there is another
way to do this. Is this another Tory ruse to get more votes for them?
I would strongly object to being in a constituency called "Edinburgh East", as Fisherrow and Musselburgh more
broadly have never been part of Edinburgh. The Scottish Parliamentary constituency of Midlothian North and
Musselburgh is OK, but this year there were signs from Midlothian Council that did not mention that we were in fact
East Lothian, and I fear something similar would happen with this constituency. Either change the name of the
constituency to "Edinburgh East and Fisherrow" (but making sure that on election day the signs at polling stations
reflect the fact that we are in East Lothian rather than Edinburgh) or redraw the boundaries. Many thanks for taking
this comment into consideration and good luck with the review :-)
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Musselburgh should not be split down the middle and be in two constituencies. This will destroy the community
cohesion of the town.
I am against the proposal to move the western part of Musselburgh into the Edinburgh East constituency. This is
because I think it would make it harder for things to be done for Musselburgh as a whole: two MPs might have to be
involved, and they may be of differing political persuasions. Also, whoever was MP for Edinburgh East would not
really want to focus on a tiny part of their constituency, which would have different concerns and issues to their city
neighbours. Musselburgh is a discrete town, with its own issues, and with an established link to East Lothian. In my
view, it should remain that way, and not be split up.
As a resident of Musselburgh for 22 years, I don't think it is correct that the western part of Musselburgh be removed
from East Lothian constituency and included in Edinburgh East constituency.
Musselburgh is a distinct town with its own history and identity; with its history, culture and coastal location it has
more in common with neighbouring towns of Tranent, Prestonpans, and Wallford than with the city of Edinburgh.
Splitting the town in middle would cause confusion; the town would not be represented with one voice and issues
affecting the town may not be represented consistently. The current alignment with the county boundary would
break too.
Surely it would be better to change dividing lines between populated areas, not straight through the middle of a
centre of population.
I do not agree with the new boundary which splits Musselburgh in 2. The town should come under one MP and one
constituency to ensure residents and town issues are dealt with for the whole town and not the east or west side
only. Splitting the town may mean different decisions are made depending on what side of the river you stay! And
who will take responsibility for flooding issues given that the river seems to be the boundary. The new boundary is
very concerning for residents and businesses so please do reconsider and keep our town whole.
Splitting Musselburgh is a terrible idea. We have enough issues already without an arbitrary line through the town,
albeit the line being a river (polluted, by the way, for over five years). It might make sense as far as the BCS's remit
goes, but makes absolutely no sense in terms of practical politics in this town.
The website is not very user-friendly, and I hope I selected the correct area on the map.
I understand that the number of councillors has to be reduced, but to keep all of East Lothian together but split half of
the town of Musselburgh does not make sense. Musselburgh is a historic town with its own identity. It is not
Edinburgh and is not run by City of Edinburgh Council. It should have its own Councillor, and that Councillor should
represent the whole of Musselburgh. Anything else would result in issues falling through the cracks and confusion in
who is responsible for what.
It would also be odd that the Councillor who would be responsible for Edinburgh East and Musselburgh West would
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be dealing with 2 different councils.
The idea is ridiculous. Please come up with another solution, but do not split a town.
I live in Musselburgh, East Lothian. The existing boundary follows the natural break in relatively open ground between
Musselburgh and Edinburgh East. The proposed new boundary (along the River Esk), breaks Musselburgh in half. I do
not see how this could be beneficial in any way to local residents. Some residents would be talking to one MP about
local problems (medical services, schools), while other residents, accessing the same facilities would be talking to a
different MP.
If we are all still part of East Lothian council area, it makes no sense to break us up electorally.
It makes no sense to split Musselburgh into two constituencies. Under your plans, where I live in 'east' Musselburgh (a
5 min walk from the boundary at the River Esk) will be in the same constituency as Bilsdean - 28 miles and a 30
minute drive away.
To suggest that the challenges, problems and difficulties of where I live have more in common with a village 28 miles
away, as compared to the rest of Musselburgh 0.5 miles away, is clearly nonsensical.
We face a number of big challenges in Musselburgh which require unified and co-ordinated action from our elected
representatives. Our main GP surgeries (Riverside and Inveresk surgeries) are some of the worst performing in
Scotland. They draw patients from all over the Musselburgh area, but none from Bilsdean, Haddington or other areas
far outwith the Musselburgh area.
Flood prevention of the River Esk (your arbitrary boundary) is another major issue for Musselburgh, which will see a
£16 million scheme constructed to protect the people of this town - again, to have two MPs involved will simply
complicate matters and lead to increased and unnecessary bureaucracy.
Musselburgh also contends with a large number of new housing proposals - these require detailed scrutiny and
effective responses from our MP. By splitting responsibilities between two MPs, the likelihood of key details falling
between the cracks inevitably increases.
In short, this is a retrograde step in the effective representation of the people of Musselburgh at Westminster.
Dear Boundary Commission ,
Once again Musselburgh is treated as the poor relation of East Lothian.
We have been part of East Lothian since 1975 (although the postal address still has Musselburgh as “Midlothian “ - it’s
insulting!
Every time the Boundary Commission deliberates - Musselburgh gets shifted and loses out. Constantly changing from
East Lothian to Midlothian North and Musselburgh and now back to Edinburgh East!!
All very convenient for the Boundary Commission but just lazy and inconsistent.
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Do your job properly and get consistent.
Best Regards
I am not certain why Scotland needs to have its constituencies reduced by 2, it seems a politically motivated move,
personally. I also object to the loss of part of Musselburgh on the grounds that now the constituency does not follow
the size of the actual county. It also concerns me that Musselburgh has been chosen as opposed to for example the
Eastern side of the county - I am very concerned this appears to be gerrymandering the electoral district.
Firstly Scotland should not have it's representation diminished in a political union.
Second, I do not live in Edinburgh. This proposed constituency should be called Edinburgh East and Fisherrow. That
correctly describes the area that is being conjoined.
I would have to say that this, in my opinion is one of the most ridiculous suggestions I have read. I realise that
parliamentary issues will always cause debate but to divide a town and, in effect place half of it in another council
area is idiotic.
Yes, I read that all other community government will stay the same does not give me any comfort. I shall have a
councillor that represents me in East Lothian, an MSP who represents Midlothian North and Musselburgh (at least he
represents the whole of Musselburgh) and now an MP who represents me as Edinburgh East.
Bizarre and stupid.
The town of Musselburgh has been a unified town for hundreds of years and has undergone significant changes over
the last 25 years. Musselburgh is a community and has a very close relationship with Old Craighall, Wallyford and
Whitecraig. Splitting the town and adding yet another layer of political boundary divide is just another way of splitting
the town. Up until a few years ago the town had 1 MP, 8 MSP’s and 6 councillors. After the recent council ward
boundaries change we lost 2 councillors and Wallyford and Whitecraig were out into another ward. Yet again
Musselburgh is just seen a town that can be broken up as we sit in the border of East Lothian and Edinburgh. To move
Musselburgh west into the Edinburgh East constituency is not a good move for the community as them we will have
two different MP’s but still the same MSP’s and councillors. This will cause so much additional work and
communication for community leaders and groups who work across the entire town who would have to take account
of an additional MP. This will also cause utter confusion when it comes to elections and voting. Do not split up a town
which is trying its hardest to bring the community together.
Please see attached DRAFT response on behalf of East Lothian Council. As agreed with Alistair Grant, the terms of this
response will be confirmed, amended or withdrawn following the Council meeting to be held on 14th December.
Thank you for your assistance with this.
While I understand need for boundary changes, to rename East Lothian to East Lothian Coast is unnecessary. I do not
feel I am part of a coastal community, and I am sure all those who stay even further inland than myself will feel
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exactly the same.
I would be surprised if the suggestion came from anyone local
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
Dear Sir/Madam,
The boundary review proposes no change to the East Renfrewshire consituency. I believe this to be a sensible decision
that will allow for a continuation of a well stablished constituency with no disruption to voters or institutions. As such,
I wish to voice my support for the proposal to maintain the current boundaries.
Thank You
It seems to me that the boundary between Glasgow and Barrhead along Aurs Road needs to be reviewed in light of
the housing developments on the East side of Aurs Road as these people will be using Barrhead/ East Renfrewshire
services despite being within the Glasgow city boundary. This was not shown on the map.
The proposal to maintain the boundary seems acceptable.
Please leave well alone.
I fully approve of the reduction in UK Parliamentary constituency seats from 59 to 57.
Furthermore I approve of no boundary change proposed for East Renfrewshire.
Happy for East Renfrewshire to remain as is.
I am Chairperson of the Broom, Kirkhill and Mearnskirk Community Council (BKMCC). The BKMCC was alerted to this
site by an officer of East Renfrewshire Council.
A meeting of BKMCC was held on Monday 15th November 2021. The initial proposals for East Renfrewshire County
Constituency with an electorate of 72,959 were discussed by the Community Council as one item on their Agenda for
that meeting.
As far as the members of BKMCC could ascertain there would appear to be no change in the boundaries of the East
Renfrewshire County Constituency. The BKMCC states that it is content with that proposal where the electorate is
projected to be 72,959 and therefore within the proposed numbers within each constituency across Scotland.
The BKMCC resolved to accept the Initial Proposals fr the East Renfrewshire County Constituency. It was also resolved
that I should communicate that decision to your organisation. I hereby do so. Yours Sincerely, [RD:83]
I am perfectly content with the current boundaries of the constituency.
Our comment refers to the boundary for the constituency of East Renfrewshire.
My wife and I are delighted to see that there will be no change to the boundary of the East Renfrewshire
constituency.

Local Authority
East Renfrewshire

Comment Id
BCS-11320

East Renfrewshire

BCS-11358

East Renfrewshire

BCS-11368

Falkirk

BCS-10891

Falkirk

BCS-10892

Redacted Comment Text
Hi Boundary Commission - I support the East Renfrewshire constituency boundary remaining as in, in particular as it
appears there is a growing population, what with continued new developments
I support the boundary review for East Renfrewshire in its current form. East Renfrewshire Council meets the quota
for Westminster constituencies and therefore I see no need to deviate from the area defined within the local
authority boundary. This is sensible to retain the single MP for the LA area.
Dear Sirs,
I welcome the opportunity to respond to this boundary review.
I welcome the Commission’s decision to retain East Renfrewshire as a single unitary constituency, sharing its exact
boundaries with those of the East Renfrewshire Council Local Authority area. Given that the number of electors in the
current East Renfrewshire constituency is 72,959 and the quota is 73,393, East Renfrewshire sits very nicely within
these parameters, as being only 0.6% away from the desired quota. Additionally you note that East Renfrewshire
would be the only constituency to exist wholly within a single local authority area and in my experience this provides
simplicity and drives efficiencies for not just those voting in the election, but those at East Renfrewshire Council who
are charged with administering the election. It does not make sense to me to break up East Renfrewshire in this
review, especially given geographical challenges of extending either towards Glasgow, Renfrewshire or Lanarkshire,
when a singular concurrent local authority and Westminster constituency can exist, and be so close to the desired
quota. Taking all of these factors into conidiation, I believe that my Eastwood constituents are best served by the East
Renfrewshire County Constituency being retained in its current form to provide simplicity and clear accountability for
elected members, residents and election officials.
Jackson
I, honestly think, putting the northern parts of Falkirk into a constituency with Clackmannanshire makes no logical
sense.Looking at the map you have provided, the two areas have no transport links, the nearest being the Kincardine
bridge which isn't in a constituency and runs through a separate one on the other side of the river Forth. It also
concerns me that two wards have been split in half, and that Falkirk as a whole has been split into three
constituencies, which your own rules strongly discourage.
As I forgot to mention in my previous post, I think it's a disgrace that the names have wiped out all local
representation. The people of Falkirk do not identify with Forth Valley moreso than they do with falkirk itself. For us,
its just the name of a health board. I don't think the two Forth Valley constituencies truly represent the local ties to
these areas
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Falkirk

Comment Id
BCS-10915

Falkirk

BCS-10933

Falkirk

BCS-10935

Falkirk

BCS-11022

Falkirk

BCS-11058

Falkirk

BCS-11063

Falkirk

BCS-11066

Redacted Comment Text
This makes zero sense! It crosses council barriers at least once, possibly twice, and connects people separated by the
river Forth. We have more in common with folks in Falkirk South, given that it is our nearest town. Surely keeping
areas contiguous from a geographical point of view would make more sense.
Why has Denny been grouped with Clackmannanshire? We have had no previous affiliation with these districts and
they are on the other side of Forth. Is this the Tory Secretary of State for Scotland who sponsor the BCS now trying
muddy the political landscape. I strongly oppose this review recommendation
The removal of Falkirk constituencies, changing into 'Forth Valley', erases the sense of place people may have living in
the Falkirk area.
This feels like a more 'regional' than place based seat, which the public often have more issue understanding and do
not have a connection to.
I think people in the Falkirk area would understand / connect to a single 'Forth Valley' seat, but wouldn't immediately
know who their MP was if split into two like these proposals.
The forth valley name for constituencies in this area would be good at Scottish parliament level, where it is less
ambiguous than 'Central Scotland' currently used.
These boundaries just don't make sense. There are no transport links between the parts of Falkirk and
Clackmannanshire. It would make much more sense to have the northern parts of Falkirk joined in a constituency with
Falkirk town and removing areas such as Polmont and boness who have less of a connection with Falkirk town
compared to Stenhousemuir, Larbert, Carron etc. Then putting Boness and Polmont areas in with linlithgow. This
would also prevent cracking Falkirk into 3 separate constituencies.
I am broadly in favour of the proposals. It would appear not to have any real-world impact as a normal resident, other
than potentially needing to know who the new MP is and how to contact them. I do not feel MPs are necessarily
aligned to the people they represent and are much more influenced by the party they represent, whatever the colour.
A shift in my boundary would not seem to make much difference in how I would interact with my MP or change my
expectations. It may in fact “shake things up” with MPs or prospective representatives needing to be more proactive
in understanding their electorate; it is easy for MPs with long standing borders to be complacent and take voters, or
non voters for granted. In general, I think it is a good idea to make a more equitable split of voters; first past the post
isn’t great but optimising it this way seems sensible in lieu of an alternative voting system.
I think changing the boundaries as recommended in the proposals make absolute common sense and will allow these
communities to thrive again as they once used to
The proposed mid forth valley breaks 2 you your guideline, it crosses at least 2 council boundaries and doesn’t take
into account the main geographical feature of the area the river fourth.
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Falkirk

BCS-11067

Falkirk

BCS-11070

Falkirk

BCS-11151

Falkirk

BCS-11178

Redacted Comment Text
It appears to be a deliberate attempt that only serves to reduce our elected presence in Westminster on direct orders
from Westminster
2 of your aims were :- Design as many constituencies as practicable that do not cross a council area boundary.
-Recognise existing community ties.
Yet you propose that my constituency be Linlithgow and Bathgate ( Part of West Lothian Council area) when my
community are part of Falkirk Council. You are proposing to cross council areas to a greater degree than we have now.
Losing ‘Falkirk’ from the constituency name will take away our community ties to the council we live within. We do
not recognise ourselves as part of West Lothian.
This feels like a political move to reduce the number of sitting Scottish MP’s in Parliament and lessen Scotland’s voice
(once again) in that place.
In my opinion this proposed constituency will further increase apathy in politics by causing further confusion and split
towns/villages which have close links. For example, I see the boundary splits Bainsford and Carron, which are two
communities which seamlessly transition into each other through walkways, community groups etc. This split will
make any change in these places more difficult. Even splitting places like Camelon with Larbert/Stenhousemuir seems
counterproductive to me for similar reasons.
The Falkirk Council District has a population of 150,000 so I do not see how the commission simply can't make two
constituencies from that, instead of merging with Clackmannanshire, etc. People from the Falkirk Council District tend
to associate with being from Falkirk, so it may make local representatives seem more distant if they are titled as
acting for 'Forth Valley South' or 'Mid Forth Valley'. It may discourage people from participating in local politics and
therefore less voices being heard and less positive change since the perception could be that it's more difficult to
engage. Our local authority and Scottish Parliament boundaries are consistent with local identities so I don't see why
UK Parliament boundaries shouldn't be the same.
If these proposed boundaries for the Falkirk area are because of a struggle to find the right size of populations in
surrounding areas, then perhaps these new constituency population rules are too rigid. Having to stick to these rules
is not a justification for these boundaries in itself. If the Boundary Commission for Scotland cannot decide these rules,
then perhaps they should demand change from the English/UK equivalent.
We are in the Falkirk Council area, why are we being incorporated with Linlithgow and Bathgate who are in a different
local authority area ?
The new constituency of Forth Valley South is an improvement on the old Linlithgow and Falkirk East constituency. I
could never understand why Falkirk was split between two constituencies before and this redrawing of boundaries
makes much more sense.

Local Authority
Falkirk

Comment Id
BCS-11193

Redacted Comment Text
Separating Larbert (which contains the main hospital for the region and the major motorway road junctions) from
Falkirk, the local council will cause great difficulty in holding the different governing bodies (Local, national and UK
governments as well as Health boards).
Larbert has more in common with Falkirk than Tillicoultry and this separation is concerned more with administrative
central ease rather than public need and as such should not be considered.the public need is more important than
administrative convenience of central UK governments.

Falkirk
Falkirk

BCS-11247
BCS-11279

Falkirk
Falkirk
Falkirk

BCS-11306
BCS-11337
BCS-11349

Falkirk

BCS-11354

Why call the Forth Valley Mid and South? It doesn't make sense. Should it not be North and South?
Bo'ness is in Falkirk council despite its address being West Lothian. This new proposed boundary would mean it had a
different MP to the rest of the council area.
"Forth Valley South"? What an inept name, what is wrong with Falkirk or Falkirk South?
Object to yet more changes for no benefit to residents in affected areas
The Boundary proposals for Westminster are taking a sledge hammer through the community and local authority area
/ district of Falkirk. An historic town in its own right. To propose a new Mid Forth Valley seat to be in both Falkirk
Council and Clackmannan Council areas makes no sense, Falkirk has more in common and ties with Stirling than
Clackmannan. Where as the new Forth Valley South will remain exclusively in Falkirk Council. 2 other important areas
of Falkirk Council are Blackness and Bo'ness, the proposal for those areas is to go into Linlithgow and Bathgate
constituency, effectively cutting through the historical town of Falkirk. On the issue of Clackmannan being brought
together with area's currently in Falkirk, as mentioned there are no common areas, no transport links and the river
separates them, so this does not make sense. The geographical divide of the proposed constituencies will leave some
area's / villages feeling cut off, not part of and isolated - 22 miles between Fankerton and Pool of Muckhart, yet the
proposal is to have them in the same constituency ! To be trying to link communities in different local authorities is a
sure recipe for confusion and controversy in dealing with constituents business. Falkirk Council has in excess of
122,00o electors, a figure that could be split into 2 seats, keeping Falkirk all under 2 umbrella's instead of splitting the
area over 3 council boundaries. The Boundary Commission's own principles / aims state 'recognise community ties',
in the case of Falkirk this does not seem to be getting recognition.
Falkirk is a historic town, a council area which should be embraced and kept together in line with the principles of the
Boundary Commission Factors 5. (1) A Boundary Commission may take into account, if and to such extent as they think fit â€“
(a) special geographical considerations, including in particular the size, shape and accessibility of a constituency;
(b) local government boundaries which exist, or are prospective, on the review date;
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Comment Id

Falkirk

BCS-11355

Redacted Comment Text
(c) boundaries of existing constituencies;
(d) any local ties that would be broken by changes in constituencies;
(e) the inconveniences attendant on such changes
As you will see from your own principles, ties are very important and should be taken into consideration, so in light of
this to have parts of Falkirk Council areas linked into a Constituency that embraced areas in Clackmannan Council with
no transport links, no ties just makes no sense.
Falkirk Westminster Seats should embrace the boundaries of Falkirk Council for numerous reasons and practical
operations.
The proposed changes / new constituency boundaries ride right through the historic town of Falkirk.
- Local authority - the new proposed boundaries cross local authority boundaries â€“ Mid Forth Valley will be in
Falkirk Council area and Clackmannan Council area. Forth Valley South will remain in Falkirk Council area. Bo’ness and
Blackness will be in the proposed Linlithgow and Bathgate constituency, but remain in Falkirk Council in a vastly West
Lothian Council constituency.
- Geographical and Transport - there is little or no connection to Clackmannan from Falkirk Council areas which are
proposed to be in the same constituency as Clackmannan. Little transport links between Falkirk communities and
Clackmannan area and are separated by the River Forth. Previously this river split the former constituencies. To travel
between the Falkirk Council area of the constituency and the Clackmannan Council area requires the use of either two
bridges or travelling through a neighbouring constituency, both options require travelling through completely
different local authorities, furthering the issue of lack of both geographical, transportation and community ties and
links. Bo’ness and Blackness will find themselves even more isolated in the proposed constituency of Linlithgow and
Bathgate, with the constituency no longer taking in Grangemouth. How can someone who lives in Fankerton feel any
association to someone living in Pool of Muckhart which is across a river and around 22 miles away. The same issue
applies with Bo’ness being in the same proposed constituency as Broxburn, but would have no association to
Grangemouth.
- Community Ties â€“ suddenly communities in Falkirk Constituency will be merged with communities in a completely
different local authority, with little or no former and current links. The areas have different local authorities, split
between the River Forth, little or no transportation to link them. There is no existing community tie between these
areas.
- Disruption caused - this proposal would cause major disruption for political parties and electors. These proposals
would further complicate a system for electors and may discourage them from voting due to adaptions in the name,
geography and general make-up of the constituencies. Local political parties will find it challenging to understand and
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Falkirk

BCS-11356

Falkirk

BCS-11386

Redacted Comment Text
plan around new areas which they have never campaigned in, or contested elections before, and will not have
available data from previous elections as they are completely new constituencies. Confuse electors as to who their
elected representatives are, who their local authority is, and damage established identities of electors and areas. The
elected member for these proposed boundaries would then need to plan out where their constituency office is. Say
the new elected member for Mid Forth Valley decided to situate their constituency office in Alloa, how is someone
from Denny meant to travel there in a cost effective manner to speak with their elected member and their staff to
seek help.
This is a sledge hammer being taken to Falkirk Council area and it is not a good move for the Council, Voters, Political
Parties and requires review.
I am against the proposed Mid Forth Valley constituency because I feel that it fails all 4 of the Boundary Commission
for Scotland's general aims:
Design as many constituencies as practicable that do not cross a council area boundary â€“ failed because the
proposed constituency incorporates Falkirk and Clackmannan Council areas.
Recognise existing community ties â€“ failed because there are few community ties between Falkirk and
Clackmannan.
Take into consideration local geography (for example transport links, other electoral boundaries, administrative
boundaries and natural features) â€“ failed because the proposed constituency’s land mass is not contiguous and is
separated by the River Forth; there are no direct roads or rail links between the Falkirk and Clackmannan parts of the
proposed constituency; and travel between those two parts involves passing through either the Stirling constituency
or the proposed new West Fife constituency.
Consider special geographical considerations where appropriate â€“ failed because the proposed constituency has
ignored the geographical barrier and divider that is the River Forth.
Therefore, I feel one solution is to split the existing Falkirk constituency of nearly 123,000 electors equally into Falkirk
West and Falkirk East. In order to meet the requirement of a 69,724 minimum number of electors, the new Falkirk
West constituency could merge with neighbouring communities in Stirling, albeit in a different council area, but one
with better community ties and transport links.
Bo’ness and Blackness are going to be removed from the rest of their unitary area of Falkirk COuncil and placed into a
constituency made up entirely of another - West Lothian. This is likely to be detrimental to an area which already
suffers from council interest/ investment. Why not change this Council boundaries at the same time. Put EH
postcodes back into West Lothian and keep FK postcodes within Forth Valley.
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Falkirk

Comment Id
BCS-11402

Redacted Comment Text
I live in Falkirk area,have no connection with Denny or the wilds of Clackmannshire as proposed.
There is little if any social interaction with these areas by those who life in my neighbourhood. We don't shop there
or visit regularly.
These may be of little importance for those whose residence changes frequently, as in army postings, but for those
who have spent their lives in the same locality ,social connection means a lot. Social interaction means more than the
numbers balance that you are trying to achieve.
To local residents, a bit of imbalance in numbers would be better than being lumped in with areas with little
connection in normal day to day living.

Falkirk

BCS-11408

Refactoring Falkirk into 1 larger constituency does not take into account the diverse and specialised needs of each
area within Falkirk.
For example, Grangemouth is a industrial, working class area and does not share the same needs or wants as Falkirk
Town Centre, or Stenhousemuir, are most affluent area.
In my opinion, the representation for this massive area could be significantly diluted by this change and the ability for
the public to have adequate representation in Parliament is significantly diluted.
I suppose the purpose of the legislation to reduce the number of MPs is to dilute this representation and make it
harder for Scotland voice to be heard as a whole.

Falkirk

BCS-11524

Falkirk

BCS-11541

Falkirk

BCS-11588

Falkirk

BCS-11616

The proposed boundary changes will weaken the overall identity of Falkirk as a region, and will impact on local
democratic decision making.
I feel that the proposed boundary changes are driven by UK politics rather than a true ethos of fairness.
Have to say Grangemouth is lumped in with Falkirk, which will make us a forgotten town at least where we are now
with Linlithgow East we are included. The Falkirk MP is only concernecd with that area so feel we will not be
represented properly
The naming convention of Forth Valley South, and Mid Forth Valley should be aligned as to not cause confusion.
There is no specific mention of Falkirk within the constituency names, despite it being the Falkirk area.
Makes no sense to split Denny away from dennyloanhead etc. having Denny in a constituency running out to
Tillicoultry is a nonsense. You need to consider relationships between neighbouring villages and towns and where eh
devices are served. This means local communities wh dennyloanhead and bonnybridge will be in diff electoral areas
from the main serving high school.
Looks like this has been drawn up by a person with a red pen who is randomly drawing lines and no consideration for
local issues or feelings
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Falkirk
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BCS-11632

Falkirk

BCS-11832

Redacted Comment Text
You are splitting the Falkirk area, then you are dividing up Denny from Dennyloanhead which are adjoining area. They
share the same schools and facilities.
You then intend to merge with parts of Other authorities we have no links with.
This needs a rethink
The new proposed boundaries clearly cross local authority boundaries. Falkirk Council area will be split between
three new constituencies. Having worked in local government I would suggest this would make life very difficult in
terms of additional numbers involved in communication between elected parliamentarians and local councillors.
Instead of attending one regular meeting with leaders of the local council, MPs will have to co-ordinate with three
councils.
In terms of public transport there is little or no connection to Clackmannan from Falkirk Council areas which are
proposed to be in the same constituency as Clackmannan.
To travel between the Falkirk Council area of the constituency and the Clackmannan Council area requires the use of
either two bridges or travelling through a neighbouring constituency. Both options require travelling through
completely different local authorities, furthering the issue of lack of both geographical, transportation and community
ties and links.
Bo’ness and Blackness will find themselves even more isolated in the proposed constituency of Linlithgow and
Bathgate, with the constituency no longer taking in Grangemouth.
There is no existing community tie between these areas. People living in Fankerton for example would feel no
association to someone living in Pool of Muckhart which is across a river and around 22 miles away.
The proposal would create difficulties for elected members and political parties and electors. The geography of the
proposed areas is huge and will create great difficulties for constituents who wish to travel to an appointment with
their MP. As already stated, travel links tend to be mainly within district authorities with additional services to the
nearest large towns or cities. Electors might have to undertake a journey with several changes and take considerable
time to arrive at their MP’s constituency office. This is not acceptable in terms of accessibility to their elected
representative and will create confusion for voters who will find it difficult to understand why their MP covers such a
large area.
I would suggest the link between Falkirk and Stirling would be more suitable. Traditionally links are stronger and
there is no river between the two local authorities. Direct transport to Stirling is already well established in terms of
bus and rail.
Stirling has always had good links with both Falkirk and Clackmannan and good transport links etc. are already in
place. Ideally the existing Falkirk Constituency would be retained, and disruption minimised by taking in part of
Stirling if required to make up the numbers
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Redacted Comment Text
I believe the Boundary Commission proposal should review these options and investigate avenues to keep
communities in Falkirk together and merge areas with better geographical, social and transportation links.

Falkirk

BCS-11840

Falkirk
Fife

BCS-11982
BCS-11021

Fife

BCS-11069

Fife

BCS-11074

Given the principle of equal representation in approximate proportion to population figures, it is difficult to see why
the proposed new name for the constituency should necessarily be 'Linlithgow and Bathgate' rather than giving an
equal platform to the proud and historic town of Bo'ness, which also happens to be the part of the constituency which
currently belongs to a different local Council area (i.e. Falkirk, rather than West Lothian).
The population of Bo'ness is almost the same as that of Linlithgow - so why, apart from pre-conceived notions of
Linlithgow's 'status', is it not equally worthy of mention in the name of the constituency, especially given that
Bathgate now also seems to get a mention?
Bo'ness is the surviving part of the 'Falkirk East' section of the existing 'Linlithgow and Falkirk East' constituency, which
might arguably suggest the new name could be 'Linlithgow and Bo'ness', or even 'Bathgate and Bo'ness' (given that
Bathgate has the higher population) instead of 'Linlithgow and Bathgate', and with as much validity.
Alternative, more inclusive options could be 'Bo'ness, Linlithgow and Bathgate' (but possibly slightly cumbersome) or
avoid the problem with something along the lines of 'West Lothian North' (given that Bo'ness is postally,
geographically and historically and, to many, still, considered part of West Lothian) or 'West Lothian North and
Bo'ness' (recognising that Bo'ness is not currently part of the West Lothian local government region).
See zipped folders for response details
I am concerned that the new constituency of West Fife does not include reference to Dunfermline despite it being the
main population centre in the constituency and an important, large town in its own right. I think the proposed
constituency title should change to 'Dunfermline and West Fife' which reflects the historic ties and naming of the
constituency.
How can Leven be considered as part of North East Fife when it's probably the only town in Central Fife incomparable
to the wealth in the NEF area?
Fife is an utter disgrace !
the politicians who look after fife are all an utter disgrace
the snp are destroying scotland with their BS
fife council are a shower of snakes
nhs fife have many questions to answer
I did care but now i dont give a dam
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BCS-11075

Fife

BCS-11108

Fife

BCS-11192

Fife

BCS-11199

Fife

BCS-11268

Redacted Comment Text
I strongly object to Fife being broken up by this proposal with the inclusion of areas outwith Fife's historic boundaries.
Parliamentary constituencies should be based on representation of traditional areas not numbers.
The proposed Glenrothes and West Fife constituencies both include areas outwith Fife and this should not happen.
I am shocked that it would even be considered that the towns of Leven and Kennoway are being put into my
constituency. It totally disregards the differences between the rural and prosperous boundaries we have now by
including this formally industrial area which is very deprived. The people of NE Fife don’t want to be put in the same
category as people like that.
I think it is disgusting that the historical county of kinross-shire, in which its residents are very proud of its history, is
about to be chopped up into basically suburbs of dunfermline and glenrothes. What is even more amazing about this
ridiculous proposal is that the whole kinross-shire area, especially the town of kinross, is going through a huge
expansion with the addition of thousands of new residents.
boundary changes are red lines on a bit of paper to those carrying out the proposals, but are significantly more than
that to those who are effected. It even makes a mockery of the local authority boundary, is that going to be the next
thing to change?
Glenrothes and Loch Leven
1. includes the Buckhaven and Methil (and immediate communities around Levenmouth) which presently form part of
the Kirkcaldy constituency in the Scottish Parliament electoral boundaries so - yet again - the differentiated
geographic representation for different tiers serves to weaken All representation for this disadvantaged area.
Redrawing the map here and moving sections of the proposed Kirkcaldy constituency into the Glenrothes one to
compensate might address this.
Local links between Buckhaven/Methil with Kirkcaldy especially transport are stronger than those linking to
Glenrothes
2. if the current proposal pertains, then the logic of the `Glenrothes and Loch Leven' title is incomplete and noninclusive. This constituency reaches the coast but no coastal name is included for its eastern section though the
western section is privileged with a name (ie Loch Leven) perhaps because this reflects the affluence of that
community. Since an estimated 21% of its total electorate is in the eastern part (Buckhaven-Methil) this seems to
exclude our entire community. It may carry less resonance but something like Mid-Fife might be a fairer
representation of its extend than the proposed title. Alternatively fairness would suggest that Glenrothes, Loch Leven
and (South) Levenmouth would be more accurate and inclusive.
What an absolute farce. What benefit will it bring?
Dunfermline and Glenrothes councils will have no idea what the needs are for rural communities.
Seems to be more like a desperate move from the Westminster government in preparation of the indy ref 2.?
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Fife

BCS-11271

Fife

BCS-11275

Fife

BCS-11332

Fife

BCS-11350

Fife

BCS-11359

Fife

BCS-11360

Fife

BCS-11361

Redacted Comment Text
Councils must have lots of money to spend on the shuffle?
Would it not be better spent creating the much needed social housing??
Get your priorities right Westminster !!!
I think its absolute ludicrous considering moving us into West Fife, we currently sit within nhs tayside, and pay our
council tax to perth and kinross therefore why on earth would we become Fife. It would mean our nearest school
would be many miles away if catchment was Fife, as opposed to the village school in Fossoway a little over 2 miles
away, and which High school would we be expected to use, Cowdenbeath / Queen Anne - my understanding is that
these are both at capacity?? What about our Gp service?. It will cause absolute carnage, currently we have our green
belt lands protected , as our local councillors have been campaigning for years which won't necessarily be the case if
we are absorbed by Fife. I can't think of a single benefit from being absorbed by Fife.
I wish to object to this proposal on the following grounds;
Kinross-shire is a small but proud and cohesive local area, within the local authority area of Perth and Kinross, where
the sense of community is distinct and strong. By partitioning a small section (Cleish and Fossoway) away from the
rest of the community for constituency purposes it runs the distinct risk of fragmenting from the wider area
Kinross/loch leven. I wish to see the whole Kinrosshire area kept as a single entity for constituency and local authority
purposes and think this best fits with the physical and societal situation.
I like Northeast Fife boundaries. It looks like the way I think of where I live.
Thank you for doing this.
I agree with the changes totally for my boundary. I live in Kirkcaldy and wish to vote as part of this constituency, not
part of the Glenrothes constituency. I feel the MP would have a severe conflict of interest, representing Glenrothes
and a small part of Kirkcaldy which contains a major retail and business park in kirkcaldy. I feel the MP would not
reflect a good enough interest in my area which has put me of voting in the past, i may be more happiest to vote now
thank you.
I think the title should contain the name of Scotlands ancient capital and the largest town in Fife, Dunfermline. I would
suggest Dunfermline and West Fife is more appropriate.
I would suggest the name Dunfermline and West Fife is more appropriate given that Dunfermline is both the ancient
capital of Scotland and the largest town in Fife.
You propose to take out the name of the main town in our constituency and rename as just “West Fife”. Given that
Dunfermline is currently seeking city status as part of a bid for the Queen’s jubilee, this is the wrong time to remove
the name of a potential city and currently the largest town in our constituency and the largest town in Fife from our
constituency name.
Not only that, but when compared with other major towns their name is an integral part of the constituency name
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Fife
Fife

BCS-11365
BCS-11372

Fife

BCS-11383

Fife
Fife
Fife

BCS-11392
BCS-11475
BCS-11476

Fife

BCS-11492

Fife

BCS-11510

Fife

BCS-11512

Fife

BCS-11516

Redacted Comment Text
local examples include Glenrothes, Kirkcaldy, Stirling, Falkirk etc
As a former capital of Scotland, Dunfermline has a proud history which I am sure the Boundary Commission Scotland
do not want to wipe from the electoral map. I suggest you keep the name of Dunfermline and West Fife as our
constituency name.
The constituency name should feature Dunfermline as the largest town in the constituency.
I request that The constituency in which I live continues to be named “Dunfermline and west fife”
Leaving out Dunfermline is unnecessary.
"West Fife" is inconsistent with the naming convention elsewhere in Fife where larger towns are named. Dunfermline
is the largest town in Fife yet this is not reflected in the name.
I 'do not' want the town of Dunfermline dropped from the Dunfermline and West Fife Contituency, keep it as it is.
Leave the boundaries alone in Fife and Scotland. I strongly disagree with this.
I am absolutely incensed that the 'Dunfermline' designation should be removed from the name of this proposed
constituency. I contend that every resident of this part of Fife relates to Dunfermline as part of their identity. Stop
this unnecessary meddling!
As a local voter In Dunfermline I consider that renaming my Constituency as West Fife and leaving out the name
Dunfermline is not appropriate.
This city and area is expanding rapidly and should not lose it’s identity and become even more an urban sprawl as part
of Edinburgh. Dunfermline was once Capital of Scotland and of great historical importance. It deserves to keep it’s
identity as part of a parliamentary Constituency.
Name should be Dunfermline and West Fife. Difficult to mention Kinross which is being split.
Removing the name of Dunfermline from our ward is entirely unacceptable. As probably the major town in Fife and a
former capital of our Nation, not to mention the largest population centre in the ward, this would be an insult to the
people and the Town itself, removing a vital part of our identity from our representation. This CANNOT be allowed.
Why remove the name of what is the Ancient Capital of Scotland from the Constituency name?
Ask someone what constitutes West Fife they may struggle however Dunfermline and West Fife makes the area
recognisable
I disagree with this proposal
I think it would be detrimental to Dunfermline if it’s name is dropped from the current constituency of Dunfermline
and West Fife.
Dunfermline is a historic town that is currently seeking City status for the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. If we do become
a city it would be ridiculous to have a constituency omitting ‘Dunfermline’ from the constituency name.
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Even if we are not successful in City status bid, as a royal burgh and Scotland’s capital until the 17th century it is
essential that Dunfermline retains it’s place on the electoral constituency list and not be swallowed up into the bland
proposed name of ‘West Fife’. Even introducing the new expanded boundary there is no reason to drop
‘Dunfermline’ from the constituency name.
Dunfermline is currently planning a regeneration of the town and there are exciting times ahead.
Please do not drop our historic name, the birth place of many royals and a key part of Scotland’s history as it’s Capital
for centuries.
Inverkeithing and North Queensferry belong in West Fife and not an isolated appendix to Kirkcaldy and Cowdenbeath
!
As someone who lives in Dunfermline, I think just calling this area West Fife is a bit vague, especially since Kirkcaldy
and Glenrothes are both named in their areas. Not putting Dunfermline feels like we are being ignored and forgotten,
but as the ancient capital of Scotland and with a very rich history, we should not be pushed out.
Why has Inverkeithing been lumped in with Cowdenbeath and Kirkcaldy, East Fife when we’re clearly a (South) West
Fife town and our closest relationships are in just about EVERY way, from education to shopping and family links is
with our neighbours at Rosyth and Dunfermline. We are the first town you reach crossing into West Fife from
Edinburgh and in fact have many reasons to feel more of a connection to South Queensferry than Cowdenbeath and
Kirkcaldy. Definitely disconnected from East Fife towns for reasons mentioned above.
Glenrothes and Levenmouth. Locally, Loch Leven area is associated with Cowdenbeath, Kelty etc.
I strongly feel that the constituency should retain Dunfermline within its name for reasons of tradition, continuity and
as the largest town by far within the constituency.
I object to the proposed new name for this community, i.e. West Fife. The main town is Dunfermline and this should
remain in the title i,e. Dunfermline and West Fife. If Kirkcaldy, Cowdenbeath and Glenrothes can keep their names, it
makes no sense to remove Dunfermline from this area. It’s our identity.
Dunfermline is one of the biggest Town/City in Scotland, in any change to the boundaries the name of Dunfermline
should be included. The proposal to rename West Fife removes the town name from the constituency, Dunfermline
and West Fife would be a better title for this.
I strongly disagree with the proposal of changing the area name to West Fife. Dunfermline and the surrounding West
Fife villages would agree. As a previous capital city of Scotland and long history I feel it is an insult to drop dunfermline
out of the name
The boundary line which juts back in to incorporate Methil and Buckhaven into Glenrothes should be straight line so
as to include Methil and Buckhaven in the East Nuek constituency.
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I am at a disadvantage if I wished to join St Andrews Golf wheras people who live further away as the crow flies don't.
The change would also help tourism and associated business's in the area if the area could be marketed as East Nuek.
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I wish Dunfermline and West Fife to keep the boundary name. Dunfermline is far too important a city to be forgotten.
The fact it was once the capital of Scotland should be reason enough to keep it firmly on the map.
The addition of Leven to the NE Fife constituency will add a large urban area to what is predominantly a rural
constituency. This will potentially skew the constituency and could lead to important rural issues being ignored or
under represented. Leven is in a different geographic area compared to most of NE Fife and therefore many of the
issues that affect residents of Leven are unlikely to affect many others in NE Fife. The constituency of NE Fife is well
balanced around its current significant population centres and the addition of Leven it likely to affect this balance.
It would be wrong to change the boundary to split Drum and Crook of Devon (west part of Kinross-shite) away from
Kinross
It is our main centre for all education social and medical focus and we have a much closer affinity with Kinross and
southern rural Perthshire than Fife

Fife

BCS-11671

Fife

BCS-11675

Fife
Fife
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Fife

BCS-11737

I would like to object to the change in which I will be re-grouped into Dunfermline and away from Kinross. The area in
which I am associated to and feel part of is Kinross-shire. A rural community which face far different issues that an
urban area. Our perspective will very much be lost by the size of Dunfermline.
This proposed change is hugely worrying to me. As a resident of Croon of Devon, I feel that our rural interests are best
aligned and therefore represented within a Perthshire constituency rather than being grouped with more the more
urban area of Dunfermline and west fife. I’m concerned that by splitting Kinross-shire in two we lose the impact that a
strong distinct locality can have at a national level. Please consider these points before splitting a community in two.
How do you allow for the student university population variation?
Dunfermline is the ancient capital city of Scotland and was formerly two constituencies, Dunfermline East and
Dunfermline West.
As it is the main population centre of West Fife, it would be an outrage and completely unnecessary to drop the name
of our ancient capital city from the constituency name.
Especially as the neighbouring constituency, Glenrothes, a much smaller town, which didn’t even exist until about
1950, retains its constituency name.
There is no need to change our constituency name from Dunfermline and West Fife.
The name 'West Fife' is deficient in that the major area of Dunfermline is not mentioned. Dunfermline is a major
historic centre with the Kings of Scotland buried there and is the major influence, with by far the highest electors by
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far. 'Dunfermline' must be retained in the Constituency Title.
I suggest that either 'Dunfermline and West Fife' or 'West Fife and Dunfermline' be used
Thank you
We live in a predominantly rural area and the new boundary line would see us swallowed up by the city of
Dunfermline. Cleish, Crook of Devon, Rumbling Bridge etc have limited involvement with Dunfermline. Our schools
and health facilities are based in Kinross, our local community is based in Kinross and our local shops are based in
Kinross. Our needs as a rural community are entirely different to those of communities in an urban area. With the
best will in the world, the Dunfermline MP ( and that is what they will be) is not going to be interested and will
certainly not prioritise the needs of a few outlying rural constituents. The MP will not acquire expertise in rural
matters because our numbers will be few and the city will be of significantly more importance to them.
If I have a voice, I would prefer not to have the boundary changed to be with Glenrothes. Glenrothes is growing
hugely and feel would be swallowed up in this growth. Thus becoming more insignificant and our needs as a small,old
rural village are very different from a big modern town.
If I have a voice, I would prefer not to have the boundary changed to be with Glenrothes. Glenrothes is growing
hugely and feel would be swallowed up in this growth. Thus becoming more insignificant and our needs as a small,old
rural village are very different from a big modern town.
1) The current constituency name (Dunfermline and West Fife) should be retained.
Dunfermline is the principal town of West Fife, and has been part of the name of one or more parliamentary
constituencies for more than 100 years. As the town is to be fully retained within the proposed constituency
boundary, there is no obvious rationale for removing it from the name of the constituency. Indeed, as Dunfermline is
currently bidding for city status, its prominence is only likely to increase.
2) There is no sound rationale for including part of south Perthshire (Crook of Devon etc.) in the constituency.
It is not part of the same council area; there is no natural flow or connection to other local elected representatives;
and the communities, although good neighbours, are not particularly well connected. This will do a disservice to
members of that community in terms of continuity and effectiveness of representation.
My objection is to the change of name from "Dunfermline and West Fife" to simply "West Fife". The city of
Dunfermline is the major population centre of the proposed Constituency. At 58,500 (InvestFife) this is around 75% of
the total population of the Constituency and this should be reflected in the name. The proposed name does not in any
case accurately describe the area covered by the Constituency which now extends northwards into the middle of Fife.
This is a terrible idea, removing local representatives and removing the name of Scotland's ancient capital from the
constituency list.
If it must go ahead Dunfermline and West Fife would be a far better name.
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See zipped folders for response details
It seems bizarre that Glasgow Central has moved so far east (so far that the constituency doesn't even include Central
Station) and north while places like Anderston (where I live) have now become part of Glasgow North. These
boundaries make absolutely no sense. Further, Glasgow should not be losing a seat.
I do not agree with the proposed changes to the constituencies in Glasgow. The New boundary lines seem arbitrary
and not to make any logical sense, especially when some areas are split down the middle and other clumped together
for no good reason eg. Why would the south of Glasgow be linked to areas of north and not with rutherglen?! I also
do not agree that Scotland must lose 2 parliamentary seats and England gain 10. I believe this is designed to weaken
the views of Scotland in parliament and undermine the case for independence.
I do not consent to my name being published with my comment.
I have a number of concerns about the proposals as they relate to the City of Glasgow.
The proposal to split Glasgow city centre in two is particularly unwelcome. A key aim of Glasgow City Council is to
grow the residential population of the city centre, and this is likely to be an area of population growth in the coming
years. There is a growing and developing sense of residential community in the city centre, which would be
undermined by separating the Merchant City and Townhead from the rest of the city centre electorally.
The proposed Glasgow Central constituency as a whole seems unwieldy in general and combines areas (e.g. Govanhill
and Robroyston) that are geographically disparate and which have not been historically associated with one another
electorally. At the very least it would not seem sensible to call the proposed constituency Glasgow Central if it didn't
include the majority of the city centre and stretched from the border of East Dunbartonshire to the border with South
Lanarkshire. Perhaps a new name such as "Glasgow Inner East" would be better, if this proposal requires to progress.
I am concerned about the proposed annexation of Cardonald and Yoker into constituencies anchored outwith the City
of Glasgow and believe that the city of Glasgow should be kept whole. More generally, I would oppose the reduction
of the number of Glasgow constituencies - any proposed loss of a constituency from the city would reduce the
representation of some of Scotland's most deprived communities. It should also be noted that while boundaries are
calculated on the basis of the number of registered voters, Glasgow's registration rates are historically lower than
other (more affluent) authorities and this will very likely skew calculations of what Glasgow's "entitlement" to
representation is. All people deserve equal representation, not just those who happen to be on the electoral register
at any given time.
Finally, while not within the City of Glasgow, the proposed names of the "Kelvin North" and "Kelvin South"
constituencies in East Dunbartonshire and North Lanarkshire should be changed. These names would likely cause
significant confusion, given there is an existing Scottish Parliament constituency named Glasgow Kelvin which has no
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relation to the proposed constituencies. There is also an area of Glasgow called "North Kelvin" (within the current and
proposed Glasgow North constituency), creating additional confusion.
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Glasgow City

BCS-11100

It seems sad to me that a unique area such as Strathbungo, which does definitely have a distinct community feel, is
going to be split in two. Going from it all being in Glasgow Central, now half of Strathbungo will be in Glasgow South
West and the other half in Glasgow South East (I even have the new/proposed boundary running down the middle of
my street).
Keeping things in perspective (and bearing in mind the awful pandemic we've gone through) it's hardly likely to cause
a civil disobedience campaign, whereby folk superglue themselves to the polling stations, but the pandemic has
brought the community spirit of the whole of Strathbungo even closer together than it was, so it seems sad that this
one wee community will now be split. I would wonder whether the map-makers visited Strathbungo to see what it's
like on the ground, before they proposed partitioning it?
Ending on a positive note, at least we'll now have 2 MPs to invite to the annual 'Bungo in the Back Lanes and other
community events (rather than just 1) - but I do hope they don't squabble politically.
I think there is an issue that Glasgow city council residents living within North West Glasgow infrastructure will be
voting for a West Dunbartonshire MP. The constituency size should allow for this group of residents to be included
within the NW Glasgow constituency if they feel it would be appropriate. Issues facing this community should be
explored further to ensure the correct representative is identified.
LEAVE WELL ALONE!!!
This comment relates to both the proposed Glasgow Central and Glasgow East seats.
I think it is better for two 'west to east' seats to be created than 'north to south'. Two Holyrood seat (Provan and
Shettleston) currently straddle most of this area and have a similar composition.
Transport links; buses, rail, the M8 tend to run along east-west arteries. Traversing North to South at in this part of
the city, is more difficult.
I’m not sure if this change is beneficial to residents of the City of Glasgow.
I would prefer to remain within a constituency which reflects the local authority that receives my council tax
contributions.
I understand that MPs do not align exactly with LA boundaries however I strongly believe than Glasgow as the largest
city in Scotland should have a greater representation than smaller authorities
The Rosshall area (including Rosshall Academy, Rosshall Park, and Crookston Station) should be incorporated into the
Glasgow South West constituency, not the North Refrewshire constituency.
The most obvious reason for this is that the Rosshall area is part of Glasgow city council, not Renfewshire council. This
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could create problems for constituents who are unhappy with local government matters and go to their MP who is
predominantly concerned with Renfrewshire council constituents. Leading to contituents in Rosshall feeling
unrepresented. This situation creates a sense of disconnection between Glasgow City and its boundary
neighborhoods. Indeed, it feels this way for me.
There is little in common between residents of Bishopton and residents of Rosshall, geographically speaking from
status-quo. There are not many reasons people in Rosshall would go to areas beyond where the black cart joins the
Clyde other than perhaps to visit friends and relatives. Most people in Rosshall have more of an economic and social
affinity to Glasgow, and more directly, Cardonald, yet these areas will have different MPs under your current
proposals. It is much more likely that people in Rosshall's children go to school at Rosshall Academy in Glasgow city
council than in Renfrewshire or East Renfrewshire, most of the workers jobs are in Glasgow, not Renfewshire.
Finally, the older people that I speak to have lived in a Glasgow contituency all of their lives, not a Renfewshire one.
While appealing to the past is not a logical arguement, it still holds symbolic weight for residents who consider
themselves Glaswegians and have been Glaswegians all of their lives and feel as if this is part of the effort to remove
them from their pasts and identities. We see that when people's identities are perceived as being under threat, they
act in symbolic ways which could be considered anti-system. In other words, the trend of migration of residents from
the city to the outskirts of the city due to social and economic change is contributed to symbolically by the re-writing
and solidification of their location outside of where they imagine it. Residents will be disappointed when they learn
that their MP is not the same as before nor are they even in the right city.
Many thanks,
[RD:7]
The residences around Springfield road, and perhaps also a large area of Dalmarnock Road , should be placed within
Glasgow East instead of Glasgow Central.
While the area already is under Glasgow Central I have a lot more affinity with an individual who stays in Baillieston,
or Tollcross, than I do with individuals who stay in Kelvingrove or Govonhill. In this way the “central”/town of Glasgow
acts as a barrier to these areas.
Additionally, the proposed boundary of Glasgow central in general are impracticable and do not reflect the district
identity within the city. The M8 motorway should be used as a clear boundary and the area north of the motorway
should be removed from central and added onto another constituency. The same should be done with the river Clyde
as it is another distinct marker that provides a clear boundary between constituencies.
As a constituency called Glasgow Central it should contain locations/areas which are considered to be part of the
“central” location of Glasgow. These include both Glasgow Central Station and Queen Street Station. Preferably this
should extent further west to border the M8 motorway which turns southbound towards Kingston/Tradeston area.
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I live on the very edge of what you are proposing as the new Glasgow North constituency.
I think it is a very bad proposal.
You have selected a railway line as a boundary and appear to propose that Springburn becomes Glasgow Central...this
is nonsense. You are proposing that Glasgow Central runs right up towards Bishopbriggs and Stepps....the actual north
of the city.
The new boundaries are fake and false and don't recognise communities. Like the British government splitting Iran /
Iraq a hundred years ago!!
This area of Glasgow is poor, neglected and in dire need of good representation.
Confusing the issue with arbitrary lines that ignore communities is ignorant and self serving. The Glasgow North
constituency should centre around Springburn and go east across Barmulloch and west across towards Maryhill.

Glasgow City

BCS-11198

Looking at Glasgow South West, it is clear that the area, Rosshall should still fall into Glasgow South West. I am a
political activist and a resident for 49 years standing in this area. I therefore feel I have a clear idea what the people of
GSW would consider as the catch all 'Pollok' area. The houses at Cairnhill Circus and everything north up to the
Glasgow boundary are clearly part of GSW. Previously, there has been a reluctance to break up a polling district by
your organisation, if that is the criteria used for moving Rosshall and placing it into Renfrew North, then please
reconsider this boundary change. I would suspect, that I am not the first person who may raise this specific point with
you.
Having looked at your map, I would extend Glasgow South West, west to Hawkhead Road, taking in all of Crookston
and Ralston, everything North and West of Glasgow Road and Arkleston Road should be placed in Renfrew North,
everything East to GSW. I think if this was done, It would facilitate better access to political representation in terms of
travel for constituents, and create a more natural boundary. Ward 4 would also remain in Glasgow South West. As a
highly experienced political campaigner, I am sure that such adjustments may get cross party support once a certain
realisation sets in.
Thank you.

Glasgow City

BCS-11295

While I fail to see any kind of demographic consistency in the changes to the Glasgow East constituency, I feel this is
mild in comparison to the strange logic of changes to Scotland's constituencies as a whole. The removal of
constituencies from all areas other than the South of England is a serious constraint on devolved and local democracy
up and down the country. The changes in Scotland seem to have been made almost at random and I wish I could have
a say in this matter. To be my clear, my say would be simply "no - keep the boundaries where they are, even if they
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aren't strictly proportional they are familiar and intuitive, they are how are communities are structured and we have
not been properly consulted and given alternatives in this redrawing."
I do not live in Renfrewshire, I live in Glasgow. I do not wish for this boundary to be changed. Nor do I wish that
Scotland lose a further two MPs. This is actually a democratic outrage. Scrap these plans now.
I note the strong community ties in between Penilee, Renfrew, Hillington and Cardonald and believe these should be
represented by the same constituency. See relevant Facebook, Freecycle, other social media groups of this locality
Leave well alone!
The area is too large with diverse demographics and resultant polar needs. I appreciate the need for reduction
however this split is not helpful and will be very challenging
The new boundary proposal cuts Strathbungo in two and this completely goes against your aim of recognising existing
community ties. Strathbungo has very strong community ties, with the Strathbungo Society, a Strathbungo
community group and a Strathbungo Eco group too. I feel it would be much better for Strathbungo to be represented
by one MP.
It is proposed that half of Strathbungo be moved from the Glasgow Central constituency to Glasgow South.
Strathbungo is a tight knit, historic community that has shown strong solidarity for many years and it seems deeply
inappropriate that it should be split between two contituencies. We are happy with the current situation of
representation and do not agree that dividing a community in this way is an appropriate way to solve the boundary
issue. We suggest you either think again and cancel the change or move the whole of Strathbungo community from
Glasgow Central to Glasgow South. Alternatively how about bringing in a fairer system of political representation,
such as proportional representation?
Dear sir/madam
I live in the G41 area Strathbungo. This is a very vibrant community we have a thriving Strathbungo society and apart
from these Covid times have regular community events.According to your map your proposals will split our
community and we would have different MP's to represent Strathbungo .Can you have a rethink?I realise that you
need a certain number of population in each area but we are talking of just over two streets.Thank you for your
consideration
The proposed boundary splits the community of Strathbungo in which I live. It is a very long established community.
We have just celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Strathbungo Society, a well established and active community
association. The proposed boundary seems arbitrary as there is no logical reason for it. It suggests a complete lack of
awareness of current identifiable geographic communiy boundaries.
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The neighbouring community of Govanhill is also split almost through the middle of an identifiable geographic area
where there are strong community ties.
Glasgow Central doesn’t reflect the communities it takes in which are mostly north or north east communities.
The northern boundary proposed for Glasgow South cuts the established community of Strathbungo in half, even
splitting the Alexander Thompson-based conservation area. The area bounded by Moray Place, Titwood Road,
Pollokshaws Road and the Nithsdales is the area covered by the Strathbungo Society.
The Society is active, not only in staging events in the community (COVID permitting) but in acting on behalf of the
community. For example, a proposal by Network Rail regarding fencing along Moray Place was negotiated to a much
better conclusion on behalf of the entire community, aided by our MP, Alison Thewliss, among others.
The Society works well with the Pollokshields Area Partnership, also to be split from part of the 'Bungo under the new
proposals.
Splitting the 'Bungo makes does not recognise the community ties created over the past 50 years (the Society was
formed 50 years ago), ties that have been brought into sharper focus as a result of the pandemic as neighbours
helped neighbours.
An alternative might be to draw the proposed boundary further south along Pollokshaws Road to the railway line at
Coplaw Street and then along the line of the railway to the proposed boundary running along Moray Place, thus
keeping the Strathbungo area within a single constituency.
I see from the map that the proposals for the new boundary for our constituency cut through Strathbungo.
We are a very cohesive community and have a number of very active and engaged community groups. One of the
strengths of our community is our effective communication and togetherness when addressing local issues. We have
developed good relationships with our elected representatives.
If your proposals go ahead, they would potentially break these community ties and make it more difficult to address
neighbours' concerns if they had differing elected representatives.
I am on our solidarity group formed at the start of the pandemic lockdown to support each other and vulnerable
neighbours. I also am on our Strathbungo Eco group which is working really hard to inform on climate crisis related
issues as well as work together on practical solutions to address these. We are currently liaising with a retrofitting
business set up locally.
We have a very successful and active conservation and re-generation group, the Strathbungo Society which not only is
a fantastic resource for our area but is proactive and hosts high profile community events each year which further
bring our community together. We also have been active in liaising with Network Rail over many years re. biodiversity
and the effect on our area of electrification.
We feel our initiatives are great models for community engagement and action beyond Strathbungo but the success
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of our community cohesion is largely due to our area naturally being one due to the layout of the dwellings and built
environment in this pocket of Glasgow. It would be very disappointing if this was fractured by an artificially drawn line
right through the heart of our community and meant we had recourse to communicating with different elected
representatives on matters which affect us. It would be not only disappointing but unwise if the proposal to situate a
boundary cutting through our community of Strathbungo was implemented.
The new boundary cuts our area in half, including splitting the conservation area in half.
Strathbungo is a small area, with a strong sense of community and shared issues.
It would not be beneficial for any of us to have a boundary divide in the middle.
The new boundary between Glasgow City and Glasgow South cuts the community of Strathbungo in two. Strathbungo
has a very strong community presence and organisation. Over the years this has been instrumental in everything from
preventing a motorway and negotiating with Network Rail to providing solidarity throughout lockdowns and keeping
community social events running.
Cutting this community into two constituencies would be a real shame for residents who often tend to unite on issues
affecting the local area.
Strathbungo has a strong identity and having a single MP is an important part of maintaining our voice as a united
community.
You state that you are not keen to cross council boundaries. Your are about to add us on the Dumbarton West which
crosses council boundaries of Glasgow and Clydebank.
Under these proposed changes, the area of Parkhead (and parts of Tollcross) in the East of Glasgow will be split
between the constituencies of Glasgow Central and Glasgow East. If the boundaries followed London Road and
Springfield Road, instead of Tollcross Road and Muiryfauld Road, the communities of Tollcross and Parkhead would
remain whole. There are vital community centres serving both Parkhead and Tollcross which would be in a different
constituency to their communities in these changes.
The areas of Penilee, Cardonald, Hillington and Crookston are all urban areas and part of the city of Glasgow, and thus
should remain in Glasgow South West. It’s nonsensical to put them in the same constituency as rural towns/villages
such as Bishopton and Langbank several miles away.
There have been many community ties made between Possilpark and Springburn, separating them only achieves to
divide communities that have been united for so long
The interests of the residents of Kelvindale and Kelvingrove differ extremely from the interests of the residents of
Possilpark, especially since they are typically made up of differing social economic classes, this could lead to the
residents of Possilpark being ignored
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I grew up in Ardersier and my parents/family still live there.
Highland East and Elgin is a good name and I can’t see any reason as to why Ardersier shouldn’t be in a constituency
with Elgin as historically, Moray has been larger at points in history. Really this is returning Moray back into the orbit
of the Highlands.
People may say it’s odd to see Nairn/Aviemore/Elgin in one seat but I note that Elgin is now in the “Highland” region
for the Scottish Parliament list seat.
Happy with the change
There seems little point in my typing even the most obvious comment: "That at 8,628 square kilometres, and a
population density of just 7 per square kilometre, my Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross UK Parliament
constituency is already too large an area for my single MP to adequately communicate with their constituents." when
the fundamental rule of your consultation is 'each constituency must contain between 69,724 and 77,062 electors'.
Instead of being a rural based demographic, with small villages and towns such as Portree, Dingwall and Ullapool
within our boundaries, we will now be dominated by the city of Inverness.
This is not acceptable, nor is the loss of one MP, impacting massively on the Highland region, an area the size of
Belgium.
Living in Ardersier, all our connections are through Inverness. Children from Ardersier Primary School attend Culloden
Academy which would suddenly be in a different constituency. All public transport links to Nairn, Forres or Elgin
involve going to Inverness first to either get the bus or train. People in Ardersier by and large work and shop in
Inverness. It makes absolutely no sense that Ardersier is part of a constituency that stretches as far East as the
outskirts of Buckie.
And the same can be said for people from Dalwhinnie and other towns along the A9. This Inverness East constituency
looks like one of those gerrymandered constituencies in somewhere like North Carolina, it's utterly absurd and
detached from real-life.
As I understand it the new boundary area is approx 13,000 square km, which goes against your own guidance - the
area can't be larger than 12,000 square km. But honestly how can you expect an MP to be able to represent those of
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Highland

BCS-10914

Highland

BCS-10917

Highland

BCS-10920

Highland

BCS-10923

Highland

BCS-10925

Highland

BCS-10936

Highland

BCS-10996

Highland

BCS-11020

Highland

BCS-11081

Redacted Comment Text
us in the Highlands effectively given the sheer geographical area (with poor roads) they would need to cover.
The needs of someone living in Caithness are far different to those living in Inverness or elsewhere. This is a slap in the
face to the population of the Highlands and to hard working MPs and their teams. We are forgotten as always - our
voices will never be heard in either parliament if this goes ahead. Undemocratic
It is unreasonable to create a boundary of that size. At times it can feel like we are underrepresented in the current
form. It also noted that Orkney and Shetland is protected under law when population wise each of these are the same
size as Caithness. Why should they have protection whereas the North Highlands will not. Continually these changes
and centralisation has been carried out and never for the better. Whether it NHS or local authority wise. You just have
to look at Orkney and Shetland to see this in action in comparison to Caithness.
This area is already too large for just one MP
This is nothing more than another Tory attempt to reduce Scottish MP’s
If it’s not broke don’t fix it!!!!
The new constituency, for the "Highlands" makes no geographical sense whatsoever. This ridiculous proposal must
not go ahead.
It's simply not acceptable to create a 13000 square constituency (North Highland). How can an MP get around that
sort of area?
I understand the need to make each vote count the same, but there must be geographical limits.
The North Highlands already has the worst transport infrastructure in the UK.
With limits on what is possible this seems a better solution than previous boundary. Always seemed disconnected
from inverness. With several big town in one area we should have a more even representation. Counterweighting
inverness with skye seems to be a good move too.
This is far too big! It should not be this size we have such individual needs in the areas. The populace in Caithness
around Thurso and wick is so different than any other area. This shows the lack of understanding of the area.
I disagree passionately with the proposed boundary changes. It will reduce the level of democracy/representation in
my rural area as we would be overshadowed by the areas of high population that would be the new proposed area.
Our needs and voices would struggle to be heard. Why oh why are you introducing this.
I am concerned that the new name for this constituency does not reference Inverness despite it being the main
population centre for the Highlands, a substantial town in its own right and the main centre of activity in the Highland
region. I think the new constituency of Highland Central should change to 'Inverness and Highland Central'.
Poor boundary choice for lochaber and Highland.
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The idea that the Scottish Highlands can be lumped together and represented by a single person is laughable. This is a
MASSIVE area that cannot be travelled easily. How would any member or Parliament be able to perform the role
adequately? This must not happen.
What a mouthful of a name! May I suggest ‘Badenoch, Strathspey, Nairn and Elgin’. Also a mouthful but more
accurately describes your proposal.
My comments relate to the 2023 Boundary Proposals for Argyll and Highland Central.
Boundary location is inevitably contentious; however, a principal aim should be in attempting to represent the focus
of a local population and, as far as is feasible within the constraints of including the target number of electors,
ensuring that established hinterlands are not excluded. The foci are, inevitably, the urban settlements. The optimum
model is the ‘city state’ where the city is at the centroid.
Given this aim, I suggest that the proposed boundaries of Highland Central and Argyll need reconsidering.
Highland Central has two principal foci: Inverness and Fort William; and, under the proposal, each lies at the periphery
of the constituency. This means that the ‘commuter belt’ to north and east of Inverness is excluded. Likewise, Morven
and Ardnamurchan look to Fort William because of road and ferry links, though remoteness confers similar
requirements and problems as those experienced by the islands of Argyll.
I would suggest, for consideration that:
1. Highland Central incorporates the commuter belt to north and east of Inverness;
2. Argyll incorporates Fort William, Morven and Ardnamurchan;
3. Helensburgh is incorporated in West Dumbartonshire, because of its easterly focus and if elector numbers of the
reconfigured Argyll constituency exceed the legal maximum.

Highland

BCS-11091

Highland

BCS-11092

Highland

BCS-11098

I strongly disagree with the proposal to link Ardnamurchan and Morvern with Argyll and Bute , separating us from our
main service centre of Fort William.
This makes no sense, as all health, social and council services are provided by Highland Council ,not Oban.
As the GP in Morvern this further separates us from our local hospital services in Fort William, and further confuses
social healthcare issues.
The population of this area is tiny and should remain aligned with Fort William.

Highland

BCS-11109

Your proposed boundary for Argyll contravenes all your stated principles.
At its northern end, it would split Nether Lochaber in two, so that
North Ballachulish and Onich would be in Argyll, while Inchree and Bunree would be in Central Highland. Nether
Lochaber is an established linear community which benefits from the work of its long-running Community Council and
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Highland

BCS-11119

Highland

BCS-11120

Highland

BCS-11121

Highland

BCS-11122

Highland

BCS-11125
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Community Association.
The proposed boundary would disregard the border of Highland Council which reaches down to the south of Duror.
It would also disregard a natural geographical boundary (Loch Leven).
Finally, it would disregard the historical boundaries. You could argue that Ardnamurchan used to be part of Argyll but
if you follow the NLS links below you will see that Nether Lochaber did not.
[RD:165]
I don’t agree with the new boundary proposals. The previous Inverness and Nairn region represented the hub of
Highland, as the main transport interchange, the main population density etc.
The new proposal for Inv Central, is anything but central. It covers to Mallaig and the West, remote rural areas, which
require different approaches ans considerations than one of Scotland’s cities. The geography is too large for this
proposed boundary to be useful. The current geographic split is better representative for the populations within
Highland.
I have lived in Nairn for over 46 years.
I do not live in Highland East or Elgin as the new boundaries state. It just seems that Nairn is being used to add
numbers to another constituency and is losing its name and identity as a result.
I therefore totally disagree with this proposal.
Regarding the proposed name of this constituency, culturally Nairn and Nairnshire have more in common with
Inverness than Elgin or Moray. There is also no need whatsoever for 'Nairn' as a noun to disappear from the electoral
map
I do not wish Nairn to further lose it's identity. It'll be in no man's land between Inverness and Elgin. Already the town
struggles with Highland Council, where will it end in a mixed bordered with Grampian region?
The very geographic size of the proposal is a further dilution of the proper representation of far north communities.
The constituency grows ever bigger and bigger, but offers no benefit to the electors or provides for a satisfactory
reach.
For my own part this is a further example of centralisation and loss to the Caithness electorate.
Not only splitting Highland area, splitting Lochaber is not a good idea.
We look to Fort William as our local town and Inverness as our regional Capital. Both remain in Highland while we’re
moved to Argyll.
Both are our all important education and health board areas.
We have little in common with the ‘south’- Oban, Campbeltown and the islands of Coll and Tiree. All of those look to
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Highland

BCS-11128

Highland

BCS-11133

Highland

BCS-11141

Highland

BCS-11147

Highland

BCS-11149

Highland

BCS-11185

Highland

BCS-11206

Highland

BCS-11227
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Argyll and Bute health, eduction and council.
No MP could campaign on health and education issue in a relevant way for us when it’s not applicable to our area.
We are already overlooked by Highland Council, and as the area of Lochaber, including us in an even larger area will
further dilute our presence in the constituancy. I feel that we will be lost and become even more irrelevant, with a
possible reduction in our already megre services we receive in this very rural communit y. I should hope that we stay
as we are and help preserve this precious area.
Moving us away from a highland constituency is a nonsense, when our council area remains as highland. This
extremely rural area already struggles for services and funding when constituency and council are the same. The
situation will be even worse if our services get divided up. Ardnamurchan needs to stay within a highland
constituency
You are discriminating against rural areas- which have quite different needs and priorities from urban areas.
Under-representation in parliament will be of further detriment to us in these areas.
Making a boundary change and reducing numbers purely by a numerical population is applying an irrelevant factor
into a socio-economic equation.
This is absolute nonsense. Why are you doing this? As a resident of Lochaber. I take objection to these changes. It
smacks heavily of gerrymandering. Do not do this!
From a map's perspective it might make sense for Morvern to be included in the Argyll constituency. However, it is
not practical. From Lochaline to Fort William is a 1h 15min drive. From Lochaline to Oban is 2 hours. I would like
Morvern to stay within Lochaber.
This is a monster constituency. I cannot believe that one MP can represent an area the size of Wales. The `North
Highland constituencies should have protected status like the islands. Caithness is an island in all but name - one road
in and one out. There are as many transport links to Orkney as there are Caithness - and there are more to the Outer
Islands.
Highland North proposed area is far too large and is culturally and economically diverse.
This area needs and deserves proportionally more MSPs and councillors to cover the size of area, where public
transport and broadband communication are already sparse, and to deal with the variety of issues, which differ across
such a huge area.
This makes no sense - we are a very small group of voters who for council purposes belong to Highland - why would
we suddenly have an MP from Argyle and Bute - our concerns will have no interest for an MP based out of Oban, we
will have far to travel to speak to the MPâ€¦ and we will be the odd ones out in that constituency.
It makes us feel even less heard!
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It is simply ludicrous to create a constituency of such great size in geographical and population terms.
Considering the issues faced in this proposed in this constituency are similar if not more extreme than protected
constituencies like the islands it is inequitable and a slap in the face to the electorate of the far north.

Highland

BCS-11297

Highland

BCS-11326

The proposed change for our constituency is ridiculous. How one MP could successfully cover this whole area is
beyond me. It will lead to an official in Inverness and the area becoming even more Inverness-centric than it is
already. It will once more lower the ability for people to be in touch with their MP. Realistically no one in England
would travel up and down from Carlisle to London within one constituency- utter rubbish proposed by people with
little understanding of the geography of the area. Roll on independent Scotland!
The proposed Highland constituencies bear no resemblance to current council, historic or modern community links.
Having Inverness as part of such a wide constituency as central Highland and separate from its commuter belt (e.g
Black Isle, Nairn) gives a real imbalance to the constituencies in which Inverness dominates an otherwise very rural
area.
And why is Ardnamurchan now part of Argyll constituency but Highland council?
How do MPs provide access for constituents on an equitable basis?

Highland

BCS-11333

Highland

BCS-11351

Maybe place Inverness in the same constituency as the one north of it and not in the one the same as fort William and
malaig
I live in a small community in the Isle of Skye. Currently we are served well by our MP who relates to the crofting and
other communities of the West Coast of Scotland. I see that the new boundary would have Inverness, on the east
coast, would be part of the new constituency. In other words the largest community in the Highlands would be bolted
on to one of the most rural. An urban economy on one side of the country has nothing in common with the
community I live in. I have no doubt that Inverness would take over as the main influencer on any elected MP and the
wishes and needs of the west coast and Isle of Skye would be relegated to nothingness. We see this happening in the
Highland Council where Inverness gets all the money which is spent on art works for the river bank or doing up the
Castle, and we have roads which are barely passable due to the increase in traffic. I have to travel 123 miles (246
round trip) to visit the hospital.
I would also like to mention, from the point of view of the Inverness area, that putting the satellite villages around
Inverness, such as Beauly, in a separate constituency is also mad.
I urge you to think of the differences between the communities covered by this constituency and keep them separate
so that they may be best served by their Members of Parliament for the few years they are needed until Scotland
obtains its independence from Westminster.
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Highland
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Highland
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Highland
Highland

BCS-11370
BCS-11371

Highland

BCS-11373

Highland

BCS-11396

Highland

BCS-11429
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I feel that this area should not be part of Argyll, but stay as it is now.
Everyone living within the proposed constituency of North Highland knows that it is far too big and has not been
designed as part of any serious attempt at offering constituents positive, efficient representation.
The Highlands are already one of underdeveloped areas, if you merge it with others it will stand no chance! It’s too
big, look at surface square ha and advise how will that be manageable? It won’t! This should not move forward.
The proposed north highland area is far too big. It’s spread over such a vast area of land I don’t see how it’s possible
for it to be accurately represented. It should be broken down into at least 2 areas within this proposed area.
This constituency is still being short changed with under representation. The Highlands may cover a large area, but
communities within the Highlands all have differing needs that require their own voices to be appreciated. Rural areas
are all under served anyway and this doesn't change anything. More rural representation please!
The area being proposed for highland north is too large
Is this an actual joke? Look at the size geographically of the area you are trying to class as highland north! How can the
views and concerns of constituents in the far north be comparable to that of those in inverness-shire, Cromarty, even
Sutherland to an extent? Totally disagree with this! We should have island status up here in Caithness as we are
treated like one the majority of the time anyway!
Caithness needs to be separated. Right now we are part of ‘highland’ and Inverness is where majority of funding goes.
We are completely forgotten about. Making highland bigger will put more funds into Inverness’s pot, of which we will
see none. The state of our roads the last few years are shocking, our hospital services being moved to Inverness. It’s
not on. We are our own entity and deserve to be treated as such.
As it is, the far North has limited representation and even those that do represent are rarely heard. If the area is to be
combined with more constituencies we have no chance at all of being heard. The Highlands is a unique geographic
and demographic and should be treated as such, not all lumped together and forgotten about. The residents of the
proposed "North Highland" constituency stand to gain nothing from this proposal but, instead, lose what little voices
we did have.
I have never understood why we have to keep changing boundaries. The Highlands (in this case Highland North), is a
huge area with challenging terrain and poor communications in terms of transport, and also in many areas
connectivity. One MP to cover such an area is, in my opinion under - representation; no one person could service the
population that is so dispersed and attend Westminister hundreds of miles away. Indeed Scotland as a whole is
poorly represented in the UK parliament and also poorly understood especially in respect of its geographical
disadvantage. What use an electric car that cannot get to our capital city and back without recharging, for example.
Policies in Government generally ignore the rural communities and disrespect rural communities. To reduce the
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number of seats in Scotland while increasing those in England is a shocking misuse of governmental power. Roll on
independence.

Highland

BCS-11435

Highland

BCS-11449

Highland

BCS-11464

Highland

BCS-11467

Highland

BCS-11493

Highland

BCS-11497

Highland

BCS-11517

Highland

BCS-11526

I wish to remain on Highland’s constituency. The proposal does not consider rural communities such as Morvern.
Inverness would be best as it’s own constituency with rural Highland/Argyll another to properly represent our rural
are and the challenges/opportunities within it.
Highland North is simply too big to work effectively for local communities. Forget about population for a minute and
focus on geography. Believe an Invernesshire boundary followed by 3 separate boundaries for; Caithness, Sutherland,
Ross and Cromarty is ten times more appropriate.
We need the same number of MP's as we currently have for the Highland Region. To reduce the number of MP's we
enjoy is to deny us our democracy!
The renaming to Highland North, Highland Central and Highland East diminishes the individual character of these
places. The original names should be retained with only slight variations; for example, where a component name no
longer makes sense.
So, the Highlands once again loses out on a fair sized voice in Parliament. The area has to contain 'x' constituents by
law....a handy law for those wanting Scotland to be governed for the benefit of those living close to the capital - now
where have I heard that before; oh yes, Scottish compaints against Westminser. Perhaps it is time for the Scottish
government to act on behalf of the underprivileged larger area constituencies and make a plea for exemptions; as
seems to be the case for Orkney and Shetland. Perhaps the Scottish government is happy that the majority voice
comes from the minority area; after all, as we in the Highlands know - our Scottish government is "Central beltcentric" in all things. Since formation, the Scottish government has centralised practically everything and we in the
Highlands and other outlying areas have become the poor relative - note particularly the dumping of thousands of
giant wind turbines, regardless of local planning refusals on genuine grounds. So, am I happy with the proposals no I
am not.
I note that the large population of Inverness will be removed from the existing area and moved to a much less
populated area under the new boundary proposals.
Far, far too big an area as suggested.
Has anyone actually driven the whole area? Absolutely impossible. It’s sheer stupidity. Designed by people who
haven’t clue about the people or the area. I strongly oppose this change
Firstly the rationale for reducing number of MPs in Scotland seems based on some illogical reasons especially
compared with other areas.
In respect of the constituency for one member covering an area almost the size of Belgium seems disingenuous. Also
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with the geographic, socio economic and demography of the area diverse from North to South and East to west leads
one to believe that a member could not really know their area. Also how do constituents speak and only way would
be to have perhaps 3/4 offices. This could not be afforded without substantive cost implications.

Highland

BCS-11527

Highland

BCS-11564

I'm part of the Highland central constituency. The boundaries seems alright even though it's a highly diverse area.
My comment would only relate to the name. Central doesn't illustrate this area well enough. Mentioning the greatest
landmark that make this area would help to highlight it's diversity: Inverness, Loch Ness, Great Glen, Skye, etc. Take
your pick, but I'd suggest that Inverness and Skye would be the most important as it demonstrates the extent of it.
The Easterly adjoining of Nairn to Moray is not in keeping with the modern Highland nature of Nairn, The historical
Moray and Nairn links are all but gone, Nairn has much closer links to Inverness than to Elgin. I vehemently oppose
this boundary change. The language, dialects and accents between Inverness and Nairn are similar. Between Nairn
and Moray you might as well be in a different country. This is madness and stinks of election fixing trying to weaken
independence support by taking one of the largest towns in the current constituency and adjoining it to one that has
two military bases with pro unionist leanings.

Highland

BCS-11576

Highland

BCS-11594

Highland

BCS-11603

I personally feel that Caithness and Sutherland should be together, Ross and Cromarty to go in to the proposed
Highland Central.
This will give a better reflection on the problems of the more rural communities by a representative for these two
counties.
I don’t mind the concept of a highland north constituency but having it extend past Ross and cromarty into Beauly,
kiltarlity and Abriachan , and nearly drumnadrochit is a bit strange as these are not considered to be North as they are
areas within catchments for Inverness schools like Charleston academy. They should be moved to highland south. If
this makes highland south too big/populous then you should separate Inverness city into its own constituency as it is
big enough to be one- then highland south would be the areas around and south of Inverness.
This proposed constituency is too large to ensure democratic process and representation.
It encompasses remote areas with poor connectivity / infrastructure.
It is one of the constituencies that is furthest away from UK Parliament which already impacts on the elected
representative in terms of time enlarging the constituency further will make it even harder for the MP engage with
communities.
Elected representatives will find it increasingly hard to fully represent the communities in this constituency,
disadvantaging those communities further.
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BCS-11609

Highland

BCS-11612

Highland

BCS-11614

Highland

BCS-11619
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The communities in this constituency are already remote, fragile and disadvantaged and this boundary change /
enlargement of the constituency will further disadvantage these communities.
Very disappointed to see the Boundary Commission using inaccurate mapping. I do not know who is providing your
basemap but it shows Braefield in completely the wrong location.
Your map shows Braefield on the Buntait lane close to the A831 and Bearnock Country Centre.
If you consult Ordnance Survey mapping you will note Braefield is about 1km East of this location. Braefield is at OSGB
GR NH420303.
Hopefully your boundaries are not dependent on the mapping source being used!
With regard to the new boundary for Highland Central I suspect it will make very little difference to the outcome of
any UK election. What would be more representative and fairer than boundary changes is some form of proportional
representation for UK parliament similar perhaps to that implemented by the Scottish parliament. In addition an
upper house based on elected representatives instead of the present archaic system that is to be blunt, feudal.
To suggest that an area the size of the proposed “Highland North” in any way represents democracy is risible!
To have one Member of Parliament able to properly represent his/her constituents is asking too much of any person.
Has the Commission actually measured the distances and the difficulty of travel in this proposed mega-constituency?
We are at the very edge of the country and are poorly enough represented as it is, this will be just another nail in the
bureaucratic coffin of any form of democratic representation for the people of this region.
Surely common sense can prevail despite the simplistic formula being suggested? There is a very slim chance that
that might happen but as has been the case in so many of these “consultation exercises”, it could well be that the
boundaries have already been determined and this is just a public relations exercise in “democracy”.
We will see!
North Highland is an absurdly large constituency. The Boundary Commission may claim to be apolitical but this large
constituency will not benefit Highlanders. Imagin the life this MP will have covering hundreds of miles. Not that my
expressing my view will make a blind bit of difference to you.
In revising constituencies in the GÃ idhealtachd, it is important that new names reflect the localities and their
individual culture, topography and/or previous district names, which most often are Gaelic placenames.
For those for whom Gaelic is a marker of identity, naming just one part of this massive area as 'Highland/a'
GhÃ idhealtachd' has been problematic, undermining cultural and linguistic history as well as geography. The
redrafting of boundaries offers an opportunity to change this. Local consultations along the guidelines of the
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Community Empowerment Act (Scotland) 2015 offer an important avenue to redraft in a sensitive and culturally
appropriate manner. I trust the Boundary Commission will pay attention to this important opportunity.

Highland
Highland

BCS-11629
BCS-11645

Highland

BCS-11649

Highland

BCS-11652

Highland
Highland

BCS-11657
BCS-11661

Highland

BCS-11673

I have no problem with the proposed changes.
The area North Highland may numerically fit the prescribed target but it takes no account of the geographical area,
the very significant distance between communities and the lack of public transport for those without cars.
Such scale has not been sufficiently in when applying the new boundaries formula.
It provides unfair and unreasonable barriers to many citizens gaining prompt access to their elected representatives.
This formula over favours smaller towns and cities in securing their citizens access at the expense of others.
Not all citizens have access to the Internet at home. Access points in public service locations such as libraries can be
over 50 miles away and similarly inaccessible by public transport in North Highland. Further those elderly and disabled
or aged 16-18 who are not in possession of a car and/or driving licence are very compromised. This model is flawed
and is anti democratic in its proposed delivery of elected members services within North Highland.
This is far too big a constituency for one MP to cover. Also, it is being done to create a safe SNP seat by the
bureaucrats who do the redrawing of the constituencies. They should be asked as to their political views.
These proposals disadvantage rural areas, by aggregating populations to “make up numbers”. Caithness has distinct
cultural background quite unlike the more Gaelic oriented west coast. There is very little in common with Ross and
Cromarty.
Whoever is elected to represent this constituency will have a massive area to get round and clearly won’t be able to.
Thus, the views reflected will be very general and in many ways unaccountable. This is an erosion of the democratic
process
I think the North Highland Constitutiony is far to Large for the amount of people that are in the area.
The "requirement" to reduce the number of constituencies is fundamentally flawed. What is actually required is to
have some devolved government for England (or it's regions) and to completely change the electoral system of this
country.
However, if you insist on just tinkering around with boundaries rather than actually creating a fair and balanced voting
system, then the way you have divided up the Highlands doesn't make sense. It would be far more appropriate to
have the boundary running from north to south - i.e. making a West Highlands and an East Highlands constituency.
Surely the area needs to be smaller rather than larger in area? We are not fairly represented as things stand, so these
proposals would make the situation even worse.
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Inverness and surrounding villages should be one constituency. Fort william is consistently underfunded and
overshadowed by Inverness and decisions on planning etc are undertaking by people miles away who do not
understand the local area.
By very significantly enlarging this constituency to an area the size of a small country this has the potential to reduce
real democracy to a sham. The sheer geographical size of the area is also compounded by the lack of effective and
easy transport links meaning that access to an MP for most ordinary people let alone those who already feel
disadvantaged and disenfranchised will be almost impossible. The driving factor behind boundaries should not be
solely the number of electors. If that were the case then any remote area will be seriously compromised. The
principle driver should be access to democracy and confidence in having ones voice heard. The North of Scotland
seems already disadvantaged and now this only serves to make things much much worse. Does the boundary
commission not understand the basic geography of this part of the world? The divide between cities with much
more representation and country areas with little will only deepen and a whole section of the country will be ignored
and sidelined. Our council, (Highland Council) is already too large and more akin to regional government. Now we
look to have our representation in the House of Commons reduced as well.
The north of Scotland area at its current size is already virtually half of Scotland.
It is already far too big.
And now the move is to make it even bigger!
Communities within that area have little national or local representation and decisions made at Holyrood never take
into account the differences and needs of these communities, but apply a one size fits all to any policy decisions that
are always more tailored to the urban areas further south.
Representation is being eroded.
Centralisation is resulting in much of the rural population having to make long journeys to access health and many
other services.
As a result of lack of investment in infrastructure roads, rail and air connections remain poor.
National retail companies match footfalls with large urban areas, conclude footfall is insufficient to be economically
viable and leave, thus reducing options and jobs for those left.
The populations are in decline.
Making this area even bigger is just going to add to all the currently ignored problems.
The far north in particular shares many problems with island communities, but receives no consideration because it is
part of the Scottish mainland. These issues include isolation, the potential to be cut off, and high charges for services.
And we are just left to put up with them.
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The proposed change is far from acceptable.
It is dividing Scotland into two.
The proposed physical size of the Highland North constituency will make it almost impossible for an elected member
to make adequate provision for members of the public to meet their representative at a local surgery in their
particular area. The elected member will be required to travel great distances in an area where transport facilities are
extremely limited and thus spend the majority of time travelling rather than actually meeting their constituents.
The expanding boundary North Highland is ridiculously unmanageable.
If an area can include a 500 mile coastal destination road trip with no public transport available to complete the route
surely this is an aberration worthy of island status or new remote rural legislation.
This change creates an area larger than the current, already unmanageable area. It is particularly inaccessible by a non
driver and is exclusinary to applicants.
I propose if any area exceeds a certain square mileage and also has a deficit of public transport links between key
communities and majority rural or remote rural population then it should be given similar status as an island and be
protected by law.
I don't think this comment is exclusive to this area and great care and new legislation must also be made in other
remote rural areas to give the representative a realistic chance to do their job.
The proposal for a Highland North constituency is frankly insane, and could only have been dreamed up by someone
who has never visited the Highlands. Given the relative lack of decent transport infrastructure - trains and buses - the
only way an MP could properly represent their constituents would be spending all of their weekends driving - often on
single track roads. Given the growth in 'staycations' and the congestion on the roads that we all witnessed this
summer past, it would be absolutely impossible for the MP to visit communities from Cromarty to Lochcarron, and
from Scrabster to Fort William.
The creation of Highland North is untenable. One MP to cover an area of 15,000 square kilometres is impossible. How
do you propose one MP covers an area this large with constituency surgeries when there is no viable public transport
connecting the area and the area so vast. The carbon footprint alone would be vast.
It's interesting that the Western Isles and Orkney and Shetland are exempt, yet the North Highlands are not, yet we
suffer the same inequalities in terms of a lack of jobs, affordable homes, the highest energy rates and consumption,
digital discrimination and appalling public transport links.
Please imagine if the proposed Highland North MP has a constituency office based in Wick, how many miles might
they have traveled when they return home on a Friday evening after meeting constituents in John O’Groats, Durness,
Kinlochbervie, Lochinver, Achiltibuie, Ullapool, Gairloch, Torridon, Dingwall, Cromarty, Evanton, Invergordon, Tain,
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Dornoch, Lairg, Helmsdale and Thrumster?
Solutions could include job sharing, one part time MP in the South, another in the North or use Zoom/Teams,
although I understand the father of the house won't allow MPs to attend digitally, so perhaps this too would be
restricted.
To give you an idea of the scale of the problem you're creating, let me tell you that the 77 constituencies of London
would all fit into Caithness and still have room left over for a chunk of the Home Counties. Think again please.
The Highland North constituency is really far too big for anyone except Captain America or maybe Ironman to
effectively represent.
There’s not enough time to know such an enormous area, never mind remain current with constituents’ concerns.
The proposed boundary change will effectively split our Community Council area between two Westminster
constituencies. Given that we have a resident population of approximately 450 people spread across a linear
settlement area nine miles in length, this seems ill thought out. In the event of Nether Lochaber CC or a resident
needing to consult their MP over any retained matter, it may cause confusion as to who represents them, and what
political position the MP holds in regard to that matter. In addition, it serves to divide a community along an arbitrary
line on a map making residents within one CC area and all living within Highland Councils remit, potentially subject to
two party administrations. How and where elections for these two different constituencies could take place within NL
is also unclear. As far as NLCC is aware, there are no concerns that have been expressed in our locality or across the
wider South Lochaber area suggesting that the existing parliamentary boundaries need moving.
Please find attached a response sent on behalf of the Skye, Lochaber and Badenoch Constituency Labour Party.
I have no substantial objection to the proposed boundaries for the new constituency for the northern part of
mainland Scotland, within the constraints of attempting to equalise constituency population size. I do object very
strongly, however, to the proposed name, 'Highland North'. Given the huge area included in the proposed
constituency, containing a very significant range of different communities with different needs, it is especially
important to reflect and include these communities in the name. Highland North singularly fails to do this. The use of
the term 'Highland' (singular) to define an area is an aberration of the local government act, with little connection to
the identity of people in the Highlands. Nobody in the Highlands other than officials talks about ‘Highland' as a noun.
Changing the name is therefore likely to benefit public confidence in the constituency and their representation, by
bringing it in line with constituents’ understanding of themselves and their community. In order of preference, I
propose four alternatives, all of which I believe would be significantly preferable to 'Highland North' as a name for the
new constituency. Where possible, I have also suggested matching alternatives for the other proposed ‘Highland’
constituencies.
1) Ross, Cromarty, Sutherland and Caithness
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This is my preferred option. The proposed constituency contains the entirety of Sutherland and Caithness, and a
substantial majority (albeit not the entirety) of Ross-shire and Cromarty-shire. These are counties with their own
distinct histories and identities, and â€“ though it may not be obvious to those who do not know them well â€“ very
different outlooks and challenges in the 21st Century. As referred to above, I believe that it is important in such a
geographically large constituency to represent the different communities, and to give some sense of the scale to MPs
and outsiders alike. The name is a simple way of conveying the nature of the constituency: while Highland North gives
a rather bland image of one uniform area, Ross, Cromarty, Sutherland and Caithness accurately captures the scale and
diversity of the constituency. By ensuring that a range of areas are included, and by using traditional county names
which constituents will recognise and with which they identify, the name would ensure that all inhabitants could feel
represented by the constituency, and have greater confidence that it â€“ and by extension their MP â€“ actually
recognised and represented their needs and interests. In line with this proposal, the proposed seat of ‘Highland
Central’ could simply be called Inverness-shire â€“ it overlaps considerably with the county â€“ or, if it were felt to be
too different to the county, Inverness and Skye, or Inverness, Fort William, and Skye. Highland East and Elgin could
perhaps be Aviemore and Elgin: while imperfect, the two towns give a fairly accurate representation of the two main
types of area and settlement included in the seat.
2) The Northern Counties
This proposal builds on the heritage of the area, taking inspiration from the historic 'Northern Burghs' seat (also
known as Wick Burghs), which included Cromarty, Dingwall, Dornoch, Kirkwall, Tain and Wick in one constituency.
Recognising that the proposed new constituency is now classified as a county constituency, it adopts this historic
name to more accurately reflect the modern constituency. By referring to multiple counties, it helps to give some
sense of the scale and diversity of the seat.
3) The Northern Highlands
This modification of the current proposed name has two significant advantages to the existing proposal. By changing
'Highland' to 'The Highlands' â€“ the term of popular usage, which residents of the constituency recognise and with
which they identify â€“ it helps to ensure that the constituency actually reflects the experience and understanding of
its inhabitants, rather than feeling like something alien impose from above, with little relation to the actual area and
its people. By changing 'North' to 'Northern', it helps to break down the sense of the seat as one small and discrete
area, and convey a greater idea of its scale, while also reflecting some of the history of parliamentary representation
in the Highlands through the reference to the Northern Burghs, detailed in my Proposal 2, above. While I believe that
the definite article should be included (thus 'The Northern Highlands’), in line with the common name of the region,
this is not strictly necessary: it could be called 'Northern Highlands' without suffering too much. This proposal would
be readily compatible with the other 'Highland' constituencies, which could be changed to '[The] Central Highlands'
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and '[The] Eastern Highlands and Elgin'.
4) Highlands North
The simplest change to the current proposed name, this would nevertheless be an improvement, helping to ensure
that the constituency bears some relation to the identity and understanding. As explained above, the change from
'Highland' to 'Highlands' is important as a principle of democratic representation â€“ that constituencies should
represent the people who live in them, all of whom would say they live in 'The Highlands', not 'Highland' â€“ and in
order to reflect the vast scale of the proposed constituency: it really is a series of lands, not one uniform area. Again,
this proposal is easily compatible with changes to the other 'Highland' constituencies, which could become Highlands
Central and Highlands East and Elgin.
Please find attached the response from the Scottish Liberal Democrats to the proposed changes to the boundaries for
the Highlands.
Best wishes
[RD:51]
Living in the city of Inverness I object to being in the same constituency as the West Coast of Scotland. Inverness is an
urban area and may still be one of the fastest growing areas in Europe. The West Coast of Scotland is a rural area with
depopulation issues. The cultures and needs are different. Compromises will be made that suit no one.
The proposed new constituency boundary is a retrograde change. Inverness and surrounding towns and villages have
very little in common with the largely very rural communities to the west. An MP cannot be expected to effectively
represent such a mixed region. The current boundary makes so much more sense and has always worked well.
Dear Sirs
Having been a Parliamentary Election Agent at two previous Westminster elections I can make no sense of the
boundary changes proposed.
The changes in Caithness Sutherland and Easter Ross will leave the Member of Parliament with the geography of a
small country to cover. No-one with a brain could think this reasonable either for the Member or for the countless
communities who will never see them..
Scotland's representation has fallen from 72 seats to 59 seats and will be even less now.
We have less and less influence at Westminster and this will now fall again. The protection of peripheral communities
was an EU priority. It has never been a Westminster concern.
Let's hope this proposal to create a Constituency the size of a country is thrown out and that sanity prevails.
Cllr Derek Louden
See zipped folders for response details
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See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
The coherence of the constituency will be destroyed as no longer will it be incorporating one local authority area
making decisions and planning less focussed and more difficult. The demographics and social mix will be altered
creating a constituency area which could make it harder to represent the interests of those left behind. It also
incorporates new areas whose connections - political, social, economic, transport-wise - lie chiefly elsewhere and not
in the key town of Greenock. It seems to have been designed without consideration of the lives of the people who live
there and how their interests will be represented by their MP whose job is considerably expanded and whose office
already serves a constituency with a high proportion of challenges. Nothing drives this change democratically. It
seems merely a paper exercise.
Absolutely do not want Inverclyde/Bridge of Weir and Kilmalcolm
It is too big an area
Appreciate you have been forced to make changes to give even more power to England. However the idea of the
towns of Bridge of Weir, Houston etc being included within Inverclyde is bonkers. The only route between the two
areas is a minor road. They do not share a council or any traditional links so I'm sure their residents will not feel like
they are being represented. It would actually make more sense to include the isle of Bute instead which is almost as
crazy an idea.
As a small village I believe that our voices on important matters will not be heard. O
See zipped folders for response details
When we live within the bypass area, we should be classed as Edinburgh not Midlothian. It is inconvenient, not to
mention environmentally unfriendly that I have to travel so far for council services, when I am really part of Edinburgh
city. Things like the craigmillar recycling centre are on my doorstep yet I have to travel miles to use alternative
because of an arbitrary boundary.
I understand why Midlothian would want to hang on to our area. There are tens of thousands of houses being built
with associated council tax. But the facilities are not similarly provided to us.
How on earth is Portgordon cleaved away from Buckie as it’s the same School area? But Loch Laggan 120 miles away
is the same consistency?
Moray has continuously been toyed with in terms of boundaries over the years, being added to larger areas and
broken down into smaller pieces again. This latest iteration is disheartening to say the least.
Given the current boundaries for the local authority, Scottish Parliament and Westminster seats are largely the same
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at the moment to dilute them would be an administrative burden for many organisations, particularly public sector.
Keeping eight MSPs and one MP engaged is tricky enough but add another two MPs in and your public sector
becomes a political football.
Moray has a unique and distinct identity dating back thousands of years, the whisky sector, coastal communities and
tourism industries built on that identity are beginning to flourish like never before. To siphon off bits to Highland and
bits to Aberdeenshire would be to carve up a gemstone that is already out there sparkling in its own light. Like
dragging a teenager to Blackpool on a family holiday when they want to be in Ibiza - it'll just make them (the locals)
resentful.
Locals don't appreciate being forced into Highlands and Islands for the Scottish Parliament regional purposes as it is.
Not to mention having an IV postcode in many parts of Moray already puts folk at a disadvantage when it comes to
delivery charges. We're mainland Scotland, identifying with the North East, not a remote and barren wasteland as
some would portray us.
Progress is all well and good and where it's merited I say "crack on". But Moray is a fairly sized constituency as it is,
sticking bits in all over the place to other constituencies while only concerned about the numbers is fruitless. Given
the rate of development across the region, by the time of the next boundary review there's likely to about 5,000
additional households in what would have been Moray and you'll probably just have to put it back again. Save
yourselves and everyone else the bother and leave it as it is please.
No, No, No.
Moray is a constituency in its own right, it is definitely NOT a part of Highland or Aberdeenshire, so it must NOT be
split into 3 different parts.
It is a backward step for Moray Council to potentially have to deal with 3 different MPs.
It is a ridiculous idea thought up by someone with too much time on his hands
It is a NO from me
The stated objectives are to, where possible, not draw new boundary lines over local authority borders.
Anyone who, like me, lives in the Keith area will remain within the Moray Council yet will be represented in
Westminster by an Aberdeenshire focused MP.
I have concerns that this could lead to the citizens of the Keith area being poorly represented in Parliament as we will
effectively become a minority within our new constituency - it creates a disconnect between local and national
government which doesn't currently exist.
Also, I don't understand how anyone in Scotland can think it a good idea that the entire country will be represented in
Westminster by two fewer MPs than is currently the case. Especially when England will be gaining MPs - it seems to
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be a decision which is politically motivated rather than one which is about more accurately representing the
population spread of the UK
Simply bizarre. Clearly not drawn up by anyone familiar with Moray/all of Scotland.
Elgin has become establised as the main service centre between Inverness and Aberdeen. It makes great sense to
keep it and its hinterland as a single constituency. Your target number per constituency would seem to be achievable
with the above in mind simply by excluding some population centres e.g. to the south and east.
This, obviously, would impact on neighbouring constituencies, but positively i.e.they too would be more in line with
the realties on the ground. Thus, and I am disadvantaged by not having access to detailed population stats, an
Inverness east, Badenoch and Strathspey, Nairn constituency might fit, as would a south Moray Firth constituency to
the east.
Start again! with Elgin + put first rather than last.
Frankly, I'm totally fed up with agencies that are clueless about 'my place' deciding what's right for my place. That you
are based in Edinburgh and have come up with with this ridiculous initial conclusion is no coincidence.
Moray is a area with a strong identity and it would be unacceptable to change the boundary. It would put further
pressure on local amenities and changed to population for gp surgeries Schools hospitals etc.
It's also hard not to be cynical that Moray is being singled out due to its voting preferences with one of the few
Conservative MPs in this area.
These proposals are totally nonsensical and unnecessarily force the breakup of the coherent Moray constituency and
its population. Moray is centred on Elgin with natural and close connections with the towns of Forres, Lossiemouth,
Buckie, Cullen, Aberlour and Keith for family, shopping, commerce and work. The idea of hiving off Buckie to Banff
with which it has no connection with is ridiculous as is moving Keith, Dufftown and lower Speyside to Aberdeenshire.
Similarly, Nairn and Strathspey naturally belong to Inverness and Highland.
Moray is a homogeneous area which must remain served by one MP. Desolving and dividing it up as proposed places
Moray and its people at a distinct disadvantage. The area is neither Inverness or Aberdeen/shire and sits on its own
with its own needs for joint recognition and representation.
The proposals amount to Gerrymandering with this island of unionism being eaten up by the surrounding nationalist
areas.
With the proposed boundary we will find ourselves split between the 2 nonsensical constituencies with the boundary
running down the single track lane in front of the house. We have nothing to do with Banff and the east and
everything to do with Elgin and Moray as it currently exists. The previous Scottish Parliament border changes
were/are a disaster meaning our allocated MSPs have no interest in us or our town because we don’t matter to
either.
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These proposals are totally wrong and must be reconsidered with Moray being retained as it is. They neither serve the
people of Moray or Westminster.
We have already had Moray divide and Buckie should still be in Moray as that is where the majority of people shop
and work and I think the border should be put back to just east of Cullen where it was for years
I live in Glenlivet, Moray arriving from Liverpool 22 years ago. I have seen our MP more in that time than the 56
previous years. Our MP has always been a local person, proud of representing Moray. We meet them, pre Covid, at
all sorts of social and official events. To think that we would lose that contact is dreadful.
Of course a local person could stand but are the areas fair to this happening for Speyside? Do we have sufficient
population with sufficient voting rights to compete with the Gordon and Buchanan area population? Is it possible for
a local to us person to stand and receive enough votes to win from our reduced rural area population? I think not.
Hence I am against this proposal and wish Moray to stay as an area with its own MP.
Scotland needs to keep the number of MP s. We do not wish to have 2 less.
Once again this highlights the utter pointlessness of Lord whoever, plus whoever else, who obviously have nothing
useful to do with their lives.
This nonsense must stop. Moray has the numbers required by Parliament.
Get rid of food banks. Pay decent wages. Whatever.
You are eradicating Moray (which is an ancient county I believe) and stuffing Tomintoul into an Eastern constituency
called Gordon and Moray South. This new constituency would appear to have nothing much in common with
Tomintoul, apart from the fact that it has a few hills, and is in Scotland.
As the present constituency stands,Tomintoul is in the southern tip of Moray, sandwiched between the Highland
constituencies and the Aberdeenshire constituencies. We are remote from the urban centres of Aberdeenshire,
separated from them by the Lecht, which makes Elgin and Inverness our most convenient town/city centres of
civilisation. A drive to Aberdeen takes nearly two hours in good weather. A drive to Inverness takes just under an
hour. Our natural “shopping commute” is in a Northerly/Southerly trajectory, to either Elgin, via Aberlour, or
Inverness, via Grantown, or Aviemore. We are in the Cairngorms National Park. We are not coastal. I am at a loss to
see why Tomintoul has been included in a new constituency that does not reflect its focus or its interests. I always
thought Moray as it stood was a silly stand alone kind of constituency, but the new one is much worse. Our natural
nearest centres of population have been put into another constituency. Our natural lines of communication would
now cut across various constituency boundaries. Elgin is our local authority, and it would be in a different
constituency. This is crazy. We have more in common with the Highland constituencies than with rural Aberdeenshire.
I know there are people in Tomintoul who feel more of an affinity with Aberdeen than with Inverness, but in winter
Aberdeen might as well be on the moon, and I am sure that most of those Aberdeen lovers do their shopping in Elgin.
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I bet they don’t nip over the Lecht to Aberdeen to buy their messages!
For Tomintoul, this new Aberdeenshire constituency makes no sense. We need representation by an MP who doesn’t
have to spread his attention across half of Scotland, inevitably focusing more on the votes of the populous East than
on this sparsely populated area and the forgotten voters of Tomintoul. As it is, we have an MP whose interests are
divided between Holyrood and Westminster, but that is not a structural problem, it’s temporary. This boundary
change would embed that diffuseness into the constituency map of Scotland. We would never be heard.
Why not get rid of a few Glasgow or Edinburgh constituencies instead, where the interests of the constituents are
much less distinct from those of their neighbours? One street in Govan has much more in common with a street in say
Shawlands, because they are both urban and served by the same hospitals and transport system, than a street in
Tomintoul (our one street, in fact!) has in common with a street in Huntley or Keith.
Please rethink this nonsensical boundary shift, at the very least in respect of Tomintoul. Put us somewhere West of
the Lecht, not East.
I live in Nairn, Nairnshire. I do not live in Highland East or Elgin!!!
I object strongly to Nairn being omitted from the name of the parliamentary seat, It is like not being correctly
represented and losing its identity.
Nairn has always been included by name in the Parliamentary Area and should not be excluded by any means.
The redrawing of the boundary which includes RAF Lossiemouth, Elgin and Forres is likely to overturn the political
party MP and MSPs that have overseen this area.
Have these considerations been taken into account as well as geography and population?
I think that the decision to annihilate Moray and divide it up amongst another three constituencies is ill thought out
and will create further antagonism within the local community. In my area of AB56, there are different divisions for
my councillors, MP, MSP and this portrays a complete lack of fluidity and management of the needs of the area. This
is I n terms of effective local administration of national decisions, as well as building on the historical links between
towns and villages that have endured generations, not least because they had the sense to use clearly defined
geographical boundaries such as rivers and hills. This is an attempt to reduce our representation on a national level
even further and decimates any sense of shared community in the NE of Scotland. I sincerely hope and pray that our
nation regains its independence from the corrupt U.K. and can start to rebuild this area and it’s prosperity through its
resources and people for a better future in Moray and Banffshire.
N.E Scotland Region Concerning Moray
The following seems to be an easy way to avoid the breakup of the Moray and various Highland constituencies whilst
staying within the 69,000 to 77,000 population limit.
Highland East and Moray - Consisting of wards: (Elgin City North, Elgin City South, Fochabers Lhanbryde, Heldon and
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Laich, Speyside Glenlivet, Badenoch and Strathspey + Half of either Nairn or Inverness South)
Inverness - Consisting of wards: (Black Isle, Dingwall and Seaforth, Inverness West, Inverness Central, Inverness
Millburn, Inverness Ness-Side, Culloden and Ardersier, Inverness South, Nairn and Cawdor + Subtract of either Nairn
or Inverness South)
Highland North - Consisting of wards: (North, West and Central Sutherland, Wick and East Caithness, Thurso and
Northwest Caithness, East Sutherland and Edderton, Tain and Easter Ross, Cromarty Firth, Wester Ross, Strathpeffer
and Lochalsh, Eilean a'Cheo, Aird and Loch Ness)
Banff and Buchan - Consisting of wards: (Troup, Central Buchan, Fraserburgh and District, Peterhead North and
Rattray, Peterhead South and Cruden, Banff and District, Keith and Cullen, Buckie)
Gordon - Consisting of wards: (Huntly, Strathbogie and Howe of Alford, Turriff and District, West Garioch, Inverurie
and District, East Garioch, Mid Formartine, Ellon and District)
This does not then affect the remaining proposed Scottish parliamentary constituencies to the south..
This redrawing if boundaries makes no sense. Elgin has never been a highland town and is culturally closer to the
former Banffshire. Utterly pointless ever use which no one wants. Moray is a constituency in its own right. It ain’t
broke, so don’t fix it.
I live in Elgin, and it seems to me that the new constituency proposed for this area is culturally unbalanced. Upper
Speyside has more in common with it's immediate neighbours than with Elgin, but the main pressure on the MP will
be from the populous coastal belt. Similarly, Dallas is close to Elgin but would now be represented by the same person
as will represent fishing villages on the East Coast.
It would be better if the 'bulge' containing Dallas was reduced somewhat, and the number of residents returned to
'Moray' balanced by the same number being moved out of the furthest end of Upper Speyside.
I understand that this would also mean adjustments to the adjoining areas, but feel that it is important that similar
interests be represented by one person instead of being spread over several merely for the sake of convenience of
numbers.
It is understandable to see a town the size of Buckie disentangled from Elgin, but Rothes and Aberlour are intrinsically
linked to the town. Likewise, drawing the line at Culloden, when Ardersier is so much closer to Inverness, seems
poorly thought out. This proposal would find Inverness Airport in a separate constituency to the actual city of
Inverness. To include Dalwhinnie in the same constituency as Elgin would effectively disefranchise its population.
Elgin, the largest settlement in the new constituency and the likely location of an MP's office, is a solid 2 hour drive
away. Aviemore and Kingussie are rural Highland towns, they have never been linked with Moray. Aviemore is half an
hour down the A9 from Inverness, and almost an hour along the A941 to Elgin, a route where you would, under this
proposal, cross back into another constituency at Cromdale, Marypark, Aberlour and Rothes. An MP may find
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themselves managing an area including several significantly contrasting issues and local cultures, including an
international airport, three UK military bases, a ski resort town, half of the Moray coast and significant sparse
farmland. There seems to be nothing linking these areas other than arbitrarily drawing around the Spey.
The proposed changes with respect to the current constituency of Moray, and the north east of Scotland in general,
seems to be a hotchpotch of ideas all drawn together on paper by people who have little or no idea of the history or
culture of the area.
I would prefer the status quo as it keeps in place the fierce independence of Moray sitting proudly and importantly
between the equally strongholds of Inverness and Aberdeen.
As an alternative (if the status quo is not an option and an expanded area is required for reasons of population or
something similar) then I think that it would be reasonable to combine the current Moray Council area (that is,
including Buckie, Keith, Rothes and Dufftown) with Nairn (including Grantown and Aviemore but going no further
south). I am sure, however, that the residents of Nairn and its surroundings would more than likely have their say
contrary to this due to similar arguments of history and culture.
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You say that community ties have been considered yet huge parts of Moray have been put in with areas that it has
never had close ties with. The idea that Elgin and Kingussie are in the same constituency is preposterous.
The stated aims of the reduction of two constituencies in Scotland are: " ..to recognise existing community ties. Take
into consideration local geography eg ...natural features." My comments are based on these published aims.
1. There seems to have been a lot of money and effort spent in this consultation, just for Scotland to ‘lose’ 2
constituencies.
2. Scotland has more urgent priorities than boundary changes - such as climate change, and inequalities (eg child
poverty, drug deaths etc)
3. It sets an unhelpful precedent - once a precedent is set such as UK Parliamentary boundary changes, then inevitably
that is used as ‘new normal’ for subsequent boundary changes eg Scots Parliament, councils, education and health
areas.
4. Aim of 'recognising existing community ties' (see above) - removing the economically richer Elgin and Forres from
Moray is removing an historic link with the northern parts of Moray. Equally, it is many years since ‘Moray’ was linked
with Gordon lands (cf Dukes of Richmond and Gordon). Also, historically, many decades since modern Moray was part
of Gordon army recruitment (cf Gordon Highlands regiments) - if that is one of the reasons to link Moray with Gordon
lands.
5. Taking into consideration 'local geographical features': it doesn’t make sense to link 'south Moray' with modern
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'Gordon' area, the mountains need to be crossed to link these area.
6. Equally, Moray was called Moray due to its Moray Firth coastline - lose that coastline link, with Elgin and Forres
going to another constituency, then it questions retaining the name ‘Moray’ - is that the aim of the boundary change?
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I feel that splitting Moray in half is very unhelpful. It is a small council with particular needs and amalgamating a small
bit of it in with a Highland area does not make sense. There will differences in health care, decisions affecting councils,
education, etc that do not equally apply to the new constituency, making almost impossible to represent fairly and
runs the risk of excluding the moray section
I do not understand why the constituency of Moray is under attack. Is it pure gerrymandering to boost the chances of
Conservative majorities at Westminster? I do not accept the premise that it is only fair if all MPs have the same
number of constituents without considering the area over which they have to operate. By reducing the number of
constituencies in Scotland you make the remaining ones larger. How is that fair? It appears the commission wants to
lump all the fishing communities in the North East of Scotland together. Presumably to somehow help the chances of
Conservative victories. I would suggest the Brexit deal and failure to fund the proposed St Fergus Carbon Capture and
Storage scheme will have blown any such hope out of the water.
Membership of the Boundary Commission for Scotland makes, I would suggest, any response a waste of time. I was
under the impression it was an independent body but members are appointed by The Secretary of State for Scotland,
Alister Jack. Surely the most duplicitous politician to ever hold the position. How can anyone have any confidence in
the findings of such a review. I would like to see Moray left alone. The population has seen an increase of about 7%
over the last 20 years. This would suggest the need for another MP, not the loss of one. To change it as suggested
would simply indicate local issues do not matter.
Moray is an historical area with a population and heritage based largely on fishing and farming as such it has a
character all of its own. It makes no sense whatsoever to divide it into three parts and lump it in with surrounding
areas with which it's constituents have very little affinity.
This Week a company attempted to charge me Â£ 12 for delivery for a small item that weighed 400 g.
They justify this robbery by pointing to Moray's IV postcode, despite the county neighbouring Aberdeen shire, where
the postage for the same item was Â£ 2.50.
This boundary change will encourage these companies to continue with this practice.
Moray should be a constituency in its own right and should possess its own unique postcode.
I am at a loss as to why one of the smallest constituencies is to be split even further. Moray which is on the mainland
is already subject to being lumped in with Highlands and by doing this the issue of location will become even more
apparent why not split some of the larger constituencies up
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The Moray changes make no sense to me. Why split this small constituency into 3 areas. Elgin is the common link.
Every time the commission have a review , change our boundary. For council elections we are classed as moray . For
Scottish parliament. We are classed as moray but for Westminster we are classed as Banff and Buchan. It is just plain
stupid that we have to go to an mp that has nothing to do with the council area we live in. Who ever thought this
change up should be sacked . They have taken the easy choice and just added figures with out taking practicalities
into consideration.
Absolute disgrace that boundaries are once again being moved.
Why can't constituency boundaries be commensurate with local authority areas?
Those issues that may affect nairn and Invernessshire are not necessarily important to people in Elgin/Moray
I am in buckie and according to that you want us to move to banffshire but portgordon and arradoul and part of
clochan stays with moray council????? You are separating areas that are neighbouring areas not even a mile away
from each other. It is totally ridiculous to do this. Split more rural areas that are not so highly populated if you need
to.
Buckie and moray coast along to cullen should remain with moray council as have done for very numerous years we
are coast of moray firth.
This is a really silly and not thought out idea and you are not thinking of the people that are living in the areas that
you want to change.
Leave well alone!
I comment on behalf of the Returning Officer for the Moray Constituency and the Moray Council Election Office in
response to the consultation on the initial proposals for the review of UK Parliamentary (UKP) Constituencies 2023 set
out by the Boundary Commission for Scotland (BCS).
Routinely when new boundaries are proposed, the Moray Council Elections Office and colleagues in the GIS/CAG
Systems service of the Moray Council examine the BCS map data in detail to identify any cross boundary issues by
overlapping the existing ward/UK/SP/Polling district boundaries within our local authority area.
As part of this work we note that are 16 variances where the BCS proposed UKP Constituency boundaries for the
aforementioned proposed constituencies within the Moray Local Authority area do not converge with the existing
local government ward boundaries. The margins identified vary from 0.0002 to 5.4 hectares.
I enclose maps to illustrate these issues alongside a corresponding data sheet. The red polygon identifies the areas
where the UKP proposals does not align with existing boundaries.
The reason for this divergence by the BCS in drawing these initial boundaries is not clear, however I bring this to your
attention and ask the BCS to address these ‘slithers’ or ‘parcels’ of land to converge more tightly with the existing
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local government ward boundary, should the initial UKP constituency proposals are formally accepted and
subsequently laid.
None of them currently involve any residential or commercial property. However if these digitised divergences are
not dealt with in these initial proposals it will result in with small parcels of lands where potentially a house could be
built in the future. These in turn will have administrative issues with cross constituency/cross ward/ polling district
issues at certain future elections and other organisation boundary issues, until they can be dealt with at the next
applicable review up to a decade later.
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The existing constituency of Moray is congruent with the local authority area administered by Moray Council. That
facilitates political consistency and effectiveness in that both the MP and the MSPs are able to address local/regional
issues directly with a single local authority. To divide "Moray" as proposed into areas of questionable socio-economic
and cultural unity, which would in turn each be administered locally by up to 3 local authorities (Highland, Moray and
Aberdeenshire) would weaken the ability of national representatives to work efficiently with the voting public and the
relevant local authority administration. Discussions would have to be undertaken with multiple administrations, and
the likelihood of varying political and personal positions being taken by the relevant "Members" would render the
local authorities effectively immune to regional and national representatives' efforts to reach appropriate solutions to
constituency problems and issues.
This redrawing of the boundaries can only have been devised by people with little or no knowledge of the geography
or the people who live there. It destroys the hard fought for identity of Moray and Speyside as a destination, it lumps
together areas which have little or nothing in common and makes a mockery of any sense of community. As an
elected representative in this area, I hav heard the views of many constituents who are appalled and mystified by
these proposed new borders and I have yet to hear from one who thinks it is a good idea.
The proposed changes to Moray are ludicrous, they seem to be trying to solve problems with Highland constituencies
but is creating problems further east. Moray is not part of Highland, and has historically been part of Grampian. The
boundary works fine for Moray as it currently is, and ties in with the local authority.
I feel it a betrayal of the identity of Moray to split it off between Highland and Aberdeenshire.
Better to hive off bits of Highland and Aberdeenshire to make Moray bigger to comply with the legal requirements.
Nairn used to be connected with Moray
I strongly object to the proposed changes. I personally feel Moray should stay united as a single constituency that
matches the council area.
The proposal seems to be completely wrong-minded.
The population threshold should be an important factor, but many other factors need to be given greater emphasis.
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The arguments made rightly for the 3 island areas need to be applied to all rural areas.
The importance of history, culture, social networks and "co-terminosity" of public bodies (health, council, economic
development, transport, police, fire etc etc) require greater recognition.
There is absolutely nothing congruent about this proposed constituency.
Sadly and some might say parochially, even the name of the proposed area omits Nairn or Nairnshire.
Think again please.
I believe Dufftown relates most closely to Elgin and Keith and some folk like to go to Huntly. Looking at the proposed
map it seems to me Moray is being quite torn apart. We will be a very poor relation to Aberdeen and it looks like you
have just included us in the area to make up the numbers. Many of the population work in Elgin. Many of our
children live in Elgin. The proposed boundaries will dissect and destroy the natural community links in the area we
live in and will potentially have a terrible and detrimental affect on our lives as you destroy our communities. Our
links are much more with the Moray coast area. We are only 18 miles from Moray area but 50 from Aberdeen - how
are they ever going to care about us? We are forgotten enough now. I understand it will be hard to divide up but you
are completely cutting it up wrongly. Communities develop because of geography and you seem to be ignoring this.
We are very sad if this comes about.
Moray may be one of the smallest Local Authorities but we do have an identity. It’s important that it is preserved. We
need individual representation by MPs and MSPs who understand the diversity of the area we live in. Our industries
are diverse, we have a unique micro culture and micro climate , our military representation makes us unique.
The boundary redrawing is a very undemocratic, bureaucratic decision eg let’s get civil servants to redraw the lines to
suit ourselves!!!
I am concerned as to how Moray has now been subdivided. When considering geographic size in conjunction with
population requirements it is important to bear in mind the actual geophysical topography (including communication
links) as well as political, council, health authority and other administrative boundaries.
The MP for any constituency must be able to travel, often at short notice, to all his/hers constituents, and they too
must have ease of travel usually by public transport.
The proposed boundary takes in the agricultural land of the Moray Firth, through and across the highlands of the
Cairngorms. It crosses the old Moray boundaries into the Highland areas and comes close to the northern fringes of
the central part of Scotland. None of these areas have any historic or political history that realistically links then,
neither do the locations of the main centres therein have any relationship one to another. The proposed boundary
change crosses the Moray and Highland Councils’ boundary, and also the Highland and Grampian Health Authorities.
This could well double the workload of the MP on National issues affecting his/her constituency.
A more sensible course would to have linked south Moray with Gordon (and if necessary Nairn), thus considering the
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north Moray constituency to run across the southern fringe of the Moray Firth. This would allow differences in
geophysical and economic topography, transport, health and administrative areas to be reduced whilst still providing
for the necessary population size.
I hope you will reconsider the changes to Moray in this more sensible way.
What an absolute bourach. What is the point of this? how does it benefit the people of Moray in any way other than
to impose artificial boundaries on a county of ancient founding?
Why fix what’s not broken I see this as a future chance to lose our Moray title. It’s totally political. Many areas could
benefit from this plan Not Moray. I feel it is a ploy against Independence which this British government is helping by
default
I am writing on behalf of Moray SNP Constituency Association.
We strongly oppose the splitting of Moray in 3 Westminster constituencies, as highlighted in the initial proposal
published by the Boundary Commission for Scotland
Two of the stated aims of the review to ‘design [â€¦] constituencies that do not cross a council area boundary’ and to
‘recognise existing community ties’.
The current Westminster perfectly juxtaposes the local authority area which boundaries have been largely unchanged
since 1975. All Moray residents are currently represented by one MP. Under the current plans, the same area would
be represented by three MPs, who would also be representing parts of the Highland and the Aberdeenshire local
authorities.
The plan also fails to recognise the strong sense of belonging that many Moravians feel towards their local area. Not
only Elgin is the geographical centre of the area, but it is also the cultural and political centre of Moray. Transports link
from Forres, Aberlour, Buckie or Keith, all link up with Elgin, creating a sense of unity among all people in Moray.
These local ties would be severed if Moray were to be represented by 3 MPs.
Finally, with just above 71,000 voters, the existing Moray constituency falls within the demographic criteria set out by
the Boundaries Commission, which states that constituencies must have a population between 69,700 and 77,000.
Kind regards,
[RD:17]
Moray SNP Secretary
Moray needs to remain a constituency in its own right as it is a unique area. You can't have part of moray in with
Aberdeenshire as that covers an area down to past Stonehaven. In the other direction Nairn is highlands and elfin and
Forres are Moray and they are 2 very distinct areas. Please do not change the way things are in this area.
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Whilst I appreciate the difficulties you face, the idea of splitting what is now a single constituency, Moray, into 3, and
thus causing confusion regarding which WM constituency, Holyrood constituency, and council area you are in is
simply crass.
I urge you to have a rethink on this.
The criteria within which you are working are population size and land area. No mention is made of geographic
shape. It is possible, therefore, to have a constituency that stretches from John o' Groats to Gretna, meeting these
simple requirements.
Clearly, common sense in the application of the rules avoids any such bizarre outcomes. Sadly, the proposed
replacement for the Moray constituency appears to have been stretched and twisted to fit the requirements for
constituencies to the east and west.
The main centre of population, Elgin, is located in a bulge. Even the new name, "Highland East and Elgin" suggests
that Elgin and its immediate surrounding area has been tagged on to make up the numbers. Yet Elgin is the county
town of Moray, a historic name which is being downgraded. This proposal separates Elgin from much of the area
traditionally regarded as its hinterland and joins it to areas deep in the Highlands for which there are few community
ties. The southern boundary is geographically closer to Glasgow than to Elgin.
The proposal, if accepted, would result in a Camel of a constituency. We are having our democratic representation
watered down because of population growth in the South.
As constituency MSP for Moray, I am writing to outline my strong objection to the Boundary Commission's proposals
that would effectively see the Moray Westminster seat disappear.
The Moray constituency has existed in its current form since 1983 and fits within the local authority area of the same
name. Not only do the new proposals go against the Commission's general aims to design constituencies that don't
cross council area boundaries, but will break up Moray and tag our communities onto the ends of two much larger
council areas. These changes will be detrimental to the communities I represent and the idea one of the smallest
council areas in the country should have three MPs will cause confusion.
Communities in Moray share a great deal in common and people here have a distinct sense of identity. Being a small
local authority strengthens that sense of identity and place, and the existing Westminster seat reflects the strong
community ties here in Moray.
Finally, as of the 2019 UK General Election, the electorate in the Moray seat totalled 71,035, meaning the number of
electors in the existing seat fits within legal requirements. For this reason and the ones outlined above, I cannot see
any logic in the proposed changes to the Moray Westminster seat and I am urging the Boundary Commission look
again at these proposals.
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Since the proposals were first published, I have received feedback from the local community and it is clear that people
in Moray are united in opposing these changes.
I would reiterate that Moray has been a longstanding constituency at Westminster and represents people and
communities that share much in common, as well as being its own local authority area. To split the constituency into
three parts and stick our communities onto the end of seats in Highland and Aberdeenshire makes little sense to
Moray voters. I cannot see how it would benefit our local communities.
It is ridiculous to split Moray up, we cannot end up as a fringe bit of much enlarged constituencies. Also it's naive to
think that MPs and MSPs would be able to cover such enormous areas. Simply put, forget the whole idea.
Objection to Moray constituency being abolished. The constituencies ‘Highland East and Elgin’ and ‘Gordon and
Moray South’ separate Moray towns with close transport, economic, cultural and geographical links, and place them
in constituencies with distant towns, with which they do not share these ties. The new constituencies are not based
on main arterial roads and would take 1.5-2 hours to traverse
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
There don't appear to be any changes to the North Ayrshire and Arran constituency. However, the ward areas used in
the map are the current ones, but these will have changed once these proposals are put in to use. The local
government ward boundaries for some island areas will be change at the next council election in May 2022.
Therefore, it would be more helpful if the map in this consultation used the updated boundaries.
At the moment it seems that the boundary between the North Ayrshire and Arran constituency and the ward to the
south appear to cut one of the Council boundaries in half. Given the care taken to draw the council ward boundaries
during the recent consultation it would make more sense if a Council area is shared between more than one
constituency that the division goes along a ward boundary. These ward boundary lines were drawn to try to bring
together areas of common interest. Cutting a ward in half by a constituency boundary makes no sense. In addition it
adds confusion when an individual wants to find out who their member of parliament is.
Having the Isle of Cumbrae with its own Councillor would lead to the island having less say or weight in the local
council.
We, the community, are better served having 4 Councillors, from various parties, and with mainland responsibilities
also, able to speak for us.
The option of 1 Councillor (which will be the allowance, given the size of the resident population), possibly from a
minority party, will lead to Cumbrae being almost totally side-stepped in Council affairs.
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In Ayrshire there are a series of glaring anomalies which could be remedied and still remain within the population
constraints.
Irvine and Kilwinning have common interests and should be together. Cumnock, New Cumnock and Auchinleck should
also be together.
An expansion of East Ayrshire south to include Cumnock and New Cumnock could be balanced by a slight movement
northward of the South Ayr/Carrick boundary in the Ayr/Prestwick are. Also the loss to North Ayrshire could be
compensated by a transfer area from East Ayrshire to North Ayrshire in the area to the north west of Kilmarnock in
the area of Stewarton.
The proposed changes will separate Chryston from Moodiesburn - two villages with a shared history and schooling, it
was bad enough we were separated by the last ward boundary review the new boundaries are nonsensical, and have
clearly not considered where young people attend education opportunities. Chryston High School will be in a
different constituency from the majority of children who attend it. What does that say about the importance of youth
voice?
The proposed Kelvin South Constituency looks to me to be an almost ideal geographical, cultural and social fit for the
New Town of Cumbernauld.
In my experience the people of Cumbernauld have always been more closely linked to Kirkintilloch, Lenzie and
onwards to Glasgow than to the Lanarkshire towns to the south. This probably reflects the high number who moved
from Glasgow when the New Town was being developed.
The only downside I can see is that it has not been possible to incorporate Moodiesburn and Mollinsburn into the
constituency. This would have brought these areas back in to what looks to be the old Strathkelvin and Cumbernauld
and Kilsyth District Council areas being united as the Kelvin North and Kelvin South constituencies.
Why is Lomond Court, Coatbridge consistently placed in the incorrect constituency?
It is in Coatbridge, not Airdrie. Please redraw the boundary along Agnew Avenue and the Railway line to include this
street in the correct area.
Auchinloch is part of Lenzie/Kirkintilloch, always has been and always will be. The post code backs this claim up (G66
5NP). It is geographically position and school catchment area is Kirkintilloch, and should be East Dunbartonshire or
Kelvin South, going forward. Obvs
i do not agree with the changes proposed for Airdrie and Shotts include elements of electoral wards of both Wishaw
and Coatbridge. it states that the review takes into account local connections but it appears just a random extension
of the boundary. is it an attempt to change the political landscape of the area?
The proposed constituency of Motherwell and North Clydesdale fails to meet several of the set guidelines or criteria.
There is little or no cohesion between the populous town of Motherwell and areas such as Carluke and the out lying
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areas. These aren’t part of the same local authority, a much more sensible link would be bellshill or Hamilton.
Community cohesion would be much more
Prevalent and accessible by public transport for instance with these other two locations. The rationale seems to be
based on being north of the river - a poor proxy when easy accessibility trumps this.
Among your stated goals was to recognise existing community ties, geographical boundaries, transport links and
administrative boundaries. For my village of Muirhead and Chryston (which is essentially one village) you have failed
on all counts. We have existing strong community ties with the proposed Coatbridge and Belshill constituency (which
we are currently a part of), we share a local authority, our services are in the CandB area.
For the vast majority of the proposed Kelvin South ward we are separated geographically from almost the entirety of
that proposed constituency by the M80, it is not even possible to walk their as their are no footpaths nor any direct
public transport links. We do not share council wards or Scottish parliament constituencies, we are from separate
local authorities, most of our community and healthcare services are provided between Muirhead/Cryston and the
Coatbridge and Belshill ward. In your draft, my hypothetical MP would not be the member responsible for anything
my community engages with or where the majority of my services are located. Chryston and Muirhead should be
moved back into the CandB constituency.
The change to the boundary puts my property within the Kelvin North area, I object to this change on the basis that all
the local amenities and public services we use on a daily basis are within the Kelvin South area. Our location within
the proposed Kelvin North area is significantly remote from the dense population areas and I don't consider we will be
adequately represented by this boundary change.
Our area should remain in a constituency that reflects our local authority boundaties. Queenzieburn has no logical or
practical connection the likes of Milngavie and Bearsden. We are part of North Lanarkshire and should continue to be
represented by a constituency that represents and supports our position and needs within North Lanarkshire. To
change us into this new proposed area would only result in us being overlooked and reduce our voice. This is a very
poorly thought out boundary change and does not appear to have been done with any knowledge of the areas or
needs of the residents. I strongly object to this proposal.
The community of Viewpark has strong, long links with Uddingston with links to transport there; to schools there;
shopping, and work places. The proposed boundary bears no recognition of this. Furthermore there are limited
transport links to the remainder of the proposed constituency; and barely no community similarity nor history of
community interaction.
Recent history showed the old Sixth District Council matched the community boundaries more aptly. This brought
Uddingston, Bothwell, Viewpark, and Bellshill together.
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In Uddingston, people refer to folk in Viewpark as 'being up the road'.
I fear nothing will be altered, given the need to match population number targets and dismiss community social
history.
I am struggling to understand the reasoning behind this new constituency boundary area, apart from the obvious
reduction in overall representation.
I am particularly puzzled by Croy being cut from the proposed new constituency of Kelvin South.
Redrawing the boundaries offers nothing of a constructive nature and would certainly appear to weaken the
representation of the Scottish electorate at Westminster, while further strengthening that of English voters.
I would like a clear explanation of the reasoning behind these proposals in response to my comments.
Hi,
The chosen name of the area seems odd, Cumbernauld is a very dense area of population, higher than the city's of
perth and Stirling and it's name should feature in constituency name.
This south Kelvin map seems to cut lots of communities in half eg, kirkintilloch tweeter. Molliesburn and moodiesburn
are not in but chryston is. Which seems odd. When transport links would be other way round.
Never been happy as part of Airdrie and Shotts makes more sense to be linked with Motherwell and Wishaw
geographically and socially
Dear Commission,
I object to the proposal to split the towns of Cumbernauld and Kilsyth (and adjoining villages) into separate
constituencies.
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth have shared a Scottish Parliamentary Constituency from the inception of the Parliament in
1999 until the present day. They have shared a UK Parliamentary Constituency since 1983. They have belonged to the
same local authority area since 1975 (as Cumbernauld and Kilsyth District Council until 1996 and as North Lanarkshire
since then until the present).
Perhaps as a consequence of this shared political history, a large number of local groups, charities and organisations
operate within the combined Cumbernauld and Kilsyth area, taking in Croy, Queenziburn and Banton. Many of these
organisations have operated on these boundaries for decades. Splitting the towns will greatly complicate the work of
these organisations.
A number of schools in the Cumbernauld and Kilsyth area also have catchment areas which straddle both towns, and
the surrounding villages, and most residents have family members or close friends that reside in the other town.
Given the relatively small number of eligible electors in the Kilsyth ward (circa 9,886) it should be more than
achievable to keep it electorally tied to the four Cumbernauld wards. This would give a combined electorate of circa
50,331. There would then be a number of possible options available to create a new Constituency with an electorate
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within the required range.
Given the geographical, political, familial, educational and cultural connections between the two towns, I believe that
this should be a priority for the Commission.
Best wishes,
[RD:5]

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11491

I object to the proposal to split the towns of Cumbernauld and Kilsyth (and adjoining villages) into separate
constituencies.
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth have shared a Scottish Parliamentary Constituency from the inception of the Parliament in
1999 until the present day. They have shared a UK Parliamentary Constituency since 1983. They have belonged to the
same local authority area since 1975 (as Cumbernauld and Kilsyth District Council until 1996 and as North Lanarkshire
since then until the present).
Perhaps as a consequence of this shared political history, a large number of local groups, charities and organisations
operate within the combined Cumbernauld and Kilsyth area, taking in Croy, Queenzieburn and Banton. Many of these
organisations have operated on these boundaries for decades. Splitting the towns will greatly complicate the work of
these organisations.
A number of schools in the Cumbernauld and Kilsyth area also have catchment areas which straddle both towns, and
the surrounding villages, and most residents have family members or close friends that reside in the other town.
Given the relatively small number of eligible electors in the Kilsyth ward (circa 9,886)
it should be more than achievable to keep it electorally tied to the four Cumbernauld wards. This would give a
combined electorate of circa 50,331. There would then be a number of possible options available to create a new
Constituency with an electorate within the required range.
Perhaps the easiest alternative would be moving Kilsyth ward into the proposed Kelvin South Constituency and
moving Kirkintilloch East, North and Twechar into the proposed Kelvin North Constituency. There may need to be a
slight tweak to the boundary at Braeside Farm to connect the new Kelvin South Constituency to the Stepps, Chryston
and Muirhead Ward however this should not alter the electorate. This would leave the two constituency electorates
at:
Kelvin North = 72,792
Kelvin South = 72,886
Another potential solution would be to make the switches as above and also swap Stepps, Chryston and Muirhead
Ward with Gartcosh, Glenboig and Moodiesburn (currently in Coatbridgge and Chryston). This would make the
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boundaries slightly neater than the above suggestion whilst also keeping all three proposed boundaries within the
required range.
A third option, although this would necessitate a more comprehensive redraft than options 1 and 2, would be to
group the three Cumbernauld wards with Kilsyth ward, Gartcosh, Glenboig and Moodiesburn Ward and Stepps,
Chryston and Muirhead Ward for a combined electorate of: 70,747.
All told, it is my contention that there are a number of viable options available to the Commission to keep
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth within the same constituency. Given the geographical, political, familial, educational and
cultural connections between the two towns, I believe that this should be a priority for the Commission.
[RD:21]
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth Constituency Labour Party’s submission to the Scottish Boundary Commission’s initial
proposals:
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth Constituency Labour Party strongly opposes the proposal to split the towns of Cumbernauld
and Kilsyth (and adjoining villages) into separate constituencies.
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth have shared a Scottish Parliamentary Constituency from the inception of the Parliament in
1999 until the present day. They have shared a UK Parliamentary Constituency since 1983. They have belonged to the
same local authority area since 1975 (as Cumbernauld and Kilsyth District Council until 1996 and as North Lanarkshire
since then until the present).
Perhaps as a consequence of this shared political history, a large number of local groups, charities and organisations
operate within the combined Cumbernauld and Kilsyth area, taking in Croy, Queenzieburn and Banton. Many of these
organisations have operated on these boundaries for decades. Splitting the towns will greatly complicate the work of
these organisations.
A number of schools in the Cumbernauld and Kilsyth area also have catchment areas which straddle both towns, and
the surrounding villages, and most residents have family members or close friends that reside in the other town.
Given the relatively small number of eligible electors in the Kilsyth ward (circa 9,886)
we believe it should be more than achievable to keep it electorally tied to the four Cumbernauld wards. This would
give a combined electorate of circa 50,331. There would then be a number of possible options available to create a
new Constituency with an electorate within the required range.
Perhaps the easiest alternative would be moving Kilsyth ward into the proposed Kelvin South Constituency and
moving Kirkintilloch East, North and Twechar into the proposed Kelvin North Constituency. There may need to be a
slight tweak to the boundary at Braeside Farm to connect the new Kelvin South Constituency to the Stepps, Chryston
and Muirhead Ward however this should not alter the electorate. This would leave the two constituency electorates
at:
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North Lanarkshire

BCS-11577

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11595

Redacted Comment Text
Kelvin North = 72,792
Kelvin South = 72,886
Another potential solution would be to make the switches as above and also swap Stepps, Chryston and Muirhead
Ward with Gartcosh, Glenboig and Moodiesburn (currently in Coatbridgge and Chryston). This would make the
boundaries slightly neater than the above suggestion whilst also keeping all three proposed boundaries within the
required range.
A third option, although this would necessitate a more comprehensive redraft than options 1 and 2, would be to
group the three Cumbernauld wards with Kilsyth ward, Gartcosh, Glenboig and Moodiesburn Ward and Stepps,
Chryston and Muirhead Ward for a combined electorate of: 70,747.
All told, it is our contention that there are a number of viable options available to the Commission to keep
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth within the same constituency. Given the geographical, political, familial, educational and
cultural connections between the two towns, we argue that this should be a priority for the Commission.
Regards,
Lawrie Morgan-Klein
Secretary
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth Labour Party
I was expecting to dislike the changes.
However I would be delighted to see my area (Chryston) to be completely separate from Coatbridge, an area with
little in common to the Northern Corridor.
I object to the proposal to split the towns of Cumbernauld and Kilsyth (and adjoining villages) into separate
constituencies.
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth have shared a Scottish Parliamentary Constituency from the inception of the Parliament in
1999 until the present day. They have shared a UK Parliamentary Constituency since 1983. They have belonged to the
same local authority area since 1975 (as Cumbernauld and Kilsyth District Council until 1996 and as North Lanarkshire
since then until the present).
Perhaps as a consequence of this shared political history, a large number of local groups, charities and organisations
operate within the combined Cumbernauld and Kilsyth area, taking in Croy, Queenzieburn and Banton. Many of these
organisations have operated on these boundaries for decades. Splitting the towns will greatly complicate the work of
these organisations.
A number of schools in the Cumbernauld and Kilsyth area also have catchment areas which straddle both towns, and
the surrounding villages, and most residents have family members or close friends that reside in the other town.
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North Lanarkshire

BCS-11646

Redacted Comment Text
Given the relatively small number of eligible electors in the Kilsyth ward (circa 9,886)
it should be more than achievable to keep it electorally tied to the four Cumbernauld wards. This would give a
combined electorate of circa 50,331. There would then be a number of possible options available to create a new
Constituency with an electorate within the required range.
Perhaps the easiest alternative would be moving Kilsyth ward into the proposed Kelvin South Constituency and
moving Kirkintilloch East, North and Twechar into the proposed Kelvin North Constituency. There may need to be a
slight tweak to the boundary at Braeside Farm to connect the new Kelvin South Constituency to the Stepps, Chryston
and Muirhead Ward however this should not alter the electorate. This would leave the two constituency electorates
at:
Kelvin North = 72,792
Kelvin South = 72,886
Another potential solution would be to make the switches as above and also swap Stepps, Chryston and Muirhead
Ward with Gartcosh, Glenboig and Moodiesburn (currently in Coatbridgge and Chryston). This would make the
boundaries slightly neater than the above suggestion whilst also keeping all three proposed boundaries within the
required range.
A third option, although this would necessitate a more comprehensive redraft than options 1 and 2, would be to
group the three Cumbernauld wards with Kilsyth ward, Gartcosh, Glenboig and Moodiesburn Ward and Stepps,
Chryston and Muirhead Ward for a combined electorate of: 70,747.
All told, it is my contention that there are a number of viable options available to the Commission to keep
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth within the same constituency. Given the geographical, political, familial, educational and
cultural connections between the two towns, I believe that this should be a priority for the Commission.
Best wishes,
The proposed changes would split up the Northern Corridor, by segregating the communities of Stepps, Muirhead and
Chryston and those of Moodiesburn, Mollinsburn and Gartcosh. This would negatively impact these communities
whom for many years have harnessed a close working relationship and collaborated on addressing a number of
shared issues. Instead of having one Member of Parliament who is aware of the issues present, there will now be two
Members of Parliament; leaving a reliance on joint working which is not always guaranteed.
The current Member of Parliament for Coatbridge, Chryston and Bellshill has worked tirelessly over the past
parliamentary term to create positive working relationships with all communities within the constituency. The
removal of a large part of this constituency would negatively impact the Northern Corridor element of the area as the
communities would become part of a constituency with a new Member of Parliament who is unaware of the issues
they face.
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North Lanarkshire

BCS-11672

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11674

North Lanarkshire
North Lanarkshire

BCS-11678
BCS-11680

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11744

Redacted Comment Text
At present, the Coatbridge, Chryston and Bellshill constituency is covered by a single local authority, North
Lanarkshire Council. The new proposed constituency of Kelvin South would mean that Stepps, Chryston and Muirhead
would be under an area of three separate local authority areas. This would cause difficulties for the new Member of
Parliament for Kelvin South in having to create relationships with three local authorities, as opposed to being solely
dedicated to a single one.
I object to my address being moved from Bellshill constituency as it is at the moment to Airdrie and Shotts
constituency. Due to the fact that Shotts is roughly about 9 mile from my house and airdrie being about 7 Mile from
my home. I live 5 minutes yes 5 minutes from Motherwell town Center which I use daily for shopping etc,
I don’t travel too or shop or go out or have any interest’s actually in the proposed area ( Airdrie and Shotts
So my address being moved to this constituency would be frankly absurd !!
My interests and voting and ballots interest would still be for Motherwell and local surrounding areas.
The proposed Kelvin South constituency removes existing and historic links with the community of Croy and the town
of Kilsyth. The proposed 2023 boundary even suggests that Croy train station be split in two, with one platform in
Kelvin North and the other in Kelvin South. The constituency name also removes any identification of Cumbernauld,
even though it would be the largest town within the proposed constituency boundary area, and with the
Cumbernauld population having no clear or well-established identity with the River Kelvin, which presumably the
constituency is named after. Any new constituency must retain Cumbernauld, Croy, and Kilsyth within the same
constituency area and should identify Cumbernauld as the largest town and population base.
The proposed boundaries are too large and will not benefit the communities
I don't think we should be put with the airdrie and Shotts area as we don't live near Shotts and there no need for
change
The villages within the Northern Corridor which are all within the same local authority share the same issues concerns
and relationships when addressing issues. It would be detrimental to the village communities to be split over two
constituencies/three local authorities. It is increasingly difficult to address major issues such as Health Care,
Education, Social Care and housing within our communities which we share and over lap in various locations. Issues
can be addressed through the same elected parliamentary representation but this proposal will result in increased
barriers and under representation of our small communities. It provides an unacceptable negative impact through
segregating communities with long cultural and historical links. The proposal undermines the efforts and investment
of the current elective representation who has represented these collective communities. The Norther Corridor
villages recently fought and successfully rejected the local authority proposal to not provided a Northern Corridor
Community Board which provides representation by community organisation at grass roots level for our communities.
The local authority rejected proposal almost replicated this boundary proposal. It leaves communities feeling that this
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is not a consultation process and the proposal will be pushed through regardless of the impact resulting in under
representation, reduced service access and fragmentation. All hinders community empowerment within the collective
community of the Northern Corridor.

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11751

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11762

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11798

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11806

It is my opinion that Cumbernauld and surrounding villages, including Condorrat, should be removed from North
Lanarkshire District. The District Council offices are in Motherwell and too distant both in terms of distance and the
interests and well being of the local people. Time and time again, decisions are made by the councillors in Motherwell
that do not meet the needs of the people of Cumbernauld and area. Just recently, during the Covid pandemic, this
attitude became apparent with elderly people expected to travel for vaccinations on buses to far flung places. It was a
battle for people to get their jabs locally. The continuing house building projects are in the opposite direction, heading
towards Kirkintilloch and a recent new housing estate at Gartshore brings Kirkintilloch closer to the areas of
Broadwood and Croy. The Church of Scotland, in recent development to reduce the number of Presbyteries, placed
the Cumbernauld Churches in Glasgow Presbytery, along with Kirkintilloch, Kilsyth, Twechar and Lenzie. The
postcodes all begin with a ‘G’ not an ‘M’ - it’s now time that the Cumbernauld people are given a better ‘say’ and
better benefit from the money that householders pay into the Council Tax System. Time to leave Lanarkshire for
pastures new.
I live in New Stevenston, near Motherwell, not near Airdrie, not near Shotts. I don't feel that moving our address to be
included in the Airdrie and Shotts constituency makes any logical sense at all?? How can a Councillor realistically cover
and represent the needs of everyone in such a large and diverse area with any sort of value or consistency.
Hi
I have commented before in general agreement with proposed Kelvin South constituency.
However having a look at the map again make me wonder if it might be more sensible if part of its southern edge
follows a line similar to the green line sketched on the attached extract of your map?
There are a number of small patches in the original which are cut off from rest of constituencies by major roads or rail
lines, and some stretches of foot path that wander into another constituency for 150 meters before returning to
Kelvin South. A revised line would resolve this while only taking in a handful of houses (mainly farms).
[RD:9]
2021 Boundary Commission Submission
The latest proposals are a slight improvement on the previous review.
Two fundamental issues with the new proposals are the separation of satellite villages from Motherwell and Wishaw;
that it will sit across two local authority boundaries; and the transformation of the constituency which is extremely
urban, into one that includes urban areas and rural areas.
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Firstly, the villages and areas of Carfin, New Stevenston, Mossend, Cleland and Newarthill are naturally connected
economically and socially to Motherwell and a lesser extent Wishaw. Their removal from the constituency boundary
would leave them as a peculiar tack on within another constituency which is served by a different town hub. These
areas are therefore at danger of being left behind.
Secondly, as a former North Lanarkshire Councillor and a sitting MP, a main benefit for the existing constituency
boundaries are that Motherwell and Wishaw covers only one local authority area. This makes the work, role and
priorities of a MP easier for constituents to understand as their focus is on one local authority and the decisions taken
therein.
Thirdly, the nature of constituency would fundamentally change from one which is extremely urban, to one which
covers urban towns and rural villages which are disconnected from the main town hubs. Similar to the second issue I
have outlined above, this makes it more difficult for the role of a MP to be communicated as the priorities and
expectations of an urban community are often very different to that of a rural community. While there may be an
apparent connection between Motherwell and Wishaw, and Carluke, the presence of rivers and valleys economically
and socially separates these areas.
All in all, while the latest proposals are an improvement, the communities represented in the current constituency
proposals would not be best served by the proposed amendments.

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11820

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11833

North Lanarkshire

BCS-11869

I am totally against this proposal as the constituency base is too far for people to travel and Bellshill was perfect for
Carfin etc surrounding areas as it was easily accessible and had good bus routes etc - moving it to Airdrie and Shotts
causes problems what with travel and buses etc, and simply is too far away, Bellshill is ideal and it would be better to
come up with a better solution as not every person has access to cars or drives.
As a registered charity organisation in the area, we see this boundary change proposal as negative.
The impact on the communities of the northern corridor would be detrimental to working partnerships with other
organisations who at present work together on shared issues, the proposal would see another elected official be
responsible for the area with no prior connections or knowledge of the communities they would serve.
Yet what seems to be another attempt to divide and conquer the strong voices of working communities addressing
shared issues.
Cardowan Community Meadow represent four hundred and sixty eight residents.
We do not accept or support this proposal.
#BCCRSS
See zipped folders for response details
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North Lanarkshire
Perth and Kinross

Comment Id
BCS-11925
BCS-10919

Redacted Comment Text
See zipped folders for response details
The Loch Leven area has little to connect it with towns on the Fife coast such as Buckhaven (even Glenrothes feels
distant). Our council area is Perth and Kinross, so it seems weird to be part of a new constituency that stretches right
across Fife. Our centre of gravity is Perth.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-10943

Perth and Kinross

BCS-10955

Perth and Kinross

BCS-10963

Firstly I am replying as an individual who lives in the local area. I didn't see a drop down to cover this option I'm afraid
so I have selected community group, but I am not commenting as a group.
Crook of Devon and the surrounding area do not have strong community links with Dunfermline and west Fife. As you
know, the area is in a different council area. I think it would have made much more sense to put southern Perthshire
together - with the towns of Crook of Devon and Kinross or even together with Perth. What will happen is that the
voice of rural areas will be outnumbered by large towns that they do not have strong cultural, economic or historical
links with. In the case of Crook of Devon this will be Dunfermline and in the case of Kinross this will be Glenrothes. I
also think it is really unfair that some areas have geographical protection for their constituencies recognising the
unique communities that live there and others do not.
I don't think the boundary changes for West Fife and kinross and loch leven make sense.
Adding parts of South Ochil to Fife does not work as they are predominantly rural and have very different needs and
demographics than dunfermline and its surrounding areas. It also doesn't make sense as these area have no
administrative relationship to Fife; for example the council area is Perth and Kinross and the Health Board area is
Tayside.
Similarly, the cultural background and demographics of kinross and glen rothys are very different. Again, they do not
fit in terms of their administrative areas; with kinross sitting within the in Perth and Kinross local authority and
Tayside Health Board area and Glenrosyth sitting in Fife.
Dundee West and Gowrie is ridiculous.
Not only does it run across two local authorities PKC and Dundee, the PKC ward of Carse of Gowrie is split as the
North of that ward will now sit in Strathmore - itself covering two local authorities Dundee and Angus.
This is means the people of the Carse of Gowrie will now be represented by two MPs, who themselves will have to
liaise with 3 local authorities.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-10993

Dear Sir/Madam
These current proposals ensure that the Carse of Gowrie, including Errol, are no longer linked to the remainder of
Perthshire as they have been in previous constituencies. Historical constituencies, going back to at least the 1950s,
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have included Errol with Perth including parts of rural Perthshire such as Auchterarder and Blairgowrie, depending
upon the constituency boundaries of the time . My memory is that this area was linked to Crieff, Auchterarder and
parts of Perth in the 1980s and 1990s. In the 1960s Errol was linked with Perth and Blairgowrie, so there is a historical
background for including these areas together.
The rationale of this historical linkage is due to local's concerns being aligned with the remainder of Perthshire, whilst
there is no such commonality with the City of Dundee.
Therefore, I would propose adding the majority of the Carse of Gowrie Ward to the new Perth and Tay AND the Angus
and Strathmore constituencies - excluding Invergowrie and Kingoodie. Invergowrie and Kingoodie, prior to local
government reorganisation of the 1990s, was part of the City of Dundee and would logically be part of the Dundee
West constituency. Therefore the majority of rural Carse of Gowrie would be included within the two Perthshire
constituencies. I am sure you would be able to redraw the boundary whilst ensuring both constituencies, Perth and
Tay AND the Angus and Strathmore constituencies, stayed within the 77,000 electors limit.
Invergowrie and Kingoodie would comprise around 1,500 electors to be added to the Dundee West constituency. To
ensure that all constituencies are below 77,000 electors, the Dundee West seat could be extend eastwards - either
along the southern boundary by A92/Port of Dundee OR along the northern boundary, by including part of the North
East ward. The Dundee West and Dundee East constituencies would both comprise at least 74,000 electors. Their
character and local ties would not be disrupted by these proposals.
Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on these proposals and I hope you consider this solution, in
order that parts of rural Perthshire are not separated off and added to the City of Dundee, just for numerical
purposes.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-10997

The aim of the review is to NOT cross regional borders but merging the Carse of Gowrie into Dundee is doing just that.
The Carse is a collection of small rural villages with an identity aligned to Perth. Dundee is a growing, sprawling urban
city and has completely different needs to that of constituents from rural communities.
There is no way an MP from Dundee would take the concerns and needs of farming communities into consideration
when they have to consider large populated areas of a city (where the voters are). Democracy is served when the
needs of the majority are metâ€¦the Carse would always be a minority next to Dundee by sheer numbers.
Merging the Carse with Dundee would in effect disenfranchise an entire population.
Perthshire as a region is made up of small rural towns and villages. Even the city is small and retains its agricultural
roots. Residents of the Carse have far more in common with residents of towns like Crieff and Comrie, Crook of Devon
and Kirkmichael, which are all far further away from the Carse than the west end of Dundee is!! We don’t identify
with Dundee. Dundee is a city. We live in rural Perthshire. We need an MP who understands that.
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Perth and Kinross

BCS-11001

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11018

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11023

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11024

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11025

Redacted Comment Text
Don’t look at geography - look closer into the demographics of the towns and villages.
If you are trying to reduce the number of MPs from Scotland, create one seat for the whole of Perthshire.
Splitting us up into Fife, Dundee and Angus is a disenfranchisement that will alienate rural communities from the
political process.
I disagree entirely with this proposal based on the fact that none of these areas which will be grouped together have
any sort of community links between them.
Perth and Kinross will be split into three areas. It will be one local authority but three Westminster seats
The Carse of Gowrie Ward will be split into two, part of it will be transferred to Dundee while the smaller remainder
will remain with Perth. Thus it will be in Perth for Local Government, part in Dundee for national government. The
split is so close to the Carse of Gowrie boundary on the northern side, I wonder why the entire ward was not
proposed to join Dundee (not that I or the residents are in favour if it)
This is a mess, none of these proposals make sense from a community cohesion point of view. People who live at the
West side of the Carse of Gowrie have nothing to link them to people in Dundee
I would abandon these proposals completely
I think the inclusion of Strathmore is wrong. Scone is 2miles from Perth and yet ‘our’ city will then be Dundee mikes
away. It’s an uncomfortable protrusion and should be left in Perthshire.
It is utterly ridiculous to consider revising the boundary whereby a village, which is 5 miles from Perth and within
Perth and Kinross council should be revised and included with Dundee. It once again suggests people who have no
knowledge of the area making ill informed changes which would forever change the decision making process for the
area. The needs of a village on the outskirts of Perth are completely different to the needs of inner city Dundee. Do
better.
How can you think it is a good idea to put the Carse of Gowrie into Dundee?
We are in Perthshire, I stay approximately 6 miles from Perth, but almost 20 miles from Dundee ! I live closer to Fife
than I do Dundee !
All of my services are in Perth, Bins, roads, bus service , health, education, everything !
Put Dundee in with Angus, as it is for everything else, and leave the Carse of Gowrie in Perthshire !
It seems ridiculous that our seat will be connected to Dundee West. Given that it would straddle 2 local authorities
and 2 different sets of councils.
This will undoubtedly slow down decision making and policy. Scotland is at a critical point in this post Brexit era.
Where decisions need to made quickly and effectively. This proposal will not enable that.
This is detrimental to local governance.
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Perth and Kinross
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BCS-11026

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11027

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11028

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11029

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11030

Perth and Kinross
Perth and Kinross

BCS-11031
BCS-11032

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11033

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11034

Redacted Comment Text
I feel that Dundee shouldnt be taking over the Carse as Dundee is a largely rural area with completly different issues
that that of the Carse.
I feel Carse is largely a Perthshire area with people being proud they are from Perthshire.
As I live closer to Perth I feel that the boundary line if there was the need should be middle of the Carse. Shouldn't be
nearly touching the walls of Perth.
I totally disagree with the new proposed boundary. The voice of the rural voters in the Carse of Gowrie will be lost. It
is illogical for all of the small rural villages and towns in the Carse to be included as part of a completely urban area in
West Dundee.
The views of rural voters will be swamped and worthless
The Carse of Gowrie is a rural part of Perth and Kinross, it is completely wrong to lump it in with the urban area
Dundee West, part of Dundee City Council. The parliamentary boundary should be more in line with the local
authority areas and you should try harder to make it fit!
I believe to be due to the new proposed boundaries that the rural voice of Errol and surrounding areas will be lost
when it is put together with the Dundee West area as it is an Urban area with completely different from issues to be
dealt with, it will be to the detriment of Errol and nearby villages
Do not agree with this proposal. I do not understand how a large rural area can fall into the same category as the
massive, urban Dundee area. They are two completely different and separate living areas and the same decisions for
an urban area are unlikely to be able to apply to a rural area.
St Madoes abd the carse of gowrie should remain in a pkc seat not Dundee West
What is the reason for bringing our area in with Dundee west whil we stay in Perthshire area and our council tax to
perth,also if these changes happen which councillor do we contact if we need any help from.MPs.
I'm not
happy about having to be split between two cities .we live in the Perthshire area so we should be voting for a
Perthshire councillor
What is the reason for bringing our area in with Dundee west whil we stay in Perthshire area and our council tax to
perth,also if these changes happen which councillor do we contact if we need any help from.MPs.
I'm not
happy about having to be split between two cities .we live in the Perthshire area so we should be voting for a
Perthshire councillor
It is a ridiculous idea to place the Carse of Gowrie into the Dundee West constituency.
Dundee is completely urban, the Carse is rural. They are different local authorities. Any MP is guaranteed to be
Dundee based and focused, leaving the Carse as at best a side issue and at worst completely disregarded.
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Perth and Kinross

BCS-11035

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11036

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11037

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11038

Perth and Kinross
Perth and Kinross

BCS-11039
BCS-11041

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11042

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11043

Redacted Comment Text
The population of Dundee is already sufficient to meet the commission’s requirements for 2 MPs. That’s how it should
stay. A rural Perthshire area needs to have Perthshire parliamentary representation.
Including the carse of gowrie in a Dundee West region seems nonsensical when taking account of the differences in
the areas, i.e. rural vs urban.
Furthermore to still be included in the PKC local authority just adds a level of unnecessary confusion to the situation?
This makes no sense - the Carse of Gowrie is a rural area and we will lose our rural voice if you join us with Dundee
West. I am against this proposal.
Ridiculous to merge part of P and K local authority with one in Dundee City. As someone who has lived in both the
residents have completely different priorities and needs to each other. Looks as though boundary has been drawn
freehand with no thought or justification behind it. Needs of Carse communities will be lost. Dundee will always take
priority.
Moving the boundary from a small rural hamlet like Knapp and adjoining village of Abernyte seems absurd given the
post code of Inchture and that they are very much in the heart of the Carse of Gowrie. This seems like a meaningless
shuffle that does not reflect the locale of these rural areas where school catchments are Longforgan or Inchture, and
then Perth and other amenities are generally most closely located in Dundee or Perth. These boundaries should
reflect where residents reside and are served by. Introducing remote straggler areas like this that would not be
meaningfully integrated in any way in their electoral seat area seems like it would not best serve the people residing
in these locations in terms of constituent representation.
The new Dundee west is too big Yes part of the Carse Of Gowrie up tp Lonforgan but all the way to Perth is wrong
i fail to see how changing a boundary would benefit my village, Dundee city politics bears no resemblance to the life
we live in the Carse of Gowrie which is totally rural with a low population, and basically a country life. And the
population of Dundee City would totally drown out our voice to the point of not bothering to vote. Perth and Kinross
has a more rural voice and gives us a chance to be heard. I believe City politicians have no working knowledge of the
life we live or the challenges we may face. In my 25 years this will be the 3rd boundary change! I am totally against
this change and hope other people in the carse find the time to comment so that we are heard.
If it’s not broken don’t fix it.
I live approximately 9 miles from perth And really do not see the need for any boundary change.who actually benefits
from this nonsense
The inclusion of Longforgan and the Carse along the A90 corridor fails the test “Design as many constituencies as
practicable that do not cross a council area boundary.”
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Perth and Kinross

BCS-11044

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11045

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11046

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11047

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11049

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11050

Redacted Comment Text
Currently, if I have a problem with Perth and Kinross Council, I can seek the help of my MP who is based in Perthshire.
Would an MP elected for the fine city of Dundee be interested in my and other Carse residents’ problems when we
live 6 miles outside that city? I doubt it.
It seems wrong headed to remove the rural Carse and make it an add on to a large conurbation like Dundee. These
areas have different problems and issues.
Longforgan and the Carse should be retained in a Perthshire constituency and I object to the proposed boundary
change.
Absolutely ridiculous to be in a separate MP area! We are a Perthshire constituency, NOT Dundee! City folk have no
similarities with the Carse.
I believe there is no logic for voters from the Carse of Gowrie who are governed by Perth and Kinross Local Authority
to be included with Dundee West.
Absolutely disagree with the proposed changes. The Carse should not be tainted politically with Dundee. It has been a
source of pride for Perthshire for generations. I am much happier to be associated with Perth than Dundee.
Perthshire as a farming community leans classically conservative (if they can still be considered such). Dundee can't
get enough of the SNP to save their lives.
If the voter base swings Dundee out of SNP control, Dundonians won't be happy. (Not that that's ever stopped them).
If the voter base cements the Carse as an SNP stronghold then it will destroy it.
Having lived in both city and rural areas I feel that tacking Gowrie onto Dundee West will potentially end in poorer
representation for us in Gowrie. A small number of constituents with needs and issues relevant to a rural constituency
could easily get low priority compared with the densely populated Dundee West. May be better included in the
constituency to the other side which is similar in nature.
I don't believe the carse of gowrie should be lumped into the city of Dundee.
The carse's current connection to Perth and North Perthshire makes sense to me - I live in Perth and North Perthshire
and commute to Dundee city through the carse, and the character of the places are the same, the rural transport
issues are the same, and country life is consistent across the rural area outside Perth captured by the current council
area. The issues faced by residents of the carse and strathmore are similar and grouping issues together like that for
an elected representative makes sense.
Perhaps Perth city should be cut out for similar reasons.
Living in the Carse of Gowrie I'm slightly concerned by the proposed changes to the electoral boundaries in this area.
The Carse is part of the Perth and Kinross administrative region, and most of the residents here feel a much stronger
connection to Perth/Perthshire than to Dundee. It would seem a little strange to be electing MPs and MSPs for one
"region" and local council representatives for another. This could also also lead to local issues being overlooked or
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Redacted Comment Text
lost between the two levels of administration, when neither might feel it's their responsibility to deal with them.
The population density in the Carse is very low, apart from a couple of towns, and I'm surprised that it would make a
sufficient difference to numbers to be needed to balance up the Dundee constituencies. Perhaps a closer look at the
boundaries within Dundee, or to the North, might be a better solution to balancing up the numbers.
On a lighter note, I was amused at the inclusion of the sandbanks along the river within the boundaries. As a regular
user of the river I'm pretty sure they're not great places for people to set up home :-) (Of course I do understand that
anything above the drying height is considered "land" and would have to be included to avoid confusion.)
I do not understand how you can take the dundee west boundary right up to the edge of perth city. Dundee west is a
mainly urban/industrial area whereas the concerns of the proposed extension takes you into rural and farm industry
where our concerns differ greatly. I am also unhappy at being classed as dundonian for any reason whatsoever.
This new boundary crosses existing council boundaries.
The area is being split in two with local villages moving to other constituencies so not recognizing community ties.
This change would mean we would have local councilors under P and K and MP under Dundee. This would lead to all
sorts of issues.
It takes no consideration of local topography. Dundee and Carse of Gowrie have totally different needs, often
competing, and as such an MP is going to give preference to the majority of voters, ie Dundee, thus putting us at a
disadvantage. City requirements are totally different to requirements for villages and rural areas.
What is the reasoning that changes Perth and East Perthshire to Dundee West and Gowrie when the increases in
population have generally happened in communities more associated with Perth and Perthshire than Dundee. The
communities of the Carse of Gowrie have been represented joined to Perth City, will now suffer possible under
representation being lumped in with the West End of Dundee. I say this as I believe that the Carse communities
historically associate with Perth and Perthshire and should continue to be associated as such.
The demographic of those living in the countryside of the Carse of Gowrie must be the polar opposite of those living in
the city areas of Dundee suggested by this move. I cannot think that there is very much in common at all other than
the use moans about bin emptying. City centre schools alone are worlds apart from the small country schools that we
have along with their challenges. In fact the only benefit I can see is that the Carse of Gowrie might have access to a
decent police population, having been hampered massively by the move to have police provision provided by a small
force in Blairgowrie.
Every other section of the community will have vastly differing objectives and concerns and I would think that given
the dense population grouping of those in the city, those opinions of the Carse of Gowrie population would be
unheard.
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I don’t agree with changing these boundaries. The needs and requirements of Carseview of gowrie constituents vary
dramatically to those in Dundee. We have excellent local councillors live in and who understand our communities and
their needs and feel this should remain the same. Making the areas larger will mean the councillors cannot give the
same level of attention that they do at this time.
I firmly believe that amalgamating the Carse of Gowrie into Dundee West is a mistake.
These are two completely different peoples - different ways of life. The city of Dundee is highly urban, whereas the
Carse of Gowrie is distinctly rural. Our needs and experiences are much more closely related to that of Perth and its
surrounding areas.
Plain and simple, my royal mail address shows Perth, my postcode is PH for Perthshire. How is it fair to make my area
Dundee West ??
The Dundee West and part of carse of gowrie is a good blend. Most of the east end of carse of gowrie looks to
Dundee as its major regional hub.
Good proposal as Dundee is beating heart of area
I cannot see the logic of bringing a small rural part of one local authority area (Perth and Kinross) in to a parliamentary
constituency which principally comprises of a city (Dundee). I do appreciate that adjustments require to be made at
this time, but I find what is proposed for my area to be confusing and unnecessary. We are part of Perth and Kinross,
and are served by our local authority councillor and by our MSP accordingly, yet in the UK Parliament, the vast
majority of our prospective MP's constituents will be the good people of Dundee, city dwellers served by a different
local authority. Whilst I have no doubt regarding the competency and dedication of whoever is elected in the new
constituency (if this goes ahead), I feel that the differing needs of our rural community will not receive the same focus
and expertise as is currently the case. Furthermore, I am sure that the "new" MP's ties and influence on our local
authority will be much weaker than those with Dundee City Council, where the vast majority of their constituents will
reside. I would feel better served if I remained in a largely rural constituency. The proposed boundary change in
respect of my area deeply concerns me for the reasons above.
Quite disagree about moving Carse of Gowrie in under Dundee. The population groups are so totally different and
Dundee will totally swamp the needs and opinions of the Carse of Gowrie.
If the Carse of Gowrie were to be included in Dundee for voting we would cease to matter any more, and there would
be no point in voting.
Dundee is a large city with totally conflicting needs and perceptions than the Carse which is a very rural farming area,
composed of 6 small close knit community villages.
The natural and geographical alignment of the Carse of Gowrie is with Perth, please do not change this to Dundee.
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The boundary position seems quite arbitrary in that 9 houses (Fruix) at the end of a road have been placed in a
different constituency from the other two properties on the road (Fruix Farm and Cottage) which only has access from
one end
This would mean 2 different sets of canvassers/communication from candidates would be needed depending how far
you have travelled down the road.
It would make more sense for all properties to be in the West Fife constituency, as this would tie in with existing
Community Council boundaries
I used to live in this area, hence my comment. I very much dislike and object to the new title of the area Perth and
Tay. Tay what? Bridge? Region? The lower part of the Tay, is not even included, if I understand your map correctly.
Please use something which does not seem shortened, chopped off. Even Perth and The Tay sounds better.
I object the review for a number of reasons
Kinross is an historic county in its own right, Kinross-shire should be contained within a single parliamentary
constituency and should not be split between two different seats.
Kinross-shire has a great cohesive community that works together on issues of common interest. Splitting the ward
between two seats would lead to poorer community representation.
Kinross-shire would be dominated by either Dunfermline or Glenrothes. It's unique local very different issues would
be overlooked
The issues faced by rural and semi-rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming are very different to
those faced in urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense for Kinross-shire to be included in a single
constituency with other parts of Perth and Kinross
Kinross-shire has never before been included in a parliamentary constituency with parts of Fife since we started
sending MPs to Westminster in 1707.
Seriously don't want to be part of 'fife'.
I completely oppose the integration of parts of Kinross-shire with Glenrothes. Kinross-shire is a homogeneous country
area with a strong and cohesive community. It has little in common with a largely urban Fife area. Glenrothes will
dominate the proposed new electoral area. The interests of Glenrothes differ markedly from those of Kinross. The
division of Kinross-shire will destroy its cohesive and active community and ensure that the interests of this area are
not adequately represented. The proposal will in effect deny us of adequate democratic representation. Far, far
better for Kinross-shire to maintain its existing links with Perthshire and with Perth itself. Not least because our
communities are similar and our needs related.
I oppose the proposal.
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The area of the Perth and Tay Constituency is appropriate. It makes much more sense to include surrounding villages
to the North, West and South of Perth with the City itself than in the current arrangement (Perth and North
Perthshire) where the fastest way to access some parts of the constituency from the City is by travelling through a
neighbouring constituency.
Placing Scone and Strathmore in the Angus Constituency makes some geographical sense, as does placing the Carse of
Gowrie in the Dundee West Constituency. It is also appropriate that the geographically and historically separate
Kinrossshire is not in this constituency, allowing the constituency to cover solely parts of Perthshire.
The proposed name of the constituency seems long and unwieldy. The whole of the City of Perth is in the
constituency and the remaining portion is wholly in Perthshire. Therefore, “Perth” seems like a more appropriate
name than “Perth and Tay”. This would also be more consistent with the names of other constituencies. The Stirling
Constituency, for example, includes much countryside in addition to the City of Stirling.
I do not wish the current constituency/boundaries to be changed and feel Kinross-shire should have its own
representation as it does at present. It is an ancient location with very different requirements than that of
surrounding Glenrothes or Perth.
It is a protected nature reserve, a tourist destination and an area which faces its own challenges with very active local
residents who are passionate about the area.
Local residents such as myself cherish the area and feel very strongly a sense of identity to the area and wish to be
represented as such.
There are also a significant number of new build houses coming to the Milnathort and Kinross area, such as the
Persimmon and Dundas estates which will increase population numbers considerably in the area over the coming
months and years.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11155

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11156

Kinross-shire is historically an identifiable county and as such should be regarded as single constituency.
Perth and Kinross Council Kinross-shire is the council area that covers Kinross-shire, it makes no sense at all for us to
be then linked as a constituency with a Fife governed council area.
The Fife City of Dunfermline and large urban area of Glenrothes bear little similarity to the type and demograhic of
the Kinross-shire local Rural community this would lead to a dilution in representation of Kinross-shire residents
needs and a focus in the larger urban areas needs
Kinross-shire is not part of Fife

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11158

Should not change as Kinrosshire is an historical county within Perthshire in it's own right with a rural community by
incorporating into another region such as Fife who have differing needs/priorities and high population in large towns.
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The needs of the rural community will be marginalised as there will be a greater need/priority in a more densely
populated area. Such as Broadband, transport poverty, climate and health, by placing Kinrosshire within two differing
parts of Fife a position then is to have an understanding of more than one local authority and community councils.
The people of all communities will be negatively affected by this change. There will be no fair representation. I object
to the changes
I am against the proposed boundary change for Kinross for the following reasons:
Kinross would be placed in a constituency dominated by Fife. Kinross is within the Perth and Kinross council boundary
not Fife. Also it falls under NHS Tayside not NHS Fife.
Â·
As an historic county in our own right, Kinross-shire should be contained within a single constituency.
Â·
Kinross-shire is a cohesive community and splitting the ward between two seats would lead to poorer
representation.
Â·
Including all or part of Kinross-shire within a constituency dominated by Dunfermline or Glenrothes will mean
that our concerns are marginalized.
Â·
The issues faced by rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming are very different to those
faced in urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
Â·
Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense to be included in a single
constituency with other parts of Perth and Kinross.
Â·
Kinross-shire has never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife. Glenfarg has also never been
split off from the rest of Perthshire.
I understand the need to group constituencies so all have a rough same number, but does this mean I may have a
politician that has the interests of Buckhaven in mind rather than Kinross-shire? These are 2 very different areas. Also
splitting away fossoway seems silly as it's needs are similar to those of Kinross.
Kinross-shire is a cohesive community and splitting it between two seats would lead to poorer representation.
If all or part of Kinross-shire was within a constituency dominated by Dunfermline or Glenrothes that would mean
that our concerns would be marginalized.
There are issues faced by rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming that are very different to those
faced in urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense to be included in a single constituency with
other parts of Perth and Kinross.
Kinross-shire has never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife.
Would it not be better to add Kinross-Shire into Perth
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I live in Kinross-shire, not Fife and Fife does not represent me. I want my voice to be heard along with local people,
not people who do not live in my area. Kinross-shire should be heard together as the rural town and villages that we
are and deal with issues relevant to living in a rural such as tourism, employment and farming.
If Kinross is to be split over other constituencies, I believe that it should be split across other areas of Perth and
Kinross not Fife. Urban councillors do not understand the needs of rural communities and if the area is split I feel that
we will all be under represented and unfairly represented.
I also recently moved away from Fife as I didn't feel like the area was being maintained to a standard so certainly
don't want any connection to Fife at all.
The proposed change puts the town of Kinross in an area that is largely in a different Council area, NHS area and an
area that is as far removed from the criteria that are listed as considerations.
This change is a nonsense - and will (I think) result in further voter apathy in the town of Kinross as the needs of other
parts of the proposed constituency will be far greater and a higher priority for the elected representative.
The proposed changes are a nonsense. Removing us from a constituency that reflected our council, NHS areas etc and
putting the town in with a significant proportion of Fife is wholly inappropriate.
The changes further diminish the historical Kinross-shire and the part that the town of Kinross plays as the County
Town of Kinross-shire. It also looks like the changes will result in Kinross-shire being split into different constituencies.
Folks,
The Kinross-shire ward is proposed to be split between two different constituencies.
Â·
These seats will be shared with Fife rather than other parts of Perth and Kinross.
Â·
Fossoway and Cleish will be included in a proposed ‘West Fife’ constituency dominated by Dunfermline.
Â·
The rest of Kinross-shire will be included in a proposed ‘Glenrothes and Loch Leven’ dominated by Glenrothes.
..
What are the arguments against this?
Â·
As an historic county in our own right, Kinross-shire should be contained within a single constituency.
Â·
Kinross-shire is a cohesive community and splitting the ward between two seats would lead to poorer
representation.
Â·
Including all or part of Kinross-shire within a constituency dominated by Dunfermline or Glenrothes will mean
that our concerns are marginalized.
Â·
The issues faced by rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming are very different to those
faced in urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
Â·
Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense to be included in a single
constituency with other parts of Perth and Kinross.
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Â·
Kinross-shire has never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife. Glenfarg has also never been
split off from the rest of Perthshire.
Thankyou
I strongly object to having Kinross-shire split across two constituencies (Glenrothes and Dunfermline) as intended in
these proposals. We are a small tight knit community in Kinross-shire and doing this will lead undoubtedly to poorer
representation and less of a community voice for us as citizens. We also identify with being an integral part of Perth
and Kinross, not Fife. This proposal simply cannot be allowed to go ahead. Please keep the county of Kinross-shire
within one constituency for voting purposes to allow a unified voice to be heard and a simpler means for us to have
community issues heard and addressed. This seems like divide and conquer. This offers no empowerment to the
community of Kinross-shire.
I wish to object to the proposed changes to the ward containing our address.
We live in a rural community and to be thrust into a ward dominated by Glenrothes will marginalise our views and
concerns. The concerns of a rural community are very much different to those living in urban areas and I'm afraid we
won't get fair and reasonable representation if these proposals go ahead.
We live in Kinross-shire which is part of Perth and Kinross and we have more in common with that area. Our area is
made up principally of communities that have grown around farming and tourism type activities whereas Fife has
grown through mining and industry and is a very different type of community to where we live.
What's even worse is the plan to split our community of Kinross-shire. We share similar views and have a similar way
of life and live in an historic county together and these proposals seek to split our community apart. I strongly object
to this proposed split.
Kinross-shire has never been included in any constituency with parts of Fife so why would you propose this change
now. I find this proposal totally unacceptable.
Yours sincerely,
[RD:25]
I a resident of Milnathort, I have children who attended the local primary and high school.
I am an early years practitioner at FossoPLAY, a nursery in Fossoway and own a business (Perth Car Care) in Perth.
Myself and my children take part in local clubs in Crook of Devon and The Kinross net ball club.
From these facts you’ll see that we have made social and economic business decisions around the location of our
home to a local net work. I am concerned about having my post code boundaries altered and no longer being
marketed or affiliated with ‘Perth and Kinross-shire’
I believe it could affect our business as no longer being a ‘local garage’ or having school holidays conflicting with my
own working holidays as a practitioner in one council area and those of my children in a different one.
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I think the decisions to make these changes are based on numbers and what will benefit council and parliaments NOT
what will benefit people as constituents. Please hear our voices on this, there is quite the local talk and non of it is in
favour of here unnecessary changes. I do not want any changes into fife council areas for Milnathort.
Regards
[RD:127]
I object to this proposal
I object to the proposals being made concerning Glenfarg and Kinross-shire.
Glenfarg is part of Perth and Kinross and whilst relatively close to post-industrial Fife, it has little or no connection to
it, nor it to us. Carving up a map using whatever criteria you do apply does not take account of the very relevant
cultural and historic links and associations that exist Glenfarg, Kinross and the wider Perth and Kinross area.
Clearly the problems of post-industrial Fife will demand the attention of any elected representative. By dint of the fact
that the greater population of this proposed constituency will be in the post-industrial Fife part, this will inevitably
mean greater attention being given to that area than to the very different rural problems and issues of the
agricultural community around Glenfarg.
For these reasons, I call on the Commission to reconsider the creation of this totally false constituency.
I object most strongly to the proposed boundary changes - namely absorbing Kinross-Shire into two Fife wards
dominated by Dunfermline and Glenrothes!
Glenfarg is part of Kinross-Shire and the Perth council - this should remain the case, as we have never been part of
Fife. Geographically we are nearer to Perth and Kinross, rather than Fife towns, so it makes no sense to propose the
change.
I object to the redraw which moves Crook of Devon in to West Fife. The Fossoway community along with a lot of local
activities and resources are very strongly tied to Kinross. There is no connection here with Dunfermline and other
parts of the proposed West Fife area.
I do not believe that it makes sense for the Kinross-shire constituencies to become part of Fife Constituencies. We are
part of Perth and Kinross so surely this would weaken our say on local issues? Furthermore, the Kinross shire
constituencies are generally rural, agricultural communites with very different needs from the more built up areas in
Fife that we would be brought in with. Again this would weaken our voices and cannot be truly democratic.
I oppose the proposed boundary changes to my constituency. I believe this change will be of great detriment to the
local area, which shares much more common interest with other parts of Perthshire than those of Fife.
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This includes that it is part of Perth and Kinross council, not Fife and means many issues that are important to us and
the local community will not been heard and we will have no say in our own council, which is simply absurd.
The new proposed boundary is also predominantly served by NHS Fife whereas we are NHS Tayside again showing the
complete and utter lack of relevance to our community.
The current constituency is also predominantly rural meaning rural issues which affect our community are heard
more. If the constituency is redrawn so that we a grouped with Glenrothes, our rural needs will be overlooked.
I feel deeply that this Proposal will effect my ability to influence services in my area and therefore absolutely is not in
the best interest of the constituents or the local area. I strongly oppose this proposal and ask that it be carefully
reconsidered to prevent local individuals from being isolated and politically silenced.
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I would like to object to the proposal of changing our area.
Kinross shire is its own region and should not be split up. I have been brought up and live in a few different villages in
Kinross shire and have always been proud of that. I would like things to stay as they are.
I object to proposal being put forward in relation to the splitting up of Kinross-shire and forming new aliances
accordingly, I feel strongly that this will be detrimental to the population of Kinross due to different needs within
You say our council boundary won't be affected, of course it will! I will no longer be in Perth and Kinross I will be in
Dundee West and Gowrie! Those of us who are disabled and use Direct Payments for care will be affected by this
because we will be changing councils! All this just so the UK Government can reduce the amount of MPs in Scotland.
Stay out of Scotland, give us Indyref2 ASAP so we can get out of this DIS united Kingdom!
Kinross-shire should not be split into different wards.
This is not in line with it being part of Perth and Kinross council, school catchment areas or NHS Tayside.
Kinross-shire is not part of fife and so should not be aligned with fife wards.
The people of Kinross are more Perth cantered than fife / Dunfermline/ Glenrothes.
Please reconsider.
I find it absurd to include Glenfarg and Kinross alongside Glenrothes.
The splitting up off Kinross-shire will destroy any identity the area has and the new areas that they are proposed to be
included in do not represent the rural way of living.
Taking Glenfarg away from perthshire literally splits their community into 2 different boundaries with Arngask being
kept within a Perthshire boundary.
Both Kinross-shire and Glenfarg will be further removed from local communities due to the fact that they will still
come under perthshire council and NHS tayside, which is different in both cases from the areas that they are
proposed to join for the boundaries.
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I strongly request that these proposals do not progress, due to the isolating nature of taking the communities away
from council areas (who share similar type of living, ie rural) and including them with large urban areas from a
different council/health care area.
I am especially concerned that Glenfarg and the parish of Arngask should be split along the motorway and split off
from Perthshire with which it has been historically associated. Glenfarg has also never been split off from the rest of
Perthshire.
The issues faced by rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming are very different to those faced in
urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
Kinross-shire and Glenfarg have never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife.
The proposed boundary change would be detrimental to Glenfarg. We are a small rural community whose interests
are distinct from those found in urban areas such as Glenrothes. Splitting Glenfarg from the rest of Perthshire would
be a a historically unprecedented boundary change, our village is part of Kinross-shire and has strong community ties
to our surrounding rural communities.
For these reasons, the proposed boundary change would dismay local people, and lead to poorer representation of
our community in parliament.
Please consider keeping Glenfarg within a rural Perthshire constituency to protect our effective democratic
representation. Glenfarg, and Kinross-shire in general, share a local authority with Perthshire and it would be fairer to
local people if we remain within the same constituency as other parts of Perth and Kinross.
Milnathort and it’s surrounding area is a rural agricultural area. By entering into a constituency with Glenrothes, the
views, concerns and needs of this area will be diluted and not considered.
Kinross-shire is a historic locality with long standing associations with Perth, Perthshire and Tayside. This proposal
does not take this into consideration. Furthermore we pay our council tax to Perth and Kinross Council who should be
the council of our elected representatives.
I object wholeheartedly to this proposal.
I wish to remain part of the Kinross-shire boundary and do not want this to change.
I think this is really daft, kinrossshire is made up of smaller rural communities and farming. Lumping is in with
Glenrothes isn't relevant as they have different to us, we are not in Fife, a fact that the majority of Kinrossshire
residents are proud of.
Once again my constituency has changed markedly. Previously, I felt my vote counted as the demograph was more
varied. Now my vote will just be one of many similar ones. I am frustrated that the lines have been redrawn to benefit
the Conservative party.
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The proposal to combine Glenrothes, Fife with Kinross-shire does not make sense. Fife has large towns and a history
of coal mining communities. Kinross-shire has small rural agricultural communities and has much more in common
with Perthshire than with Fife. It would make far more sense to combine areas of Clackmannanshire, which has
similar former coal mining communities to those in Fife and leave Kinross-shire connected to Perthshire for electoral
boundary purposes
A purely convenience proposal. Glenfarg has absolutely no links /ties or similarities to Glenrothes. Why you would
propose to lump my area in with another in Fife beggars belief. My farming community has its own issues which do
not chime with a large town. Stop this nonsense and if it isn’t broken, leave it alone.
I am concerned on reading about this that Scotland will lose 2 MP seats under this scheme while in England there will
be a gain of 10 extra seats representing Westminster and increasing the number of MPs for England. The people of
Scotland are already disadvantaged in general elections as our choice is swamped by the English electorate who
basically choose who we are governed by. Our rural Kinross boundary is planned to be linked to Glenrothes, an urban
boundary, which will swamp our Kinross area and make our choices less significant. Perth and Kinross work well
together in the same boundary and are similarly rural areas. I am extremely unhappy at these proposed changes
being cooked up by a UK parliament who really does not give a fig about Scotland.
Kinnesswood and the Portmoak surroundings are under Perth and Kinross Council, all our associations are with
Kinross. These are positive strong and long lasting relationships across the community. I am aware of no ties with
glenrothes, they are under Fife Council. Any mp would focus their priorities and funding on glenrothes which has very
different community needs and the needs of our community would be ignored which though different are still
important. The current propositions make no sense and links with Kinross and an mp who is representing across the
surrounding villages is important so current community ties continue and the voice of our small communities is heard
and valued under the council which also represents us.
I am concerned about the split of the historic county of Kinross-shire into two constituencies. The proposal does not
reflect these priorities:
1) Design as many constituencies as practicable that do not cross a council area boundary.
2) Recognise existing community ties.
Specifically, my main concerns and reasons for objecting the proposal, as a Kinross-shire resident, are:
- As an historic county in our own right, Kinross-shire should be contained within a single constituency.
- Kinross-shire is a cohesive community and splitting the ward between two seats would lead to poorer
representation.
- Including all or part of Kinross-shire within a constituency dominated by Dunfermline or Glenrothes will mean that
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Perth and Kinross

BCS-11251

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11259

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11265

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11267

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11270
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our concerns are marginalized.
- The issues faced by rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming are very different to those faced in
urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
- Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense to be included in a single constituency
with other parts of Perth and Kinross.
- Kinross-shire has never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife. Glenfarg has also never been split
off from the rest of Perthshire.
To split The historical county of Kinross-shire across two constituencies will lead to a reduction in the voice of those
who live in rural communities. Our voice will be ignored by being “lumped in” with Dunfermline or Glenrothes which
are very urban constituencies. It will lead to the issues in rural communities such as ours being completely ignored. It
is far more appropriate to include the residents of Kinross-shire with communities in Perthshire which is a much more
rural environment. This is a proposal driven purely by numbers without properly understanding the needs of all the
communities involved and is a very poor proposition.
Kinross-shire should NOT be cut up and divided in different parts. It is an ancient county and should be kept as it is.
Kinross-shire is a rural and farming community, being lobbed in with a large town like Dunfermline will make that the
balance of power will be upset. Kinross-shire has unique rural problems, such as minimal public transport links, slow
broadband and it is possible that these problems will not get the attention they deserve when we are part of a larger
conubation.
We share a local authority with Perth-shire so it makes more sense if we are included in a constituency with (parts of)
Perth-shire.
I totally object to the boundaries being changed and our community being joined with, indeed subsumed, and
dominated by an area which has nothing in common with our community, demographic, character and geography.
Kinross-shire has always been a separate and historic county in its own right and we must do all we can to prevent
blanket homogenization for the sake of some people's political expediency or minor administrative convenience. We
have an identity, we have a solid happy community and this shkukd not be threatened.
Kinross-shire has never been linked with Fife since we started sending MPs to the UK Parliament. The link makes no
sense considering we pay our council tax to Perth and Kinross Council.
I think its absolute ludicrous considering moving us into West Fife, we currently sit within nhs tayside, and pay our
council tax to perth and kinross therefore why on earth would we become Fife. It would mean our nearest school
would be many miles away if catchment was Fife, as opposed to the village school in Fossoway a little over 2 miles
away, and which High school would we be expected to use, Cowdenbeath / Queen Anne - my understanding is that
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Perth and Kinross
Perth and Kinross

BCS-11272
BCS-11274

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11278

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11281
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these are both at capacity?? What about our Gp service?. It will cause absolute carnage, currently we have our green
belt lands protected , as our local councillors have been campaigning for years which won't necessarily be the case if
we are absorbed by Fife. I can't think of a single benefit from being absorbed by Fife.
I see no value in changing the current boundary line. And would object strongly to this proposal.
Kinross-shire should stay a single constituency. We shouldn't be split up and small bits merged with bits of urban fife.
It's a rural area, with rural issues and any representatives should understand those rural issues. Merging our area into
Glenrothes is a bad idea as the total area will be dominated by urban issues and the rural areas will be ignored. This
proposal is a really bad idea and detrimental to the community in portmoak and other parts of kinross-shire. Covering
2 very different council areas adds complexity to dealing with issues and has been poorly thought out. The boundaries
shouldn't be redrawn in a way that splits local communities.
Worrying for the carse, Perth has managed to be be sensible with building houses to protect villages. Dundee just eats
into the green space. Builds and knocks down with little thought .
Large too diverse area.
Having studied the proposal to incorporate Glenfarg into the Glenrothes, Fife constituency as part of the boundary
commisions review I wish to submit my opposition to this matter.
I have been a local Community Councilor for over two years and during that time have committed significant effort
into engaging with other local communities in developing consensus on several issues ranging from energy
efficiencies, public transport, environmental improvements and many other matters.
These engagements have common themes relating to each community and provide a united front when approaching
officials in office.
Should the proposed boundary changes take effect our identity in the larger community will be eroded making it
harder to achieve improvements in our community.
The proposal is to attach us to the Glenrothes regional center. We have no connection, either physically,
environmentally or politically.
We are a rural community with particular community requirements which our existing boundary partners have in
common. To reassign us to a predominantly industrial environment would marginalize our village.
We have no public transport links with the Fife area and Glenrothes in particular.
We are a member of the newly formed, pilot project, Kinross-Shire partnership where we are taking ownership of
local issues on the basis that the local communities are better positioned to decide the priorities of improvement
works and essential services.
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This work will be significantly compromised if we are repositioned in a Fife constituency.
On this basis I object to the proposed changes.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11285

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11286

This currently is a metropolitan constituency, but by adding the whole of the Carse of Gowrie, this becomes a rural
consituency. This reeks of gerrymndering and putting large numbers of people who elect councillors to the City of
Perth being represented by Dundee MPs. Appears very poorly considered.
Glenfarg identifies as a part of the historic county of Kinrossshire. We have been represented by Perth and Kinross
Council for a long time and have no desire to be changed to a Council operating in Glenrothes.
The main reason for this are as follows:We have no connections with Glenrothes, either mentally or physically.
No public transport connections into Fife. The connections we have are through Kinross Park and Ride which gives
access to Edinburgh and Perth mainly. Glenfarg has consulted with PKC and successfully obtained a recent bus route
connection to Kinross (55 bus).
We support the growing community of Kinross for our daily needs, including medical and retail.
Our greater needs are met by the City of Perth for supermarkets, theatre, cinema, restaurants, hospital etc.
We have motorway connections to Perth and North and Edinburgh to the South.
I as a member of Glenfarg community, I object strongly to the proposed change to our boundaries.
My final point is that the money that would have to be spent on the proposed changes should be put into the
communites to help with the ever deteriorating conditions of our national services. Spending thousands on
unnecessary consultations is such a waste of funding.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11288

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11290

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11291

I do not agree that moving Glenfarg to the proposed new Glenrothes parliamentary boundary area would be in the
best interest of Glenfarg. This village belongs to Perthshire which is a different county altogether from the proposed
new Glenrothes boundary area in terms of both its rural needs and demographic. I strongly recommend that Glenfarg
should not be included in this boundary change but should be kept in a Perthshire bounded area as it always has
been.
I think this proposed change will be detrimental to our small communities and the schools as catchment may change
and the school will suffer as a consequence.
I strongly oppose these changes. The area is part of PERTH and Kinross, we have a PH postcode, feed into PERTH and
Kinross schools. Being lumped with the main jurisdiction for another local authority makes no sense whatsoever and
just further distances MPs from their constituents. Sometimes mathematical algorithms are not the answer - the
maths couldn't have got this area more wrong. It also stinks of political jiggery pockery....
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I live in Glenfarg and feel very strongly that Glenfarg should be part of Perthshire (Perth and Tay). Glenfarg has never
been split off from the rest of Perthshire, and has never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife. I am
very unhappy with the proposal that Glenfarg should be included with Glenrothes rather than within Perth and Tay,
and would like this to be reconsidered.
In addition to this, it appears that part of our Glenfarg community (Arngask etc just across the footbridge) is included
in Perth and Tay, with the other half of Glenfarg proposed to be in with Glenrothes. It makes no sense to split the
village.
Kinross-shire is a historic county and a cohesive community, and should not be split between 2 wards. Kinross-shire
shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense to be included in a single constituency with other parts
of Perth and Kinross.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11296

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11308

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11317

I and my family have been residents of Kinross, Perth and Kinross for 4 generations. I strongly object to our
constituency becoming part of a Fife held seat and have always felt that I am a resident of Perthshire and as such
should be represented by a Perth constituency. The only thing I have in common with Fife is my KY postcode.
Otherwise all my services, education of myself and my family and healthcare has been provided by Perth and Kinross
which has longstanding and strong roots which it would be folly to lose.
I have never felt that I am a resident of Fife and as such would not take kindly to this move to transfer us into a Fife
held seat. This would be a unfortunate error of judgement and will not be welcomed by those who have resided in
Kinross and surrounding areas for many years, as residents of Perth and Kinross and Kinross- shire.
Glenfarg has closer community and business links with Perth and the Perth and Tay area than Glenrothes and Fife.
Perth is the closest commercial centre and to segregate Glenfarg from Perth when making constitutional decisions will
not be beneficial to the village.
- As an historic county in our own right, Kinross-shire should be contained within a single constituency.
- Kinross-shire is a cohesive community and splitting the ward between two seats would lead to poorer
representation.
- Including all or part of Kinross-shire within a constituency dominated by Dunfermline or Glenrothes will mean that
our concerns are marginalized.
- The issues faced by rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming are very different to those faced in
urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
- Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense to be included in a single constituency
with other parts of Perth and Kinross.
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- Kinross-shire has never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife. Glenfarg has also never been split
off from the rest of Perthshire.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11335

I note the new boundaries for the proposed West Fife and Loch Leven and Glenrothes constituencies. The main
concern I have is the proposal to divide the ward of Kinross-shire between two constituencies, both of which are
dominated with towns in Fife (Dunfermline and Glenrothes respectively.
As per current local authority boundaries, Kinross has been successfully paired with Perth, formally since the 1970s,
and informally since the 1930s. Therefore it is important to have MPs whose constituencies also reflect that
arrangement, both for practical and historical reasons. Furthermore, the recent trial to devolve powers to Kinrossshire from Perth and Kinross Council also strengthens the need to retain Kinross-shire as one with parliamentary
boundaries.
I would argue the above would create a dilution, where MPs are focussed on the larger areas of Dunfermline and
Glenrothes and representation for Kinross-shire at Westminster would be diminished.
As for my very immediate location at Cockairney Feus, Cleish, the boundaries have only recently been moved to
incorporate us into Cleish Community Council area, given it is only a few hundred metres from Cleish village. Under
the proposals, Cleish will be split between two constituencies as well.
Therefore I would ask the the Commission to reconsider the boundaries, firstly to ensure that the Kinross-shire ward
(and historic county) is maintained in one UK constituency, and that secondly, that constituency should be aligned
with Perth and Kinross (i.e. the proposed Perth and Tay constituency, which could be named 'Kinross-shire and
Perthshire' or suchlike).

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11336

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11345

This fails to take into account the cohesive and historical nature of Kinross-shire.
Fife should be linked with Clackmannanshire as had been proposed in the last (aborted) review.
Kinross-shire is a cohesive community and splitting it between two seats will lead to poorer representation.
It shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense to be included with other parts of Perth and Kinross.
Rural issues are very different to urban ones like those in Dunfermline or Glenrothes!
I am very disappointed with the proposals that you have made for Scotland as a whole but will limit my comment to
the Perth and Kinross area.
Presently Perth and Kinross is divided between two UK Parliamentary constituencies which is appropriate as the
electorate in Perth and Kinross is equivalent to about one and a half constituencies. Your proposals divide Perth and
Kinross between no less than five constituencies which is quite simply absurd and pays no attention whatsoever to
local sense of identity. In addition if the present proposals stand they will impose a quite intolerable burden of co-
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Perth and Kinross

BCS-11348
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ordination and liaison on the small democratic services staff in Perth and Kinross at the time of a UK election.
Kinross-shire has a strong sense of identity but given its small size must always be included as part of a larger
constituency. To split Kinross-shire between two constituencies though as your proposals do is little short of insulting.
Kinross has never been split in this way before and should not be. I propose to you that the parts of Kinross-shire
included with the West Fife constituency should instead be included with the Glenrothes and Loch Leven
constituency. If that means that West Fife falls below quota it should be "topped up" with a small transfer from
Kirkcaldy and Cowdenbeath. Constituencies are about the representation of people in places not bodies of water and
so the name Glenrothes and Loch Leven should be dropped in favour of the name Glenrothes and Kinross-shire.
That the proposed Dundee West and Gowrie constituency and the proposed Angus and Strathmore constituency have
boundaries that include areas that are part of the immediate hinterland of Perth City is also little short of insulting
giving no attention to any sense of community within and around Perth City. I propose that areas of the Carse of
Gowrie as far east as Inchture and areas of Strathmore as far east as Coupar Angus should be considered for inclusion
in the Perth and Tay constituency. If this leaves the Perth and Tay constituency over quota consideration should be
given to transferring areas west of Crieff and Auchterarder presently included in Perth and Tay to the Stirling
constituency which has scope for expansion within quota.
Finally to reduce to four the number of UK constituencies that Perth and Kinross must deal with I propose that other
areas of the Carse of Gowrie between Inchture and Dundee should be transferred from the proposed Dundee West
and Gowrie constituency to the proposed Angus and Strathmore constituency and Dundee West and Gowrie should
revert to the simple Dundee West name. If this move leaves Angus and Strathmore over quota I believe there are
other options for transferring parts of Angus closer to Dundee in the proposed Angus and Strathmore constituency to
either the Dundee West or Dundee East constituencies while still keeping these constituencies within quota.
My proposals above still leave Perth and Kinross divided into one complete constituency and three parts of other
constituencies which is one more than the maximum of three which I believe would be reasonable. Ideally the areas I
propose for transfer to Stirling could stay in Perth and Tay in breach of the very strict quota limits which are as ever
with Westminster legislation designed for English circumstances of a denser population with constituencies of a
smaller area rather than the somewhat different circumstances that pertain in Scotland outwith the Central Belt.
Thank you.
I would like to object to the proposal for changes to the Parliamentary constituency boundaries for Kinross-shire.
As an historic county in it's own right, Kinross-shire should be contained within a single constituency.
Kinross-shire is a cohesive community and splitting the ward between two seats would lead to poorer representation.
Including all or part of Kinross-shire within a constituency dominated by Dunfermline or Glenrothes will mean that our
concerns are marginalized.
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The issues faced by rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming are very different to those faced in
urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense to be included in a single constituency with
other parts of Perth and Kinross.
Kinross-shire has never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife. Glenfarg has also never been split
off from the rest of Perthshire.
As a resident of Glenfarg in Kinross-shire, I feel strongly about this matter and object to the proposed changes.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11364

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11374

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11377

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11381

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11391

I live in Kinross-shire which is a rural area and is an adjunct to Perthshire in a way. To split the county in two with
those two new suggested constituencies both being (a) Fife and (b) much more urban (Dunfermline and Glenrothes
eg) does not make any sense. If you wish members of the public to engage with their MPs they need to feel that they
understand their way of life, needs etc and to have a sense of belonging. And poor old Glenfarg.....If I felt my MP was
representing another county rather than my own I am not sure that I would bother to vote. I understand that Kinrossshire does not have anything like enough people for its own MP but it should come in with Perthshire or even parts of
Clackmannanshire if you wish for people to engage in the political system. PLEASE do not let this current proposal go
through - I feel that it can only have been put together by numbers rather than thinking of the needs and way of life
of most of the constituents.
The proposal to include part of Kinross-shire with Glenrothes and other industrial areas of Fife is entirely contrary to
both the historical and current identities of the these areas. This is a glaring anachronism and it is impossible to see
how elected representatives can possible reflect the conflicting interests of both areas.
This is grossly undermines democratic representation and I would you to rethink the boundaries in the West Fife,
Kinross-shire and Clackmannanshire areas.
I think this constituency should be called West Perthshire. Perth and Tay doesn’t describe a large area of this
constituency.
I think this constituency should be called East Perthshire and Angus. I don’t think Straths should be used to describe a
constituency. I also think consistency is important. If this constituency was called Angus and Strathmore, Perth and
Tay should be called Perth, Strathtay and Strathearn. Which is quite long.
So, I think the constituencies should be :
East Perthshire and Angus
Perth and West Perthshire
I live in Scone. This commuter village is very close to Perth city centre and in most ways regards itself as part of Perth.
Although there are obviously roads connecting us to Angus and Strathmore, and the towns therein, these places are
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Perth and Kinross
Perth and Kinross

BCS-11404
BCS-11405

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11411

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11414

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11419
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not the ‘focus’ of life here. And once the proposed new Tay river crossing is built, we will be even more part of Perth.
While understanding that boundaries have to be located somewhere, it seems that separating Scone from its ‘mother
town’ will alienate people here from politics.
I approve the proposed constituency of Perth and Tay, but feel Perth and West Perthshire would best reflect the new
constituency.
Perth is the area I use for my main services such as vet, car retailer amongst other things.
The rural parts of the constituency share the similar provision of transport, broadband/ mobile phone coverage and
needs for employment.
I feel a better name for the constituency would be Perth and West Perthshire.
Agree with the boundary but I feel the name does not reflect all areas contained within the boundary. Perth and Tay
infers Perth City and those within the area of the Tay only.
I would be happier with the name of Perth and West Perthshire, which gives a more inclusive feel to the area within
the boundary.
I emphatically object to the proposed boundary and constituency changes to my
residential area. I strongly feel that it is NOT in my best interest for the following
reasons:1) The proposed seat would be dominated by a large URBAN population in Dundee and the issues there would not be
same as those in the RURAL parts of the Carse.
2) The West of the Carse has been traditionally been linked with the rest of Perthshire.
3) The people in the western part of the Carse predominantly go to Perth for their local Services rather than Dundee.
What is being proposed would change us from being in a traditional rural area to that of an Urban area and will
certainly not benefit me and our rural area constituents.
I would therefore like the Commission to keep the traditional urban western parts of the Carse to Perth so that the
inks with Perth are solidly maintained.
I do not agree with moving Glenfarg out of Perthshire into Glenrothes area constituency, I would positively support
any efforts to remain as we are.
1 The proposed seat would be dominated by a large urban population of Dundee. The issues there would not be the
same as those in the rural parts of the Carse.
2. The West of the Carse has traditionally been linked to the rest of Perthshire.
3. The people in the western part of the Carse have always bee associated with Perth and go to mostly to Perth for
their shopping and social needs.
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4. No regard seems to have been taken of the history of the area nor the views of the locals and people who live in
the area.
1 The proposed seat would be dominated by a large urban population of Dundee. The issues there would not be the
same as those in the rural parts of the Carse.
2. The West of the Carse has traditionally been linked to the rest of Perthshire.
3. The people in the western part of the Carse have always bee associated with Perth and go to mostly to Perth for
their shopping and social needs.
4. No regard seems to have been taken of the history of the area nor the views of the locals and people who live in
the area.
I agree with the boundary changes but do not agree with the name of the new area ie Perth and Tay. I do not feel that
this name truly represents the entire area and would suggest something more in line with Perthshire West or West
Perthshire. Whilst I understand that Perth is the city within the boundary lines, it is such a small part of the whole
proposed area with the most part of the boundary covering the larger western side of Perthshire therefore I feel this
name is more appropriate for the area it covers.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11420

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11422

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11427

Perth and Tay sounds weak and uninspiring as a constituency name. I much prefer the name Perth and West
Perthshire principally because it is more accurate.
The proposed constituency boundaries include Perth city and areas of Perthshire to the west of the city. There is
almost no area of Perthshire to the east of the city included.
The River Tay, at 110 miles long, is far greater than any one constituency and I feel therefore that it is not appropriate
to include its name in a constituency which includes only a part of it. There are at least four constituencies which
could have Tay included in their name. Either all of them should include Tay or none.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11430

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11431

I support the proposed boundaries for this constituency if Perth and Tay for the following reasons
The proposed constituency is linked by the A9 and A85.
Perth is the main centre for this grouping
The rural parts of the proposed constituency share similar issues such as transport provision, broadband and phone
coverage etc.
However I feel a better name would be Perth and West Perthshire as this better describes the proposed area.
Date all Dundee is of the Tay and is not part of the proposed grouping.
I would like to object to the proposed split constituency for several reasons.
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1. Milnathort is part of Kinross-shire which is an historic county and should not be split in two and 'shared' or included
with towns in Fife such as Glenrothes and Dunfermline. As a community in its own right, splitting the county would
lead to much worse representation.
2. Including one part of Kinross-shire with Glenrothes and the other with Dunfermline would mean the issues of our
county would be completely overshadowed by these larger towns and their surrounding areas.
3. Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire so surely it makes more sense to include the county in it's entirety
with other parts of Perth and Kinross.
4. Kinross-shire has never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife. Glenfarg has also never been split
off from the rest of Perthshire.
5. The issues and problems that are encountered by rural communities within Kinross-shire e.g. farming, tourism,
broadband connectivity etc. are quite different to the issues of urban areas like Dunfermline and Glenrothes. There is
no advantage in including such a rural area with these conurbations.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11432

Kinross should not change from being within Perth and Kinross and not Glenrothes and Loch Leven.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11433

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11434

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11438

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11439

We are nothing to do with Fife and feel this is ripping the history and roots away from Kinross by sharing with Fife..
we are Kinross-shire or Perth and Kinross and deal with rural life much differently from Fife/Glenrothes. I don’t think
people understand the distance and significance to this boundary chance at all. Semi-rural to urban areas face very
different challenges and do not feel this change is appropriate for us. We would also loose our voice and
representation. This is a very historic town and we would loose our identity. I do not agree with this change at all.
I support the proposed changes to constituency borders because:
- it will be well-connected along the A9 ( and other road links)
- people in the area look to Perth for shopping and other services,
-the rural parts of the constituency share the same concerns regarding employment and need for greatly improved
infrastructure.
My preferred Constituency name for my area is Central Fife and Kinross. The proposal of Glenrothes and Loch Leven is
too specific to particular parts of the area rather than the whole. The general public will more readily associate
themselves with Central Fife and Kinross, and will not necessarily relate to Glenrothes and Loch Leven.
I do not believe that the proposed constituency of Dundee West and Gowrie would best represent the interests of
residents of the Carse of Gowrie in the Westminster parliament for the following reasons:
- The proposed seat would be dominated by a large urban population in Dundee. The issues there would not be the
same as those in the rural parts of the Carse
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- The West of the Carse has traditionally been linked with the rest of Perthshire
- The people in the western part of the Carse go to Perth for their local services rather than Dundee.
I would like the commission to keep the Western parts of the Carse (everything west of Invergowrie) with Perth so
that their traditional links with Perthshire are maintained.

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11442

Perth and Kinross
Perth and Kinross

BCS-11445
BCS-11447

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11450

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11453

Perth and Kinross

BCS-11456

In relation to the proposed Perth and Tay constituency, I am generally supportive of this as bringing together
communities with strong economic and social links. Whilst it would be ideal if all parts of Perthshire could be
incorporated in one constituency, I am aware that the rules do not permit this due to population size.
However, there are 2 changes that I would propose:
1. The western parts of the Carse of Gowrie ward have very strong ties to Perth in terms of employment, access to
public services such as schools and GP practices, and social links. Linking the area around Kinfauns/Glencarse/St
Madoes to the Perth and Tay constituency would be a better fit than linking it with Dundee, with which local residents
have relatively fewer ties.
2. The proposed name of 'Perth and Tay' is incongruous, as the entire stretch of the Tay to the east of Perth as far as
the sea falls outwith the proposed boundaries. This name is likely to cause confusion. I would suggest as an
alternative 'Perth and West Perthshire' which more accurately describes the area that the new boundaries
encompass.
Don't split kinross-shire. It is not in our interest. We are a close, historic community
I have no business in Glenrothes at any time. Milnathort and Kinross are more in part of Perth or even Dunfermline at
a push. Think the area should show as south perthshire and glenrothes remains part of fife.
I strongly object to the proposals made for my existing ward. I associate myself with Perth and not Dundee and feel
that my local area would be subsumed within the larger population spread resulting in my views not being fairly
represented. Perth is my natural centre and not Dundee and the Carse has always been traditionally associated with
this city and it’s outlying communities. We have always been treated equally and fairly with proper recognition of
local issues. Ding part of a larger and metropolitan constituency the size of Dundee will result in “ levelling down” in
terms of our representation. They who shout loudest will be heard over and above our lowly voices. We will be the
poorer for this happening.
Please do not move is to be part of Glenrothes. As a previous resident of Glenrothes, this was set up as a new town
and has no bearing on our rural community here is Perthshire
I think this proposed new constituency is not in the best interests of the people who live in this area.
1. The proposed seat would be dominated by a large urban population in Dundee whose issues would be different
from those in this rural area.
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2. The west of the Carse of Gowrie has traditionally been linked with the rest of Perthshire.
3. The people who live in the western part of the Carse of Gowrie go to Perth for their local services rather than
Dundee.
4. I think the western part of the Carse of Gowrie should be kept with Perth so that our traditional links with
Perthshire are maintained.
I do not agree with the creation of a new constituency that merges a small part of Kinrossshire with part of Fife
(Glenrothes and central Fife). It divides the historic Kinrossshire community for no logical reason other than statistical
convenience. It is very disappointing that the Commission have not been able to identify other more creative and
logical solutions. What other proposals were investigated?
It is suggested that you 'have aimed to" consider the following points but this proposal seems to ignore these issues.
1. 'Design as many constituencies as practicable that do not cross a council area boundary' - This clearly does cross
Council boundaries.
2. 'Recognise existing community ties'. - This does not recognise the existing community ties. By having the boundary
of the north west section of the proposed constituency along the M90, it separates the long standing Arngask parish
for no reason that can relate to population size. It also divides the traditional Kinrossshire community for no other
reason than population statistic convenience.
3. Take into consideration local geography (for example transport links, other electoral boundaries, administrative
boundaries and natural features). - There is no central hub or infrastructure in this proposed constituency that makes
any sense of transport links, administrative or another boundaries.
4. Consider special geographical considerations where appropriate. - There are no special geographical considerations
that would warrant this merger.
I understand the issue regarding constancy size criteria however, as a member of the public without the detailed data
on populations etc I don't see how I can make reference to that within my response.
Priority must be given to preservation of communities that already work well together. I believe that the vast majority
of Kinrosshire residents would agree that as a historic community that works well and has a natural hub. It should be
preserved intact as a parliamentary constituency. For the elected officials it must make sense that someone is able to
represent the whole of Kinrosshire?
Kinross.
Kinross-shire.
Perth and Kinross.
Words and phrases, known and loved, here and afar.
Dinnae mess with it.
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[RD:44]
Have a heart. Leave us alone.
I have been asked by one of the MSP's for the area about my opinion on the name of the new constituency boundary
She is thinking that the constituency would be better named as Perth and West Perthshire I agree with that but the
proposed name of Perth and Tay would do equally as well
This proposal would separate our village from our county town AND our council area.
There is no natural connection for us to this proposed constituency and clubs, associations, groups etc (and party
political branches) would be split by this.
Hospital appointments see us travel to Perth or Dundee, not to Dunfermline.
Our kids would continue to go to school in Kinross, but that would be a different constituency.
Our police response, currently from Tayside division, would be in another constituency.
If we had a problem in these or any other matter, would our MP tell us he can't interfere in another MPs area?
This would remove us from near the centre of our current constituency and move us to an artificially extreme
boundary of another.
In summary, this plan appears to be based on dividing the population into equally sized packets rather than any
consideration of history, geography, neighbourhood or practicality.
I do not support it
I believe this area would be better named Perth and West Perthshire.
Much of the rural constituency is not near to the Tay. The name Tay can also make one think of Tayside and the area
around the Firth of Tay which is not appropriate in this context.
Perth and West Perthshire would encompass all parts of the rural community and be a more inclusive name.
We are very disappointed that the Boundary Commission for Scotland is currently proposing changes to the
boundaries.
We live in St. Madoes and we use Perth as our local services. My wife and myself were both born and educated in
Perth and proud to be part of the City of Perth and the surrounding Perthshire area.
We totally DISAGREE STRONGLY to be included in Dundee West and Gowrie and we would prefer to remain as we
are.
Please REJECT this proposal.
Whilst I understand the need for the proposed changes to the Parliamentary boundaries, I feel that the name
proposed for my area, being Perth and Tay, is inappropriate for the area of the constituency.
The river Tay, although it goes through Perth, has the major part of it’s geographical area, estuary and ultimate water
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flow outside the proposed constituency.
For this reason, I support the more descriptive and accurate title: Perth and West Perthshire.
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As I understand it our area is currently referred to as Perth and Kinross. Having viewed the map to see the proposed
constituency changes, it would seem sensible to refer to this new area as Perth and West Perthshire.
Perth is our hub and anything east/south of there is of little concern.
Without investing a lot of time it's difficult to know what models were used to adjust the constituencies in line with
recent population changes. Therefore it's hard to know whether the compromises and difficulties listed below are
necessary or whether better modelling could have been used to create the prototypes for discussion.
The difficulties for this area that I see are:
a) the Carse of Gowrie PKC LA ward is getting chopped up and that
b) the rural Carse of Gowrie ward will be lumped in with an urban ward from a different local authority.
c) the constituency will deviate from the Holyrood constituency.
Therefore, the result of the change is likely to be tensions between layers of representative government. Residents of
this proposed constituency look likely to be represented by a large number of different combinations of councillors
and MSPs (regional and constituency) depending on exactly where within the constituency they live.
I am not sure that the eastern boundary makes a real sense, as e.g. Errol is certainly more connected with Perth than
with Dundee.
For historical reasons I believe that the proposed Perth and Tay is a improper and insipid name: I think a better
Constituency name would be Perth and West Perthshire.
Being on the western side of the Carse all our business and shopping is centred in Perh. Twenty year’s I have lived
here and would never dream of going to Dundee for any services. I would very much like the commission to retain the
western parts of the Carse with Perth keeping our traditional links with Perthshire are maintained.
Using the title Perth and Tay implies that Dundee which is normally associated withTay would be in with Perth.
Would an title such as Perth and West Perthshire not be a title more which is more associated with the Perth area
rather than Tay.
The proposed boundary changes affecting most of Perthshire seem logical and sensible.
The decision to go with rationalising the number of electors per constituency if fair
and democratic.
It is as near to equal numbers of eligible voters
per constituency as practicable.
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The proposed inclusion of part (but not all) of Kinross-shire in the proposed Glenrothes and Loch Leven constituency
makes no demographic sense other than perhaps merely balancing numbers.
Two reasons:
1. It would make more sense to keep the whole of Kinross-shire together (whichever constituency it ultimately ends
up in) because the communities of the former county have a great deal in common and are connected by such things
as the high school catchment area, medical practice, social groups, local shops etc and it makes no sense at all to have
different members of the same community represented by two or perhaps even three different MPs.
2. It would make more sense to include other areas from Fife along with Glenrothes rather than taking a small piece
of Perth and Kinross to make up the numbers. Kinross-shire has very long-standing connections to Perth rather than
to the Fife towns. If numbers make it absolutely essential to separate Kinross-shire from Perthshire, it would make
more sense to put the whole of Kinross-shire in with Dunfermline rather than with Glenrothes.
The constituency that is being proposed includes Perth City and the western parts of Perth, including Pitlochry,
Aberfeldy, Dunkeld, Crieff and Auchterarder. To me this would seem to make a lot of geographical sense.
It is served by two main roads - A9 and A85. Most of the population living in this proposed constituency would look to
Perth City as their main centre, for shopping, services etc.
The rural areas share many similar issues, such as the lack of good, reliable transport, inadequate broadband and
mobile phone coverage. They also have limited employment prospects and other common problems.
I do not think the proposed name of the constituency - Perth and Tay - reflects the best description and think that
something like - Perth and West Perthshire - would be more appropriate.
This appears to be a very good proposal for this area. I would suggest that a better name would be Perth and West
Perthshire as obviously the Tay flows out well beyond the extent of the proposed constituency.
I am very resistant to being placed in this enormous constituency. I feel the issues that are relevant here are very
different to the Angus Glens or fishing communities on the coast. The road network hardly makes for an easily
accessed constituency either and a parliamentary representative is going to be hard pushed to cover the ground
without leaving communities feeling marginalised. I feel I have far more in common with my neighbours in the Carse
Of Gowrie, just a mile or so over the Sidlaw hills, than a fishing community miles away up the coast.
I understand the need to rejig the boundaries but South Perthshire has very little in common with costal Angus!
This break up of land boundary is a terrible idea, kinross has hugely different issues to Glenrothes. One large town the
other rural. Different council areas, very different socio economic needs. The views of the small rural area would be
lost as it was when we were merged with Alloa.
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Glenfarg has been strongly linked with Perth and Perthshire for generations. The new boundary line proposed seems
to have been extended northwards to bring us back to Kinross, a minor town, and then eastwards into Fife. We look
north to Perth for our local services and our cultural heart. Maintaining this historical legacy is important.
I am against the current proposal for the new boundary which would cover my home address as the proposal would
mean that a very large proportion of the electorate would be city dwellers. Consequently, their needs would be
completely different from those of our community which is essentially a rural community. Furthermore, our links are
principally with the city of Perth and therefore our interest is in enhancement and services for Perth, not Dundee.
I trust that you will consider my comments relevant and take them into consideration when the final decision is made.
I am against the current proposal to change our as we are a rural community. The new proposal would mean that we
will be with mostly city dwellers which will not reflect our needs.
All our links are with Perth and that is the area of focus re enhancement services etc.
Please consider my views when making the final decision is taken.
This is a ridiculous proposal for these reasons:
Kinross-sire is split in two.
Kinross-shire sits within Perth and Kinross and yet it is described as West Fife, which we most certainly are not and
Glenrothes and Loch Leven. Loch Leven is a loch, nobody lives there.
As an historic county in its own right, Kinross-shire should be contained within a single parliamentary constituency
and should not be split between two different seats.
Kinross-shire is a strong, cohesive community that works together on issues of common interest across the council
ward. Splitting the ward between two seats would lead to poorer community representation.
Including small parts of Kinross-shireâ€”or even the whole of Kinross-shireâ€”within a constituency dominated by
Dunfermline or Glenrothes will mean that our concerns are marginalized.
The issues faced by rural and semi-rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming are very different to
those faced in urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense for Kinross-shire to be included in a single
constituency with other parts of Perth and Kinross.
Kinross-shire has never before been included in a parliamentary constituency with parts of Fife since we started
sending MPs to Westminster in 1707. Glenfarg has also never before been split off from the rest of Perthshire in a
parliamentary constituency.
I believe that the proposed constituency is in my best interest. Living in a rural area, I look to Perth city for my
shopping and other key services.
I believe other rural parts of the constituency have the same problems as I experience, which includes the provision of
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a good transport system and issues with slow broadband speed and bad mobile phone coverage. Employment
opportunities in areas such as this can also be a problem.
I do not like the name suggested for the new constituency and think that Perth and West Perthshire would better suit
it.
a) The proposed seat would consist of a large urban population in Dundee. The needs and issues of this area would
not be the same as these in rural parts of the Carse where I live.
b) Traditionally the west part of the Carse has been linked with the rest of Perthshire.
c) The populous in the western area of the Carse go to Perth for their local services rather than Dundee.
We have in Kinrosshire nothing in common with Glenrothes. If our County is Perth and Kinross, I cannot understand
being lumped in with Fife.
We are chiefly an Arable County and not Industrial like Glenrothes and therefore we would be best represented by an
MP and Constituency that reflects what we produce in Kinross.
Also as Perthshire is divesting some infrastructure to Kinross the constituency should work in parallel with those
facilities to achieve a better understanding of local issues.
I do not wish our boundary to change. Kinross-shire should have its own boundary and be linked to Perth and Kinross
as it is now. As a resident of the area for 70years, I remember when we were officially a county and a very historic
one at that.
Kinross-shire through the realms of history has been a free standing county until the Local Government (Scotland) Act
1973 when it was subsumed into the council that is ultimately today, namely Perth and Kinross. The geographic
position of Kinross and Kinross-shire meant its business ties have always been to Perth and Ochils.
The current constituency is a cohesive unit and the proposal to split it in two is completely bonkers. The new
constituencies will be dwarfed by the major towns of Dunfermline and Glenrothes. Kinross has no historical or cultural
relationships with these towns.
Kinross has always enjoyed links with Perth. The issues arising in this constituency are of a rural nature and if Kinross
and Kinross-shire is split into to urban constituencies then the issues of suburbia that will dominate and the views of
the rural constituents will be drowned out and never addressed, leading to feeling that people in the urban
environments only matter.
Kinross is a historic market town and has always been the focal point for dwellers in the countryside where as
Dunfermline and Glenrothes are urban centres focusing solely on urban issues and their industrial legacies. Kinross
has never before been included in a Fife constituency. Kinross-shire has a largely agricultural history while Fife has a
very industrial history principally cantered around the coalfields. As can be observed these two counties have a
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different pedigree and mixing them will not produce a balanced environment as tensions will arise with different
priorities being advocated which will definitely benefit one group but alienate the other. We need to live in harmony.
I strongly urge the commission to review its proposal for electoral constituency of Kinross and Kinross-shire and keep
the constituency aligned with Perth and the Ochils.
I object to the splitting of Kinross-shire between two proposed constituencies.
This clearly breaks many of the aims you have identified and most importantly splits a traditional county that has
remained intact and as a single constituency in Westminster elections since the act of union in 1707.
Kinross-shire is considered as a single ward in local elections, and remains intact in all other political boundaries, it is
totally unacceptable to split it for Westminster elections, no matter how unreasonable the criteria is.
There are strong community ties across Kinross-shire, with all the local charities and volunteer groups working across
the whole county, you have identified the importance of protecting communities and Kinross-shire as a whole is
clearly defined as such.
I object to the proposal for a rural area of Perthshire to be conjoined with an urban area of Dundee City. Whilst this
may be perceived to be numerically correct it will be perceived as watering down the political views of a rural
community and blending them with the much larger urban community. This must be viewed nothing less than as
political gerrymandering!
Cleish snd it’s surroundings affiliate with Kinross, whilst on the boundary with Fife the geography and topography
mean that there is separation from Dunfermline the closest Fife town, everything in the area including the water
flows to Kinross.
I object to the boundary change
I object to the inclusion of Kinross in the Glenrothes constituency- the two towns have a different set of sociodemographic and their consolidation would be the right fit for either places.
I am a resident of the West Carse village of St.Madoes - to take this rural area into a constituency dominated by the
industrial city of Dundee is entirely illogical The population here mostly - work in Perth
- shop in Perth
- go to school in Perth
- go to GP surgeries in Perth if not the one in Errol
- use Council facilities, e.g. libraries, in Perth
- go to entertainments in Perth, e.g. Theatre and Concert Hall
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Public transport from here to Dundee consists of a only a roughly hourly and entirely unreliable bus service which
takes in excess of an hour to get there.
Kinross is part of Perth and Kinross, NOT Fife. Just because we have a Fife postcode doesn’t mean we have to part of a
Fife Constituency. The boundary could quite easily be tweaked to keep Kinross where it should be.
No, no, no, no, no, no! Kinross-shire is, and always has been a separate political entity from Fife. It's bad enough that
our local council is dominated by the perceived needs of Perth and Perthshire, now you want to change the
boundaries so that the politics of an Affluent Rural Area is dominated by the politics of a largely Deprived Urban Area.
This is yet another example of politicians moving the goalposts for their own political gain.
As I said above, No, no, no, no, no, no!
Kinross-shire is an historic county in it's own right and a cohesive proud community, which should be contained within
a single constituency.
We have successfully been included within the Perth and Kinross Council area on the demise of Kinross County
Council and fought hard to retain our Kinross-shire identity. Splitting the ward between two seats would lead to
poorer representation.
I would recommend that Kinross-shire be retained as a whole to continue this historic and cohesive community,
rather than being split.
My preference would be to remain as part of Perth and Kinross Council area.
If this is not an option then my second preference would be Kinross-shire join North East Fife as a whole and be renamed as North East Fife and Kinross-shire.
This is a power grab by the UK parliament! I do not agree with this move at all.
Please explain why it is necessary to reduce the amount of constituencies in Scotland. It makes no sense to include
Kinross into West Fife. Who passed the legislation for this and decided on the boundaries?
Do not agree with or support this in any shape or form!!
I would be opposed to the split of Kinross-shire for this purpose on the following grounds:
- Kinross-shire is an historic county in our own right, Kinross-shire should be contained within a single constituency.
- Kinross-shire is a cohesive community and splitting the ward between two seats would lead to poorer
representation.
- Including all or part of Kinross-shire within a constituency dominated by Dunfermline or Glenrothes will mean that
our concerns are marginalized, and less focus on the rural issues that face this community.
- The issues faced by rural communities such as broadband, tourism and farming are very different to those faced in
urban areas like Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
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- Kinross-shire shares a Council with Perthshire and it makes far more sense to be included in a single constituency
with other parts of Perth and Kinross.
- it would split the concerns of children and young people from their high school area and wider Council area
- Kinross-shire has never before been included in a constituency with parts of Fife. Glenfarg has also never been split
off from the rest of Perthshire.
Crook of Devon is PKC so should stay within PKC
It is a rural community and has links with Kinross and surrounding villages. Issues are never relevant to Dunfermline.
All Kinross-shire villages should remain in the one ward. Splitting small communities that work hard together should
not happen.
Please don’t make our small rural community that is in Perth and Kinross leave to try and find commonality with a
heavily urbanised Fife district. It makes absolutely no sense. Splitting us up means our local concerns are never going
to be considered adequately, always showing up as a tiny number in some one else’s district instead of a well
represented local community.
I am concerned that the boundary change will impact access to what I currently consider my local health services in
Forth Valley and Dollar/Perth and Kinross.
Powmill is currently not in Fife and this change appears to include the area in West Fife.
I am concerned about the new boundary changes to both my ward and those of the surrounding area.
Dundee is the urban centre for an area of southern Angus, east Perthshire and north Fife. These boundary changes
however do not reflect that and we will now see our MP's represnting very different and disconnected areas, each
with very different social and economic issues.
The inclusion of the entirety of the Carse of Gowrie with Dundee West for example will bring a large affluent area of
rural Perthshire into the same constituency as some of Dundee's most deprived area's. These area's have little in
common, with Perth being the natural urban centre for the majority of the Carse of Gowrie and having much more in
common, politically, economically and socially with other rural area's to the north and south than it does to the
council estates and industrial areas of Dundee.
I would suggest that either the proposals are discarded and the existing boundaries and number of MP's are retained
or should it really be required to remove Scottish representation in Parliament that another review is undertaken to
establish more relevant boundaries that reflect the lives, issues and interests of the constituents of these areas.
[RD:23]
I think it's ridiculous to include so much of Angus and PK in Dundee boundaries, the constituencies should align with
the Scottish Government and local council boundaries. This is just more gerrymandering by the Tories, to try to dilute
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opposition (mainly SNP) support in the Dundee seats while we get no council tax revenue from these towns and
villages outside the city.
I support the proposals. I feel that a better name for the constituency would be Perth and West Perthshire.
Whilst I agree that it makes more sense for Invergowrie to be included with Dundee West due to its proximity and
community ties, you really need to do the same with council area. It makes no sense not to have them in the same
council areas etc. and I’m sure administratively and for elected officials having 3 different mps covering the same
council ward will be challenging.
I strongly disagree with the boundary changes for my area- we have already been misled in the past into joining the
Perth and Kinross authority and are losing the Kinross-shire identity. This would destroy it entirely.
We have no current connection with Fife or Glenrothes in any way, so why the suggestion? A lot of people are very
upset with this suggested change, it shows a lack of foresight and discussion.
The proposed change sees Kinross-shire divided between the legacy Ochil and South Perthshire area, Glenrothes and
Loch Leven, and in our case West Fife. Whilst Kinross-shire is a predominantly rural area the proposed move to West
Fife sees us integrated into a predominantly urban area. The impact is likely to mean that the rural issues that would
have been given credence and voice by the existing boundaries, are likely to be "drowned out" by the larger number
of urban electors meaning less representation.
Perth is the main conurbation and the rural areas along the A9 and A85 all look to Perth for local services, a large
proportion of their employment opportunities and shopping and supplies.
In some areas public transport can be an issue and this area may ensure more connectivity.
The majority of the proposed constituency is some distance from the Tay so a better name would be 1. Perth and
Perthshire West or 2. Perth and Perthshire West
I am very disappointed to see the proposal to include Kinross and part of Kinross-shire in an electoral ward with part
of Fife. This does not seem to make a great deal of sense since we are part of Perth and Kinross Council and the
political organisation of the area will thus be spilt between two different areas, or three when part of Kinross-shire
goes into the Dunfermline West constituency, leaving Kinross-shire split between two Fife seats and spilt from
Perthshire to which it belongs at Council level.
Kinross-shire is a rural area while we will become dominated by the needs of the larger urban areas of Glenrothes and
Dunfermline and the needs of the shire will become split between these two seats leading to potential different
outcomes and situations between the communities within Kinross-shire.
There is a local events organisation in Kinross-shire which is heavily involved in developing and running community
events within Kinross-shire in an effort to try to build and maintain a community spirit within the area. Making a
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political divide at the constituency level will not be beneficial to this process and will, instead lead to division and
potentially make it more difficult to coordinate and run a successful organisation and make it more difficult to build
and maintain these ties.
I would urge the Commission to look again at their proposals and endeavour to keep Kinross-shire as a single entity
within the electoral bounds of Perthshire to which it belongs at Council level.
It makes no sense to change the Angus constituency boundary in the way proposed. This adds in a large part of rural
Perthshire and removes a large part of Angus into Dundee. There is little relationship between Montrose and
Balbeggue for example. These are about 80 miles apart and services are provided by different local authorities and
different health and social care partnerships. It’s important for MPs to be able to support their constituents with local
services. The proposed boundary change adds unnecessary complexity into arrangement for Angus in particular.
I object to the proposed changes to the constituency boundaries for my area. The natural connection between
communities in this area has been north/south for centuries and has never been east/west. My own village, Glenfarg,
has at times been part of Perthshire and at other times part of Kinross-shire and this has meant that there are strong
links to the city of Perth. There have never been links to Cupar or Glenrothes or Methil. The Church of Scotland
Parish covers Arngask and Abernethy, indicating our strong links north/south. Arngask is the old parish name still
used by the local school as well as the church and the parish extends to the east of the M90 motorway as far as the
A912 and to the north of the Fife boundary at the southern edge. The proposed boundary change, using the M90 as
the boundary, would cut of that part of our community from the main part centred on the village of Glenfarg. The Fife
part of the proposed new constituency is largely industrial, whereas the Kinross area is entirely rural. The interests of
the residents of these 2 parts are therefore quite different and would make an MP's job extremely difficult when
trying to act in the interests of the whole constituency. The links that the present constituency has to the west,
towards Clackmannanshire, make much more sense than those proposed, in that that area is largely rural like
ourselves.
Whilst recognising that changes to constituency boundaries may well be necessary, the changes proposed for this
area do not make any sense when looked at from a local perspective.
Many people decided to live in Perth and Kinross through choice, as opposed to Fife. This was a conscious decision for
a myriad of reasons. This proposal calls for the integration of two totally different areas that would not normally mix.
This is a recipe for ruination, as many people will vote with their feet, leaving the area underfunded and
overrepresented and a further burden to the taxpayer. Mixing a low crime area with a high crime area is a road to
disaster.
I agree the proposed change to the Parliamentary boundary for my area. The name should be Perth and West
Perthshire.
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I agree the proposed change to the Parliamentary boundary for my area. The name should be Perth and West
Perthshire.
Strongly object to these boundary changes, this will take away south Perth and ochil boundary, which is of significant
size with many communities which would be affected, leaving constituents without a voice and local Councillor
representation.
Furious at the proposals that Scotland will lose 2 seats at Westminster if these ridiculous boundary proposals go
ahead.
Totally against this proposal. Leave the boundaries as it is
May I suggest a better name than the proposed. Name - I suggest Perth and West Perthshire
Crook of Devon, Powmill, Rumbling Bridge and Drum have stronger community links with Kinross and Perthshire than
it does with Fife, eg: schools, shopping and NHS. Geographically, there is a range of hills separating this area of
Kinrossshire from Fife. I have no wish to be part of the West Fife constituency and wish to object to the proposal.
This proposal is almost as ridiculous as having one half of Crook of Devon in Clackmannanshire and the other half in
Kinrossshire which was the case 30 years ago.
I wish to object to the boundary proposal regarding our area being moved from Kinrosshire into West Fife. We moved
to this rural area to be in Perthshire, and want to stay where we feel our needs are noted and represented. We have
many ties with Kinross, and further north into Perthshire and do not want pulled into Fife where there is no
knowledge or understanding of our needs. All our services, communities, school ties etc are in Perth and Kinross and
we do not want to be split from these into Fife.
We are close to Perth live in Perthshire and have no connection with Angus and Montrose in particular. Our MP
currently lives locally and understands the issues the community face here and up Glenshee which will also become
Part of the new Angus constituency.
I am English and fairly recently moved here and married a Scotsman who has an interest in local politics and through
him I have also taken an interest. The Carse of Gowrie has become not only my home but an area of which I have
become particularly fond and cannot imagine a rural area like this becoming part of Dundee which seems a very nice
City but with very different needs and priorities to this very rural area with a very long history connected to Perth and
not Dundee. I see this village more as East Perth and certainly could never imagine it as West Dundee. I do not have a
full understanding of the issues but do have a very strong belief that The Carse should not become West Dundee.
The Carse of Gowrie is a 20 mile rural populace which has everything in common and to do with rural Perthshire and
pretty much nothing to do with Dundee.
To be included alongside Dundee will dilute our interests and our representation.
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A purely numbers exercise is simply a quantitative decision and in no way reflects any qualitative considerations or
consequences. Poorly thought out.
I would rather stay in the current boundaries as although it would be smaller the issues faced within our small village
is nothing compared to Glenrothes and feel we would not get our rural voice heard. I want to stay to an area that has
similar demographics and understands our needs of a rural community.
Please leave my property and family exactly where it is. Perth and Kinross council and parliamentary representatives
have always been accessible in my 38 years at this address. I pay Council Tax to Perth and Kinross. My medical needs
are dealt with in Kinross and Perth. The only reason my address is Fife, is due to postal boundary changes made 40
years ago.
I wish to comment on the merging of Dundee West and East Carse. Dundee being a large urban area and West Carse
being a large rural area have totally different needs and considerations. I would therefore suggest that the Carse of
Gowrie be linked with Perth as has been the case in the past.
The division of Kinross into two areas each to be amalgamated with parts of Fife appears to have given no more
thought than an arithmetic head counting exercise. Whilst there is some justification in trying to bring more equality
into parliamentary representation there are more factors than just population numbers to be considered. It is
particularly import for the future to address farming and rural affairs as distinct from urban land usage.
Lumping the largely rural Kinrossshire with Glenrothes and West Fife almost defies belief that any consideration has
been given to the division of urban and rural communities the social mix and historic affiliations. But even more
important is that proper parliamentary representation is given to rural land use. This is of critical importance for the
economic and ecological future of the whole country not just the local rural communities it will effect. No matter how
objective a parliamentary representative is they will always be influenced by the weight of their constituency opinion.
Submerging rural Kinrossshire into a largely urban and post industrial constituency is a receipt for loosing an
important political perspective.
Please look again at the population densities and land use issues within this proposed constituency boundary and the
deep political policy issues that this effects. It does not make for sound and balanced decision making to leave the
conflicting factors into the hands the one single representative. These matters should be resolved by balancing these
conflicting demands in open debate between representatives covering the broad spectrum of requirements.
Proposed boundary change of Dundee West and Gowrie.
1. The Carse of Gowrie has always been in living memory affiliated with Perth and should not change.
2. Being a rural/agricultural area the views of the residents in the Carse of Gowrie are more suited to that of Perth
and rural Perthshire than the views of a more urban dominated population such as experienced in Dundee.
3.Those living in the Carse of Gowrie (particularly the West Carse) always use Perth for their local services and
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guidance.
4. As the present boundaries have always geographically worked exceptionally well it seems only sense that the
status quo should remain.
5.This is the collective view of the West Carse Community Council and we trust the above points will be given due
consideration when the final decision is being determined.
Boundary Changes
Dundee West and Gowrie
Living 7 miles East of Perth in the Carse of Gowrie I have always considered myself to be part of Perth and I have no
desire to become linked with Dundee.
With the Carse of Gowrie being a predominately agricultural area the views of the inhabitants are much more closely
linked with Perth and rural Perthshire than they are with the urban area views of Dundee.
When I require the use of any local services or information I like most residents in the Carse of Gowrie always use
Perth as opposed to Dundee due to the fact it is much more convenient.
It has always been accepted fact that the Carse of Gowrie was part of Perth and Perthshire as was demonstrated
previously when an area of the East Carse was proposed to become part of Dundee and was rejected unanimously by
the East Carse residents.
For a long number of years the present geographically boundaries have worked very satisfactorily and I feel the
proposed changes would be detrimental to the inhabitants of the Carse of Gowrie
I do not wish the boundary to be changed so that i become part of Dundee. I believe it it is in my and others in the
Carse area to remain part of Perth. We go to Perth for local services not Dundee.
I do not wish to be dominated by the large urban population of Dundee. I also believe that this will ultimately affect
my parliamentary vote, which again will be dominated by the population of Dundee.
Suggest that constituency be called Perth and West Perthshire.
It would better reflect the geographical area.
Thanks.
Dear Commissioners,
As a councillor for the Kinross-shire ward of Perth and Kinross Council, I am writing to raise my concerns and those of
my constituents about your initial proposals for the Kinross-shire area.
Of particular concern is the proposal to split Kinross-shire between two different parliamentary constituencies
something that has never happened before. As an historic county in our own right, Kinross-shire should be contained
within one constituency. Splitting the area in two would undoubtedly break community ties and undermine local
representation.
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Kinross-shire remains a strong and cohesive community unit with people working together across the local area on
issues of common concern. Many local groups and organisations from sports clubs to charities are organized on a
Kinross-shire-wide basis. It would be more difficult for these groups to have to liaise with two different members of
parliament.
In the past few months, Perth and Kinross Council has agreed to a pilot scheme that will see a large number of
decision-making powers devolved to a local committee for Kinross-shire. This will involve all four elected councillors
as well as a representative from each of the six community councils covering the Kinross-shire ward. Dividing the area
between two constituencies would make the work of this local committee more difficult.
Having parts of Kinross-shire or even the whole of Kinross-shire within a constituency dominated by Dunfermline or
Glenrothes will mean that our concerns are marginalized and would lead to poorer local representation. The issues
faced by rural and semi-rural communities like Kinross-shire such as broadband, tourism and farming are very
different to those faced in urban areas like these two large Fife towns.
There is also concern about the proposal to include Kinross-shire in constituencies with Fife rather than a constituency
with Perthshire with whom we share a Council. These proposals would undoubtedly mean that the focus of these two
members of parliament would be liaising with Fife Council rather than Perth and Kinross Council. Given that some UK
Government funding initiatives now require the endorsement of the local member of parliament, this would be a
matter of great concern.
Furthermore, Kinross-shire has never been paired with Fife since we started sending MPs to Westminster in 1707.
Such a proposal was also overwhelming rejected in the 2018 Review when a Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath
constituency was proposed. Glenfarg, which is also in the Kinross-shire council ward, but was in the former county of
Perth, has also never before been split off from the rest of Perthshire in a parliamentary constituency.
More generally, no other local authority of a similar size seems to have been split into quite so many parliamentary
constituencies as is the case for Perth and Kinross in your initial proposals. This seems to me to be unreasonable and
unnecessary.
In conclusion, I would ask that the Boundary Commission for Scotland attempts to construct revised proposals that
would see Kinross-shire retained within a single parliamentary constituency paired with parts of Perthshire. This
would likely require one constituency contained wholly within Perth and Kinross and and a second constituency that
pairs the rest of Perth and Kinross with one other council area only.
I hope that you will take these comments into account, which reflect those of many of my constituents who have
raised this matter with me.
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Yours sincerely,
Callum Purves
Councillor Callum Purves
Ward 8 Kinross-shire
Perth and Kinross Council
I understand that Perth and the Western areas of Perthshire, including Crieff, Auchterarder, Dunkeld, Pitlochry and
Aberfeldy etc are to be included. This keeps the A85 and the A9 as the 2 main trunk roads through the area which is
important, and all the smaller towns mentioned have access to one or other of them, while Perth is directly
connected to both.
Perth, as the largest area of population also provides the principal hospital in the constituency; It provides the seat of
the Council, and the main office of most of the Council Services.
Perth and Pitlochry both have excellent theatres, and Perth has a wonderful Concert Hall which hosts concerts and
events of a high international standard. As a tourist destination the area is popular and offers much in the way of
relaxation. It contains top hotels
including the world famous Gleneagles Hotel, as well as Crieff and Pitlochry Hydros, and many more, and countless
popular smaller restaurants.
There are issues in the area which need to be improved such as better mobile phone coverage, and a better highspeed broadband, which would be asset to many local businesses as well as private people. Public transport could
also be improved, specially a better train service to Edinburgh, but local bus services could be improved.
The Tay is of course the major/main river in the proposed constituency but the River Earn is also a large river including
burns and small rivers from a huge area, so it might be better not to mention the Tay in the name. How about Perth
and West Perthshire? It somehow describes the area better.
Leave Kinross-shire alone. We don't want to be part of Glenrothes. We are a historical county and want it to stay
that way. Also if the changes do take place I can see glenrothes getting all the attention as it is a larger area with
more residents. Kinross-shire does well at the moment so leave it alone.
It makes no sense to move the village of Glenfarg into an area dominated by Glenrothes. We are in Perthshire, our
local town is and always has been Perth. The connection to Perth via road is quick and easy whereas the road link to
Glenrothes is a distance away on small counrty roads. Perth is the only town to which there is a public transport
connection. There is no common historic comminality with Fife and Glenrothes. Our Church is part of the Abernety
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and Dron and Arngask parish. Both other parts of the parish remaining in a Perth constituency. I object most strongly
to the move to this new constituency.
I am supportive of the Perth and Tay constituency boundaries as it contains a recognisable, well connected grouping
of communities with similar interests and community connections linked to the main settlement, Perth.
It is well connected along the main trunk routes of the A9 and A85 and also via its rail services.
Residents in these communities naturally look to Perth for its main services.
There are many similarities in the issues which communities in the Perth and Tay constituency face - transport
provision, internet access, rural employment and housing, agriculture, forestry, etc.
In respect of the name, I believe that Perth and West Perthshire would be a better name for this constituency.
I don't think the present boundary should be changed. The communities of this area are closely connected together
by transport links school administration areas. Local public services to change these controls to Fife Council will cause
all sorts of problems.
I am a councillor for the Strathmore ward of Perth and Kinross Council, and I wish to comment on the proposed Angus
and Strathmore constituency.
I support the creation of such a constituency because it fulfils a number of the criteria regarding constituency design.
1. The A94 is a major connecting road from Scone and through Coupar Angus (both in P and K) to Forfar (in Angus),
and there are other more minor connecting transport routes, for example between Alyth and Kirriemuir.
2. The natural geography of the area is such that the Strathmore ward contains only part of the geographic Vale of
Strathmore, much of which is in Angus Council area, notably Kirriemuir, Glamis and Forfar.
3. Because of the geography and the rurality of the area, there are natural communities of interest between - and
similarities of challenges faced by - many of the small villages (for example Meigle and Newtyle) and larger towns (for
example Alyth and Kirriemuir, or Blairgowrie and Forfa)r, and also the glens in Angus and those in Perth and Kinross.
4. Many parts of the proposed constituency have previously been combined in the single parliamentary constituency
of North Tayside from 1983-2005. [The boundaries of North Tayside changed in 1997, but the point still stands.]
Finally, I am aware of public comment suggesting that a constituency linking Montrose with Glenshee is not
appropriate, and certainly Montrose as a significant port and coastal town may have more in common with Arbroath
and Dundee, so if the Commission was minded to take those comments on board and amend the constituency so as
to remove Montrose and include more rural inland areas of Perth and Kinross, I would also support that as a
suggestion.
Kinross-shire is an hold historic county and should stay in a single constituency.
Issues faced by rural communities like ours are totally different to those in Glenrothes eg farming, broadband,
tourism, country life.
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It would therefore mean poorer representation and splitting it would destroy the effective local cohesion built up in a
single ward over a lifetime.
Please see the letter attached.
The proposed changes to the constituency will detract from our rights as constituents. The conflated area will include
the city of Perth, and surrounding rural areas. Each has differing needs. We all will be have diminished voices if this
goes ahead.
The proposal to split Kinross-shire in half and attach each half to neighbouring parts of Fife may appear geographically
convenient but completely ignores the age-old identity of Kinross-shire and its long association in so many ways with
Perth and Perthshire. It also fails on all counts to meet the self-proclaimed aims of the BCS in conducting this
exercise.
Kinross-shire is a rural community with next to nothing in common with the towns of Dunfermline and Glenrothes.
We share a council with Perthshire and our constituency should continue to reflect that.
I am pleased with your proposals to make the alterations in this area.
Good afternoon - included as an attachment is a copy of the report that will be considered by Perth and Kinross
Council on Wednesday 15 December 2021 on the Boundary Commission's Initial Proposals.
The conclusions and recommendations within the report are as follows The Boundary Commission for Scotland has commenced the 2023 review of the boundaries for the UK Parliament
constituencies and published its initial proposals on 14 October 2021. In relation to the Perth and Kinross Council
area, these revised proposals are for five new constituencies â€“ namely Angus and
Strathmore, Dundee West and Gowrie, Glenrothes and Loch Leven, Perth and Tay and West Fife.
The initial proposals contained within the 2023 Review are not considered to be consistent with the Boundary
Commissions own stated principles and the proposals will, if implemented, have a significant impact on communities
across Perth and Kinross and lead to increased administration for the Council in administering future UK
Parliamentary elections.
It is recommended that the Council:
(a) consider and note the initial proposals by the Boundary Commission for Scotland in respect of the 2023 review of
the boundaries of the UK Parliament constituencies in the Perth and Kinross Council area as outlined in Paragraph 2.5
of this report.
(b) agree to submit a consultation response to the Boundary Commission for Scotland, in line with the concerns
highlighted within the report and provide further direction on the content of any submission.
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(c) instructs the Chief Executive to respond to the Commission by
17 December 2021, on the basis that a response is to be provided
As agreed with Mr Grant from your office, I will follow this up with the outcome of the Council meeting by close of
play on Friday 17 December so that the final views of Perth and Kinross Council can be taken into consideration.
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I appreciate that the number of constituencies are lowering and you are looking at numbers rather than reason, but
the county of Kinross-shire should always stay as one county. We are a small rural county ; to split it does not make
sense ; gives the county even less voice in matters important to us. We are part of Perth and Kinross, not Fife, so
should remain attached to them. It makes more sense for us to remain linked to other towns and villages in South
Perthshire - surely you can add our voting numbers to Perth than Glenrothes or Dunfermline?
Whilst on paper our voting numbers may not be significant ; as such can be disregarded by yourselves by splitting us
in this way, however it does not reflect well on the Boundary Commission for Scotland to have such little respect for a
county. Please reconsider your Boundaries and keep us together and part of Perth and Kinross.
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Keep Kinross-shire as it is. Do not split a small county up. It’s disgraceful idea to split a county up just to keep numbers
even!! We will be swallowed up by Glenrothes and Dunfermline.
It’s ridiculous to break up a small county like Kinross-shire. We will be over powered by two large fire towns. There is
no justification for the government to do this just to even numbers out! Keep Kinross-shire as one!
We have all had too many changes in the last two years, Kinross Shire needs to be left alone
It serves no real reason give a break and let us all stay as we are Kinross Shire We don’t need boundaries and
changes in our farming or tourism leave it alone
As a resident of Perth and Kinross council area I don't agree that it is in the best interest of the community for us to be
represented by a constituency almost entirely made up of a different, Fife, council area. There is scope for too much
conflict of interest as to the best interests of the residents. This is a completely rural, agricultural area unlike the
industrial and post mining area of West Fife. The priorities of our area would be very much overshadowed. I think that
it is more important to keep a council area all together in one constituency than chop it up ad hoc in an arithmetical
exercise. With all the thousands of homes due to be built all around Dunfermline alone, this change will be rendered
needless and is therefore pointless.
1. Kinross-shire lost its county status in 1974 and became part of Perthshire in 1996. It has never been part of Fife or
had any connection to the large (and growing) towns of Dunfermline or Glenrothes.
2. Both these towns have totally different needs to our very rural area, with Kinross and Milnathort being the local
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towns that we identify with and which are part of Perthshire for council funding.
3. Splitting the ward between two seats would lead to poorer representation.
It is difficult to comment until we are fully aware of the consequences, all the pros and cons. How might this change
impact the community as a whole, as well as individuals?
This proposal would mean that the new Angus and Strathmore MP, for example, would have to deal with two
separate Local Authorities, thus increasing the workload. Will the MP have more support for this?
While it is possible that being able to directly compare two local authorities will allow an MP to gain a better insight
into best practice, will that outweigh the doubled effort?
Blairgowrie and Rattray would move into Angus and Strathmore Constituency, but places like Meikleour, Kinclaven,
Lethendy, Spittalfield would not, yet these communities look to Blairgowrie to provide schooling, other services and
community, which could cause difficulties further down the line.
On the whole, the public wants constituencies that fit their sense of community and where they live.
I support the BCS recommendation to establish the Glenrothes and Loch Leven Constituency. In particular I welcome
the recommendation for this constituency to be more or less equally split between Perth and Kinross Council area and
Fife Council area and for the new constituency to encompass the whole of the catchment of the River Leven and Loch
Leven. I am resident within Portmoak Community Council area, which is part of the Kinrossshire Ward of PKC and I
support the inclusion of my CC area wholly within the proposed new constituency.
My main reason for supporting the BCS proposal is that I think it would be very advantageous for our MP to have
experience of the issues and solutions which arise in both the Fife and PKC areas and to be able to compare these two
Council areas. In particular I think this process will enable our MP to promote substantial improvements to services
within PKC which are already in place in Fife. I have lived in the PKC area since 1994 and in Fife in the previous four
years. I have dealt with both Councils and other Councils in Scotland on matters concerning public enjoyment of land
and water, planning, landscape and nature protection and transport issues in both private and professional capacities.
I consider PKC to be one of the worst performing Councils but with Fife one of the best. There is a great deal that our
MP could learn from the way that Fife works and thereby help to promote improvements in PKC. Some activities in
the PKC area might also be beneficially applied to the Fife area.
I appreciate that many of the matters that I am concerned about fall within the responsibilities of the Scottish
Parliament under devolved powers. But I am also aware that there is considerable interaction between MPs and
MSPs, especially within the same political party which leads to an interchange of ideas on problems and solutions.
Equally important is the reality that most constituency MSPs are primarily concerned with issues within a single
Council area and have very little understanding about what goes on "over the border". An MP with cross border
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responsibilities will be an asset in such a situation, raising awareness amongst MSP colleagues about what is
happening in the other Council area and prompting new ideas and initiatives for solving problems.
With regard to issues reserved to the UK Parliament I do not think it matters that an MPs constituency straddles two
Council areas. Matters relating to defence, foreign affairs, economic policy, taxation regimes etc do not change from
one Council area to another so the presence of a Council boundary makes no difference.
As regards individual constituents again I think a Council boundary is of no significance when an MP is asked to assist a
constituent to deal with a reserved matter. All constituents should expect to receive the same level of support from
their MP, wherever they are located.
By way of example in the way that PKC and Fife Council differ in the way they approach their responsibilities I can
mention an obstructed right of way between Abernethy in PKC and Newburgh in Fife. A couple of local residents had
been obstructing this walking route for several years nearby their house right on the Fife PKC border. Various
representations to PKC to resolve this problem produced no action. So in 1992 while making a Channel 4 film about
access problems in Britain I took the film crewe up this path and encountered the obstructive residents. Their
repeated efforts to thwart our efforts were then broadcast by Channel 4 in their Dispatches series. This led
immediately to action by Fife Council who, after several years of court cases, secured this right of way. PKC did
nothing to help.
More recently,, as a Community Councillor, I secured funding from the developer of a new industrial site in Fife to
develop a plan for path network development in the nearby area lying in both Fife and PKC. Again, all the
commitment to support this work came from Fife, with minimal input from PKC.
Finally it should be noted that the whole of the River Leven catchment, including Loch Leven, is a special project area
for sustainable development, funded by Scottish Enterprise and SEPA. It would be advantageous for all this project
area to fall within the responsibility of a single MP.
For example, I first
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This is a very odd take on the area especially the constituency name. No villages in Renrew South have a connection
to Renfrew. Renfrewshire West I could understand.
The majority of workers for Glasgow Airport live within the new constituency yet Glasgow Airport is not included.
As there are no residential areas within the airport zone it would be reasonable to include the airport in the new
constituency. The number of votes would not be affected by this change only area.
The airport has a significant cultural and historical connection with the villages included in the new constituency.

Renfrewshire
Renfrewshire

BCS-10931
BCS-10962

Renfrewshire

BCS-10968

Renfrewshire

BCS-10973

The name of paisley should be reinstated immediately
Having Cardonald, and the outer villages from Renfrewshire in the same constituency seems very odd - and contrary
to the interests of both areas.
Langbank and the outskirts of Glasgow are different worlds.
Why is this constituency proposed to be called Renfrew South, when it covers no part of Renfrew? The majority of the
area is in Paisley. I would suggest that this constituency be named "Paisley South and Johnstone": this would be a
more accurate description.
Similarly, I would suggest that the proposed Renfrew North should be named "Paisley North and Renfrew".
See my comments on the naming of the proposed Renfrew South, which would be better named "Paisley South and
Johnstone".
I suggest that the proposed Renfrew North should similarly be named "Paisley North and Renfrew".
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Renfrewshire
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BCS-10981

Renfrewshire

BCS-10991

Renfrewshire

BCS-11005

Renfrewshire
Renfrewshire

BCS-11078
BCS-11079

Renfrewshire

BCS-11085

Renfrewshire

BCS-11190

Redacted Comment Text
Inverclyde presents a problem as it currently exists as it's below the quota. Combining it with Bridge of Weir and
Houston is counterintuitive as the local authority is broadly defined by the A78 which connects it which joins up with
the M8. It would make more sense to connect it with the whole of Bishopton, Bridge of Weir and Langbank ward
giving an electorate of 73071 or take in part of Erskine ward as well in exchange for removing Bridge of Weir. Bridge
of Weir, Houston etc are more closely linked to Paisley/Johnstone than they are to Greenock.
I like that this proposed constituency is mostly a continuation of the current Paisley and Renfrewshire South
boundaries. Linwood is a logical addition as is the movement of boundaries in Paisley so that Seedhill is together with
the other areas of its council ward. Overall I feel the seat contains community cohesion and travel links as much as
possible.
I would however suggest changing the proposed name of the constituency. Although the area is part of the traditional
county and later district of Renfrew, the area has been known as only Renfrewshire since the local government
reorganisation nearly twenty five years ago. In the local area the name Renfrew is only associated with the town now
in my experience and so I feel the name Renfrew South might cause confusion with the town of Renfrew. Therefore I
suggest Renfrewshire South might be a clearer, more concise and unambiguous name rather than Renfew South.
As the Renfrewshire portion of this proposed constituency contains Houston and Crosslee alongside Bridge of Weir, I
would suggest the alternative name for the proposed seat should be Inverclyde and Strathgryffe. Strathgryffe is the
historical name of this portion of Renfrewshire so I feel this alternative would more accurately reflect the whole area.
I am AGAINST this proposal as I was a few years back.
Brookfield should NOT be classed within electoral boundaries of Houston. In particular, the new Deafhillock estate
which is definitely in Johnstone. Brookfield always has been historically adjacent to Johnstone. The Deafhillock estate
is planted on the former Merchiston hospital site which was under a Johnstone address.
* I am very concerned that for the second time in ten years the Boundary Commission wants to divide my ward, the
last Scottish parliament review split my ward and the Commission is proposing to split it again.
* The Commission's own guidelines say they try not to split Council wards if possible. To seek to do so twice in ten
years in the same area seems unfortunate at least and reckless at most.
* The practical effect of this is to cause serious voter confusion as no less than two MSP's and two MP's will represent
communities in my ward, whereas in the case of most Council wards it is only one MSP and one MP.
* Putting Houston and Crosslee in the new Inverclyde and Bridge of Weir seat will isolate a small part of Renfrewshire
in a seat where Inverclyde concerns will predominate.
I think it’s confusing to call them North and South Renfrew when there’s an East Renfrewshire. I’d prefer them to be
called North Renfrewshire and South Renfrewshire as that is the council area we live in.

Local Authority
Renfrewshire

Comment Id
BCS-11346

Redacted Comment Text
I have read, with disbelief, the Boundary Commission’s suggestion to include Bridge of Weir, Houston and Crosslee
into the Greenock and Inverclyde area. In my opinion the suggestion is beyond absurd.
Firstly your own recommendations advise against placing areas outwith the local authority.
I reside in the Renfrewshire area.
All my local facilities such as roads, education, cleansing etc. are the remit of my local authority and as such would be
better dealt by persons with local knowledge and interest and already dealing with such matters as they arise.
Brookfield and Linwood are each connected locally by one field/property.
It is clear that the proposers of this delineation have not properly considered the demographics of the area.
Any requests for attention to local enquiries would require the representative for Greenock and Inverclyde, which
already has enough issues of its own, to have to travel outside that local area to deal with a separate local authority to
resolve matters.
It also appears from your own figures that by your suggestion that an imbalance would occur either way.
I think this proposal should be rejected.
It is unrealistic and has only considered numbers and not the layout of the villages and towns involved.

Renfrewshire

BCS-11352

Renfrewshire

BCS-11379

Renfrewshire

BCS-11380

Renfrewshire

BCS-11387

As a resident of Houston, I am unhappy with the proposal of the boundary being reassigned to Inverclyde. Houston
resides closely to Paisley, not Greenock. I am stating my preferred wish to remain within the Paisley and
Renfrewshire. I do not see Inverclyde as my constituency, as we have no close links.
Wouln't it make more sense to have the entirety of Paisley in one constituency rather than being split as your
proposal shows?
I was dismayed to read proposals to reduce the number of Scottish MPs, seeing Scotland lose 2, (Wales losing 8) while
simultaneously England will gain ten. Compounding this, I'm disappointed by the plan to achieve such a reduction by
the dividing my constituency. I'm currently in Paisley and Renfrewshire North. Under the plans, Houston would be
added to a redrawn boundary with Inverclyde and Bridge of Weir. This doesn't reflect the area, not only
geographically in terms of proximity (the central areas of Inverclyde are not nearby), but also in terms of council
boundary, as we are part of Renfrewshire Council. My family also share many ties, history and family with Paisley
specifically. It doesn't seem intuitive to split Houston and Crosslee from the rest of our existing neighbours. Beyond
that, with most of the proposed constituency residing in Inverclyde itself, it seems likely that issues affecting Houston
would be overshadowed.
It is a very poor idea to link Houston, Crosslee and Bridge of Weir together with Inverclyde. The 3 villages have little in
common with Inverclyde. None of the schools are linked, the social and business networks are separate with Houston,
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Renfrewshire

BCS-11458

Renfrewshire
Renfrewshire

BCS-11490
BCS-11506

Renfrewshire

BCS-11515

Renfrewshire

BCS-11531

Redacted Comment Text
Crosslee and Bridge of Weir more closely linked to Kilbarchan and Brookfield. It suggests the pie is being divided
based on numbers only rather than any community drivers. I urge you to rethink this boundary change.
Renfrewshire Potential Boundary Changes.
- The suggested changes do not show any visible logic and seem to be quite arbitrary..
- Bridge of Weir is 2.6 miles from Renfrewshire headquarters in Paisley and the suggestion removes it from
Renfrewshire whereas Erskine for example is 2.6 miles away yet remains in Renfrewshire. Also Cardonald and
Hillington, Both Glasgow districts are included in Renfrewshire but whereas Bridge of weir which has always been in
Renfrewshire is now to be excluded.
- Amenities available to Renfrewshire residents would not be available to Bridge of Weir. For example the recycling
centre in Linwood, 0.5 miles away, would not be available requiring a 12 mile trip to beyond Port Glasgow some 14
miles.
- This proposal seems to be a pure numbers exercise. Ripping Bridge of Weir out of Renfrewshire, treating people like
cattle to be herded about without any consideration as to how it will affect the residents.
- Please explain how this would reduce the number of MPs by 2. It still leave the count in this area at 3.
- The notification has only just been released via a magazine with many of Bridge of Weir residents who were
unaware what is being suggested for their future are now understandably, very aggrieved by them.
- I suggest that before any changes are made that those responsible for these potential changes convene meetings in
the Cargill hall to explain why such a move should be considered.
Given it appears no part of Renfrew is in the constituency should it not be called Renfrewshire South?
I strongly disagree with the purposed new boundary of my constituency. I strongly disagree with merging with areas
that fall under a different council from my own. The paisley and Renfrewshire north ward is ideal as it covers people
within the same council and if similar Living standards, and access to services. The purposed merge with parts of
Penilee that falls under a different council from my own with different services available and living standards is wrong.
I urge those making the changes to bare that thought in mind that constituency should be within a single council and
not Multiple.
This makes no sense
Make 2/3 Renfrewshire areas. We have no natural connection with Inverclyde
I would swap Langbank for Houston in 'Inverclyde and Bridge of Weir' on the grounds of greater connection of
Langbank with existing Inverclyde.
I would try to avoid double-barrelled names and so suggest South Clyde
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Renfrewshire
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Renfrewshire
Renfrewshire

BCS-11688
BCS-11838

Redacted Comment Text
I do don't agree with the change of constituent area name being changed to Renfrew South. I live in Renfrewshire and
therefore should be Renfrewshire South.
On a mute point I don't agree with reducing Scotlands representation at Westminster, its not a fare and democratic
system.
Why give the name renfrew south ,it should highlight the Area (renfrewshire south) or
Renfrew North
I have numerous concerns regarding this new constituency:
It breaches rule 5 by continuing to split council ward boundaries in Renfrewshire Council area including:
- Paisley Northwest
- Houston, Crosslee and Linwood as well as
- Bishopton, Bridge of Weir and Langbank.
It also splits Cardonald Ward (Glasgow City Council area).
There is also a concern that areas such as Bridge of Weir have been moved out of the former constituency yet areas
from outwith Renfrewshire (Cardonald Ward, Glasgow) have been included in the new constituency to help make up
the numbers! There is a concern that moving a large section of this ward into the Inverclyde constituency will lead to
confusion for residents when trying to contact their local representatives.
This will lead to confusion for residents and voters, unsure of which council and MP represents them.
This move also results in a new constituency which now cuts across two council areas â€“ as well as cutting across 4
council ward areas â€“ creating confusion for residents regarding who they have to contact on various issues. This is
clearly against the stated aims and principles of the Boundary Commission and there is a concern that this could be so
easily overlooked.
However, I do welcome what seems to be the whole of Ward 3 in Renfrewshire (Paisley Northeast and Ralston) being
included in the new constituency but would have hoped that Ward 4 (Paisley Northwest) and the others that have
been split could have been fully incorporated in either this constituency or the neighbouring one of Renfrew South.
I have a concern that Scotland's largest town - Paisley - has been removed from the name as has the county's name of
Renfrewshire and replaced by that of the town of Renfrew. This does not help to identify the constituency to
residents and could easily lead to confusion.
Cutting across council areas, council wards and removing the name of Paisley from this constituency will break the
link between residents and this constituency, totally ignoring existing community ties. This is an ill thought-out
proposal.
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Renfrewshire
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BCS-11856

Redacted Comment Text
Renfrew South
The comments on this proposed constituency are similar to those I have made on the new proposed Renfrew North
constituency.
Although the whole of this constituency falls within the boundary of Renfrewshire Council, there are two council
wards which partly fall within this constituency and another constituency. As highlighted in the response on Renfrew
North, Paisley Northwest council ward is split between both ‘Renfrew’ constituencies â€“ a clear breach of Rule 5.
Houston, Crosslee and Linwood ward is also split between two constituencies, Renfrew South and Inverclyde and
Bridge of Weir. Previously the vast majority of this ward was within Paisley and Renfrewshire North â€“ now none of
it is connected to this area, breaking up communities and potentially confusing the electorate.
There is a concern that the Boundary Review has failed to pay attention to the principle of keeping wards together.
There is a concern that Paisley â€“ Scotland’s largest town â€“ has been removed from the name of the constituency
as has the county’s name of Renfrewshire. Describing this constituency as Renfrew South is a strange choice since no
part of Renfrew is contained within this constituency. Naming this constituency after a neighbouring town is a bizarre
decision and will only lead to confusion for the electorate. I can’t think of any other constituency across Scotland or
the UK which is named after a town in a neighbouring constituency.
The decision to rename both Renfrewshire seats is not welcomed. It’s bad enough naming the northern Renfrewshire
seat after Renfrew when the main administrative town for the county â€“ Paisley â€“ is ignored in the naming
process. However, to continue to name the southern Renfrewshire seat after a town which has no connection with
the area is bizarre and will only lead to confusion.
As mentioned in the comments on Renfrew North â€“ these proposals are not welcome, they cut across council areas,
cut across council wards and the naming decision is bizarre and undermines both Scotland’s largest town but also the
county of Renfrewshire. I would hope the Boundary Commission would review these ill thought-out decisions and try
again.
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Renfrewshire
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BCS-11933
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Scottish Borders

BCS-11222

Scottish Borders

BCS-11235

Scottish Borders

BCS-11236

Scottish Borders

BCS-11258

Scottish Borders

BCS-11331

Scottish Borders

BCS-11389

Scottish Borders

BCS-11540

Redacted Comment Text
In any boundary changes, there is the ever present threat that the rural heartland of Scotland is compromised by
constituencies with small rural populations, being subsumed into the nearest largest conurbation.
Large geographical areas with their own unique challenges and opportunities, have much more in common with other
rural areas in Scotland and other parts of the UK, than their neighbouring urban populations.
These boundaries totally cut us off from our reference area. We are part of the Scottish Borders yet the rest of the
region is in a different constituency. Politically this means that developments needed for Tweeddale get ignored such
as a new bridge across the Tweed. There is no community of interest across the constituency. Most people never visit
the area in the west of the constituency whereas they do go to Penicuik and other parts of Midlothian. It’s just a
gerrymander to ensure the seat is Tory because of the huge farming vote to the west.
The proposed boundary for DG11 is probably correct in the population size but nothing else at all. The communities
are distant from each other. There are no transport links except the motorway that runs down the middle of the area.
To put Innerleithen in with Lockerbie and say they are similar or have local similarities is ridiculous. The council areas
are different and do not work together.
Peebles is a part of the Scottish Borders. Our main industry is now tourism. We need an MP who knows the issues of
The Borders. To get our voices heard, we need to be part of a Scottish Borders Voting Area. The proposed new Voting
Area does not meet the needs of the Scottish Borders.
The geographic area of Tweeddale is currently mis-matched by attachment, sited South and West of its natural AND
local political affiliations with Scottish Borders and should be realigned with political ward boundaries currently part
of the historical, commercial and cultural area to to which it truly belongs. It appears to me that these obvious and
reasonable ties are are being ignored so that the cry of “equality” or parity in numbers triumphs over common sense.
Surely a time to reintroduce some of this into rational decisions instead of playing the card of PC ?!!!
Agree with the changes, although I would have thought Clovenfords was more linked to Galashiels than Peebles and
should be in this constituency
The Scottish Borders are a very distinct geographical and social area. The roads and social links east- West are very
poor so people tend to link more with places to the north or south of the area. The Scottish Borders has very few links
or things in common with the greater Dumfries area or Clydesdale. It wouldn’t be in the interests of either Borderers
or residents from Eastern Dumfries or Clydesdale to be in one constituency. The local needs are so varied it would be
impossible for one candidate to represent the interests of all areas.
In 1997, Scotland benefited from 72 MPs representing the voices of the Scottish people. Over recent years this was
dramatically reduced to just 59 constituencies. Now our country is told it 'must' lose two further seats.
In the first instance, this is utterly undemocratic and continues to leave the nation of Scotland on an unequal footing
within the political union of the United Kingdom. I object to the reduction of Scottish MPs and the weakening my
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country's role in the Union.
Secondly, as part of the Scottish Borders local authority region, the Tweeddale areas of Walkerburn, Innerleithen and
Peebles seem more aligned to Ettrick, Roxburgh and Berwickshire than
Dumfriesshire and Clydesdale. The Scottish Borders has a unique set of needs and therefore the constituents of the
Tweed Valley seem better served by being connected to their immediate neighbours in Ettrick, Roxburgh and
Berwickshire, rather than added on to the unrelated regions of Dumfriesshire and Clydesdale.

Scottish Borders
Shetland Islands

BCS-11878
BCS-11703

South Ayrshire

BCS-11382

South Ayrshire

BCS-11496

South Ayrshire

BCS-11641

See zipped folders for response details
Shetland and Orkney are very different areas with very different requirements, they need to be represented as
individual areas, not grouped together.
Symington is a south Ayrshire committee with children attending south Ayrshire secondary school in Prestwick or Ayr.
I agree with the central Ayrshire location for Westminster. This should also be applied to the Scottish parliament seat.
It is ludicrous that we have an MSP who serves East Ayrshire council
The Kyle Council ward would be better placed within a constituency that connects to Ayr, Prestwick and Troon. The
adjoining wards of Prestwick, Troon, Kyle, Ayr East, Ayr North and Ayr West come together to make an ideal
community constituency which is within the population deviation. Separating Prestwick from Ayr and mashing the
vaguely central parts of Ayrshire together is not ideal.
I fully understand the immensely difficult task that faces the commission and that each alteration to seats has a
knock-on effect in neighbouring areas.
I just wanted to register my opinion that Ayr and Kyle (Ayr,Prestwick,Troon and Kyle) would be far better served
together in the same seat
I lived in Troon - South Ayrshire since 1975
Troon is part of Ayrshire or what is now known as South Ayrshire. Our local area council is South Ayrshire and elected
Councillors sit on South Ayrshire Council. Yet when it comes to National elections Troon becomes part of Central
Ayrshire, which includes Irvine etc. We have closer links across the board to South Ayrshire than we have with North
or East Ayrshire council area's yet we remain in Central Ayrshire. I think Troon for National Elections should be
returned to the original area related to Ayr , namely Ayr / Preswick and Carrick as it always has been until the last
boundary alterations. Population numbers should not be included when making these decisions a more pragmatic
approach is required and not a dogmatic approach, saying that each constituency most have a certain number of
residents.
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Redacted Comment Text
Ayr, Prestwick, Troon, Monkton and Loans should sit within the same parliamentary constituency as there are strong
links between the towns (rail, bus and commuter links).

South Ayrshire
South Lanarkshire

BCS-11747
BCS-10938

South Lanarkshire

BCS-10977

South Lanarkshire

BCS-11062

South Lanarkshire

BCS-11169

Leave it as it is. Constant moving boundaries is dishonest.
I disagree with the reduction of Scotland's representation in the UK Parliament. We should not be having our number
of MPs reduced while English constituencies are increased. I disagree with Carluke being removed from this
constituency. Lanark and Carluke and very much neighbours who work together politically and socially. These towns
should not be in different constituencies.
Do we still have an mp representing us?
I believe our mp broke the law but we haven’t heard anything?
In the name of sanity, what legal review of the boundaries, would place, an ever growing town (carluke) with an all
ready highly population of North Lanarkshire, with no vision to the future of .This cannot ever be described as a vote
catching regard. The upperward has already been deprived communities of much, and to many to comment on.
The area covered by this constituency includes parts of 3 local authorities. There is little that connects the towns and
communities in this area. It manages to include parts of Lanarkshire, parts of the the Borders and parts of Dumfries
and Galloway. There are vast economic and cultural divisions. As a longstanding resident of Mid Nithsdale I hardly
ever go to and Moffat or Annan let alone Biggar, West Linton and Innerleithen which are in the Edinburgh commuter
belt.
The only things that unite the region are a degree of rurality and the fact that it has a high concentration of
Conservative voters.
I fail to see how an MP can effectively represent this region as it is not geographically, politically, economically or
culturally a cohesive region. I might add that I have never felt effectively represented by my MP in this region.
I strongly object to the continuation of this artificial region and would like to see it replaced by boundaries that
actually reflect the natural cultural, geographical, and administrative groupings that exist on the ground.

South Lanarkshire

BCS-11197

South Lanarkshire

BCS-11220

South Lanarkshire

BCS-11257

I find it hard to believe that Bothwell is being lumped into a Rutherglen constituency when it’s most obvious
geographical connection is Hamilton ?
This boundary divides High Blantyre, separating Hamilton Drive, Sydes Brae, Auchentiber , Hillhouse Road( including
Priestfield cemetery) for the convenience of using the Expressway as a boundary.
I welcome the boundary change to include all of Stonehouse. I think the constituency should be called East Kilbride,
Strathaven and Stonehouse since all of Stonehouse would be included.
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South Lanarkshire
South Lanarkshire

BCS-11376
BCS-11394

South Lanarkshire

BCS-11395

South Lanarkshire

BCS-11436

South Lanarkshire
South Lanarkshire

BCS-11494
BCS-11618

Redacted Comment Text
The traditional upper ward of Lesmahagow, Blackwood, Coalburn and surrounding areas have been in Lesmahagow
Parish since the 17th century.
To rip up this area and put Coalburn in with Dumfries is illogical and against historical and modern links and
affiliations.
The people and communities here all use the same educational, leisure, working environs and hospitality venues and
have done for many years.
They have nothing in common with Dumfries and Dumfriesshire and this puts Coalburn at the very extreme edge of a
large constituency where the MP is based in Dumfries and has little knowledge or interest in the village.
In the bigger picture this will affect less than 1,000 people.
Do the decent thing for our local area.
It’s far too large, we in Lesmahagow are far removed from Hamilton and have very different needs and amenities.
No change I object strongly to the reduction of Scottish representation in the House of Commons.
The locality suggested is to large and diverse Lanark has complete different issues to that of Hamilton .
I would strongly oppose your proposal to move Carnwath into a constituency stretching to Dumfries an away from
Lanark, which is actually our postal town. Carnwath, Carstairs, Forth, Braehead and Lanark are all inextricably linked
with strong community ties, not to mention very strong political affiliations. Removing Carnwath from this grouping
would be a huge blow to the community and would be undemocratic, divisive and discriminatory.
I feel that Clydesdale will be shortchanged with the currently proposed boundaries. I live in Carmichael, which is a
small village close to Lanark. Many of the communities that surround Lanark, and that are closely tied to Lanark, are
spread across multiple constituencies. There is a close connection between Lanark, Carluke, Lesmahagow and Biggar.
It would be nice if that could be reflected through a new Clydesdale and Clyde Valley constituency. Currently, we are
part of Dumfriesshire, Clydesdale and Tweeddale, which is a massive constituency. There are very poor transport
connections between the top end of the constituency and the bottom, whereas the top is much more connected to
the rest of Clydesdale. An MP that was based in Clydesdale would be substantially easier to access for residents of
Carmichael, Biggar etc, than one based down in Dumfriesshire. We are part of the central belt in terms of community,
jobs and transport, and I believe it would be better if our constituency reflected that.
The new boundaries make sense given the number of new build homes appearing on old ward boundaries
A Parliamentary constituency that straddles two local authority areas is completely unhelpful.
What is worse in this case is the fact that the proposal is a complete mishmash from an extremely busy, urban area in
one local authority to a completely rural, almost remote, area in a different local authority area.
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South Lanarkshire
South Lanarkshire
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BCS-11667

South Lanarkshire
South Lanarkshire
Stirling

BCS-11934
BCS-11978
BCS-10878

Stirling

BCS-10945

Stirling

BCS-11423

Stirling

BCS-11489

Stirling
West
Dunbartonshire
West Lothian

BCS-11983
BCS-11886
BCS-11328

Redacted Comment Text
I can understand the desire to gerrymander with Lanarkshire boundaries but this proposal will simply make the
Westminster Parliament even more irrelevant than it already is.
Lanark should be part of the Clydesdale constituency rather than the Clyde Valley. It is a market town for the
Clydesdale rural hinterland and has far more in common with this constituency rather than urban Hamilton.
I don’t see why you have to change the constituencies.
The name should be Glasgow South East and not Rutherglen
A very odd choice of boundaries. Wishaw and Tarbrax are very different communities and quiet a distance to travel
between.
More suited to have wishaw to Larkhall, carluke with lanark or lanark to tarbrax Just doesn't seem to be logical.
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
Really disappointed my village of Doune is not returning to a Perthshire oriented constituency, The Stirling boundary
is a rural constituency dominated by the City of Stirling, I fail to understand why this continues to be the case and the
Commission don’t recognise this issue, for example Tyndrum is over 60 miles from Stirling, I understand the
population criteria, but there has to be another way, please consider returning the rural communities in the Stirling
boundary back to their rightful home in Perthshire.
No objections to the constituency being the same as previously but needs to be differentiated from the Scottish
Parliament Stirling Constituency which excludes Dunblane (which is in Dunblane and Clackmannanshire).
Would propose that the constituency is called Stirling and Dunblane. Dunblane is the second largest conurbation by
some margin in the constituency and that should also be recognised.
I am happy with the new proposed boundary for the Stirling constituency. This proposal is so much better than the
previous proposal which failed to take geography and economic links into account. Thank you for responding
positively to my previous comments.
The boundary of the dunblane and bridge of allan ward needs to be extended west to capture those that live on the
Carse of Lecropt. There nearest settlement to bridge of allan yet they are in the Trossachs. The motorway is a false
boundary. It needs to extend to Craig hall farm, the river being the boundary to the south.
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
The boundary proposal does not make any sense, pumpherston and uphall station should always be the same
constituency as Broxburn and uphall, do the makers of these proposals have any understanding of local situations?!
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West Lothian

BCS-11589

West Lothian

BCS-11590

West Lothian
West Lothian

BCS-11752
BCS-11796

Redacted Comment Text
Dear colleagues,
I would suggest that the proposal to amend the name of my current constituency from the suggested "Linlithgow
and Bathgate" to "Bathgate and Linlithgow". Both in terms of population and, more prosaically, in terms of the
alphabet, I would argue that this makes more sense. As the town takes steps to improve its image such a proposed
name change, if adopted, would be quite a boost to the town's perception of itself and its standing within the country
at large.
With my regards,
[RD:13]
Whitburn has always had close ties to Bathgate. People of note from Whitburn, are usually referred to as having come
from Bathgate. The travel connections between Bathgate and Whitburn are quick and easy. The local newspaper
covers Whitburn as much as it covers Bathgate. I believe Whitburn should be included in the same constituency as
Bathgate.
Seafield does not have close ties to Bathgate. Residents of Seafield class themselves as being part of Livingston.
Seafield is very close to Livingston in proximity and issues experienced by Livingston residents are more likely to
impact on Seafield residents also.
The transport links between Bathgate and Seafield are very poor and physical issues affecting Bathgate residents are
unlikely to impact Seafield residents also.
I propose that the boundaries remain the same.
West Lothian Council agreed the response below in respect of the proposals for Linlithgow and Bathgate
constituency, and Livingston constituency at a meeting of West Lothian Council Executive on 7 December 2021
West Lothian Council:
1. Regrets the statutory constraints that reduce Scotland’s representation at Westminster and make it difficult to
respect the local and traditional relationships and links that are so important to voters
2. Acknowledges the Commission’s efforts in bringing forward proposals for the continuation of two largely West
Lothian Councilâ€ based cons tuencies
3. Agrees to respond to the Commission’s consultation by calling for the maintenance of the two constituency
approach but, to reflect the historical links between Whitburn and Blackburn and Bathgate, Winchburgh with
Linlithgow, and Broxburn and Uphall with Livingston:
a. Move Broxburn and Uphall area to the new Livingston county
constituency
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b. Retain Winchburgh in Linlithgow and Bathgate county constituency
c. Keep all of Whitburn and Blackburn ward in Linlithgow and Bathgate county constituency
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The proposed changes do not reflect the historical, local and traditional links and relationships between Whitburn,
Blackburn and Bathgate. In that respect, keeping all of Whitburn and Blackburn council ward, which includes East
Whitburn and Greenrigg, within the new Linlithgow and Bathgate constituency would be a more logical option.
Bearing in mind those same considerations regarding existing links, Broxburn and Uphall would sit more logically
within the new Livingston constituency, and Winchburgh within the Linlithgow and Bathgate constituency.
I disagree with this boundary proposal and would like to suggest that the existing constituencies for West Lothian
remain as they are. I am concerned that this proposed new boundary would split the existing local government ward
of Whitburn and Blackburn across two different constituencies. I believe that these new boundary proposals (on the
whole, across Scotland) short-change Scotland of 2 seats. The reintroduction of Bo'ness to the Linlithgow and
Bathgate constituency is however, welcome, although it negates the previous changes to UK Parliamentary
constituencies.
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
See zipped folders for response details
At a time when scotland is already feeling under respresented by Westminster, I think it would be foolish to further
exacerbate that by dropping two MPs. It would only serve to cause the independence movement more traction with
the voters and spark an increase in popularity. It would also give the Scottish government cause for grievance.
The UK Government has over recent years clearly shown their contempt for Scotland by imposing multiple power
grabs and ignoring the wishes of the Scottish people. It is in this light that I have no option but to believe that this is
not just a routine rearranging of the constituency boundaries but a cynical attempt by the UK government to further
reduce Scotland's influence in the UK. I am therefore firmly against the plans and Scotland should retain its 59 MPs.
Given that the Western Isles, and Orkney and Shetland have to be distinct consituencies, would it not make sense to
increase the size of the Western Isles by incorporating Skye, and the Southern Hebrides. The critical issues for
islanders are the same, tourism, crofting, fishing, fish farming, transport (especially ferries), economic development
and population. Many MP's have to work with multiple Council's and in Scotland this isn't the same issue it is in
England given devolution. Otherwise the review looks fairly robust.
At a time when Scotland's population has been described as being at a "record high" by National Records for Scotland,
how can it be viable that Scotland's representation is reduced at this time. There only seems to be reduction in overall
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representation in rural areas, giving way to extremely large and difficult constituencies for elected officials to
represent properly rather, rather than consideration of increasing representation in areas of high population.
Why should Scotland lose representation whilst England's representation vastly increases? If Scotland had had a
reduction in population then I could understand that but it hasn't. This restructuring will only increase the liklihood of
Scotland becoming independent as representation is stripped from us.
I reject any movement which reduces the number of Scottish MP’s in Westminster, increasing the democratic deficit
even further than it already is, especially with MPs increasing in England. This is a blatant attempt to diminish
Scotland's voice within the Uk government making it more difficult for Scottish MPs to have a say on anything relating
to Scotland.
As an Independence campaigner this review makes little difference to me on a local level.
Firstly because it's already a sore fight in this corner, and both the coast and inland aren't quite as Indy as I would like
them to be.
Secondly because the electorate remains roughly the same.
I'm still not convinced that Scotland needs to lose 2x MP's, we're already marginalised enough by the flaws in the
electoral system and this is of no help.
With any luck we won't have to contests an election with these boundaries anyway.
It is quite frankly ludicrous that there is a proposal to cut Scotlands and Wales voices in the UK Parliament,
At a time where austerity cuts and impact of Brexit are hitting those in poorer areas hardest, including in Scotland and
Wales, instead of proposing realistic solutions to the real problems caused by 11 years of Conservative government,
their focus is on trying to take another 10 seats and give them to English voters. Not only will this planned change
cause further division within parliament, it will not fix the problem of “it doesn’t matter who Wales, Scotland or
Northern Ireland vote for, they will always get what England votes for”.
If the United Kigdom is truly a union of nations then democracy must allow each nation's voice to be heard. With only
59 MPs it is hard for Scots to feel properly represented in Westminster. The proposed reducion to 57 MPs while
England increases its number by 10 puts Scotland at a further disadvantage. The future of the United Kingdom
depends on the constituent nations being seen as equal partners. This can never happen so long as our legislature is
so dominated by by one of these partners. England must accept that for the Union to continue it must relinquish its
overwhelming majority so that real democracy can be seen to be shared by all nations in the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland. If England cannot or will not understand this, then it must accept that it is the cause of
the breakdown of that union.
I urge Parliament to reconsider its decision to reduce Scotand's representation at Westminster.
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A change to proportional representation for UK elections would put an end to this boundaries farce for ever. The UK
could join the modern world.
With relatives who are affected by this change locally and myself and others nationally, this is outrageous. Diluting
local and national Scottish voices in an effort to subdue a nation for the benefit of Tories looking to do nothing other
than line their pockets. This is not a fair proposal for the people of these areas or Scotland as a whole.
In general reducing the number of Scottish MPs is effectively an attack on the views of the Scottish people within a so
called union.
If you are looking for electoral reform why not look at a proportional representation method, similar to what happens
in Scotland and other progressive countries around the world. It isn’t healthy for one party to have a majority
government as we are currently seeing with the shambles in Westminster. The Scottish government is much more
balanced having the SNP/Green agreement in place. Although ultimately this could be even more diversified post
independence.In the short term though please stop undermining and undervaluing Home Nations that don’t happen
to be England. Power through manipulation isn’t real, so stop misleading the public.
My comment refers not to this constituency, but to the general reduction in Scottish seats. There is no facility to make
these comments elsewhere.
The UK is alleged to be a Union of Nations, however the reduction in Scottish representation will further reduce our
capacity to have our views heard and recognised.
Under the current arrangements Scottish views can be ignored. These changes will only worsen the situation.
We are supposed to be part of an "equal" Union - how can it possibly be "equal" when England has 10 times the
amount of MPs than does Scotland ?
The fairest option is for all 4 countries in the Union to have the same amount of MPs.
Failing that, instead of reducing the number of MPs from Scotland by 2, we should go back to pre-2005 levels and
increase our MPs back up to 72.
No matter what way you cut it, Scotland is losing representation within Westminster. Progressive nations don’t
reduce the means for the public to voice themselves; they build on it and increase it. Regardless of political views, this
does not feel like a healthy democratic decision or an attempt to make things more "equal". Additionally, this comes
across as another example of contempt towards Scotland.
Scottish representation at Westminster should not be reduced further. It was already cut in 2005 due to devolution,
however now that Westminster is spending and being active on devolved matters representation should be increased
back up to 72
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The rules are wrong - this is NOT democracy when English MP's decide to STEAL two constituencies from Scotland.
Time for us to change the entire political system - and throw out every single corrupt political party and politician who
TOGETHER are STEALING DEMOCRACY ITSELF. and then we hold them ALL to account
Not in our name any more To gerrymander Scottish and Welsh boundaries is nothing more than bowing to Tory wishes to control devolved
government, knowing full well that Scots and Welsh MPs alone can't change a vote in parliament it is nothing but
outright bias and political hooliganism, leave the boundaries as they are.
I disagree with this proposal purely on the basis that it makes an already unbalance situation further biased towards
the under representation of the Scottish people in the Westminster Parliment. Losing MP's whilst other
administration's gain is simply unacceptable and the situation should remain as is.
I have a general comment applicable across all of Scotland.
I welcome the BCS's public consultation however, I cannot support any proposal provided.
My reason is that whatever is presented would be fallacious in the sense that it is an irrelevant red herring. Consulting
on new boundaries in Scotland divert the public from the substantive question which is, 'why is Scotland having to
suffer a reduction in democratic say at Westminster?'
I'm not aware of any public consultation on whether the proportion of seats between Scotland and England should
change. The proposal to reduce Scotland's influence in Westminster appears to be contrary to the 2014 ‘Vow’ and
subsequent Smith Commission which promised a durable constitutional settlement for the governance of Scotland.
This is yet another move by Westminster to undermine Scotlands voice in the supposed UK parliament of "Equals" the
"Great family of Nations". By increasing Englands MPs at the expense of Scotland, Wales and N.I, they are ensuring a
one party state and Govt. by oppression .The case for Scottish independence is now well made. This is yet another
move contrary to the TREATY of Union. This must be referred to international law, UN, EU court or who ever can
control this out of touch Govt. before a one party dictatorship is in place
This constituency should be abolished. In fact, all of them should. The correct number of seats required to represent
Scotland in England's parliament is Zero.
Let's lead the way, and then send MSPs to the only parliament that matters to us - our own, in Edinburgh.
I don't agree with the boundary changes. They look like they are made by people who do not understand the large
areas that the boundaries encompass and dilutes out our local representation.
Furthermore, it also doesn't make sense to me that there is an increase in the number of MPs in England (+10) whilst
there is a decrease in number of MPs in Scotland (-2) and in Wales (-8). Given that there is very little difference in the
relative number of people in England, Scotland, Wales and NI (population growth rate is not too different) (ONS
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January 21), it does not make sense why there should be a decrease in the number of MPs in Scotland and Wales, no
change in Northern Ireland and an increase in English MPs..
The loss of 2 seats in Scotland and the gain of 10 in England is wrong. We, in Scotland, deserve to be fairly and
properly represented. The proposed area called Argyll is too big to be represented by a single person.
Why must the number of UK parliamentary constituencies in Scotland be reduced by 2 ?
What consultative process, if any, has led to this decision ?
The obvious conclusion is that this is part of a gerrymandering exercise by the Conservative government to reinforce
their majority in Westminster, on which basis I vehemently object to the change.
This boundary change, like so many others in the last couple of decades, seems ill-planned and arbitrary, showing no
thought or consideration given to local communities. I see no justification for the changes and consider this to be
another cynical attempt to rob Scotland of its democratic rights.
It is a disgrace to reduce the democratic rights of Scotland and on doing so reduce our number of MPs in
Westminster.
We have the rights to maintain our voices our regions and our own democracy.
2 comments, one not strictly boundary-related.
1. Can some attempt be made to integrate constituency boundaries for both oarliaments.
2. Each constituency should return one male and one female to ensure equality in parliament.
This is just another ridiculous and meaningless waste of taxpayers money. Hospitals are in crisis, education is in crisis,
poverty is increasing. We can't even get the verges cut on a stupidly renamed walking and cycling friendly which has
no footpaths and is an accident waiting to happen. Its a real pity the people making these unnecessary changes had to
use their own hard earned money to fund these rather than relying on other peoples hard earned cash.
I disagree with the reduction of Scotland's constituencies. What benefit comes from have two fewer MPs?
This only serves to decrease the voice of the people of Scotland in Parliament whilst other countries in the union
increase theirs.
The new boundaries could alienate constituencies that feel affinity with their current boundary.
I think this an appalling abuse of power by the Conservative and Unionist Party in Westminster.
They are continually seeking to undermine Scottish voices in London. This reduction of MP’s here and in Wales to
further fill pockets with Tory MPs in England is nothing but a power grab.
If Scotland is to be a supposed equal partner in the United Kingdom, the consistent abuse of the Country and her
people must stop.
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Scottish people must have equity and equality of support in and from our UK government. Constantly reducing their
voice doesn’t give this.
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There is absolutely no need for boundary changes. Scotland's voice is already not being heard in Westminster and this
is the current governments way of trying to reduce it even further, making theirs stronger. I strongly oppose this
move.
I think it’s a complete joke and a manipulation of votes. We are in total limbo with no MP MSP willing to take
responsibility for our towns. Shambles!
I oject to the number of representatives from Scotland being reduced in any way.
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I wish to object to the changes being suggested as they do not represent a true picture of the voting public. I notice
you have not included the voting count per party under the new boundaries, based on the last election, both General
and Scottish, therefore nobody can see what the effect of your proposed changes have on the voting electorate. Until
this demographic is supplied then this is not a viable nor valid proposal.
Yet another attempt to silence scotlands voice in Westminster. A partner of equals this is not. Time to end this
abusive and dictatorial Union once and for all!!! The reduction in Scottish MPs cannot be justified in any democratic
parliament.
Scotland will have even less of a voice in Westmonster. The sooner we are out of this "union of equals" the better!!
Scottish constituencies have dwindled from 75 members (1918-1950), to 71 (1955-1974), to 59 (05-date) and now it is
being proposed to cut our representation further to just 57 members - a reduction of close to a quarter! In the
interests of democracy the ratio of Scottish constituencies to English constituencies should be increased.
The Scottish electorate has not voted for a Conservative government since 1955 but have been governed by
Conservative governments throughout most of this time because the electorate from England is ten times the size of
our own. Scotland gets what England votes for.
Thus there is a democratic deficit in Scotland that needs to be addressed by being over-represented if there is to be
any kind of honest intention for there to a union of equals in the so-called United Kingdom.
In the 'Leave or Remain' EU referendum in 2016, every single local authority area in Scotland voted to Remain. But
the electorate in England voted to Leave and so, against the wishes of the Scottish electorate, we had to leave the
European Union against our will.
Cutting Scotland's representation even further will not address this democratic deficit.
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Additionally, many of Scotland's constituencies are geographically very large and sometimes very remote. MP's are
becoming ever more distant from their constituents. Rather than cutting representation, the aim should be to make
MP's more accessible to members of the public by increasing the number of MP's in remote, geographically large
constituencies where transport links for MP's as well as their constituents are very poor.
Boundary changes may make sense for much of England. It cannot be justified for much of Scotland and it will be
greatly harmful to democracy if these proposed changes are implemented.
Yours sincerely,
[RD:26]
As a citizen of Scotland I find it shameful the fact Scotland's representation is set to be cut yet again,why do i say again
well we used to have 72 MP representing Scotland now 59 but now going down by a further 3 MP that's not what
anyone would call equal partners or equal representation if anything it's doing nothing more than silencing Scotland's
voice and it's as Mhairi Black SNP MP has already stated the City of London can already out vote the second largest
Nation in the UK which is Scotland no matter our population size that ain't equal and that's even before our
representation is set to be cut again ,if this all happens and Scotland is shown nothing but contempt and silenced and
underrepresented then all Scottish MPs may as well just come back Home to Scotland and stop going to a Parliament
470 miles away that doesn't have Scotland's best interests at heart especially when such disrespect is being shown as
well as disregard for Scottish views
As a citizen of Scotland I find it shameful the fact Scotland's representation is set to be cut yet again, why do i say
again well we used to have 72 MP representing Scotland now 59 but now going down by a further 2* MPs that's not
what anyone would call equal partners or equal representation if anything it's doing nothing more than silencing
Scotland's voice and it's as Mhairi Black SNP MP has already stated the City of London can already out vote the second
largest Nation in the UK which is Scotland no matter our population size that ain't equal and that's even before our
representation is set to be cut again,if this all happens and Scotland is shown nothing but contempt and silenced and
underrepresented then all Scottish MPs may as well just come back Home to Scotland and stop going to a Parliament
470 miles away that doesn't have Scotland's best interests at heart especially when such disrespect is being shown as
well as disregard for Scottish views
We were promised in 2014 to have a larger voice in Westminster how can cutting our mps be giving Scotland that it
cuts it London has about the same population as Scotland but has more of a voice on how uk is ran that Scotland all
that happing is England getting to dictate what happens especially considering the Conservative government wants to
have a dictatorship in uk
I disagree with boundry changes in the UK, once again ensuring any changes benefit the Conservatories reducing our
right for democracy.
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I suggest that this is (another) method to reduce the democratic effect of the Scottish electorate in n increasingly
anglocentric parliament.
I would further suggest that it makes a mockery of the much touted "four equal nations" lie as perpetuated by
Westminster.
In that way any net reduction in number of Westminster seats in Scotland should be seen for what it unequivocally is a strengthening of the role and influence of English (and therefore usually Conservative) MPs
I would love to be independent look what we have in Scotland that the rest of the UK hasn't got. I think Nicola
Sturgeon has got it absolutely right and I for one will be voting YES
I totally disagree with this proposal! Scotland has virtually no voice as it is due to numbers in HOC and to cut the
number of Scottish MP’s even further is nothing short of a scandal! It is certainly not democracy when even if all MP’s
vote for or against a bill they have no chance of protecting their country from having legislation forced upon it due to
the massive inequality of numbers! This is yet another example of Westminster showing complete disregard for the
people of Scotland and Wales and their wishes! Westminster is most certainly not a democratic institution!
To fairly represent all four countries in any equal union all four countries should have the same number of MP's, this is
not the case as it stands as Englands representation vastly outnumbers the other members of this so-called union.
I question the criteria used to determine constituency size. This is simplistic in that it assumes regional and national
issues are linked only to head count of voters.
Population density is not appropriate on it's own, but sadly is used as a measure as vote count is all that politicians
see. This leads to government decisions being based on the need to attract votes in target areas as opposed to
judging what is best for the economic, social and environmental future of the country.
The latest decision on funding of two carbon capture projects and ignoring the best overall project is a prime example
of a decision that will be regretted by government as being against ths overall interests of the country.
There are many other factors that should influence our governance and strategies. With climate change,
environmental factors and natural resources a critical factor, land and sea areas of a constituency are very important
and must be factored in as a measure.
There needs to be more than one proxy in addition to simply voting population to assess balanced representation.
The proxies should include, with appropriate weighting factors, population, land area, economics and productivity,
and classification of developmental need.
This type of weighted proxies in the analysis of relative priotities is standard practice in strategic management, in
profiling.
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It is incredible that with the many civil servants employed in government departments that such a simplistic
mechanism as head count should be used.
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Scotland and Wales lose seats in the commons, and England increase their number. As it stands this reduces further
the influence of the home nations outwith England. There's plenty of rhetoric about the rights of minority groups,
what about the countries with a smaller population, isn't this similar, their voice is weakened. NI aside as they don't
lose any MP's, is the representation of Scotland and Wales less important than that of the English regions, I think not.
Scotland works within her budget, Scottish business' make substantial contributions to the economy, e.g., food and
drink industries, and if areas that have done economically we'll are being rewarded why is Scotland being penalised,
this is a contradiction of the principles behind the boundary changes.
Scotland is grossly under represented in the UK government as it is just now this proposed change will make things
worse and is nothing more than the present UK governing party changing things to suit themselves. Nothing more
than Gaslighting the electorate. These proposed changes will set a worrying and dangerous presidence for
Democracy. This current UK government is dismantling the democratic process and as an organisation the Electoral
Commission must be independent and out of the control of governments.
Scotland is frequently underrepresented and has its interests repressed in favour of England self interests. It is not
acceptable to worsen this by further reducing representation.
Scotland has never been a democracy. The people were never allowed a vote and now that they are it is basically a
waste of effort. As Ms Black said the city of London tells us what is going to happen regardless of what we vote.
How can this union be one of "Equals" when Scots and Welsh voices, which are already undermined and over ruled
are reduced still further in this "mother of parliaments?
It is absolutely ridiculous to further limit the "power" of democracy. This is not about giving countries within the union
equality, it is about the creation of a dominating country, seeped in corruption, the power to veto any decision made
which directly affects the lives of Scots and Welsh.
Our seas have already been annexed to allow England sovereignty over mineral rights. This is another way of riding
roughshod over supposedly "equal" nations.
Do this and don't be surprised when Scots demand the level of independence that allows us to be a NORMAL country
with full control of it's own affairs.
It is absolutely ridiculous that Scotland is having it representation reduced at Westminster in this union of so called
equal partners.
The only way this can be a union of equal partners is with each country having the same number of mps.
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It is astonishing how little you know about the geography of Scotland. Ine if your constituencies is bigger than
Yorkshire, all under the pretence of making constituencies equal in number. One size does not fit all and this approach
is why Westminster centric policies do not suit Scotland. Same with broadband, fundamental erroneous principles
applied irrespective of geographical reality. Has anyone on your team ever driven the length of Scotland? I doubt it
I don’t know why your wasting your time, we will be an independent country soon.
Perhaps instead of boundary changes Westminster should look to Scotland and see how a fairer system of
government can be achieved by proportional representation.
This proposed reorganisation would reduce even further Scotland's already minimal say in UK government.
It is also an attempt by the current government to reduce the influence of the nationalist parties in the area; obvious
gerrymandering.
The current constituency boundaries suit this postcode very well and there is nothing to be gained - apart from by the
current ruling party in Westminster - by the proposed merger with areas with which this postcode has no particular
ties, especially geographically speaking.
The proposal is political in nature, would be of no benefit to the electorate - rather the opposite - and should be
consigned to the waste bin forthwith.
The proposed changes in my opinion are about diminishing the voices of devolved nations. It is ridiculous that there
are now more members of the house of lords than the commons and none represent me.
The UK represents itself on the world stage as a democracy it is not it is becoming a feudal land. Ordinary citizens are
ignored and industries or individuals who can pay abuse the system to their own ends.
If this goes ahead it will cause major upheaval and civil unrest.
This is a blatent attempt to further undermine Scotlands influence at Westminister.
I am really concerned that these boundary changes will give rural and remote communities even less representation
at Westminster. It seems clear to me that Scotland’s voice is not heard. Will it be listened to even less with fewer
MPsâ€¦?
It is totally ridiculous boundary changes are reducing the number of Scottish seats further. Representation of
Scotland at Westminster is being eroded yet again to further exaggerate the numerical advantage of England, proving
yet again this is not a union of equals, and Scotland gets what England votes for.
I do not agree that Scotland must lose two seats in Parliament. It is unfair
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The boundarys should be left as they are, it is an attempt to weaken Scotlands say at Westminster.
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I am extremely angry that the parliament of Westminster England should dictating to the people of Scotland that they
propose to reduce the number of constituencies in Scotland for their own gain.
Whatever way you cut things the simple fact remains that Scotland’s voice in Westminster will once more be
weakened by this diminution of elected representatives to The House of Commons.
The sooner Scotland can extricate itself from this unequal Union the better for democracy for all the people who live
here.
I am not in favour of reducing the amount of MPs or even MSP in Scotland. In fact we need more due to the fact
Westminster does not care about us Scots, they only want our money so England can be a kept nation. Therefore I
am not in favour of this new boundary changes. It would also mean that I may never get to meet my MP as they may
no longer be local. Sorry.
The only reason the ‘Tories’ at Westminster are affecting this change is to lessen the number of SNP MP’s in their
palace of totalitarian regime and undermine the voice of Scotland, so much for ‘us’ being better together!!
Once again, the powers that be in the South of the UK, are cooking the books by trying to change the existing county
boundary's.
This is purely yet another way by Westminster, to try to reduce the
democratic rights of the Scottish people.
This they hope, will be attained by the reduction of several existing seats in Parliament which represent the existing
counties in the north of Scotland.
The county boundary's should BE LEFT as they are.
Existing county names and locations are well known and recognised by visitors and tourists both in the UK and around
the world.
WE in Scotland do NOT need yet another set of county boundary changes at this time, especially when the tourist
industry and companies are are trying to rebuild following several years of difficult trading.
This is a nonsense - DO NOT DO IT.
[RD:12]
This reduction in political constituencies will further reduce Scotland's representation in Westminster.
The UK exists solely for the benefit of SE England and the home colonies of Scotland, Wales and NI exist only for the
exploitation by Westminster to keep SE England and in particular of the wealthy there
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Considering the current British Government have a very lose association with the truth, anything resembling respect
for the law, due process or any recognisable standard of decency, I think this process should be postponed until at
least after the next general election.
Under the current UK Government, there doesn't seem to be any such thing as an "independent body".
Given how hostile the current government is to Scotland. I also don't agree that we should be losing two
constituencies. It is hard enough for Scotland to be heard in Westminster where the majority of decisions affecting
our lives are still made.
Lastly, you have presented a lot of dense and impenetrable information here. And most of it seems to be entirely
useless. Other than losing two MPs, I don't know how this is expected to affect the political map of Scotland.
You say that constituencies in Scotland *must* reduce from 59 to 57. I do not accept this anti democratic move. No
one skulls consent to this. Tory Corruption.
Scotland should not have the number of constituencies reduced.
This is an attempt to reduce the Scottish influence at Westminster. They are trying to silence us.
The boundaries should not be moved. The number of members of UK Parliament should not be reduced
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Who is it that is under the false illusion that Scotland is over-represented. Because that's the only reason i could
imagine that would require us to lose 2 constituencies. London already has the numbers to out vote Scotland on
brexit. So if you wanna trim down the constituencies I recommend you start closer to home.
Never seen or heard of such rubbish in my whole life, Conservatives at their worst,.
IF IT AIN'T BROKE, STOP TRYING TO FIX IT
(especially to suite cons ambitions, with no interest or care for the people of the area)
This proposal represents a gross abuse of democracy. The parameters were set out in advance and it is as if we are
being asked to offer an opinion on matters that have already been settled. The phrase “turkeys voting for Christmas”
comes to mind. In my area, the geography is such that to have only two councillors covering the area is impossible. It
represents an abuse of natural justice and at its heart is anti democratic. The people will not be properly represented
or served appropriately.
Totally pointless this will cost the taxpayers more than it would help leave it as is
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Local authorities do a poor enough job at the moment most council offices have shut in stonehaven and moved
servers to inverurie
No boundaries should be changed.
This action is purely to enable a corrupt Westminster government to stay in power.
Absolute lunacy to suggest reduction in constituencies, we are widespread enough and do not wish to reduce our
representation at Westminster .
The boundary change brings complex geographical issues into play without concerns for residents being taken into
account
This process is to reduce the reprentation of voters in Scotland for political reasons. The aera covered by the new
consitunity does not represent or reflect the social and community boundaries. It has no historic relevance and it is
devided by a natural boundary the river forth.. it does not reflect the existing local authority boundaries and make any
sense.
Proposed constituency seems totally illogical in that it covers areas which have no administrative links and are in
different council areas. The area also has totally different demographics in that it is both urban and rural.
Seems as if the aim is simply to achieve a certain number of constituencies and has been looked at from a national
perspective and takes no account of local issues and concerns. Even the most diligent of MP’s would struggle to
represent their electorate effectively.
Get the feeling that those who have no real knowledge of local areas and links Scotland.
Needs to be totally reconsidered.
Disgraceful opportunistic a d dishonest, disingenuous attempt to reduce the capacity of less populated areas to have a
say on U.K. politics. This is clearly a Tory scam supported by Tory ejected paymasters in the House of Lords. This is
the last straw for Scotland. I am firmly now supporting Scottish independence.
This degrades even further the voice of the devolved people of the UK in the running of the central UK government.
This is a means to further reduce any influence the voters of Scotland and the other nations have on the wishes of the
English voter. It is at best undemocratic, relying on population centric areas and denying more rural communities a
voice. At worst it’s a method of the English centric government to reduce the voice of the other devolved nations.
I object to the re-organisation of the proposed electoral boundaries on the basis that the proposals are based purely
on political bias. The county of Angus and the borough of Dundee are presently leaning towards a nationalist agenda.
The proposals would bring into play a new dimension in voting pattern and would lessen the effect of a historic
voting result in these areas. These proposals are purely based on lessening the voting rights and historic political
patterns of Scotland. There is no requirement for an increase in constituencies in England to the detriment of
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Scotland or Wales. This is purely based on an attempt by the Conservative government in England to sideline the
voting patterns in its' neighbouring nations. For the Boundary Commission of Scotland to even consider these moves
shows a complete and utter disregard for the Scottish voters and a subservience to political pressure from the English
majority who are only interested in increasing their political power. There is no requirement for change other than
that which comes from the Westminster Conservative government.
You state that Scotland 'must' reduce constituencies. On whose orders and what criteria? You are obviously acting on
instructions, presumably from the UK government. Despite your claim to be non biased this appears to be nothing
more than an exercise to dilute devolved administration powers. Electoral rigging! Your efforts would be better
directed to reviewing the House of Lords, all unelected and completely undemocratic
This is all a rather obvious and underhand way of reducing seats in Scotland overall, therebye lowering our
representation in Westminster.
Why are we loosing 2 seats in Scotland when atm we dont have the same levels of proportional representation as
england has. I believe some parts of england have under 5000 people for an mps area where in scotland it's closer to
10000 for each mp. As I had a eye opening discussion with a member of the house of lords where he stated the tory
government increases known areas where tory party would win so that area would be split into 2 and have 2 mp
seat. Where other areas such as inverclyde have higher chance of being snp to labour so remove 2 to make it one
area, to reduce the likelihood of anyone else but the Tory party to keep hold of Westminster. Now he said this has
been done for years. And now il seeing it now. So no I don't agree with this, if it's such a issue of reducing seats as per
population go to am area in the borders where there is less population and a higher chance of affecting a tory seat,
but I'm sure that wont happen. Labour house of lord member was right
Do not agree w changes as it reduces our number of elected representatives!
This entire process is gerrymandering at its finest! Scotland needs more MPs not less. Scotland is already
underrepresented in Westminster and these proposals do not help. We are a union of equals but what is being
proposed fly's hard in the face of that. As a citizen of Scotland I outright reject these proposals and should be
scrapped and the idea dropped. This is only going to feed the fire for independence.
The gerrymandering of constituencies in Scotland is an affront to democracy and an attempt to reduce the number of
MPs in order to reduce the number of opposition MPs facing the Conservative party. Scotland has an appropriate
number of MPs per population and it is appropriate that this number remains. It is undemocratic and an attack on
Scotland’s ability to hold the UK Government to account, to reduce the number of MPs. It is transparent what this
consultation is seeking to do and it must be strongly rejected.
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This is ridiculous. Reducing the number of mps in Scotland will reduce our say in Westminster and as a result it will
favour one political party above the rest effectively making Scotland a dictatorship of the Westminster government
and our say won't be heard any more. It's appalling that Scotland is being run roughshod again by the tories.
This is another in a long line of gerrymandering to curtail Scotland's voice in Parliament.
Under the Act of Union, Scotland had its Commissioners (MPs, Lords and Burghmen) slashed from 249 to 45 MPs and
16 Lords, while England's Parliament paused for a break, but was not dissolved. On opening with the new Scots MPs
and Lords turning up, all the 513 English MPs turned up, without reorganisation, as the Scots had done and with no
state opening of a new session of Parliament, the new system being viewed as just a continuation of the 1706 session.
The ratio of Scottish representation had been constantly erroded, and this review is nothing different.
This is an undemocratic change being done TO the electorate of Scotland. We did not vote for the Tory government
and any changes should involve our elected Scottish gov. Scotland is meant to be an equal partner in the ‘union’ but
are outvoted every time by England and legislation such as Brexit, is passed by English MPs which overrules Scotlands
elected MPs voted. Scotlands voice via our elected MPs is shafted every time. Reducing the number of Scottish MPs
makes this inequality even worst and it is being done by a Tory gov who are fiddling the boundaries to try and fix the
voting in their favour. Tory corruption again. Makes a mockery of ‘democracy’ and the supposed ‘union’. Trying to
silence Scotland and reduce our voice again. I do not recognise these changes and it only increases my vocal support
for an Independent Scotland
Gerrymandering.
You might well be just sticking to the law and doing your jobs, but who made those laws? The [RD:7] Tories.
They are corrupt scumbags who want to cling onto power by any means necessary. If you had any courage you would
refuse to bow to them. Otherwise you're just accepting corruption.
Scotland causing too many problems for the Tories? Let's take away more of their powers.
The only good thing to come from this is independence. Tories won't be worth [RD:4] then.
I understand the logic behind the constituencies being determined by the number of residents, but I believe there
should be account taken of the fact that this "United Kingdom" is made up of three separate nations, and a province.
As we live in a Union of nations of quite disparate populations then we run the risk of effectively disenfranchising the
nations with much smaller populations than the most populated nation. In essence, the smaller nations have very
little say in which party is elected to govern this United Kingdom. Ultimately, this will lead to resentment of the
electoral process and possibly an indifference in the democratic process of voting for a new Government. Clearly, as a
Union of nations, this can also lead to many of the residents of the nations with smaller populations, questioning if
this Union is working against the aspirations of their nation. This is obviously evident in Scotland and looks to be a
growing position in Wales. Northern Ireland has it's own unique tensions on its boundaries and governances. If the
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United Kingdom is to remain United then I believe there needs to be cognisance taken of this disenfranchisement and
the allocation of constituency seats amended accordingly. Clearly, it would be wrong to give each of the four
nations/provinces in this Union of free will the same number of Constituencies, but there should be some kind of
formula used to increase the seats allocated to nations with smaller populations in order to avoid the unravelling of
the United Kingdom. A simple proposal could be that an additional 65 (10% of current total) seats are created for the
distributing amongst each of the 4 nations/provinces. Allocation of these 65 seats per nation could then be achieved
via an inverse relationship with population of each of the 4 nations/provinces. The nation with the largest population
receiving the least and the nation with the smallest population receiving the most. Tinkering with number/location of
constituencies as in this proposal, will have little effect on what is a much more serious electoral / democratic chasm
that could split the United Kingdom asunder over the next decade or two.
By reducing the amount of MPs in Scotland and Wales, this just gives more power to English based MPs. We(in
Scotland) already have to put up with the will and views of the English electorate, this will just make things worse. In
2014 the Scottish people were told to “lead the U.K. not leave” . The views of the Scottish people are already ignored,
this will make the situation worse. Once again the Westminster Dictatorship totally ignoring the views of the majority
of the Scottish people.
This is a ridiculous situation. Change for changes sake. Absolutely no reason for this except to follow some antiquated
rule. There is enough going on at moment, without foolishness like this. If you don't have enough work to do.....
The proposed changes are utter madness. The geographical area extends significantly removing all possibility of
community cohesion and meaningful parliamentary representation. This is an assault on our democratic right to have
ease of access to our MP, and for our MP to have the chance to engage meaningfully with the people s/he represents.
Westminster is beyond broken. The efforts at gerrymandering are blatant and disgraceful.
There is absolutely no need, or reason, to reduce the seats from 59 to 57. This would give Scotland even less of a
voice than at present. Absolutely appalling that this can be done without proper consultation. Whose idea was/is this?
I think that, unless you belong to the Conservative Party and are desperate for seats in Scotland, nobody would
endorse your suggestions.
Leave the boundaries alone they work fineas they are.
Looking at the design and layout of this area it is obvious that there has been thought put into ensuring that
individuals of a particular political class are placed together to allow the current UK government the best chance to
ensure that they remain in power. This new constituency bears no resemblance to anything that could be called
ethical.
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The current boundaries ensure that those constituents are catered for by an MP that has an understanding of the
particular rural aspect of the area. The proposed constituency boundaries do away with this and ensure that those of
a lower socio-economic background are grouped together minimising any effect their votes would have on any
outcome, reducing democracy in the long run.
Although it is appropriate to revisit boundaries to ensure that fairness and equality are maintained, this proposal is
nothing like this. Splitting the Ohils constituency amongst 4 new ones is a blatant attempt to reduce the incumbent's
influence on the central government.
Why there was a need to carve this constituency so? Looking at the bigger picture within Scotland it is easy to see
what areas (borders) have had minor adjustments and those that do not match the current UK government have been
divided. Shame on this. This is not democracy this is robbery. It disheartens me that this could happen in our country.
This further reduces the influence of the devolved powers and should not go ahead.
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Leave the boundaries alone, this proposed change only serves the interests of Westminster.
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These proposed constituency boundary changes are a deliberate attempt by the Conservative government to reduce
the support for the Scottish National Party and increase the chance of more Tory influence in the Scottish Parliament.
This is blatant gerrymandering by the party of corruption and sleaze to ensure they keep in power.
The changes as proposed should not be allowed to go ahead without mandate from the affected electorate.
In your introduction, the first line describing the purpose of this review states that Scottish constituencies have to
reduce from 59 to 57. So that indicates to me that this is a political decision. By all means review boundaries, but do
so from an investigative position firstly. Stating that the seats need to reduce is an outcome that you are aiming to
achieve as the main goal and there is no evidence that this is required due to changes in population within Scotland.
In fact, the population of Scotland has increased recently, yet you are reducing our democratic representation in the
main parliament that has power over Scotland. Our MP's are already outnumbered 10-1 and this will reduce our
presence in parliament even more.
I do not agree with any of the proposed boundary changes. It should stay as it is now.
Until we have proportional representation my vote will continue to count for nothing in any UK elections. Our
electoral system is outdated and in serious need of reform to prevent situations where the incumbent government
have an “overwhelming mandate” of seats achieved with just 43% of the votes.
Think they should leave things theway there. This is just Westminster trying to move the borders to get more MP's.
When are they going to realise that when they have people like Douglas Ross and Boris no-one is going to vote for
them anyway.
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Every part of this commission reeks if gerrymandering. Its shameful.
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Our electoral system is fundamentally broken. There's almost no chance my vote will make any difference to who
governs.
Safe seats make our system a travesty of democracy and must end.
The system for selection of the Scottish Parliament is much better, ensuring voters gave representatives from most
main parties and government is appointed on a proportional basis.
Reducing the number of Scottish MPs by two completely undermines Scottish democracy within the United Kingdom.
The proposed changes creat an unfair and unequal power dynamic to other nations in the UK and removes some
democratic power from the Scottish Public.
By increasing the area that a MP covers as proposed stops the MP being a local representative who will be less
engaged not due to lack of trying but due to the larger area covered.
Neither desired or required keave Scotland alone
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Leave the boundaries as they are, this is a ploy by Westminster to change Scotland's no of votes by stealth, it's theft
by another name, sooner we get independence the better
Scotland and the other countries within UK require more advocacy in their communities, not less. Reducing political
representation in our communities will only reduce the sense that democracy is working in the whole of the UK. The
number of people who live within a designated land mass is an illogical reason for changing the boundaries, what
occurs within that area affects everyone living within that area, whether they are 20,000 or 30,000.
When we look to our European neighbours we see clearly how anaemic UK democracy currently is, therefore I see no
justification for reducing political representation, in fact I think we should increase it.
The people of the UK would be better served by having more elected representatives rather than having a House of
Lords, which is full of unelected legislators, who are answerable to no-one.
The tories want to change boundaries so it favours their pathetic agenda. Independence gets rid of those fleas
Our numbers of MPs representing Scotland in the union parliament should be increasing, not decreasing. These
proposals will only increase the democratic deficit
I am against any changes to the constituency boundaries as I don't think we should have fewer MPs. We need to be
represented in Westminster in order to get our voices heard and reducing the number of representatives will reduce
our voice and voting powers.
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We currently have more than enough useless MPs and MSPs earning huge salaries and expenses for doing nothing to
represent their constituents, unless of course an event presents a good "look at me" photo opportunity, without
getting any more. No need for these changes therefore
My official retirement date was August 31st 2021. I worked in Further Education for 30 years, I was a Senior Lecturer
for approximately 24 years, I have first hand experience of how the SNP decimated further education in Scotland.
Mike Russell’s disastrous college merger plan saw 66% of college Principals sacked, a similar percentage of Assistant
and Deputy Principals sacked, between 20 to 30% of lecturers sacked and that resulted in a drop in student numbers,
courses shortened, exam results demeaned, universities having to accept students with lower qualifications than
normal and one can argue that in general taking education as a whole, the quality of the end result is a lower
standard of people going in to the workforce in every aspect of workers in the country. I am pro ‘anything’ that will
get rid of the SNP from running the country. I also don’t want them running councils, they have ruined Scottish
education, the NHS and frankly anything else they touched. I am of the opinion they’re sexualised approach to
education is perverse and a danger to the normal upbringing of kids in decent families and again in my opinion they
are blatantly racist, prominent ministers look out from themselves and I feel their detrimental to Scotland approach
to politics is wholly because of gross incompetence or their part in whole and individually to do the job they are paid
to do. The remit of devolved assemblies was to administer the wishes of the Westminster government in Scotland,
Northern Ireland and Wales, not to oppose its every move. I am disgusted to say the least by the SNP who have
proven to be very bad at ‘everything’ they do.
I would like to know based on what rationale the change from 59 to 57 the law was passed on and especially what
benefits it should bring and what issues it is to address. I was trying to locate those benefits but to no avail. Hence, I
am unable to support these proposed changes as a matter of principle and would like to recommend to decline these.
Status quo should reman. Thank you.
Who has decided and why that Scotland should have reduced representation in parliament? That is for the people of
Scotland to decideâ€¦ Why are you manufacturing a system that suits a conservative government?
The proposed boundary changes across Scotland are a retrograde step. They reduce Scotland's representation, and
lump together geographically disparate areas that have little in common. Elderly people who can no longer easily
travel to their local MPs' constituency office will be particularly badly affected.
The constituency boundaries should remain as they are.
This blatant gerrymandering by the corrupt Westminster government is an affront to the democratic process. This is
particularly apparent in the blatant and contemptible refusal to recognise the existent cultural and social realities that
underpin the identity of local communities. The hidebound and sclerotic mindset of centralising apparatchiks is
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particularly disgusting at a time when the crises facing humanity are accelerating, and radical change is imminent well
beyond the comfort zone of traditional party-led and fundamentally anti-democratic contemporary politics.
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This is gerrymandering, I'm being moved county among other things. Does England need more MPs, they already
outnumber the other nations? Why are the responses categories into social status, why should a peer's response have
any more importance than mine. There relevance to real life is minimal, most have got there by their own or their
forebears corruption.
Just another attempt by Westminster to undermine the other non England nations.
To reduce Scottish representation in Parliament based on the number of constituents is unrealistic. With the influx of
refugees, urban expansion and increases in population, the demographic in Scotland is constantly changing. These
changes are completely unnecessary and are a blatant attempt to influence voting patterns in Scotland, and to reduce
the number of seats that represent Scotland. Scotland's voice is already being ignored in the House of Commons as
demonstrated every time Scottish affairs are to be discussed - a great many MPs leave the room.
This is simply another way of reducing the MPs that Scotland could send to Westminster so I am against this proposal.
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Just heard that Scotland will be losing 2 MPs and in the process we will create Europe's largest parliamentary
constituency. Viva la democracia!
This is yet another way of Westminster controlling Scotland. Reducing seats for Scotland in Parliament and it’s
happening for Wales and N. Ireland. This is not a “Union of equals”!!!!
As I live in Arbroath which is part of Angus I am disappointed that I will no longer be represented by an Angus MP. I
believe that the boundaries have been changed in order to reduce the number of Scottish MPs by 2 in Westminster.
This will reduce Scotland's voice in Westminster even further. The same is happening to Wales and Northern Ireland.
What an abhorrent abuse of powers by the English government to try and reduce the say of the Scottish people in the
House of Parliament.
The current ratio of Scottish MP’s (also other devolved nations) is far mis-represented compared to the population as
it stands never mind this proposed change
Claims to enable and represent all of the countries is just fully untrue
Just showed you how powerful Westminster is , when they can change boundaries to suit themselves, nothing
Holyrood can do to oppose this, if westminster can do this what can stop them closing down Holyrood , if you want to
be controlled by a Dictatorship, vote no to independence , but if you want to have a government that answers to the
people of Scotland, you had better vote yes at the referendum.
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I would like to ask why the Westminster government is doing this, answer is to reduce the small MSP we Scotland has
in Westminster, thus reducing any opinions and opportunity to oppose what the Tory government is doing or
planning for Scotland. Which is a total disregard for what the Scottish people want and we need to go eat our
independence and have our own government. This is undemocratic to the people of Scotland. Tory's are bullies who
are determined to get there way with no regard for Scotland. This should not be allowed.
Things should stay as they are, we don't need these changes costing time and money. What reasons are given for
these changes ?? It smacks of political manipulation by the Tories.
Please find attached The Labour Party's submission to the consultation.
I think this reduction in our representation in Westminster, is a disgrace and anti democratic, how does anyone
except to have a fair say over the government’s legislation when our represention is reduced to that of a small parish
!!
This is a completely unfair process.
Firstly, in terms of the trend of reducing the number of democratically elected MPs whilst imposing no such controls
over the House of Lords.
Secondly, the idea of "the equal members of the union". Eqalising voter numbers per constituency whilst making no
consideration of the lower population densities of Wales and Scotland nor of them being separate countries
diminishes the representation of Scotland and Wales in the House of Commons.
If the system were to be considered to be fair to all the nations of the union then there would neeed to be 162 MPs in
each country.
General comments on the overall boundary proposals for Scotland from the Scottish Liberal Democrats.
This is nothing more than a Tory power grab in a failed so called union of equals. It's becoming increasingly obvious
that Scotland's only way forward is independence by any means even UDI. Westminster doesn't work for Scotland.
Data used re population is out of date. Reducing the number of Scotland's MPs from 59 to 57 may not seem a big
deal but it is. England will see an increase of 10 MPs. With 86% of Scotland's powers being reserved any legislation
passed which Scotland disagrees with will be an insult to democracy. This is just another power grab and a way of
showing Scotland that despite claims of levelling up and being an equal England cares nothing for Scotland.
I disagree with Boundary Changes.
I have enclosed a proposal which would create a set of 55 mainland constituencies that conform to the electoral
quota in an improved manner than the Commission's proposal in two ways.
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a) Only one constituency is composed of areas within three local authorities, and
b) Outside of the four large cities, only the towns of Paisley and Bearsden are split between constituencies.
I used the boundary assistant website to make this proposal and have enclosed a spreadsheet with the boundaries.
This does not include ward splits, as the UI of that website makes incorporating them difficult, but I have included a
word document explaining my proposals in more detail.
This should allow better local connections to be drawn between MPs and their constituents and for the multi-level
governance that Scotland operates with to be in greater synchronization,
Many thanks for reading my proposals and just email me if the Commission would like the .json file of my boundary
assistant proposal.
See zipped folders for response details
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